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HE fact of the first Edition of this work having run out

of print in three weeks, and the last—of double the

quantity—in as many months, whilst both have com-

manded double, treble, and even higher prices, shows me that my
work has been appreciated, and it is with pleasure I now place the

third volume before the reader, in the hope that as the use of the

Tricycle for pleasure and profit is spreading with such enormous

rapidity, and the consequent development of the manufacturing

trade in this direction all tend to show the subject to be one of

interest and importance, the information given may prove at least

of some value to those interested.

In the compilation of this work I have endeavoured to make

my remarks sufficiently plain to be understood by all who may

chance to come across them, and have made it my aim to be as

accurate, exact, and fair as possible in both descriptions and com-

ments, whilst I have arranged a comparative view at the end by

which may be seen at a glance not only the prices but the weights,

widths, and principles of driving and steering of each machine

described, which renders the selection of a suitable mount much

speedier and more satisfactory.

In conclusion, I trust that my efforts to spread the use of the

Tricycle may not be in vain, and that a perusal of this book may be

the means of inducing at least a few to become converts to the new

mode of progression, which saves travelling expenses and doctors’

bills at the same time, and renders its followers independent, healthy,

good tempered, and intelligent, at but a moderate expenditure of the

coin of the realm.

HENRY STURMEY.

The Cyclist Office, Coventry,

May 19th, 1883.
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SECTION 1.

A FEW WORDS ABOUT THE TRICYCLE, WITH GENERAL NOTES ON
CONSTRUCTION AND PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN.

HO would have thought three years ago that tricycles

would have come so much into general use that not only

nearly every crowned head in Europe, but many thousands

of British subjects from the peer to the peasant would
employ them for pleasure or profit in almost daily use ? Yet such
it is, and the incentive given to manufacture by such extensive

patronage has been great indeed, so that not only has the machine
itself been vastly improved in the healthy competition amongst
manufacturers which has ensued, but the trade itself, as a natural

sequence to its enterprise, has already reached important and
pleasing dimensions, there now being some thousands of people

employed in and dependent upon the manufacture of the tricycle

and its adjuncts
;
the City of Coventry—which is the chief seat of

the trade—possessing no less than nine firms whose sole or main
business is the manufacture of the tricycle, whilst half a dozen
others, in addition to a very extensive trade in bicycles, do an almost
equally large one in the machines now under consideration, and
several other Tiouses are pushing in to share the benefits of the new
industry. Many persons, no doubt, having become habituated to the

sight of the bicycle flitting about our country roads and highways
for many years have wondered on finding their attention drawn to

the tricycle by reason of its increasingly frequent appearance
“why they were never thought of before;” and indeed to the

generality of the public who have never noticed the three-wheeler
before, and who consequently reckon it an entirely new vehicle,

this would doubtless be a very natural question. The tricycle,

however, as such, is an older vehicle than the bicycle, or two-wheeled
machine, and my earliest recollections of a self-propelled vehicle are

connected with a tricycle. For many years, however, the improve-
ment of the bicycle and its manufacture monopolised the entire

attention of inventors and makers, and as that vehicle emerged
from its chrysalis and developed into the machine of the present
day, it so far distanced its neglected confrere

,
that the latter came to

be considered a hopeless case, and a kind of thing which no one but
a madman would think of using whilst a bicycle was to be had.

The arrival eventually at the bicycle of to-day in its very near
approach to perfection rendered further improvements not only
unnecessary but almost impossible, and inventors, given the cue by
the late Mr. James Starley—who brought the three-wheeler from the

obscurity into which it had fallen, and placed it for the first time for

many years before the public in a practical and presentable form

—

from about two years back have given almost their sole attention

to the improvement of the once despised machine, with a result

A
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which has not only astonished themselves but opened up a healthy,

invigorating, and economical pastime to thousands of men who
would never have taken the trouble to learn to ride the bicycle, as

well as to the fair sex, to whom the bicycle was of course a sealed

book
;
whilst the incentive given to trade by the introduction and

success of the improved vehicle has been enormous, and the con-

sequent competition, combined with experience learnt with the

bicycle, has rendered improvement rapid and remunerative, so that

although in itself quite an ancient vehicle, the now vigorous move-
ment in its favour and the present principles of design upon which
it is built may be looked upon as novelties, and the use of the im-

proved machine as opening up a new method of progression, a new
sport, and a new branch of manufacturing industry, all of which
tend in their own small ways to the elaboration and completion of

the civilization of the world, and of England in particular.

The question as to the superiority of the bicycle or the tricycle is

one which cannot be answered off-hand, the true solution depending
entirely on the standpoint from which it is viewed

;
for whilst neither

vehicle is entirely superior to the other, both have their strong points as

well as their objectionable ones, and the manner and objects of the

consideration of these points will make no small difference in the result

arrived at
;
for instance, looking at them generally, when speed and

appearance are the main points sought for, the tricycle has no
possible chance of success against its lighter and more elegant

confrere ,
but the reverse is the case if comfort and more universal

utility are the chief objects desired in the selected mount. Thus,
speaking widely, the tricycle is more cumbersome and heavy than is

the bicycle, but at the same time possesses more stability, requiring

no agility to mount and propel it, and no skill to balance, and
although liable to capsize if unskilfully or recklessly managed, is yet

minus that species of fall peculiar to the bicycle and known as the

“ cropper,” which is, indeed, the chief and almost only danger inci-

dent upon riding the two-wheeler. In the matter of cumbrousness
the tricycle is certainly at a great disadvantage, for whereas a

bicycle can be run in and stabled almost anywhere, behind a door

or in the rider’s bedroom, and can be readily carried up and down
stairs when necessary, the tricycle in general requires a special stable

to itself, for if placed in either a wide hall or passage it is terribly

in the way, and besides, too, many tricycles will not pass through

the width of ordinary doorways, and it must be borne in mind that

most attempts to make them narrower for that purpose materially

affect their stability and general Safety, whilst although some few are

made collapsible and detachable, it involves more or less time to put

them together, or in order, for a run. This matter, which is a very im-

portant one in affecting to a serious degree the spread of tricycling,

has, however, received considerable attention of late, and the time

and trouble necessary for this purpose has, by several patents,

certainly been reduced to a minimum, so that a rider now can obtain

a machine which by the turn of a few nuts, &c., he can fold up and
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stow away in a couple of minutes and restore to rigidity in a similarly

short period, and so in a great measure counteract the lack of con-

venience for housing.

Considered solely as a matter of speed, the tricycle can never hope
to equal the bicycle, as, on account of its construction, there must
always be more weight, more frictional resistance on account of a

larger number of bearings and greater road resistance, yet, notwith-
standing these things it can, and will, approach very near the two
wheeler even in this respect, as in a road competition of 50 miles the

distance has been covered in 3I1. 47m. 40s., or a mean speed of

over 13 miles an hour, and a tricycle of any ordinarily good make
can be sent along at a very tidy pace and, indeed, can generally be

propelled, after a little practice, at a very little less rate than that at

which an ordinary bicyclist travelling for comfort would progress,

whilst for taking long journeys a tricyclist has a great advantage in

the absence of the major part of the vibration consequent upon rough
roads, which is experienced upon the bicycle. True, he does not

escape many jolts of varying magnitude and unpleasantness, not

being able so easily to steer clear of stones and other impedimenta
to a smooth passage, having either two or three tracks to look after

in place of a single one
;
but the steady and open construction of

the tricycle, and its width in particular, allow of so many arrange-

ments of elaborate springs, which are neither more nor less than an
impossibility with the bicycle, that the shocks consequent upon meet-
ing and passing over these obstacles are lessened and reduced in a

surprising degree, this result being also attained by the position of

the rider, who in the tricycle sits, not immediately over one wheel
as with the bicycle, but generally between the three, each of which
supports its share of the weight, thus causing the shocks and bumps
consequent upon passing over rough ground to partake more of a

swaying or jolting nature than the sharp, sudden, upward, vertical

jerks experienced with the bicycle. As a business vehicle for use
amongst traffic and crowded streets the bicycle is not to be compared
with the tricycle, for whereas but few riders are skilled enough to

keep their seats on the two-wheeler when almost standing still, as is

necessary in encountering the casual and momentary blocks of street

traffic, one ot the chief features of the tricycle is that it can be pro-

pelled at as slow a rate as desired, as well as kept stationary when
necessary, so that not only can all the vagaries of a crowded street

be met as circumstances require, but the tricyclist can sit still and
chat with a friend, take a rest half way up a hill, use his machine to

sit upon when watching any fete or sports he may have ridden to

see, and enjoy the hundred and one advantages accruing from the
possession of a portable and steady seat.

In urging the especial claims of their favourite steed I have often

heard it stated as a great advantage over the bicycle, that whereas
with the latter vehicle one has to go through a regular course of in-

struction during which the knocks and tumbles one receives are

more or less a certainty, with the tricycle no learning is required.
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This, however, is not so good an argument as many seem to con-
sider, and is apt to lead the unwary novice astray, for although no
especial skill is necessary to actually sit upon' and propel the vehicle

—a child may do it easily the first time—anyone labours under a

great mistake who imagines that the mere fact of possessing a

tricycle gives a man the power to ride off for 20 or 30 miles without
fatigue, and manipulate his tricycle as a tricyclist of experience can
do.

,
Those who have been accustomed to ride a bicycle do not, with

a rotary tricycle, feel this anything like so much as does a person
taking to the three-wheeler without previous experience in the

matter in any way. The facts are these, that though the acts of

sitting upon and making a tricycle move along upon the high road
are simple enough, quite a different set of muscles is called into

action, and it takes some little time to get these into proper trim

for the work required of them, and constant practice is necessary
in order to gradually accustom them to their new action and enable
them to work with the minimum amount of fatigue. Constant,
attentive, thoughtful practice is also requisite to give the tricyclist

perfect command over his steed. It is like driving a fresh horse
;
he

has to become accustomed to its vagaries, tricks and peculiarities

of motion, to accustom his wrist to the exact amount of twist

requisite in turning at angles of various degrees, and so make his

steed instantly obedient to the hand and eye
;
he has also to make

himself thoroughly acquainted with its utmost capabilities, such for

instance as not expecting it to turn sharply round in safety when
going at full speed, as more than one beginner has tried to do and
come to grief, whereas an experienced rider would never dream of

attempting such a feat, and so on. Considered from a point of
utility, either for business purposes or luggage carrying capabilities

for touring the tricycle is far in advance of the bicycle, for although

every pound added to the weight carried as luggage increases more
than proportionately with the weight of the whole machine the

labour of propulsion, still an almost incredible amount of “goods”
can be carried without inconvenience on the tricycle if one does not

mind the necessarily slower speed and harder work, whilst with the

bicycle nothing like the amount is possible, and evtn a very little

is in the way and awkward, that vehicle not being designed to carry

much more than its rider, and consequently its luggage carrying

capability is extremely limited.

For sociability, too, the tricycle holds the palm, for have not some
of our most attentive manufacturers given us the fullest possible

arrangements whereby the partners of our lives—-or any one else

—

may enjoy not only the walks, but the rides of life in company with

ourselves ? And I may here mention that these sociables, as the

double machines are called, are the pleasantest things out, and
riding upon them even with one of one’s own sex is more enjoyable

than any other form of cycling I know
;
and they are coming so

rapidly into favour, that already several manufacturers have found

it a paying speculation to lay down the necessary plant for the pro-
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duction of machines which can be used either by one or two riders

ascircumstances require
;
these “ Convertibles,” as they are called, not

only rendering the stowage of a double machine easier, but enabling a

man at a trifling extra cost to have a machine which he can use for

business purposes by himself or for pleasure trips with a second
person, without being obliged to go to the expense of a separate

machine for both purposes.

In the matter of simplicity of construction and smaller number of

parts the bicycle holds premier position, but it must be remembered
whilst considering this question, that—although there are more parts

to get out of order in a tricycle—a loose nut or screw, or a part a

little out of order, is not of so much immediate importance as is the

case with the two-wheeler, with which the slightest looseness any-

where causes either very great discomfort, considerable danger, or

absolute incapacity for work.

Different patterns of the tricycle require different management,
and as there are already a very considerable number of varieties of

this machine, each possessing some peculiar features, peculiar to

itself, a little consideration of the general action of the different

patterns, and the general principles of design upon which they are

or ought to be constructed will not be thrown away by the intending

purchaser of a three-wheeler.

Notwithstanding the very numerous patterns of the three-wheeler

now upon the market, it is only very recently that anything like a

general study of the principles of design has been made by the

manufacturers, most until now having been content to copy bodily

the unprotected machines of other makers, adding only some small

minor specialities of their own
;
but makers are beginning to see

that success in this especial branch of their trade is only to be
gained now by a careful study of their subject, and a more general

reconstruction of their machines throughout with an entire departure
from the old lines, and are acting accordingly. Of course, as with
most other things, no one machine can—or has not been yet

designed which can—combine in itself all the desirable points a.

tricycle should possess, but notwithstanding this there are a very
fair number of extremely creditable and useful machines now in the

market, in the selection of which the discriminating purchaser will

decide according as he may consider the points gained, by the

particular construction of the machine in question, to be of more or

less advantage to his or her particular circumstances and require-

ments.

To be anywhere near perfection a tricycle should combine in the
highest degree the. three points—safety, comfort, and speed, or more
properly safety, comfort, and ease of driving, for, except for racing
purposes, mere speed had better be left out of the question, though
it may be taken as a general axiom that a machine possessing great
speed necessarily runs with considerable ease.

With respect to the general patterns of the tricycle now upon the
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market, the old “ bicycle” pattern has almost entirely disappeared’
and we have now mainly modifications of the “ Bath chair” pattern’

which have been found by experience to be generally safer and more
comfortable, and quite as speedy. The Bath chair variety may be
sub-divided under two heads according to their method of steering,

i.e., whether their steering wheels are before or behind, the former
being at present the favourite on account of the lamentable ignorance
of the subject displayed generally by the makers of the latter style.

As a general thing the regular “ Bath chair ” pattern of tricycle has
two large driving and supporting wheels, preceded by a smaller one,

which is used for steering purposes, and little variety is observable
except in detail. The modifications of the sub-division or rear-

steering variety chiefly consist in either bringing the steering-wheel

to one side, making the side wheels unequal, or in lowering the

centre of gravity by driving small multiplied wheels in place of the

large ones with direct power, each of which plans possesses points

of recommendation peculiar to itself. With front-steering tricycles

the rider is in general more comfortable, can be placed more upon
his pedals, and has greater command over the guidance of the

machine, not only by reason of the wheel being in front and there-

fore in sight, and the hand following the eye better with it there, but

because greater weight can be and is placed upon it, enabling
steering to be effected with greater quickness and more certainty.

The chief point in favour of the rear-steerer lies in the possession

of an open front, nothing being in the way of the rider’s feet, so that

in the event of a capsize or threatened collision he seems to have a

better chance of jumping out in front and getting clear of the

machine without fear of catching himself in the gearing
;
whilst

another point in its favour is the greater facility afforded by the long

backbone for the support and carriage of luggage, both of which are

great desirabilities, besides which, this class being simpler in con-

struction, are, as a rule, lighter than the front-steering varieties, and
what is more, cheaper

;
this latter item evidently being accountable

for the large number of this class at present in use, and all of which
points will weigh very considerably in its favour. When makers of

this type generally consider their question scientifically, and fol-

lowing the example of M. D. Rucker, Junr., & Co .—Palmam qui

meruit ferat, please !—place a sufficiency of weight on the steering

wheel, and give a vertical in place of a thrusting action, and when
a perfect balance gear has been invented* which can be easily and
successfully applied to this class of machine—for, at present, nearly

all rear-steerers being single-drivers, and the weight upon the steer-

ing wheel being usually so little, the machine is made to steer very

erratically, especially when going fast or over very rough ground,

this being increased when—as in ascending hills—the rider rises

from his seat and puts his weight upon the pedals, in which case in

* Since writing the above I have inspected a compound crank of Messrs.

Ruckers, which does this effectually.
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some machines I have found the hind wheel to actually tilt up, when
of course “ the steering is lost ” immediately, a result very awkward
and even dangerous with single-driving machines, though somewhat
modified in those using two chains.

A pattern of tricycle, somewhat akin to and growing out of the

last, is that in which the wheels are all of unequal sizes. This
principle, originally introduced for the purpose of reducing weight
before the multiplication of a smaller wheel came into favour, is

good insomuch that it does reduce the weight where a large

driving wheel is used, as well as giving the rider more freedom of

body— this, too, is an advantage with the small equal wheeled
patterns —upon one side, but I find, as far as my experience goes,

that the running is not sc steady as with equal wheels, there being
more or less a swaying motion and unsteadiness connected there-

with, inseparable from the inequality of the wheels, and that the

awkwardness of having one large wheel towering up upon one side

is felt when driving upon a sloping road with the smaller wheel on
the lower level.

Of the “ bicycle pattern” there are less varieties, these being built

principally for speed or appearance only. The system in the main
may be described as all the front portions of a bicycle, having, how-
ever, in place of the rear wheel a horizontal bar some 2ft. across,

carrying a small wheel at each end. About the only thing that can
be said in their favour is that with a great deal of the appearance of

a bicycle, and with exactly the same position of body and action of

the feet, the machine will stand upright by itself, although if much
speed, and safety too, with this class of machine is desired, the rear

wheels must be brought so close together that even this recom-
mendation is no longer present, and the machine, whilst being
a tricycle in name as possessing three wheels, is practically a bicycle,

as none but a bicycle rider, and he a practised one to boot, is able to

navigate it. With the common forms (as sold by many firms for

the use of children) the machines, although able to stand upright by
themselves, are extremely dangerous, as of course they are only
ridden by those unskilled in the art of riding the bicycle, and on
coming to uneven or sloping ground the machine is thrown so much
out of the perpendicular that a fall is almost inevitable. Some one
or two varieties having patented methods of driving are considerably
safer, as the makers aim not at the utmost elevation possible, but
place the rider some distance down the backbone, though even these
are now almost obsolete. Turned “ right about” and driven in the

opposite direction, this form of machine possesses considerable
merit, the rider being seated low, with an open front and central

driving—three very desirable points, although their method of com-
bination causes an amount of sway, and the number of stay-rods and
braces adds somewhat considerably to the weight.

A form of tricycle taking a middle position between the two
varieties is that so well known as the “ Coventry” tricycle. This has
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many advantages, notably its great safety compared with other
machines of the same narrow dimensions, the great ease with
which it may be turned, and the steadiness both up and down hill,

which latter requisites are brought about by the rider being placed
midways between the two steering wheels, each of which occupies a

position either far in front or a like distance in the rear, a peculiarity

which also gives the rider a great advantage in the application of

his weight to the pedals when ascending hills.

Of the two general methods of transmitting the power to the
driving-wheels, I think the rotary motion superior to the ordinary
lever action for many reasons. In the first place, the motion is

more analogous to that produced in riding the bicycle, and this

seems to me to be much the easier and less fatiguing of the two,
although I may be mistaken, as I was long accustomed to the action

of a bicycle before I attempted the propulsion of a tricycle. Be this

as it may, it is very probable that a person altogether new to the

exercise would find little difference between the two methods
;
for

my own part it seems to me that the lever action is not so well

calculated for a high speed, the motion being more jerky, that there

is a more decided dead point, and that the knee being brought higher
up in the recovery stroke, the muscles just above the knee are more
strained, especially in hill work, and the appearance also is not
enhanced by it.

Both methods have great facilities for obtaining power at the

expense of speed or vice versa
,
but I think in this matter as well

the rotary action holds the premier position, not only because with
an increase of power, with the lever motion, the height of the leg

throw is increased unpleasantly, but also because with the rotary

motion no difference whatever is made in the throw of the cranks,

but, by the utilization of large or small toothed wheels speed may,
for a level country, be gained to any extent by increasing the revo-

lutions of the driving wheel when compared with that of the pedals
;

whilst on the other hand, by increased revolutions of the pedals in

comparison with those of the driving-wheel, power may—although

of course at a proportionate loss of speed—be gained ad infinitum ;

this method of “ gearing up,” “ gearing down,” or “ gearing level
’

being one which has lately excited much attention, and the aim of

more than one inventor has been to secure in one machine all three

gearings at will, so that by the turn of the handle or the movement of a

lever, the proportion between speed and power can be regulated

according to the nature of the roads, the circumstances of wind or

gradient, etc., etc. Several methods have been before the public for

some time now, but the disadvantage of friction and other causes

attending their use have been such as to nullify to a great extent their

gain
;

still I am convinced that a method which shall attain the

desired ends on a double driving machine, with a minimum of attend-

ant disadvantages would be a valuable acquisition, and a successful

commercial speculation if properly made and energetically put upon
the market. As a general thing, in place of driving large wheels
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geared level the plan somewhat recently introduced of driving with

smaller wheels, geared up, is one which I highly approve of for fair

roads, light work and racing purposes, for although I am perfectly

aware that there is considerably more friction generated by so doing,

I am of opinion that the reduction in weight more than compensates
for this, whilst the centre of gravity being brought so much lower

—

the width remaining constant—the safety is very considerably

increased, and I also think that, provided tne reduction is not carried

to excess, the application of good thick rubbers also quite compen-
sates for any little increase of vibration or jolting likely to be

experienced
;
so that in considering this principle we have really to

weigh a considerable increase in safety against a slightly more lowly

position and appearance, the latter of which cannot but, I think, give

way before the superior advantages of the former. Of course,

under the circumstances of a weak rider and very rough or hilly

roads the reverse is advisable, i.e., using a 48m. or 50m. wheel
geared down to about 42m.

A very important point in the construction of a tricycle is the

position of the driving-wheel, which may be either before, behind, at

one side, or on both, and this matter resolves itself mainly into the

question of the respective superiority of- double or single drivers.

To those uninitiated, a double driver is a machine with two equal

carrying wheels, both of which are driven, whereas with single

drivers only one of the three is driven. According to theory, the

application of power should be central, and, without a doubt, the

single driving wheel should be best when in a central position, no
matter whether leading or following, but for the fact that this

position is an awkward one for many reasons, necessitating usually
if in front—except in regular bicycle pattern machines—an incom-
plete arrangement for steering with the two rear wheels, and if behind
militating as a rule much against the carrying of any luggage, as

well as being more or less unsteady unless heavily braced and
clamped. The single driving-wheel when placed upon one side is

therefore generally preferred to the central position for general

purposes, on account of the greater comfort of machines thus built,

and the greater facilities they possess for luggage carrying and
other important and useful peculiarities. The chief objections to

the single side-driving wheel are the swaying motion produced by
the repeated pressure of the feet and propulsive power being on one
side only, the fact that it has to drag in a more or less awkward
manner both the other wheels through the mud, and the dangerous
knack it has of swerving sharply round should the steering be lost

for a moment either in propelling or sudden back pedalling. The
first objection is not always readily perceived, this being the case
when there is a sufficiency of weight upon the steering wheel

;
but

if a rider—say in hill mounting—manages to lift his steering-wheel
off the ground, the result is apparent immediately, for the machine
twists round as if upon a pivot, the geared wheel directly driving
round the loose one

;
this is also the case if the steering rod becomes
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by any means disconnected with the rudder wheel. When running
upon a level road and at a moderate pace the sway is not very
perceptible, but let the rider force his machine at a good heavy pace
over uneven ground, or “ rush ” a hill, and he will quickly find the
difference. The only single side-driving pattern of machine where
this is more or less unfelt is that with fore and aft steering (as the
“ Coventry ”), with which the long leverage of the two rudder
wheels keeps the driving-wheel steadily in one direction, although
the side strain must be ever present, and though in the main unfelt,

considerable.

In double driving machines the wheels are placed one upon each
side, and to be properly constructed they must so work automati-
cally that whilst each wheel drives when running straight ahead,
allowance is made by them in turning, the outer rotating at a greater

speed than the inner one. Of course, by fixing two wheels rigidly

upon the same axle both may be driven when travelling in a straight

line, but when a departure from the straight is made, however slight,

a certain portion of the arcs of two concentric circles has to be

described by each wheel, and naturally, as the circumferences of

concentric circles are larger as they depart from the centre, the out-

side wheel—or that farthest from the common centre—will have the

greatest distance to travel, and this it will be unable to do unless

allowed to revolve separately. It is this which necessitates the use
of single driving-wrheels by manufacturers who have no arrange-

ment by which this necessary automatic action can be obtained.

Mechanical clutches, thrown in and out of gear by a separate handle,

have been tried, with which the wheels may be thrown out of gear

when taking corners, both being driven upon the straight, but this

plan can never properly answer on account of its involving a

separate action on the part of the rider, which is very likely to be
forgotten in a sudden emergency, when the omission would involve,

very probably, serious consequences, as, with both wheels in rigid

connection, the machine must keep straight on or capsize in the

effort to turn. I am, however, much more favourably inclined towards
the plan of connecting the clutch gear with the steering gear, so as to

cause it to be automatically thrown in and out of gear on all curves.

This drives double perfectly, and is by no means so dangerous,

provided the clutch gear is mechanical, well made and instant in

action. During the last two seasons a number of machines have
been introduced, in which a chain is used to each wheel, and friction

clutches, or a ratchet and pawl, used to each
;
so that when travel-

ling straight both wheels are driven, but either wheel is free to “ run

over ” the clutches and make a larger circuit than the other. These
plans are very good substitutes for the real thing, and are by no
means bad in their way. True double driving is, however, only

obtained by the use of a balance gear, with which both wheels are

driven at every point and the “ balance of power ” maintained, each

wheel getting an amount of power exactly in proportion to the

proportionate speed at which it is required to travel, and the
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outer wheel in making curves is always driven strongest, whilst

with balance gear back-pedalling is possible, whereas all two chain,

clutch motions do not admit of this necessary action without some
separate mechanism. During the past two seasons the advantages,

of double driving gear seem to have made themselves felt, if we
may judge by the number of patents taken out to secure the desired

ends, and the great proportionate increase in the number of double
driving machines put on the market.

Some manufacturers I have heard argue against the principle,,

upon the ground that the automatic gearing employed in reality

causes but one wheel to be driven when travelling in anything else

but a perfectly straight line
;
but, given that this is a fact—which it

isn’t with balance gear, though it is with the two chain motion—it

must be admitted that if both wheels are driven and power applied

upon each side of the machine equally for, say 75 per cent, of the

time, this is far better than not driving with both wheels at all.

This is on the principle that “ half a loaf is better than none.”
The chief advantages of the double-driving system are that the

swaying propensity is absent and the running at speed consequently
steadier, and that as both wheels drive, if an obstacle is met by one
the force exercised by the rider is not checked and taken up solely

in getting over that obstacle, but is taken up by the other wheel,

which continues its steady motion, and with a little help from its

fellow, drags the unfortunate one over the obstruction and sets him
going again without much hindrance

;
likewise two wheels, each at

work, can naturally drag along one with far more ease than can
one wheel, work it never so hard, drag along two others each in more
awkward positions, being indirect with the line of pull.

In considering the different foot motions and wheel gearings a
very important point is apt to be overlooked, and that is the ability

or otherwise to “ back-pedal,” i.e., check the machine with the feet

or propel in a rearward direction, a point of great importance when
we consider the desirability of slight checks to the speed, stops and
reversions in traffic navigation, as well as a fall back in case of the

failure of the brake, or as an assistance in the event of an insufficiency

of brake power at any time. With regard to the arrangement of the

wheels, some little consideration must be given—in addition to the

points in this direction already noted—to the manner of placing
them upon the road, for they can be so arranged as to make either

two or three tracks, and the rider has to consider whether the slight

increase in erratic steering which sometimes occurs—this is not the
case with fore and aft double steering—with two track machines is

compensated for by their running smoother and being less liable to

meet with obstacles, two tracks being better guided clear of stones
and ruts than three.

The position of the handles, although seemingly a small matter,
is in reality very important, yet notwithstanding this, manufacturers
generally, until last season, seemed quite to have overlooked it in
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their calculations, and the result consequently is, that in com-
paratively few machines the handles are in the best position

;
they

.are either too high, too low, too far back, too far forward, tco close

together, or too wide apart, and excess in any of these directions is

both unpleasant and fatiguing. To be in the proper position for

general work the handles should be just at the level of the hands
when the rider is sitting upright, and should also be in a direct line

between the shoulders of the rider, and a point some 3m. foiward
of the pedal centres, and just so far apart that whilst not so wide as

to cause the arms to be stretched outwards, they should not be so

narrow as to oblige the rider almost to squeeze himself in and out

between them. The most important of these positions is the height,

for if they are too low the shoulders are brought down and forwards
to meet them, the result being a most awkward and ungainly
appearance, and considerable discomfort and extra fatigue to the

rider
;
whilst on the other hand should they be set too high, the arms

are bent when holding them, and a direct pull cannot be obtained,

whereby the strain upon the shoulders and muscles of the arms is

rendered severe, and no small amount of power is expended
uselessly, and consequently lost. Now, in considering this point, it

will be seen that what suits one rider will by no means suit another,

not only on account of the different length of arm, but also because
a short person lowers the position of his saddle, whilst a tall one
raises it, and many men of equal length of arm, by reason of a

difference in length of leg, ride with the saddle at different heights,

so that a constant height of handle for all riders is altogether wrong
;

indeed, as most riders adjust their seats to suit themselves, 1 do not

think manufacturers can suit everyone in this matter, even when
specially building the machine, except by making the handles adjust-

able. I consider this one of the most important factors towards the

success of the machine, and am sure that next season no machine
worth having will be sent out without them. Already nearly every

good firm has adopted the principle, though making an extra charge
for the fitting of adjustable handles, and this is a considerable satis-

faction to me, as in the first edition of this book, when but two
makers had ever applied them (and even they had ceased to do so),

I called attention to the great defects of a machine not thus fitted,

and have since, several times, pointed out the defect in The Cyclist
,

so that it seems my efforts to effect improvement in this direction

have not proved ineffectual.

In the arrangement of the frame of a tricycle the extent of the

wheel base should not be left out of consideration, as the stability

and safety of the machine is in no small degree dependent upon the

proper proportion of the wheel base to the perpendicular height and
position of the centre of gravity. I have noticed with some makers
recently a tendency to bring all the wheels as closely together as

possible, for the sake of appearance. A graver error in constructional

judgment could hardly be possible, for if we take the tricycle and its

rider to represent a triangular pyramid, it is easy to see that the
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larger the wheel base in proportion to the height the less liable will

a machine be to capsize.

The construction of the brake is another point until recently left

almost out of consideration by many manufacturers, but which is

one of the most important I know of in the construction of an all-

round touring machine. Whether acting upon the tyres of the

wheels or on specially constructed drums, they should be perfect in

their action, and no half measures be allowed
;
some makers seem

to imagine that almost anything will do for a brake, but it is need-

less to say this is a great mistake. A properly constructed brake

will act in such a manner that however suddenly applied it will not

in any way affect the course of the machine by causing it to swerve
in either direction

;
it will also have sufficient leverage in the handle,

and surface to the spoons or straps to enable the machine to be kept

well in hand dov/n really steep descents with comparatively little

strain upon the hand and arm. The plan adopted by one or two
makers last season of fitting catches to hold it in any position without
strain on the hand is an excellent one, and one which I hope to see

in time universally adopted. In purchasing a tricycle for road work,
especially in a hilly district, all should insist on great length in the

lever, long and broad spoons biting the tyre throughout their length,

or broad deep drums with straps biting all round and strong safe

connections.

These and many other points have to be carefully gone into in

building a tricycle or selecting a mount, and above all it must not

be forgotten that simplicity is a great desideratum
;

and of two
machines fulfilling the same requirements, the simpler is almost
sure to prove the most satisfactory in the end.



SECTION II.

ANALYSIS OF THE TRICYCLE.

N account of the total difference in shape existing in many
of the varieties of the tricycle, few portions, comparatively
speaking, are common to all, and thus the work of analysis

can never be so complete as can be that of the bicycle, all

machines are built upon the same general lines. Still there

.are many parts, such as the wheels, bearings, steering and driving

arrangements, and seats, which in one or other of their modifications

enter into the composition of all tricycles, and these it is my intention

briefly to review and compare together, that their construction
,
peculiar

uses, advantages, and disadvantages may be the more easily under-

stood by comparison, and the simple mention of them by name, in

the notices of the entire machines, be sufficient and save the necessity

of repeated descriptions of the same thing.

THE WHEELS
Claim our attention before all other parts, as in them the greatest

similarity exists, and, examining these piece by piece, we find them
in all cases to be furnished with

Tyres, formed of a continuous rope of india-rubber stretched

round the wheel, and held firmly by a cement specially manufactured
for the purpose. These tyres, of course, form the medium of contact
between the earth and the wheel, and in times gone by were formed
of iron bands, in the same way as are those of an ordinary cart-

wheel. In machines of the present day, however, they are, as I

have before remarked, composed of india-rubber, which substance
yields to the slight inequalities of the ground, thereby doing away
in a great measure with the bumping and jarring felt with the

old-fashioned iron ones, besides giving that quietude of progress
which makes tricycling so delightful.

This india-rubber in shape is round, and is of various quality and
density, some tyres being very soft, whilst others are just the

opposite
;
in most cases the latter are of very inferior quality and

therefore cheaper in price, this kind being usually put on cheap
machines, as the rubber forms one of the most expensive items to

the manufacturer. A rather soft rubber is best, as it gives more to

the unevenness of the road
;
but it should not be too much so, or it

will more easily receive cuts from sharp stones, &c. In colour, tyres

are either red or grey—most generally the former—the colour being
simply a dye. In appearance the red has the advantage, con-
sequently it is, and has been, a great favourite with riders on this

.account, and also by reason of a mistaken notion that tyres of that

hue were indestructible. The common tyres are made of rubber
rolled into shape before solidification, and have consequently a

of which
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ragged, uneven juncture, and are by no means uniform in thickness,

consequently

Hancock’s Moulded Tyres are preferable, these being cast

into shape in moulds. They are made in five sizes, from fin. to iin.,

and are beautifully smooth and even, and may be recognised by the

very straight, clean, even moulding ridge which will be found
upon them.

gIN. MOULDED RUBBER.

Thickness depends much upon circumstances, and should be
regulated accordingly. For a heavy man, heavy machine, or rough
roads a thick tyre is best, and vice versa. As a rule their diameter
is fin., but if comfort and durability be desired, iin., tyres will be
found much more suitable; for racing machines fin. or even fin.
will be ample. The sizes I have mentioned must be taken as

referring mainly to the large carrying wheels, the rudder wheel being
generally provided with rubber fin. less than that used on the others.

It must be remembered that a machine will last much longer when
fitted with a good rubber than otherwise, as the jars and sudden
shocks consequent upon travelling over rough roads are materially
lessened, thus decreasing the liability of the various parts to loosen
and wear.

The Victor Moulded Rubbers are made in America. They
are cast in one piece without join at any part, so are perfectly even
throughout, and have not even a join as all others have. They are

made of the best Para rubber, and are very pliant and good.

Hancock’s Patent Combination Tricycle Tyres are an im-
provement on those in ordinary use, as they wear much longer.

They are made of two qualities of rubber, the side which comes in

contact with the road being white and very hard, so that it is not
easily cut, whilst pliancy is obtained by having the other side (the

greater part of tyre) of the best soft red rubber. This patent tyre is

made in three patterns, one being round like the moulded ones, a
second having half a dozen grooves cut through the whole length of

the red or soft part of the tyre, which gives the cement a wonderful
hold upon it; whilst the third style has one deep groove cut on each
side midway between the two qualities, the cut side of the hard
outer rubber forming a firm edge with which to better obtain a bite

on a greasy road. This last variety is especially well suited for the

small steering wheels, on the tyres of which there is great side

strain, which frequently causes them to slip or skid.
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hancock’s combination tricycle tyres..

All these different varieties of tyres are, or ought to be, secured

either by vulcanising or the use of cement into the Rims, Felloes,
or Steel Tyres (as they are sometimes termed by manufacturers),

which are of several patterns, those in use upon tricycles being as

follows :

—

The Crescent Rim, constructed of rolled steel, resembles the

letter U in shape, or, more properly, the new moon or Turkish cres-

cent, being thick in the centre, and coming to a fine edge at the

sides, by which the liability of the tyres being cut by getting nipped
between the edge of the rim and any stones the rider may pass over,

is obviated to a great extent.

Warwick’s Potential or Fluted Felloe may be described as

a rim of crescent section with a fluting or U shaped depression in

the centre, as shown in the illustration. It is very stiff and firm,

but little used.

Warwick’s potential rim.

Bell's Patent Rim is deep in section, and is indented or com-
pressed along the sides, the edges curving outwards again as shown
in theaccompanyingsketch,the section beingsomewhat thatof atulip.

bell’s patent rim.
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Of course, a special shape of tyre is used with these, and their

object is to prevent all possibility of the tyre coming out, and at the

same time to give greater downward depth of rubber. They would
be the best thing out for the steering wheels of tricycles, but they
are made too thin in the centre, and are not yet perfected in manu-
facture, consequently they “ buckle ” easily. When right, they will

undoubtedly be the best form of rim extant for all wheels subject to

severe side pressure.

All the Rims just described are constructed of solid metal, and
up to the close of last season were the only ones used on tricycles.

The building, however, of special racing machines which came
into favour last year has now caused hollow felloes—which have
been used on bicycles for many years—to be rather frequently used.

They are, as a rule, somewhat lighter than solid ones, and at the

same time very much stiffer and more rigid. There are several

varieties of them, as follows :

—

The Club Hollow Felloe, constructed by passing a tube of
round steel through rollers which bring it to a section similar to the

ordinary crescent, but thicker in the middle^and, of course, hollow.

THE CLUB HOLLOW FELLOE.
Clement’s Hollow Felloe, like the last, is made of a continuous

tube of steel, rolled to shape. It is, however, of one uniform thick-

ness throughout, being made of thinner metal, and in shape is

deeper and narrower, more resembling the one next to be described
than the last. It is a French patent, and is made in Paris, as well
as by two firms in England.

THE INVINCIBLE D.S.H. RIM.
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The Invincible Double Section Hollow Rim is constructed

of sheet steel rolled to a deep U section, on the top of which is

brazed a second but shallower sheet, having two overlapping flanges.

As with the last its great depth interferes but little with appearance.

The Humber Hollow Rim is likewise constructed of rolled

sheet steel, but in this case three, and not two, portions are used.

The outer sheet forms a deep U, with flanges turned inwards, and
bearing upon the other two, the upper one of which is a shallow
groove resting upon the inner one, which, in shape very much
resembling the Potential solid rim, supports and stiffens the other

two. Like the previous one, it is very light and rigid, and the

spokes bearing upon the outer case tend to draw the whole together,

and keep them from coming to pieces.

Warwick’s New Hollow Rim is the latest introduction in

this line. It is made from a single piece of sheet steel of equal

thickness, the two edges being brazed together one over the other,

the junction taking place along the bottom of the rim. In section

it somewhat resembles Clement’s, but is broader and flatter at the

bottom. It is very stiff, and the spokes screwing into the bottom
effectually hold the two sides together irrespective of the brazing,

so that it is impossible for them to open, whilst the double bottom
also serves as an additional “ stiffener.”

The principle of a wheel is that the rim should be perfectly true

(or, in other words, a perfect circle) when separate from the wheel.

The Spokes, then, act as stays, keeping the whole firm and true
;

they also act as suspension rods, for the weight of the rider rests

upon the centre of the wheel, and is suspended from that part of the

rim which happens to be uppermost, by means of the spoke then
most perpendicular. Thus the weight is constantly shifted from
spoke to spoke as the wheel revolves, and they all being braced up
tight, keep the rim from giving in with the weight. Spokes are of

various kinds, and are composed of either charcoal iron wire, or

steel wire cut to the requisite length
;
a head is hammered at one

end, and the spokes passed through holes which are drilled at equal

distances in the rim
;
they then proceed alternately to each side of

the hub or centre of the wheel (shortly to be described), where they

are secured by having a worm cut on their lower ends, by which
they are screwed into the hub and adjusted as required

;
the best

kind being “ butt-ended,” that is having the end of the spoke upon
which the worm is cut “upset” or thickened to nearly twice the

diameter of the spoke itself. The thickness of the wire used varies,

but as a rule a size smaller is used in the small wheels than is put

into the large ones. The size of the wire is determined according

to the Birmingham Wire Gauge, that known as No. n being most
commonly used for roadsters, whilst higher gauges even up to 16

are used for racing machines, and gauges as low as No. 8 for

sociables and four-in-hands. As to the number of spokes which
should go to build a wheel, my idea of the proper number is “spokes
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for inches,’’ i.e. a 40m. wheel to have 40 spokes, and so on in pro-

portion. Of course the more the spokes the thinner is the wire used,

so that more spokes do not necessarily mean more weight
;
but it

must be remembered that more surface is presented to the air, which
means so much more labour, especially in a high wind

;
also, more

spokes take more time to clean, and being closer together, give

much more trouble, on account of the difficulty of getting the hand
and cleaning cloth between them.

Of the many modifications in vogue with bicycles, only two special

ones have been adopted by manufacturers of the three-wheeler.

These are :

—

The Club Spoke, in which the thickened end is tapped and a

conical, neatly fitted lock-nut, screws down and locks the whole.

Laced or Tangential Spokes are mostly used with the hollow
felloes previously mentioned. The hubs are of thin steel, and are

pierced with small holes near the edges, and through these are

passed lengths of wire twice the length of an ordinary spoke, and
headed at both ends. Each length forms two spokes, which are

carried alternately to the rim and there secured by means of small
nipples. Being thin the spokes are light, and also offer little resist-

ance to the wind, whilst by reason of their peculiar arrangement

—

interlacing or crossing each other, and setting at a tangent to the

hub—the power is carried to the rim direct, which, being of itself so

stiff, requires little assistance from lateral spokes.

The Hub, or solid centre of the wheel, may, in the majority of

tricycle wheels, be likened unto a huge cotton reel of iron. As a
rule the hub is either stamped in a solid mass, and bored and
trimmed up afterwards, or is constructed by brazing a couple of 3m.
or 4in. flanges, or circular discs of metal, to each end of a 6in.

tubular or solid centre. These flanges, forming as it were the sides

of the reel, should not be less than 4m. in diameter. They serve as
a common centre for the spokes, which they hold securely in one
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firm embrace, and also by their depth and width—or “ dish ”—assist

in keeping the wheel true and firm, and it much depends upon the
proper amount of dish given to these whether or no the wheel will
“ buckle ” or double up with a side strain. As a rule the hub
flanges of tricycles are of iron or steel, but occasionally they are of

gunmetal, this being usually the case when direct spokes are brought
into requisition. This hollow hub is that used upon the majority of

tricycles, but with those with a central driving wheel like

the “ Challenge,” “ Dublin,” “ Bi-tricycle,” and others, and
with most central-geared machines, the hub and wheel is

exactly the same as that used upon a bicycle, the hub-
flanges r— generally of gunmetal in this case — being brazed
and shrunk on to a solid axle which projects some two or

three inches on each side, and is formed of steel or bar iron, -Jin to

iin. in diameter, and turned with a couple of shoulders upon it, close

up to which the flanges are driven, sometimes being keyed or shrunk
on in addition to the brazing, for greater security. The hubs of

smaller wheels, such as the rudder wheels, in most tricycles, which
work usually in a fork, are somewhat different, being exactly similar

to those used upon the back wheel of a bicycle, and are usually

constructed solid, of either steel, iron, or gunmetal, but are occasion-

ally complex. They are, like the larger ones, hollow, simply hav-
ing a hole longitudinally through them, for the reception of the

wheel-pin. If composed of gunmetal or brass, they should be
provided with a steel core to receive the friction, or they will soon
wear out. In size they are from 3fin. to 4fin. dish, with

flanges from 2in. to 3fin. in diameter, and are, as well as the

large hollow variety, usually provided with a lubricator or oil

hole drilled through them centrally. These hubs, together with

the rims, tyres, and spokes, are the whole composite parts of

the wheels, to which motive power is applied by means of pressure

upon pedals placed in connection with them by means of chains or

levers and cranks of one or two kinds. Now these

Cranks with central geared tricycles are identical with those

adopted upon the two-wheeler, which I may explain are of two
kinds, viz., fixed and detachable. The crank itself is a flat iron or

steel bar, some 6in. in length, and in thickness graduating from
about fin. at the axle, to fin. at the end

;
for the first four inches

or so it is about fin. in width, after which it widens suddenly out to

iin.
;

in the centre of this wide part, a slot fin. wide and 2in. in

length is cut
;
this receives the pedal, which by this means may be

placed at any distance within the length of the slot, to suit the

rider, and thus obtain a greater or less amount of leverage as

required.

The difference between fixed and detachable cranks lies in the

mode of attachment to the axle
;

the usual method for fixed

cranks is to secure them by means of a “ key,” or thin tapering bar

of metal, which is driven in between the axle and crank, fitting into

slots cut for the purpose, the crank being first shrunk on, to give it a

firm hold independent of the key.
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In the Detachable Crank, however, at its base, the end or

“boss” is suddenly widened out to about iin. in thickness, and
through this an oblong hole cut, so that a wedge or cotter driven

through it will pass into and exactly bear against a flat cut across

the axle, the cotter being held in place by a nut on its smaller

extremity. This latter plan has several modifications in the bicycle,

but I believe none of them have been adopted yet with tricycles,

makers being content with the original and simplest methods, the

others being chiefly alterations for the sake of peculiarity. Those
central traction tricycles not driven by direct pressure upon these

cranks are driven by levers placed in union with them by means of

chains and connecting rods. In most other—and the great

majority of—tricycles, power is communicated to the wheels
through the medium of a

Double Cranked Pedal Shaft, which is nothing more nor less

than a bar of iron, bent or “ cranked,” so as to form as it were two
cranks and pedal pins, one at each end, and departing from the

main shaft in opposite directions, their ends facing each other and
being: connected by a further bending of the bar. This cranked
shaft is either in actual communication with the driving wheels

—

as in lever machines, and some others recently introduced—or is

placed some distance from them and the power imparted indirectly

through a chain and wheel connection, or by means of rod or wheel
gearing, and other patented devices to be hereafter described and
commented upon.

Pedals for tricycles have as yet few varieties, and are usually of

the variety known as the

Rubber Pedal, which consists of a metal tube some four inches

in length, at both ends of which a flat oblong piece of steel is set at

right angles
;
these are widened out in the middle to keep the foot

from slipping off sideways, and the ends connected by small steel

rods running parallel to the central tube
;
on these, bars of iin.

rubber are secured, upon which the foot rests.

This gives a firm, soft hold to the foot, but is rather slippery in wet
weather; very much better in this respect being Hancock’s Fluted
Rubber Pedals, in which the rubbers—fitted either on round or D
rods to prevent twisting—are of hard grooved or fluted rubber, of

the same consistence as the surfacing of his combination tyres.

hancock’s fluted pedal rubbers.

With lever machines, and those fitted with bicycle pattern cranks,

these pedals are identical with those used upon bicycles, the ends of
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levers being usually forked and the pedal fitted between the forks*

working upon a pin or short rod, having its ends securely held by
the fork ends. Sometimes these pins are plain, but more frequently

they are coned at one end, whilst the other is provided with a worm
or screw, upon which a moveable cone screws to and fro for adjust-

ment, by which method, although some little extra friction is

generated, all rattle can be immediately taken up.

The cranked axle, as used for most rotary machines, requires a
slightly different construction of pedal, and for use with this, the

pedal as described is made in two sections, which are provided with
neat side flanges and screws, by which means the two are united

and held in position.

The Triumph Pedals have a speciality in their construction,

They have about one-fourth of the central barrel upon one side cut

away, as well as the sides of the pedal plates. This allows them
to be put on the pedal shaft readily, and when on, secured by the

piece being screwed on in place, both pedal bars being upon the same
section instead of as is the usual case upon the opposite sides of the

pedal.

Singer’s Patent Pedal is an improvement upon the ordinary

type in the fitting and construction of the rubbers. Instead of the

usual straight rods holding lengths of rubber, the sides are formed

singer’s patent pedal.

with three rings placed side by side, and in these rings small deep

plugs of rubber are fitted, in shape very much resembling two acorns

placed stem to stem. This makes a lighter pedal, and gives a

greater depth of rubber and consequently greater freedom from

vibration, whilst new plugs may be fitted at any time in a few

seconds should they wear out.

Settle's Patent Pedal has a peculiarity in the rubber foot-bars,

which are made double but united in the centre. Two bars pass

through the thicker portions, which are thus held firm and prevented

from slipping round with the pressure of the foot and thus throwing

the foot off.

The Premier Four-bar Pedals are very neat affairs. They
have four parallel and very light grooved bars or half-tubes, the

edges of which are serrated and form excellent “ rat-traps ” for

racing purposes, whilst by cementing rubbers into the grooves on

either or both sides they are made admirably suitable for road

work.
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Block Pedals are used—though rarely—upon a few rotary-action

machines, and also upon a few of the small lever machines for

children, and consist of two oblong slabs of wood provided with

iron end plates and sectional bearing tube, screwed firmly together

upon the crank shaft so as to form a flat pedal surface.

The Rat-trap Pedal in general construction is the same as the

rubber one, but the rubber bars are replaced by two flat pieces of

steel, having serrated edges like the teeth of a rat-trap. They give

a very firm hold to the feet, and are much lighter than the others,

but are prone to wear out the boots. As yet they are not very

largely used.

Starley’s Roller Bearing Three-bar Pedal. In this three

bars of rubber are provided for the feet, which thus always fall on a

firm foothold, whilst in place of the pedal running on the plain crank

each end is provided with a parallel box, in which a set of steel

rollers, iin. in length, are arranged, which take the whole wear of

the pedal.

Ball Pedals are just being introduced into the composition of

tricycles, and as far as regards the construction of the pedal itself may
be of either of the above varieties, but most usually are of the rubber

type. In place of a plain or coned pin, a sort of box or case with a

very slightly coned inner surface is fitted at each end of the pedal, in

which about a dozen small steel balls are placed, so that they take

all the bearing of the pedal, and by revolving themselves when
pressure is applied, remove a great part of the friction which other-

wise takes place.

The Club Ball Pedal for double cranked pedal shafts is one of

the neatest things I have yet seen. Steel bearing surfaces are fitted

to the shaft and the two ends of the pedal, which, containing the

balls, are made sufficiently large to pass over the shaft. They are

then fitted with the balls, and the rubber bars screwed on to complete
the pedals.

Rudge’s Ball Pedals for cranked shafts are very neat and
effective. The balls are contained in boxes forming the centres of
the end plates, and run on a hardened collar secured to the shaft.

Their leading feature is their adjustment, which is effected by means
of a coned collar, which is provided with flats for turning, and is

screwed up on the bearing collar and the balls adjusted at will. For
the guidance of those who had ball pedals on machines of this make
last year I may parenthetically remark that the pedal I have here
described is a very different thing, last year’s pattern being now
discarded.

Edge’s Ball Pedal is very much the same as those ordinarily
used, the chief feature being that it is machine-made throughout,
and is so constructed that it can be applied to any existing cranked
shaft without special tools. All these are for use on double cranked
pedal shafts, but where central gearing is used ordinary bicycle
pedals are utilised, of which the following two varieties of ball pedals
are in use on the three-wheeler :

—
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bown’s adjustable ball pedal.

Bown’s Adjustable Ball Pedal, in which the cases for the

balls are placed in the pedal plates, and conical surfaces both upon
the inner sides of the pedal pin and ball cases. The balls are placed

between these, and, as shown in the illustrations, a cone working on
a worm at the pin-end screws up and adjusts for wear, being firmly

secured by a lock-nut when properly adjusted.

Rudge’s Ball Pedals have a grooved case or box on the inner

side of each footplate, in which a number of steel balls are placed,

and the pin is provided with a grooved cone by which they can be
adjusted.

Butler’s Pedal Slipper, for use upon rubber pedals, consists of

a light steel plate, the width and length of an ordinary rubber

pedal
;

its outside edges are turned up and serrated, and the centre

has two spring cheeks in a downward direction. These latter grip

butler’s pedal slipper.

the central cylinder, and hold the “ slipper” firm upon the rubber,

thus converting one side of an ordinary pedal into a rat-trap
;
being

easily removable at any moment, and at the same time weighing
but a few ounces.

THE BEARINGS.

After the wheels and immediate belongings thereto, we naturally

turn to the connection between the wheels and the framework
;
and

this we find to vary considerably with the different makes, although

the number of modifications of this important part of the machine
is infinitesimal as compared with the two wheeler. All bearings

are, or rather ought to be, constructed of steel, and should be, when
the bearing surface is small, made as hard as possible. Toe great

end sought for in bearings is to obtain the minimum amount of
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friction, for, the greater the friction, the greater the useless expendi-

ture of power, and consequently harder work in propulsion. With
-more friction there is more wear

;
it is for this reason the bearings

should be well hardened, and as no bearing can run without

friction, some arrangement should be made where possible to

compensate somewhat for this inevitable result. The bearings for

the larger driving and carrying wheels differ considerably from
those used upon the smaller rudder wheels, as well as from each
other, according as peculiarity of position renders alterations im-

perative. Four general varieties of bearings are in existence, viz.,

the plain, coned, roller, and ball
;
the former and the latter being

those most generally used.

Of Plain Bearings it is sufficient, as regards principle, to say

that they aim at the production of two perfectly fitted surfaces,

which are kept from actual contact with each other by a thin coating

of oil, and thus run very sweetly if kept free from dirt and well

lubricated. These bearings, for wheels fitted in forks, as with the

central traction variety, differ in no way from those of bicycles, and
may be described as being constructed in two ways, and consisting

of two semi-circular surfaces of hardened steel, resembling the two
halves of a cylinder about iin. in length

;
one half fitting on the

top of the axle, the other below it. This is the bearing itself. The
difference lies in the mode of attachment to the fork and the adjust-

ment. The first, and in my opinion the best plan, is that known as

The Sheffield or T Bearing, in which the upper part is a

forging solid with the end of the fork, and is fitted with two pro-

jections, one on each side
;

the lower bearing is similar in shape,

and is secured to the upper by means of two screws and nuts in the

projections. In the other plan the fork end is shaped like a tuning
fork, which fits over the axle

;
the bearings themselves are separate,

and are contained between these, the upper one resting on the

axle, while the lower one is tightened and kept in its place with a

nut and cotter, working in small slots in the lower ends of the

bearing-keeps, in the same manner as detachable cranks are secured.

Sheffield bearings are the neatest; but with the others, the bearing
can be renewed without any alteration of the fork ends, which is

some advantage. These varieties are only used when the axle forms
part of the hub and projects on either side the fork-ends and bear-

ings for the attachment of cranks. With the smaller wheels the

fitting consists of a simple plain pin passing through the centre

of the hub as previously described for pedals.

Parallel Bearings, with fork-wheels, consist of a hardened steel

cylinder some i-J-in. or more in length, which fits the spindle exactly

;

hoth axle and bearings are finished with a surface as smooth as glass,

and as hard as it is possible to make them. To prevent the ingress
of dirt and grit, which would of course wear them away, the boss of
the crank is hollowed out, as is also the flange of the hub, and into

these recesses the bearing runs, fitting accurately. This class of
bearing is simplicity itself, and presents about the least amount ot
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friction of any, as, being long, it presents more surface, in conse-
quence of which the weight is further distributed. Also, a drop of
good lubricating oil between the two surfaces really receives all the
friction up to a certain point, and the metal has no contact anywhere
except at the ends, consequently any friction that exists is caused by
the presence of grit or dirt, or a failing in the supply of oil. This
variety is the most common in use with the large carrying and
driving wheels of the typical tricycle pattern, the recessed hubs*
cranks, &c., being of course absent, the bearing being formed in

the simplest manner possible, the long axle being hardened and.

the hollow hub of the wheel fitted accurately to it, and likewise

brought to a glass hard surface. The end of the axle is provided
with a screw, and upon this a securing nut and washer screws,
which are usually sunk flush, or nearly so, with the outside of the

hub, which latter is recessed deeply for the purpose.

Coned Bearings are chiefly in use upon rudder wheels, and may
be fully understood by reference to the same variety of pedal bearings,

previously described, to which, indeed, they are exactly similar.

Roller Bearings are of far more practical use upon tricycles than
upon bicycles, owing to the much greater length they can be made.
As their name denotes, they consist simply of a set of steel rollers

placed side by side upon a plain axle, and enclosed in a closely-fitting

box or bearing case, the hollow in the hub of wheels of the typical

tricycle type being simply made larger for the purpose, whilst those

used upon “ fork wheels ” consist of a circular steel box, somewhat
resembling an overgrown parallel bearing, the diameter of which is.

some quarter of an inch larger than the axle. This box is “packed”
with a number of small rollers of hardened steel

;
these completely

fill it, just leaving enough room for the axle, which touches every

roller, and, in revolving, turns them all. There is perhaps more of

one kind of friction with this bearing than there is with any pre-

viously described, as the motion of the axle amongst the rollers

, imparts to each one a motion in the opposite direction
;
now, as the

rollers touch one another, each one imparts to its neighbour a motion
opposed to its own, so that there are two forces at work in opposite

directions, and consequently much friction, with its inseparable com-
panions, loss of power and wear of material. This is theoretical.

In practice they are found to run very easily, on account of the axle,

working on a moving surface, i.c., when the weight comes on a roller

it revolves, and will, as it were, have nothing to do with the axle.

They are of more use to heavy riders than to light weights, as their

good qualities are only seen when a great weight is placed upon them.
When made very long—say 2in.—and properly hardened, they run

very easily and satisfactorily with very little wear, but the shorter

they are the more are they liable to twist, and thus by a cross motion
tear and wear away the axle rapidly. To be good they must be made
scientifically, of good material, and properly fitted and hardened,

otherwise they are worse than useless, and hence to be avoided upon
cheap varieties of the tricycle.
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The last and most modern type is the

Ball Bearing, in which a number of small steel balls are inserted

in the bearing cases instead of rollers, these balls usually running
either in grooves or between coned surfaces. In some varieties the

balls touch each other as do ordinary rollers, whilst in others they

are kept separate by rings or “ cages,” which latter method—although
a producer of friction to a great extent—by keeping the balls from
contact with each other, prevents the reverse motion and consequent
grinding of the balls. Owing to the various methods of wheel fixings

on tricycles, their modifications in accordance therewith are rather

numerous, and at the same time difficult of description in classified

order. Taking the hollow-axle tricycle carrying wheel first, we find

that when fitted with ball bearings they are, as a rule, very simple,

slightly conical or grooved recesses being turned in each end of the

hub and the balls inserted therein, bearing upon the grooved axle apd
adjustable in a slight degree by screwing up the outer cap. These
enable a wheel to run with very great freedom, as indeed do ball

bearings of all kinds. Of this main pattern there are two varieties,

viz., Rudge’s and Bown’s.

In Rudge’s Ball Bearing Hub the hollow nave of the hub itself

is conical, as also is the end of the axle, upon which a hardened collar

is secured some 5 inches from the end. This collar is curved on one
side, and the part of the hub around it likewise grooved correspond-
ingly, whilst a screw cap, also grooved, screws up into the hub and
makes a bearing for eleven steel balls which are inserted within the

hollow formed by the grooves. The extremity of the axle is hollowed
out conicall)’ and hardened, and a set-pin with male centre screws up
on the outside of the hub and keeps the wheel and axle in their

places, whilst only having an infinitesimal bearing surface. A lock-

nut keeps the set-pin from loosening.

Bown’s “ ^Eolus ” Ball Bearing Hub has balls at each end
;

both ends are hollowed out and steel lined, whilst the axle goes right

through the hub, but does not touch it at any point. The outer end

BOWN’S “AEOLUS ” BALL BEARING HUB.
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of the axle is grooved, whilst the inner end has a worm cut upon
it, on which a grooved collar screws, this being provided with a lock-

nut on the outside. Between the grooves, at each end, balls are

placed, which take all the wear, and are adjustable by screwing up
the loose collar on the inside. A neat cap screws on over the outer

end, and keeps all dust from entering. Both these bearings can only
be used with wheels which run upon their axles, as do most of the

single-driving class
;
with the majority of double-driving machines

in which the wheels revolve with the axle, bearings have to be fitted

to the connections between the axle shaft and the frame, and these

are necessarily of a different nature, being for the most part very
similar to those used upon bicycles, differing of course in their

attachment to the frame. The same varieties are also used to take

the bearings of the ends of the crank shafts. These are :

Double Balls, in which the cases are constructed in two parts,

the upper one—in fork wheels—being a forging solid with the fork,

and the lower one secured to it by screws and nuts in side flanges,

Both these halves have two semi-circular grooves worked in them,
which run completely round and are distant about Jin. from each
other, and the same distance from the outside of the case. The axle

has two corresponding grooves turned in it, but rather shallower, and
between the axle and bearing-box is inserted a thin cylindrical collar,

pierced alternately with ten circular holes, five being immediately
between one pair of grooves, and the remaining five corresponding
with the other. Into these holes small steel balls are inserted,

which by this means are kept in their places and revolve in the

grooves.

With cranked axle wheels the cases, commonly, are held by a

double ball bearing.—For Revolving Axles.
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bolt and nut on each side, by which means also they are tightened
when requisite. The illustration appended represents them as made
by the Centaur Cycle Company.
The “ Rapid ” Double Ball Bearings. As in the ordinary

double ball bearing, a doubly grooved collar fits on the axle, and takes
the wear, whilst the balls are placed alternately and kept apart by a
steel collar. The outer case is made solid and uniform with a hollow
lug at the base, and contains the upper and lower halves of the

bearing, which are adjusted sideways by two screws, one on each
side, and pushed upwards for adjustment by a nut and screw in the
bottom lug.

Hillman’s Ball Bearings in principle are the same as Hum-
ber’s, but are adjusted in a different manner. The upper or main
portion is formed into a wide deep _Q, or in other words is exactly

similar to the old tuning-fork type of plain bearings
;
the bearing

halves are fitted to this, and .are easily adjustable from the bottom,
by a screw, as will be seen by the accompanying woodcuts.
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Hillman’s adjustable ball bearing.

Single Balls are, as the name denotes, placed in a single line
;

they are not separated by any collar, but are free to rotate against

each other at pleasure. They are placed in grooved cases in either

one or two parts, the latter—adjusted as with Humber’s bearing

—

being the commonest of the unpatented varieties. Of this class we
•have several varieties

;
these are :

—

Bown’s “3Eolus” Adjustable Ball Bearing, the construction

of which will be clearly seen by reference to the accompanying
illustrations. A single row of balls is used, twelve in number, and
the adjusting power of cones is made use of for adjustment, it being
constructed as follows :—On the axle a steel collar is secured, having
two wedge-like projections left upon its outer circumference, which
thus form together a conical groove in which the balls are placed.

The case is separated vertically, and both halves are coned outwards

;

the outer or adjustment half is provided with a milled edge, and by
screwing up this with the fingers the cones are tightened con-

centrically upon the balls with a great degree of nicety, and the
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adjustment plate is prevented from unscrewing by a bracket with a

set of teeth, which fit into the indentations on the circumference of
the adjusting case.

rudge’s unequalled ball bearing.

Rudge’s Ball Bearing is almost identical with Down’s. There
are fewer balls, of a larger diameter, only eleven being used, thus
lessening the friction a little

;
the adjustment plate is of steel, and

is not milled, but is provided with a small pin, by which it may be
turned as required, whilst by splitting the outer case on one side and
providing it with a screw and lock-nut working in projecting lugs, a
certain amount of side adjustment is obtained in addition to that
concentrically, thus making them capable of very great adjustability.
In this bearing the cones have slightly concave surfaces, taking more
the form of a groove than with Bown’s. Both these bearings are
used indiscriminately on both bicycles and tricycles—on the former
for the driving wheels, on the latter for crank shaft and revolving
axles. The next two are exclusively used on the three-wheeler.

Singer’s Apollo Ball Bearing, as may be seen by the sketch,
is fitted to the long revolving axle of a double-driver. The tube
of the frame is turned out at each end and provided with a steel

APOLLO BALL BEARING
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grooved casing. Balls are placed within the groove and adjusted

by a grooved cone screwing up on the axle, and kept from loosening
by a screw which passes through a lug on a collar attached to the
axle, and into one of a series of holes on the milled collar of the

adjusting cone.

Burdess’s Patent Ball Bearing is, in reality, a double variety,

though it takes a bearing only upon one row. The bearing box in

the wheel hub is deep, and the sides are turned with two concentric

grooves in them, the inner one corresponding with the groove on
the axle. Two sets of balls are used, one set working between and
on the top of the other

;
the whole being packed close together.

The object of this arrangement is to prevent the grinding friction of

the balls, the intermediate balls transmitting a continuous motion
throughout the whole. The smaller varieties of fork wheels, such
as steering wheels and very small carrying wheels running in forks,

are provided with ball bearings of the single type, and somewhat
resembling those used upon the larger hollow-axled wheels, the balls

being placed in the recessed hub, and adjusted by a coned pin upon
which they run. There is scarcely any difference in their construc-

tion, all being very much alike.

Bown’s Fork-Wheel Balls are contained in the hub of the

wheel, the case or interior of this being flatly coned, and a slightly

concave cone also being provided upon the wheel-pin by which they
are adjusted as required. The annexed illustrations fully illustrate

their construction and mode of adjustment.

SECTION. ELEVATION.

BOWN’S “ AEOLUS ” EOBK-WHEEL BALL BEARINGS.

Rudge’s Fork-Wheel Balls are very similar, but (as will be
seen by the illustration) they work in circular grooves instead of
between flatly-coned surfaces.

rudge’s fork-wheel balls.
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The Club Fork-Wheel Balls are also the same in principle,

but they have a speciality in a very neat and effective arrangement for

the exclusion of dust, the construction of which will be seen clearly

by reference to the accompanying illustration of a hub in section.

CLUB DUST-PROOF FORK-WHEEL BALLS.

Having now pretty well run through the category of bearings, we
pass on to another subject, and consider

THE FRAME

in a slight degree. To minutely describe every part of the frame of
a tricycle is altogether a different task from doing the same thing in

connection with a bicycle, for it is principally in the frame that

tricycles differ so much from each other. I shall therefore for the

most part leave the shape of the main framework until I come to

describe the numerous varieties of the machines themselves, and
shall confine my remarks here to those portions of and additions to

the main frame which are common to the majority or to several

makes of tricycles.

The Frame, generally speaking, is composed in the main of
tubing, that being best for the purpose which is made of weldless

steel
;

this, however, is only used by just the first and largest manu-
facturers, on account of its expense, and also because the makers
of this especial tube will not execute other than very large orders.

Notwithstanding this, however, I think I am right in saying that at

least nine out of ten of the varieties of this machine are made
“entirely” of weldless steel tube—on paper. Some frames

—

notably that of the original “ Salvo ”— are made of solid iron and
steel, and this when scientifically put together is extremely strong,

and will stand a great deal, but is unfortunately heavy, which
is a serious objection in these days of half-ounces. In shape the
tube frames differ considerably, and it is mainly to this difference

that the great diversity of patterns of the tricycle is due, nearly

every machine until recently having a different framing. Latterly,

however, some little amount of uniformity has taken place in the
adoption by several makers of that form of frame first used upon
the “ Excelsior,” “ Meteor,” and “ Triumph ” tricycles. This I

shall hereafter speak of as

The Hay-Fork Frame, which may be described as being con-

structed of two tubes, set T shape at right angles to each other, the

c
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longest being bent forwards at the ends for a few inches, and then
downwards, the ends being tapered and still having a forward
tendency—though this forward tendency is a defect, as a perfect

frame of this type should drop down perpendicularly at the ends, or

even slope backwards, finishing up with solid slotted end pieces for

the adjustment of the pedal shaft, the extremities of which are

borne in bearings therein. The wheels are attached in various ways,
and at different heights, to short axles projecting from the sides of

the curved portion of the frame, to’Tvhich also are attached the handle
supports, &c. The saddle bar is usually placed at the junction of

the two tubes, the second of which—this may be termed the
“ backbone ”—runs straight backwards, sometimes being bent down
more or less at the end, finishing off with a socket or centres in

connection with the head and forks of the rear rudder-wheel. This
is the type of frame used upon nearly all rear-steering machines,
the chief differences with the different makers being the amount of

curve and lengths of the several portions, some makers also latterly

making the back of the body frame straight (“ square backed ”)

instead of curved, building it in separate pieces for the greater

rigidity of the double tyre brake.

The Loop Frame is another style now used by several makers.
It is the typical form of frame for a double-driving front steerer of

the regular plan, and may be described as a long piece of tubing
bent round with more or less curve, so as to form a loop having
parallel sides

;
the curved portion being placed near the ground,

from which the sides rise upwards in a curve of varying sharpness
to the axle, or to a point a few inches above it, where a second and
horizontal tube unites the two ends and holds the seat rod and the

wheel bearingsp From the centre of the loop formed by the first

tube a short backbone ascends, taking the curve of the front or

steering wheel, and terminating in a socket or centre working upon
the fork of the front wheel. One or more “ tails ” are usually with

this style of frame attached to the horizontal upper part
;

these

being tubes curved slightly backwards running to within a few
inches of the ground, and terminating in a small wheel or roller.

The purpose of the backstay is to prevent the rider overbalancing

backwards, as with this class of frame the weight is placed almost
entirely over the driving wheels. When one stay is used it is

placed centrally, or at one side, but when in the former position is

rather in the way when walking and pushing the machine, conse-

quently two are used by some makers, lighter in construction and
placed one on each side.

The T Frame is a form which has become rather more generally

used of late for front steering tricycles. It consists of two tubes

joined T-wise, the longer one dropping down in a hollow curve to

carry the pedals, and then rising over the steering wheel, whilst the

cross tube carries the seat rod and rests on bearings at its ends,

through which the axle runs.
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All other varieties of tricycle frames differ muchly, and for the

better description thereof hereafter I give in detail a few of the

parts entering into their construction. These are :

—

Forks, which are used on all tricycles, chiefly upon the steering

and smaller carrying wheels, and occasionally—as in the bicycle-

pattern tricycles—also upon the larger driving-wheels. They are

the upright bars on each side of the wheel which support the end of

the frame, and by which the wheel is turned. They consist for the

small wheels of plain iron bars, some iin. wide, and fin. thick,

being Jin. wider at the top than the bottom. Latterly, however, it

having been found that most strength is required at the top, just

above the wheel, and very little at the axle, where they are attached
to the bearings, they are made thickest and widest at that part,

gradually tapering downwards until they reach the bearings
;
the

edges are also made thin—almost sharp— all the thickness and
.strength being in the centre where it is most required. Those
manufactured thus are known as

Bayonet Forks, and are light, strong, and handsome. Some
machines have forks somewhat between these and the old style.

When forks are used upon the driving wheels, they are, of course,

much larger in dimensions than their smaller namesakes, and are

moreover necessarily quite straight, whereas the forks of the smaller
wheels often curve more or less at the bottom.

Hollow Forks are chiefly used upon the larger fork-wheels, and
are constructed of steel tubes, first tapered and then flattened

;
in

many makes the edges are rounded, whilst in others the tube is fluted

•or indented centrally—and in my opinion these are the strongest

—

but most makers now bring them to almost as fine an edge as the

bayonet solid fork, which of course makes them much neater in

appearance. Their advantages over solid forks are that they are

lighter and far more rigid, i.e., that they do not give and bend so
much when any strain is put upon them, consequently the bearings
are not so liable to be crossed upon the axle, and hill work is renderea
easier

;
also being hollow, they are quite in accordance with the well-

known mechanical fact, that hollow metal under certain conditions
as stronger than the same area of solid. Immediately connected with
the forks is the

Head, by which that portion of the machine connecting and sur-

mounting the forks is known. Of this there are two or three varieties,

that very commonly used for the smaller wheels—and for them only
—being

The Socket Head, in which the forks unite just above the wheel,
and from the centre of their junction arises a thick rounded pin,

tapering gradually upwards, the top being provided with a worm
and fitted with a nut. Over this pin, and closely fitting it, is placed
a deep cylindrical collar, or socket and neck, to which the frame end
is secured. The objections to this mode of steering are that, there

being much friction, it the sooner wears loose and shaky, in which
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case there is no means of adjustment for wear. It is liable to fasten
or stick from getting heated with the friction, or from being without
sufficient oil, thus preventing the guidance of the machine. It is

very dirty, as the oil, working out from the edges of the socket, runs,

down the sides of the forks, and is from them transferred to the
garments of the rider. The points in favour of it are, that it is neat
in appearance, and in general, strong. It is also simple, and possesses
an advantage on the tricycle which is considered the opposite on a
bicycle, viz., that it allows the wheel to be turned completely round,
thus making a smaller circle. This kind of steering is unique in

principle as well as construction, all other patterns being upon quite

a different principle, and of two varieties, the first being

\The Open Centre Head, deriving its name from the principle

on which it works. Described roughly, the forks, instead of being
united immediately above the wheel are continued upwards in a
straight line to the handles of bicycle pattern tricycles, or form a
high arch over small steering wheels

;
at the place of their former

union they are connected by a bar or bridge of iron, and at the top
the forks are again connected by another bridge. On the lower
bridge, at its central point, is either a conca/e cone or raised;

centre (or point), and in the centre of the upper one a worm is,

cut, through which a set-screw works, carrying either a centre

or inverted cone at its end
;
between these the end of the frame

is held, the “ spindle” of which consists of a straight pin, having
a raised or depressed centre at either end, as the case may-
be. By means of the set-screw, the steering can be tightened or

slackened at will, and the whole secured by the use of a lock-

nut on the top of the upper bridge. Much diversity of opinion

exists as to whether the lower centre should be on the bridge or

on the spindle
;
both have their good and bad points, the chief of

which are, that by having it on the bridge, i.e., raised, no grit or dust,

can get in, and so soak up the oil and wear the centre away
;
in

opposition to this, by having it on the spindle—which I think the
better plan—the centres are kept better oiled, as the oil is contained

in the concavity, and a greater distance obtained between the
centres, by which means greater strength and rigidity are gained,,

consequently less wear. Regarding the upper centre, by having it

on the spindle itself, great rigidity is obtained, and the dust cannot,

get in
;
but the oil is retained better by having it on the set-screw

pointing downwards. Still, as all the weight rests on the bottom
centre, it is that one which most requires constant lubrication. The
advantages possessed by this principle are that, working on centres*

very little friction is caused, and what there is can easily be com-
pensated for by simply adjusting the set-screw. It never fastens or

sets, very little oil is required, and that does not work out and so soil

the clothes of the rider, unless too much is used.

\The Stanley, or Closed Centre Head, is by far the neatest in

use, and is now the general favourite for both large and small wheels.

In reality it is a combination of the best points of the other two
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classes, having the neat appearance of the socket steering, and at

the same time working on the centre principle, consequently possess-

ing its advantages. In its original and simple form it is constructed

as follows :—The forks unite above the wheel, as in the first

described plan, and proceed upwards cylindrically, tapering slightly

from the base to the top. It thus in outward appearance much
resembles the socket. In the back part of the “ barrel” a slot is

cut and the interior hollowed out
;
into this the spindle of the back-

bone is placed, and is adjusted by means of the set-screw and nut as

before described. As in the ordinary centre-steering the neck of the

frame or backbone is nearly a square of iin. sides, it will be seen

that some alteration is requisite here, or it would be impossible to

turn the machine sufficiently
;
to effect this the neck is flattened out

vertically to some j-in. in thickness, and, to keep, the requisite

strength, is made some 2in. to 3m. deep
;
this enables the wheel to

be turned with equal facility with the open-fronted or ordinary

centre-steering gear, besides adding greatly to its appearance. This
kind of steering is, perhaps, scarcely so strong as either the open
front or the socket.

The Backbone, as used on bicycle pattern tricycles, and on the

front part of the frames of front-steering loop-framed machines, is

constructed of hollow steel or iron, the reason being that, by
mechanical laws, hollow metal, under certain conditions, is far

stronger than solid, as well as considerably lighter. The best,

strongest and lightest are of steel, and should taper gracefully to

the connection with the framing, keeping at an equal distance from
the wheel for about one-fifth of its circumference. Before leaving
the subject of the frame proper to enquire into the various addi-

tional items which go to complete the finished tricycle, it will be well

to review the several

NARROWING ARRANGEMENTS

which have been lately introduced for the greater convenience of

persons whose houses are not of the most commodious descrip-

tion, or whose doorways were built before the use of the tricycle

was contemplated, which said inconveniences oftentimes quite

preclude the use of the tricycle to many would-be riders. Of
course of the various methods lately introduced, and from which
the purchasing tricyclist has to select, he will base his choice
firstly on the dimensions it is necessary for the tricycle to be
reduced to in order to pass the portals of his domicile

;
and next he

will consider which of those machines fulfilling the desired requisite

in this respect, combine in the highest degree firmness and rigidity

when in running order, and will also take into consideration the
simplicity of arrangement, the ease and rapidity with which the
operation of narrowing and restoring to a usable condition
can be performed, whilst he will not forget a glance at the number
of loose parts (liable to be lost) which have to be removed

;
and

last but not least will think of the cleanliness of the operation, and pin
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his faith to the machine most meeting with his views in other respects*

which has the least amount of manipulation of greasy chains and
other dirty parts to be gone through in the process of transformation..

In examining into the several methods before our notice, I shall

divide them under three headings, viz., dividers, folders, and those
of a telescopic nature

;
and taking the first class as being the older

plan, find

Taking off the Wheels to be a method by which all single-

drivingrear-steerers of the hay-fork framed or “ Meteor ” type can be
narrowed from their normal width of some 36m. or 39m. to about
29m. or 32m. In machines of this class the loose carrying wheel
runs on the end of a short axle, the other end of which passes through
a long, stout lug attached to the frame, and is secured by a nut on
the inside of the frame. To detach the wheel, therefore, all that has.

to be done is to take off the securing nut, when the wheel with
its axle comes bodily oft, and may be trundled off indoors, to be
followed by the rest of the machine. Care must be taken not to

lose the securing nut, and also to see that it is screwed up tightly

on putting together again, or the wheel may come off when least

expected. It will be also found advisable to provide a stand on
which to rest the frame when making the separation. One or two
machines which are driven by means of gear wheels, instead of

chains, can have both wheels removed in this way, as with gear

wheels there is no chain to tumble about and be in the way.

Lee and Stodart’s Patent effects the same for balance-geared,

front steerers. The wheel farthest from the gear-box is the one
removable. Machines of this class have this wheel fast on a long
axle running in bearings attached to the frame. In this patent the

axle A is cut in two, forming a wedge-shaped joint. The steel

collar on which the balls of the bearing run is made much longer

than usual, being about 3m. long. This is brazed to the main
length of the axle, and as will be seen by the illustration, has a

LEE AND STODART’S PATENT.
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thread cut on its outer end. The short end of the axle bearing the
wheel is provided with a threaded collar and rim. A milled nut, D,
bearing against the rim, screws on to the thread on the bearing
collar, and draws the two parts tightly together, whilst a check-nut,

E, working on the threaded collar, makes all secure. Both nut and
check-nut are attachments to the axle, and cannot be lost

;
and if a

support for the free end of the frame be provided, the detachment is

easily, quickly, and cleanly made, whilst the joint is firm and rigid.

The width is reduced to about 2gjin.

The Rapid Divisible Frame is of the hay-fork variety, the fore,

or body part, being divided just a little on one side the junction with
the backbone. As will be seen by the illustration, a very coarse
thread (3) is cut on a collar fixed on the main part of the frame

;
the

other portion fits into a socket and is held secure by a nut with milled

edge (2), which is a permanent attachment so cannot come off. On
unscrewing this nut one half of the frame with its attached wheel
can be removed with the crank-shaft which draws out of its taper

bearing (4) at the far end. The connection is strong and the opera-

tion performed speedily, and with a fair amount of cleanliness. The
width is reduced to 24m.
The Leicester Frame is in the main of the T variety, the cross

tube carrying the balance gear and driving wheels
;
a square frame is

carried up and forwards and carries the brake, as well as serving as

a rest for the arms and a steadier to the steering gear. The frame is

made to fold, or rather twist, in such a way that when the wheels
are both taken off, the frame and -fore wheel occupies but a very
small space. I cannot do better than describe the operation of

folding in the words of the makers, who say :

—

Stand at the back of the machine and (1) slacken the set screw and
draw out the rod supporting the saddle, placing it in the holder at
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the end of the backbone, to keep it out of the way while folding
;

.*(2) unscrew the union joint, and with a jerk from below, sever the

connection between the upright tube and the safety bar
; (3) slacken

the thumbscrew, draw up the collar which it serves to tighten, and,
when at the top, give it a slight turn round, which will prevent its

falling again
; (4) unscrew the wheel nuts, with wrench that fits

them (you cannot, of course, stand behind the machine to do this),

and as the nuts are firmly screwed up and require considerable force

to unscrew, care must be taken not to hurt the hand. The best

plan both to unscrew and screw them up, is to put the wrench on so

that it stands horizontally
,
and requires a downward thrust to turn

it the way required
;

then, with the palm of the hand towards the

wheel, appty the necessary force with the ball of the thumb, keeping
the fingers well away from the spokes When all is unscrewed,
stand behind the machine again, and lift one end of the axle, push
the wheel off with the hand at top and the foot at bottom, set the

axle on the ground and take the other wheel off. The frame is then
folded by pulling the safety-bar back to a line with the driving chain,

drawing the upright tube (which has the steering handle at the top)

round towards the end of the main axle—it will goto either side

—

and lastly 7

,
fold the back leg up close to the chain. It may now be

wheeled about with ease in the manner shown in the drawing, one
hand being placed on the centre of the steering handle to guide.

WHEELING THE FOLDED MACHINE.

To put the machine into going order again, reverse the above

method, and when replacing the wheels, turn them round till they

slide on to the squares of the axle, or the nuts will not reach the

screws
;
and finally, screw them up tight .

To fold or unfold the Leicester Safety Tricycle is extremely easy,

and the time required about thirty seconds only. The machine is

then in three parts'; there are no loose screws or nuts that can be

lost
;

it will occupy a width of about 15 or 16 inches, and will stand

conveniently against a wall, thus :
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This concludes the category of divided frames, and we next

come to the second class, or folders, which are by far the most
numerous of the three. The oldest method of folding in the

market is

The Challenge Folding Arrangement, which is as follows :

—

The backbone in this tricycle is just like that of a bicycle, and attached

to it by a stout hinge are a pair of arms which carry the forks bearing

the front wheels. Across these arms a curved slotted bar rests,

being held in position by a couple of stays from beneath. A stout

pin passing through the end of each slot projects from the top of each

arm, and is provided with a thumb screw which holds the bar firmly

on the arm. By loosening these thumb screws without detaching

any parts whatever, and raising the two front wheels off the ground
and drawing them together, the width is in a few seconds reduced to

22in., and as quickly restored to rigidity.

Starley’s Patent Folding Arrangement as applied to the

Challenge No. 2, an open fronted rear steering single driver, is really

very much on the same principle as the last. In place of the usual

hayfork frame the frame is made of two long tubes bent down at one
end to take the crank bearings and provide an elbow for the attach-

ment of the wheels, and hinged together by a joint attached to the

neck of the steering head. The whole is kept rigid by the crank
shaft and a cross-bar which carries the seat, which said cross-bar is

in two portions, each working on a hinge on the frame, the juncture

of the two portions hinging together, one overlapping the other with

a clamp to hold them firm. The crank shaft is also held with a clamp,

so that by pulling this up and removing the crank shaft, and then
pulling up the second clamp, the two sides and wheels may be drawn
together to a width of 22in. It is firm and has fairly few parts, though
the wheels do not set parallel when folded. In taking out the crank
shaft of this machine one has not to soil one’s fingers with the chain,

as this is not removed from the lower chain wheel, which remains
intact.

In Markham’s Champion Folder the arrangement is identical,

but the cross bar which carries the seat and serv s as a stay is in

one piece. It is hinged to one side the frame, and by undoing the

other, and swivelling the bar, the width may after the removal of

the cranks be reduced to I 2in. only.
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The Cheylesmore Folding- Gear is applied to a rear-steering

two chain machine. The frame is of the hayfork type, save that the

fore part is cut off a foot on each side the centre, and a couple of

angles or elbows pointing inwards fitted to form junctions between
the main frame and the fore parts, which drop almost perpendicu-

larly downwards. The cranks, bearings, and lower chain wheels
fit into slides at the frame ends, and by a sharp, upward movement,
are removed bodily from the machine, which can then be reduced to

a width of 27m. by raising the wheels, and drawing them together,

the elbow slides keeping the wheels parallel, so that it runs as well

folded as open. It is perfectly safe and rigid when in action, and is

quickly folded, though the chains have to be handled when getting

ready for u e.

Fletcher’s Patent, as applied to the “ Excelsior,” consists in

making the hayfork-style frame with a square centre, i.e., the two
sides are connected by a brace of cross tubes, the seat being sup-

ported on the foremost of them. This square frame is hinged at

each angle save one, where a T pin unites the joints and keeps the

whole rigid. The machine is driven by gear wheels, so there are no
chains to get in the way, and the crank bearings are. hinged to the

frame ends. All that has to be done in folding is to take out the T
pin, and then lifting one wheel from the ground draw it firmly

forwards, when the whole frame will shut up and the machine be

reduced to a total width of 2iin. only. The reverse motion puts it

ready for use again, the gear-wheels falling automatically into gear

with each other, and the insertion of the pin making all firm. It is

a very neat, rapid, and effective method.

Alldridge’s Patent pertains also to this class, though bearing

some resemblance to the next variety. The hay-fork frame is made
with a square back, the cross bar being square in section, and the

side pieces secured to its ends by spring knobs. No chains are used,

as the machine drives direct. The cranks are made to “ unship,”

and by taking out these, lifting the two spring knobs and drawing
together, the cross bar slides through the sockets in the frame side

ends, and the machine is reduced to a width of 2oin. The next three are

more particularly telescopic in principle. All three are driven with
central gear and have frames of the T variety, the closing movement
being different in each case.

Hickling’s Telescopic Arrangement consists in making the

cross axle hollow, and fitting the wheels on to solid axle pieces which
fit inside this

;
thus by slackening a set-pin at each end, the wheels

can each be pushed inwards some six inches, reducing width to 31m.
The method is easy and clean.

Stassen’s Method is perhaps the most ingenious of the whole
lot : in place of the single cross tube of the frame two are used, one
above and forward of the axle, the other below it. Both these and
the axle are of large diameter and are telescopic, the parts on the

left side of the seat-pillar sliding into the other side. The interior of
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the axle is fitted with a screw, and a small nut in connection there-

with is fixed at the outside of the hub of the left hand driving wheel.

A small winch handle, resembling the key of a large clock, fits on

this nut, and by lifting the wheel off the ground, and turning this,

handle the frame is closed together to a width of 28m. A reverse

motion restores the machine to its normal width, and the action is at

the same time neat, rapid, clean, and very strong and rigid when in

use.

The Nottingham Telescopic Axle brings us to the last of the

closers. Like the last the left-hand portion of the axle is telescopic

and slides within the rest, being kept in driving connection there-

with by a long broad feather or key. When extended it is kept firm

in position by a split tube placed between the end of the enclosing

tube and the hub, the whole being secured by a coned jambing nut,

which is drawn tight by a milled ring. By loosening this nut and
removing the split tube the wheel, can be drawn in and the width

reduced to 29m. in a very clean and speedy manner. All these,

methods are used for reducing the width of tricycles for use by a
single person

;
there are besides several double machines which can

be converted into single ones at pleasure and so be reduced in width,,

but I shall not consider them here.

From the main-framing and backbone we come to

THE SPRING,

Which is a very important part of a machine, for a bad spring

renders riding extremely uncomfortable and unpleasant, some-
times even painful, a result too often set down as the fault of

the machine itself, which consequently gets blamed for it. The
desiderata in a spring are that it should be pliant, according to the

weight of the rider—a spring pliant under 13SL would be terrifically

stiff' under 8st.—should be neat in appearance, simple in construction,,

and as free from complication as possible. There are many varieties,

of springs. Taking those used upon the bicycle pattern tricycles

first, they will be found to consist of a length of flat spring-steel

slightly curving, and forked in front, in order to fit on each side of
the neck of the backbone, to which a bolt makes all secure. Pliability

is obtained by means of the flexibility of the steel muchly supple-

mented by a slide at the back, wThich is so fitted that whilst kept in.

close connection with the backbone, the spring is enabled to slide up
and down the same ad lib., and yield to the varying pressure
applied.

The Humber Spring is much upon the same lines as the rest,,

but in place of curving and sliding at the back it is perfectly flat, and
supported at the forked rear end by a coil of steel, one end of which
is fastened to the backbone, and the other—after curling over twice

—

holds a short rod upon the ends of which the forked spring-tail

works. It is of course very easy and comfortable.

With the more typical pattern of three-wheeler, springs are of
several kinds, and a great difference is made according to the nature
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•of the seat used, for whereas a saddle only requires a single and
central spring, a cushioned seat necessitates several, as it must—as

a rule—be supported on both sides, and also at either or both the

back and front, since not only is pliancy desired, but steadiness and
«equality of motion. Of these several kinds of spring I shall

describe the chief differences in the spring simple, and beginning at

the beginning commence with

The C Spring, which consists simply of a length of spring steel

bent over once so as to form a sort of hook or flattened C, perhaps
more resembling the letter U laid on its side. The sides are

unequal
;
the top one being the longest, and the under one usually

•secured to the top of a I2in. perpendicular rod, provided with a

worm upon the greater part of its length for purposes of adjust-

ment. This kind is well adapted for use with the tricycle saddle.

C SPRING AND SUPPORT.

The B Spring is composed of two part circles ot spring steel,

secured to the ends of a I2in. horizontal rod, and supporting the

seat at their tops
;
the said rod being generally either a firm fixture

to the frame of the tricycle, or mounted upon a rod adjustable either

by pin or screw.

The S Spring, as may be imagined, resembles the letter of that

name, being in fact very much like two of the previously described

C type, the strip of steel being bent in the form of the letter S.

The M Spring is constructed of sheet steel with three angles
fore and aft, so as to give an equal amount of spring at each end,

•and to secure a long fiat level top on which to secure the saddle.

It resembles in side view two M’s placed base to base thus ^2.

Elliptical Springs are formed of two strips of steel of the same
length, united at their ends, and curved slightly outwards from each
other, thus forming together a sharp-edged ellipse of considerable
pliancy. The centre of one side of this is usually attached to the

top of an adjustable rod as with the C class, and the saddle secured
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on the top. Sometimes the sides are very much bowed, so much
so, in short, as to make the complete spring assume a very nearly

circular form. Placed fore and aft of the machine this type of
spring is used with a saddle, and by turning it round at right angles

to this position it is adapted for use with one or another of the:

various kinds of seat.

The Premier Elliptical Spring has its chief peculiarity in its,

mode of construction, the ends of the upper half being turned over

to hold the ends of the lower one, thus doing away with all pin

joints, which may work loose or even give way with a heavy strain..

The Club Spring resembles an elliptical one, with the exception

that the front ends are cut off and united by a buffer of india-rubber,

the upper portion bearing, by its means, upon the lower, and thus,

utilising the pliability of both steel and rubber. This is for use-

with saddles.

The Special Club Spring, for use with seats, is on the same-
main principle, but is triple in form, the two front ends being
supported on rubber cushions, and the rear arm being a fixture.

The Triple Spring is somewhat the same, being a combination
of three springs of the C variety, one placed centrally in the rear of'

the seat, and connected at the seat rod to the middle portion of the

other two, which support each a corner of the front portion of the.;

seat. This is a very easy and pliant type.

The Cheylesmore Suspension Spring is of this variety
;
the

spring, however, is in two parts, top and bottom
;
the ends of the

lower portion curve sharply upwards, and support the upper ends of'

stout rubber links, the lower ends of which support in turn the
upper portions of the spring, which are curved round in a half coil.

By this, rubber insulation is obtained, and a luxurious seat the

result.

The Special Salvo Spring is very elegant and highly pliant
;

it

consists of a long piece of spring steel curved centrally as for an
elliptical spring, but having the ends each brought round underneath
almost in a circle, finishing up some I2in. apart, and secured to-

the under side of the ends of a second short steel strip, to the centre
of which is attached the supporting and adjustment rod. It is

placed cross-wise to the machine when a seat is secured to its top,

and at rigtht angles to this position when a saddle i* used.

Settle’s Fleet Spring is a very neat construction. Both upper
and lower portions are flat and parallel, whilst the ends form very’
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nearly circles. This gives a pliant spring, without any sharp angles
to break off with undue strain.

Combination Springs consist of several assorted strips of

•steel, each slightly curved and placed one within or upon the other,

all being united centrally. This variety is identical with that used upon
many carriages, railway engines, &c., only of course constructed

upon a much reduced scale, and is not only strong, but pliant and
pleasing to the eye.

The Centaur Suspended Seat Springs are constructed with
two combination springs. One of these is suspended, with its con-

vex side upwards, from two leather straps in the front of the frame.

The other—convex side downwards—supports the back of the seat

upon its upturned ends, the front portion being upheld by a perpen-
dicular rod passing through the centre of the first spring. The
hindmost spring is supported centrally upon a flat slotted bar, secured

by a nut to the back of the frame. This gives a very easy seat and
admits of great adjustability, being capable of being raised and
lowered to any extent

;
the front and back also being adjusted sepa-

rately from each other, by which means the rider can tilt his seat

-either forward or backward ad lib., and so suit himself to a nicety.

The Arab Cradle Saddle Spring is a great favourite, and cer-

tainly deserves the title of the King of Springs, for it is superior to

most in the market on all points. As will be seen from the accom-
panying sketch, it is formed of a length of specially prepared round

•steel bent doubly over, and turned in a complete curl at each bend,
the two ends being held by grippers to the top of the seat rod.

The Arab Cradle Seat Spring is upon precisely the same prin-

ciple, but to meet the exigencies of the case, the sides are some io

inches or 12 inches apart, and the ends held by a couple of stout

bars set at right angles to the wheels. Both these are very easy

and comfortable, giving to the inequalities of the road in almost
every direction. Several makers have taken to fitting seats upon
the saddle spring (No. 3) instead of the proper seat spring, but as

•this class of spring was never meant to carry a seat it never is a
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success, and I strongly advise all who are going in for a seat to

refuse to have it fitted with a saddle spring, and see that the proper

seat spring is supplied, or they will be disappointed with the results.

Burdess's Patent Lever Spring. Upon suitable supports a

couple of rods are hinged at about their centres. The ends of these

are connected to ensure firmness, and the front portion kept down
by a couple of stout springs, the seat resting upon the rear portion,

the consequence being that a very easy undulating motion is given,

as well as a very slight sway, the weight being supported by the

coil springs in front. The handles, too, in this plan are attached to

the sides of the spring frame, and hence the vibration to the hands
prevented at the same time to a great extent.

Jean’s Triple Helical Spring. In this a triangular frame
forms the top of the seat rod, the apex of the triangle being in front.

The saddle is attached to this by means of three strong coiled springs,

by which it is suspended from the several corners of the frame.

Phillips’ Patent Springs consist of two lengths of stout steel

placed parallel with each other, and enclosing between them a long
strip of spring steel coiled five or six times. The lower supporting

bar holds a connection to the seat rod, whilst the upper has a raised

length of spring on which to fasten and adjust the saddle.

The St. George’s Spring is a very easy one. A cross rod is

attached to the top of the seat rod, and from the ends of this two
springs depend, curving forwards first and then rounding downwards
backwards, upwards and again forwards to a point an inch or two
above and in front of the first cross rod, where they are united by a

second rod on which the saddle or seat is secured.

Leather Suspenders are used upon one or two machines,
whereby combination and arch springs are suspended from the

main frame of the machine. They are simply short straps of stout

strong leather, and serve to break the metallic connection between
the machine and the seat, as well as having a certain amount of

elasticity and preventing rattle or squeaking.

Of attachments to the spring seat and seat rod, there are several,

all having an object in their construction.

The “ r Pin,” or Adjustable Seat Rod, is simple in the
extreme. A stout rod is bent at right angles slightly out of its
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centre, and the longer end placed in the socket on the frame, the

saddle being secured to the other portion. This allows of great uni-

versal adjustment either up, down, forwards, or backwards, to suit

all tastes and purposes, above all allowing the saddle or seat to be

brought well over the pedals. No machine on which a saddle is

used is perfect without one of these seat pins.

Jones’s Sliding Arrangement. In this the saddle fits on aflat

plate having four slots or notches cut upon one side. The saddle is

provided with a catch fitting either of these notches, and holding it

in place. By a press upon the catch the saddle may be brought well

forward for hill work and the level, or shifted six inches back for

descending steep hills in safety.

Jones’s Roller Atttachment may be described as follows :

—

The saddle, in place of being bolted direct to the spring, rests upon
a cross-shaped iron plate, the longer arms of which are turned up at

their ends and bolted to a hinge running lengthways beneath the

saddle. The shorter arms support rubber pads, the result of this

arrangement being that the saddle tilts slightly forwards and to

whichever side the rider leans, enabling him the better to reach and
throw his weight upon his pedals, as well as somewhat preventing

soreness.

The Leader automatically adjustable Seat Rod was one of

the 1882 novelties, and is a very good thing in its way. The seat

has a stout worm cut upon it, and upon this, just above the frame, a

small neat toothed wheel works
;
a second toothed wheel of equal

size is attached to the handle on the left-hand side ot the machine,
and the two are geared together by a chain. By turning the handle

the seat can be raised or lowered at pleasure whilst in the saddle,

and a most accurate fit obtained at any moment, as occasion or

inclination requires.

The Devon Swing Frame is one of the best things in principle

I have come across for a long time. The crank shaft has its

bearings in a frame, the sides of which are hinged to the top sides

of the main frame, and then unite in arch form. The seat rod is

placed at the summit of the arch, and from this point a rod runs
back to the rear portion of the main frame in the form of an arc,

the under side of which is fitted with a ratchet
;

a catch holds this

ratchet by any of its teeth. This catch is connected with a lever

attached to a pull-up handle placed within the bow of the left-hand

spade purchase handle. By pulling this up the swing frame is

released, and the rider, by pulling or pushing at the handles, can
bring the saddle forwards, and the pedals backwards, simultaneously,

or vice versa
,
to almost any extent, and when in the desired position

by releasing the handle, the frame is held firmly there by the ratchet.

This allows the rider to alter the position of the seat to suit the

gradients over which he may be travelling, so as to always keep
himself in a position almost vertically over the pedals.
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The Excelsior Adjustment is attached to an ordinary elliptical

spring, or rather the spring is attached to it. At the the top of the

seat-rod is a hinge, and on each side of the hinge is a screw and
nut. The spring is attached to the hinge, and may, by slackening

one screw and tightening the other, be adjusted so as to bring the

pitch or angle of the saddle or seat forward or backward to any
desired degree.

From the spring and its attachments to

THE SEAT

is but a step, and that very essential and useful portion of the

tricycle next comes under consideration. Now seats generally,

and those which I shall hereafter mention as “ cushioned seats,” are

very simple, being but a wooden board with angular or rounded back,

the whole resting on the spring or springs, and provided both back and
seat with cushions, upholstered according to taste. The front parts

or edges of some seats are plain, but the majority have them scalloped

or hollowed out on each side the centre to allow of the freer play of

the legs. These cushioned seats are most suitable for ladies and for

elderly and heavy men, as well as for those tricycles in which the

feet are more in front than beneath the rider. They are now, however,
more the exception than the rule, and are little used except on cheap
machines, having been cut out by the various patented and special

varieties, of which there are several.

The Pan or “ Otto” Seat is a great improvement upon the

ordinary wooden supports for the cushion. It consists of a sheet of

thin steel “ blocked” into shape, so as to give a yielding, hollowed,

light frame, upon which to support a specially constructed cushion,

which is—as are most others—secured by straps.

THE PAN OR “ OTTO” SEAT.

Lamplugh’s Pan Seat is just the same as this, but the seat is

“ built on” to the frame, and the annoyance of the cushion slipping,

off, or back, prevented. Cushions are at times insufferably hot,

they are also continually getting back and allowing the rider to sit

on the wooden frame alone. There are, however, several seats of
some merit which do not use cushions at all.

D
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THE SUSPENSION SEAT, WITH BAIL.

The Tricycle Suspension Seat, introduced by Messrs. Lamp-
lugh and Brown, is “ built” upon the principle of their well-known
“ Suspension” saddle, and consists of a good broad frame of some-
what semi-circular shape, of the required size for providing a good
seat. From the centre of this frame an arm projects forwards, the
whole much resembling the Roman letter E. This central arm rises
slightly at the end, and is there padded, as is also the outward edge
of the frame itself. The whole is then covered with webbin^, and
leather stretched across. It forms a most comfortable seat, fitting
the body “wonderfully, and the hollowed sides give to the pressure of
the rider’s legs, and so avoid chafing, whilst a series of eyelet holes
serve for ventilation, and prevent discomfort that way. A support-
ing bar runs across the frame, provided with nuts and bolts for
securing it to the spring. A plated back-rail is sometimes added, as
shown in the cut

;
whilst for those who desire it a raised edge or

roll of padded hogskin—which, however, is not of
' much use in

SUSPENSION SEAT, WITH BOLL.

practice, though very taking in theory—is fitted at the back for the
lower extremity of the spine to bear against.

Robinson’s Patent Strap Seat, as will be seen by the cut,

consists of a light metal frame, having two stout leather straps
stretched across, and united by a third for the seat, and another
braced across the rear portion to form a back. The straps readily
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Robinson’s patent strap seat.

give to the pressure and shape of the body, and the space between
them allows of full ventilation, and thus obtains a cool seat.

The Excelsior Seat is a great improvement upon the ordinary
cushioned seat in many ways. Constructed of bars of steam-bent
hard but light wood, it is not angular at any spot, but is so shaped
as to take almost the natural shape of the body, receding slightly
from the centre of the front, which rises somewhat above the sur-
rounding parts, and curving comfortably round the sides and back.
Being thus so smoothly shaped no cushion is required, and the
interstices between the bars allowing the free passage of the air, a
very cool seat is obtained.

Hancock’s Tricycle-seat Air Cushion is made of india-rubber
to fit the pan seat, and may be inflated with air at will. In general
shape it resembles the usual cushion for this class of seat, but has a
long hole centrally, and two smaller round ones, one on each side of
the first, to provide for ventilation.

Lamplugh’s Suspension Tricycle Saddle is constructed of
best pig-skin leather, upon the suspension principle, the leather
being stretched upon a long-necked scallop-shaped frame of metal,
and being suspended from the front and two sides of the back,

lamplugh’s suspension tricycle saddle, with back rest.

by which* means the sides yield to the pressure of the thighs,
and all chafing is obviated. In size this special saddle is large,
giving “ something to sit upon ” in the true sense of the word, being
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fully twice as large in superficial area as the ordinary bicycle saddle.

It is also made in various sizes, to suit individual requirements, and
I may here remark that if anyone who cannot get suited with a seat

or saddle will communicate with Messrs. Lamplugh & Brown, they
will put themselves to no end of trouble to suit his special case. In
addition to its speciality as to size, it is provided with a T-shaped
padded back-rest with which to obtain a purchase in hill work and
against the wind, which back may be removed or fitted at pleasure.

The saddle is far superior to the seat upon those tricycles where the

body is placed well over the pedals, and in machines of the bicycle

pattern with the rider sitting astride the driving-wheel, is absolutely

necessary.

Brooks’ Flexible Saddle is about the same size as the last, but
built on a different principle. It is constructed with a very soft

leather covering and has flexible sides, the whole saddle being padded
throughout so as to make it soft and pliant everywhere. It is very
soft to sit on but rather inclined to heat, although punched for ven-
tilation, and the peak is made too rounded to be comfortable—at least

such is my experience. A back rest, detachable at will, is fitted as

shown in the sketch.

Lamplugh’s Long-distance Saddle, though especially suitable

for bicyclists, is now being used a great deal by tricycle riders. It

forms a medium between the bicycle and tricycle suspension saddles,

and consists of the frame of a tricycle saddle, over which is stretched

a covering of strong leather without any padding, and having a

longitudinal aperture down the centre for free ventilation. There is

little doubt that so far this saddle is the most suitable, not only for

young riders, but for elderly men, and even ladies, and it is a very

extensive favourite.

The Centaur Shifting Saddle. This is an attachment to

Lamplugh’s Long-distance Saddle, and is used in conjunction with

an M spring as shown in the sketch. The saddle itself is fixed

upon a joint working upon two hinged arms, each i-Jin. long, the

whole being fixed to an oblong frame with pins and nuts, as with

ordinary saddles, for securing to the spring. These arms are kept for-

wards flat on the spring by a powerful concealed spring in their

interior. By leaning forward slightly, the front of the saddle is de-

pressed a little and a purchase gained on the arms
;
a backward
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THE CENTAUR SHIFTING SADDLE, |\/|
SPRING, AND ”| PlN.

pressure with the thighs then forces them back, causing their ends to

describe semicircles of 3m. diameter, of course shifting the saddle

back that distance. By raising the body again, the saddle is once
more brought forward by means of the springs. The object of this

is to enable the rider to bring himself into a vertical position when
ascending hills, and to shift back when on the level or descending
hills as desired. Another arrangement attaining the same end is

Jones’ Sliding Saddle, in which the top of the spring is provided

with four notches into which a spring attached to the saddle block

drops. By pressing the spring and pushing back with the thighs, or

pulling forwards the saddle—which slides upon the spring—it can be

fixed in one of four positions at will according to the gradient or the

will of the rider.

In Woolley’s Spring Saddle, the saddle itself, an ordinary

plain one, is secured to the top of an inverted spring, the tail end
working in a “ Stanley slide ” at the back of the saddle. This makes,
as it were, a double spring, and is very useful in a rough part of the

country, especially with heavy weights, and is especially adapted for

use with a spring too stiff for comfortable riding with the ordinary

saddle. This is now also made with “ flexible sides,” which prevent

in a great measure the chafing of the thighs.

woolley’s spring saddle.

Besides seats and saddles all tricycles in common have

HANDLES,

which are of several different patterns as regards both the handle
rod and the handle itself, which latter are of three shapes, viz.,

Spherical, Pear-shaped and Elliptical, the last two being those most
generally in use. The spherical and pear-shaped are always fitted

to the end of a straight or curved rod as the case may be, whilst the
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elliptical are always fitted in a small fork large enough to admit of
the hand’s taking a firm grasp of the handle, the complete handle
and fork being known as the “ spade handle” pattern. Handles
serve three uses, the first to steer with, their arrangement for

which purpose I shall separately treat upon presently
;
the second

to apply the brake, upon which I shall also descant further on,
and thirdly, as a means of steadying the body and obtaining a pur-
chase with the arms when any exertion is requisite. These latter

are usually placed on the left hand side of the rider, and are, when
of the pear-shaped pattern, fixed at the end of a short, straight or
curved rod, either horizontally or at an angle of from 30° to 45

w with
the horizon, in order that the hand may fall naturally upon it when
ready for action

;
and when of the spade handle variety, are affixed

in a perpendicular position, by the side of the rider and ready to his

hand.

The Victor Celluloid Handles are an American invention, and
are at present only used in that country. They are white, like

ivory, and being moulded, and not restricted to the size of a bullock’s

horn, are made large and bulbous so as to give a larger and more
comfortable grip to the hands.

Kelsey’s Ventilated Handles are made in both the pear and
elliptical forms. They are constructed of steel, blocked into shape,

and are made with longitudinal bars, as shown in the illustrations.

kelsey’s ventilated handles.

They are beautifully cool to the hand, the air having free access to

all parts, whilst they can be fitted by anyone to any handle-bar in a

few minutes
;

are cheap, and being plated, set off a machine
wonderfully in appearance.

Adjustable Handles. All handles should be made adjustable,

and not a few of the best machines are now so fitted, although but a

year ago it was the exception rather than the rule. The object of

adjustability is to fit the length of the rider’s arm, so that whilst not

having to lean down to reach the handles he shall not ride with a

bent elbow, but have all the advantage of the direct pull of a straight

arm, and be comfortably positioned at the same time. Of course it

requires but a very little perception to see that if the handles are

fixed at one immoveable height the shifting of the saddle will alter

the relative position of each, and again should they in any one posi-

tion suit one individual rider it is by no means likely that they will

suit every one, for it is a well-known fact that individuals differ most
astonishingly, some having longer legs than others in proportion to

their arms, and vice versa. There are now several ways of making
the handles adjustable, the most general way being by means of a
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set-screw and socket, the purchase handle being simply fitted in a

barrel slide and held at any point by a screw, whilst the steering-

handle is attached either to a rod or tube sliding up and down either

in or upon the rod or tube attached to the steering mechanism, and
held in position in the same way. Of the special varieties of

individual makes I may mention

The Cheylesmore Adjustable Handles, which are held in posi-

tion by a set screw at the side, but have the bow of the handle running
up on each side the supporting rod for some 6in. before spreading

out for the reception of the hand.

The Excelsior Adjustable Handles slide up and down with-

in a split tube, which latter is provided with lugs, through which
a screw passes, by which means the sides of the tube are drawn to-

gether, and the handle rod gripped tightly and held in position.

The Premier Adjustable Handles are very deep in the “ bow”
—they are of the spade variety—the top of the supporting rod has a

worm cut upon it, and a screw at top and bottom of the handle

socket holds all firm. It is absolutely secure against slipping, but

takes rather longer to adjust, as the two nuts have both to be

loosened and tightened before the adjustment is complete.

The Merlin Instantaneously Adjustable Handles. These
strike out a new line in being instantaneously adjustable to any
position whilst the machine is in motion, so that they can be

lowered for hill work where a good pull with the arms is requisite,

or raised at will into a more comfortable position. The handles
are of D section, and slide up and down in sockets, and a number
of shallow holes are sunk in the flat face into which a pin is forced

by a spring, and the handle held firm. A button is provided on the

the inside of the frame, and, as in the Merlin the legs move vertically

up and down, the calf of the leg is pressed outwards against this

button in its descent, releasing the catch pin, and the handle being
pulled or pushed at the same time, the adjustment is made at the

instant, the catch pin flying into its place and holding the handle rod

firm.

The Meteor Adjustable Handles, as used on the “ Sociable” of

that ilk, are curved rods holding the handles and attached to the

rear part of the seat with which they are adjustable, so that the act

of raising or lowering the seat does trie same for the handles, without,

however, allowing for any adjustment to suit the varying proportions

between the arms and legs of individuals.

From handles proper and purchase rods, we naturally pass on to

STEERING GEAR,

which require special attention, as they differ so widely from each
other, and play such an important part in the success or otherwise
of the machine in toto. Commencing with the machines with central

driving wheels or the bicycle pattern, these are steered by means of a
Bicycle Handle, in which very little difference exists. It con-
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sists of a bar of iron or steel some 24m. in length, secured to the

top of the head, surmounting the forks between which the wheel
works. A fixed handle-bar is best where possible, as in ascending
hills or racing a firm hold on the handles is taken, and revolving ones
turn and oblige a little inconvenient wrist play

;
some makers fit

their handles with cones at each end of the bracket, by which means
a revolving handle may be kept adjusted, as with much use they soon
work loose. In some heads the handles are made separate, in others

they form a forging solid with it, but although by this latter means
they are superlatively firm, they are rather awkward to straighten

when bent. Most handles are solid
;
but they are occasionally made

of hollow weldless steel tubing, by which a few ounces in weight is

saved and the handle rendered a little stiffer. I think, however, they
should always be made solid, as they are the parts most commonly
bent in a fall, and a tube is rather a difficult matter to straighten, in

most cases a new one being requisite.

The Nottingham Folding Handle is of this pattern and is, of

course, on the bicycle principle, and the folding is effected by a
simple jaw and centre joint, like the legs and arms of penny dolls, or

more properly like the handles of parasols used to be made to fold, a

cylinder slipping over the juncture and making the whole rigid. The
cylinder has four milled rings on its outer surface, whilst its inner

face as well as the handle bar at the joint are very slightly coned so

that it can be twisted up in an instant very tight, and as quickly

undone. With this class of steering, several tricycles, which are not

exactly of the bicycle pattern, are fitted, the steering arrangement
differing slightly in detail, the most noticeable of these being as follows

:

The Greyhound Steering. In this an upright is placed in

front of the rider, surmounted by a cross handle or bicycle handle
bar. The bottom of the upright is provided with a pair of short

projecting pms or arms, one on each side, which arms are connected

by light connecting rods with a similar pair of side arms placed

one on each side of the steering head. By this method, as the arms
are short, every motion of the steering bar is conveyed to the rudder-

wheel, and a very sensitive steering obtained, the rudder-wheel at

the same time being very firm, as being held on each side it cannot
“ budge an inch ” unless moved by the rider.

The Leicester Thumb Steering.—A safety bar runs across

the machine at about the height of the rider’s chest, as will be seen

by reference to the illustration.

THE LEICESTER THUMB STEERING.
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Centrally from this a rod drops perpendicularly downwards, having

a T piece at its top, which is provided with a small upturned handle

at each end. These handles, being held by either thumb and pushed
forwards or drawn back by them, turn the rod, and through it the

steering wheel. This steering is very “nice,” and can be kept very firm.

These last two methods differ from the regular bicycle pattern of

steering in that the small wheels are actuated for steering purposes

instead of the large one, and this plan is that adopted by the vast

majority of tricycles on the market, the small wheels either in front

or behind being the rudder wheels, and the steering gear is in con-

nection with these. The first method to be described, because both

the simplest and most ancient, is

The Bath Chair Handle, consisting simply of a straight or

curved rod running backwards from the centre of the steering

(front) wheel and ending in either a pear-shaped handle or a T
pattern wooden handle, by which means the guiding wheel is turned

to the right or left as requisite. The objections to its use are that

the arms—if central—have to be kept in an awkward and uncom-
fortable position, and that little, if any, purchase is obtainable by the

arms from the handles, and that also the attention has to be more
rigidly affixed to the wheel than with other patterns, as, if the rider

turns about—to look behind for instance—and the steering handle,

as it naturally would, gets out of the straight, “ why, you’re into the

ditch before you know where you are.” On the other hand it may
be said in its favour that the eye and hand work more in unison,

and whilst the attention is given to it, more accurate steering is

obtainable, and also that by turning it either round or over it

serves as a most convenient handle with which to pull the machine
along when walking with it.

The Velociman Steering is a modification of this plan. As in

this particular machine both hands are kept busy in propulsion, the

steering wheel is behind, and the end of the steering rod formed
into a semi-circular back-rest. Steering is accomplished by the

rider turning his body in the direction he wishes to go, which has the

effect of putting the steering in motion and turning the machine.

The steering gear in greatest use and favour at present is

The Rack and Pinion Steering, in which a long rod is fitted

horizontally from the end of a short arm attached to the head of the
steering wheel or wheels to some inches beyond a point immediately
below the hand of the rider. One end of this rod is jointed to a short
arm projecting from the side of the head or fork of the steering

wheel, whilst the other is provided with a “ rack” or row of teeth

gearing into similar teeth upon a small wheel fitted at the lower end
of a perpendicular rod, which rod is held in a socket, the latter being
provided with a spring clutch or guide, to keep the rack and pinion
wheel together. The top of this upright rod forks out into a “spade”
handle, by turning which the long rod is moved by the rack and
pinion to and fro as required, by that means governing the direction
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of the steering. The advantages of this method are that the steering
is steadier, that the hand is in a better and more natural position,

that it can also be used as a handle by which to obtain a purchase
with the arms, that the steering may be effected by a slight turn of
the wrist, that it is not so much in the way of the rider, and is at the
same time neater in appearance. Double tricycles are sometimes,
steered by means of a

Quadrant Rack and Pinion Wheel, for which method, as the
steering wheel is usually in the centre, a quadrant shaped rack is

fitted horizontally to the rear of the rudder head
;
this gears with and

is worked to and fro by, a pinion wheel at the end of a long straight

rod, which, held in bearings or sockets top and bottom, runs straight

up from the head to the handle height, there terminating in the usual
“ spade” handle.

Stassen’s Steering Gear. The machine to which this is.

applied having central gear the steering arm is placed central, so as.

to have nothing whatever to shut the rider in in front. To effect

this a rod is pivotted beneath the frame on the right side of the

machine, one end of which is hinged to the steering rod, and the

other provided with a quadrant rack with which a pinion on the

handle gears, and thus puts the steering wheel in motion. It is

neat, out of the way, and effective.

Somewhat simpler and very similar to the rack and pinion steering

is the

Rod and Arms, in which the rack and pinion is replaced by a
short arm of a length equalling that at the side of the head, fitted to

the side of and at right angles to the bottom of the handle rod, by
which medium motion is conveyed to the rudder and the steering

effected.

The Eccentric Steering. The steering handle has an eccentric

at its lower end in place of the pinion wheel, and this works the

rudder rod to and fro as required. It is designed to give a steadier

helm.

In the Centaur Rigid Steering the rack and pinion is also

absent. Upon the shaft of the handle a deep worm is cut, and a

block slides up and down, the shaft being so worked by a pin and

ball fitting in the groove. This block works in a slot at the end of

the horizontal arm of a bent lever, having its fulcrum at the end of

a quadrant arm attached to the bottom of the handle-shaft. The
other dnd of the lever is jointed to the rod in connection with the

steering wheel. By turning the handle the block is worked up and

down, and the wheel so turned. Its chief advantage is its rigidity,,

allowing the hands to be taken from the steering without fear, if

travelling in a straight line,

Burdess’ Sterling Steering is on the same principle, the up*

right handle-support forming a rather close-cut screw which works

one end of a bell-crank lever up and down, the other end of the leve

being jointed to the fore end of the steering rod.
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Lloyd’s Quadrant Steering is very peculiar, and differs entirely

from any other. There is no back fork or steering head, but the sides

of the frame are continued rearwards; these converge until they reach

the centre of the rudder-wheel, which is 30m. in diameter. Here
they end in oblong slides curved towards each other so as to form
quadrants or quarter circles—whence the name. The wheel axle

is long, and runs in bearings which work in these slides. Below the
centre of the straight cross tube of the frame a long bar pivots, the

ends of which are connected by hinged rods to the extremities of the

steering axle. A rack and pinion steering rod actuates one end of

the pivotted bar and thus, drawing one end forward and forcing the

other back, causes the wheel to turn as desired. This method enables

a large steering wheel to be used and the great vibration of a small

one obviated, whilst it is claimed to render the steering firmer and
more rigid.

All these plans regulate the direction of a single steering wheel,,

but when two guiding wheels are used a special method has to be
adopted, in order that they may accommodate themselves to each
other, and turn exactly to the requisite amount, and each in the same
direction. The oldest of these plans is

Blood’s Patent, in use where the two steering wheels are placed
side by side. It is very simple, and consists of a rod running straight

back from each fork some 12m. to i8in., and then united by a third

rod bent to a curve at each end. These rods connect the forks of the
two wheels, and when one is turned by means of a rack and pinion,

the other is also turned, and not only so, but the angle of each is

such that both describe arcs of different sized circles, according as

they are in or outside in turning, thus avoiding any jumps, scrape,,

or tyre tearing.

In the Gnat Steering, which is of this class, the two rudder
wheels run on the ends of a long rod, which is curved upwards on
each side of a Stanley rudder head—affixed to a neck on the end of
the frame—very much like the cow-horn handle-bar of a bicycle. A
rack and pinion steering rod is hinged to the apex of each bend, and
the action of forcing one wheel forwards draws the other back, both
hands being brought into action either together or separately. As
both these wheels run free they are able to rotate as they please, and
safe steering is the result, though the arrangement is not so rigid as
it might be.

The Humber Steering is on the plan of the bicycle pattern
variety. The two large wheels are placed on the ends of a com-
pound axle, the centre of which is provided with an upright head
and bicycle-pattern handles, by which means the wheels are guided
in whatever direction it is wished to turn. It is very steady and
sensitive when learnt, though it requires some little practice at a
slow pace to get thoroughly at home with it.

The Coventry Steering is applied to the machine of that name
in which the two steering wheels are placed some 6ft. apart, and in
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a line with one another. These have each a small arm projecting

from the fork sides, but these arms are placed upon opposite sides,

i.e., one wheel bears the arm on its left, whilst the other holds it on
its right fork. These arms are connected by a long straight rod,

the centre ol which is provided with a rack, by which it gears with a
pinion attached to the handle as usual. It will be seen that the

motion of this rod moves both wheels, but in opposite directions, so

that they both describe arcs of the same circle, be that large or
small, the hindmost wheel following exactly in the track of the

leader. This enables a very easy, quick and delicate steering to be
effected. The slightest turn will alter the course of the machine,
but it is much firmer than most other tricycles on account of the

steadiness imparted by the use of two rudder wheels. After riding

an ordinary rack and pinion steering machine, this steering seems
too sensitive, but a very little use will show that the hand has but
to be kept firmly on the steering handle and very little steering

actually done, the guiding being effected almost by a wish.

The Traveller Triple Steering differs from all others in that

all three wheels are used for steering purposes. The two front

wheels are turned a la “ Humber” by means of a bicycle cross

handle. To the lower part of the upright holding this a semi-

circular rack of bevelled teeth is affixed, and in the teeth thereon a

small crown wheel works, which crown wheel is attached to one end
of a straight rod held in bearings under the backbone beneath
which it runs

;
the rear-most end of this rod is also provided with a

small crown wheel similar to the first, and this gears with a second
semi-circular rack affixed to the head of the rear wheel, which is held

in a Stanley head and fork. The effect of this is to cause all three

wheels to assist in working the steerage, which is rendered extremely

quick, accurate and sensitive, whilst the machine is not deflected so

much from its line of running.

The helm and its varieties attended to, before looking into brakes

and minor accessories and appendages, our attention is claimed by
the various types of

DRIVING GEAR,

Which have all their pros and cons., and may be divided into two
general varieties, these being levers and chain wheels, the former

necessitating an “ up and down ” motion of the legs, and the latter a

rotary one. Upon the special advantages of each variety I shall not

here descant, having already given a full article on the general points

of merit of the two methods, but shall content myself with a

description of the mechanical construction and points of difference

in these arrangements, and their modifications. Commencing then

with the oldest plan in use,

Levers are of numerous varieties, and have several modifications,

some of them patented in the different machines. The commonest
and simplest pattern—of which I shall in future speak when men-

tioning levers without a generic name—consists of a straight rod
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some 2ft. to 3ft. in length according to circumstances. This rod
has a pedal of the rubber variety as used upon bicycles, fitted at one
end, whilst the other is jointed to the lower portion of the frame of
the machine, and forms the fulcrum. A double-cranked axle is used
which is in connection with the driving wheel or wheels, and is put
in motion by adjustable rods or chains, one being attached to a
point, about midway usually, on each lever, and united with the

arms of the axle. This is generally done by means of a simple

hook, but the best connection by a long way is

The Friction Link, which may be described as a broad flat ring

encircling the bearing part of the crank, of which it is about three

times the diameter. The chain or connecting rod is attached to a

small roller which works inside the ring and between it and the

axle, there being some little space between them.

The Dublin Levers are very simple indeed
;

the machine is

driven from a central driving wheel provided with cranks, as for a
bicycle. To these, long and very light adjustable rods are attached

by pins and bearings, their other ends being widely and deeply

forked, and jointed to the sides of the tops of forked arms, which
have their lower ends socketed to a part of the main frame, large

foot-pedals and heel-guards being fitted between the forks. By this

means a direct pull upon the cranks is obtained on the leg being
advanced in an almost horizontal direction.

In the Challenge Levers the lever itself has its fulcrum some
i8in. from its rearmost end, which is then bent upwards at right

angles to the fore part, and is at its top jointed with light rods in

connection with the cranks, as with the Dublin pattern, thus the feet

by pressing down the pedals draw the tops of the lever arms for-

wards, which in their turn perform a like action upon the cranks y

and so turn the wheel.

The Omnicycle Levers are very short, and hinged to the front

portion of the frame. They are curved so as to elevate the pedals r

which are placed an inch or two from their hindmost ends, at which
point a stout leather strap runs backward to the driving discs, which
will be described further on.

Asbury’s Levers very much resemble these. They are hinged
at one end to the forepart of the frame, and have pedals at the

other extremities, from which connecting rods are carried to bearings
on a double-cranked axle connecting the wheels. They obtain a

straight pull and seem powerful. They are only used on children’s-

machines.

Overman’s Lever is much of the same nature, but has its

fulcrum in the rear
;
the driving cord is attached some 4m. from the

end, and the lever slotted from this point. In this slot a pedal is

adjusted, attached to the end of a short arm which swivels at the

attaching nut, and may be turned over in either direction so as to

increase or decrease the leverage, as desired or requisite according
to the nature of the gradients.
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The Merlin Levers resemble the ones just described, but the

pedals are not adjustable. The pedal itself consists of a simple short

bar of rubber cemented on a rod.

Grout’s Adjustable Levers have their peculiarity in that their

point of power or attachment of the chain is adjustable at will

whilst running, in order to meet the various requirements of the vary-

ing gradients. The levers themselves are of a fixed length, having
pedals at one end and working on a hollow fulcrum at the other.

Within this hollow fulcrum a rod works provided with a pinion

wheel at the junction of each lever. The chain attachments are

made to the ends of tubes which slide on the levers, and are each

provided with a rack projecting rearwards and gearing with the

before-mentioned pinion wheels. A series of short rods, connected

by universal joints, unite the lower end of the left purchase handle of

the machine with one end of the rod within the fulcrum, and by this

means the said rod is rotated, causing the pinion wheels to revolve,

.and by their means push forward or draw back the racks carrying

the chain -juncture, and thus the proportionate amount of leverage

.applied, with a correspondingly proportionate increase or decrease of

the length of the stroke taken, which may be altered at will for hill

work or the level.

Jeans’ Climax Adjustable Levers are identical with the

above in principle, the only difference being in the details of work-

ing it out. The adjusting racks are carried within the levers, which

are tubular, to allow the connecting joint to pass up andodown in a

slot, whilst the revolving pinions are turned by an extra handle

placed some way behind the rider, and provided with a bevel or

crown wheel at the bottom, gearing with a similar one on the end of

the pinion rod. The levers too are drawn up and down by a cord

•or strap passing over a pulley fixed on the frame, whilst in Grout’s

a balance lever connects the two and does the necessary work.

All these levers are used for pedomotive work, but besides these

there are several kinds in use on manumotive or hand-propelled

tricycles, which I will briefly describe as follows :

—

Hand Levers, as applied to ordinary front or rear-steering

tricycles to render them usable by lame persons, consist of a pair of

long levers working on fulcra attached to the frame sides, and having

a leverage of about three to one. The lower ends are connected by

short rods with a pair of cranks which turn the lower chain wheel,

and through that the driving wheel or wheels in the usual way
;

whilst the upper ends are provided with handles wherewith to move
them, that on the right hand lever being usually shaped like that of

a gimlet, and fitted with a disc, round which a cord passes to

.actuate the steering gear.

The Toledo Hand Levers are very similar, but are used to

assist the feet, being connected with the sides of a double-cranked

pedal shaft, whilst there is a difference also in the steering, which
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consists of a rack and pinion, the rack rod running down the face of

the lever in place of the cord and pulley.

The Favorite Levers are simply a couple of long cranks turned

by hand, and attached to a couple of chain wheels connected with

the drivers, and carried on the ends of a couple of tubes, which raise

them to the level of the arms.

The Dreadnought Hand Levers are used as an assistance

to the feet, and it is wonderful what power can be obtained, though

the action appears somewhat eccentric to the observer. The
principle is that of utilising all energy, and instead of the rider

pulling on a pair of fixed handles he pulls on a pair of handles

which work in slides, and are attached by connecting links with a

pair of short cranks, placed one at each end of the double-cranked

pedal shaft and on the outside of the frame. The effect is to pull

up with the arms alternately, whilst the feet push down the corre-

sponding cranks. The steering is done in the ordinary way, as the

steering handle is of D section, and slides up and down within the

pinion wheel of the steering gear.

Charsley’s Velociman Levers, though mainly intended for

manumotive use, also allow the feet to be employed at the same time,

and with this method either limb can be used individually or all

collectively, or any combination of the four for driving purposes.

A j_
shaped attachment to the backbone of the tricycle (a rear-

steerer) forms a fulcrum on which a somewhat triangular frame
works, the fore end of which takes the form of a foot-board, whilst

to the sides, some six or eight inches from the footboard, a couple of

levers are attached. These run parallel with each other straight

upwards, and unite with bearings in which work the cranks of a

double cranked rod, both cranks being set the same way. From
their junction with the crank ends the levers proceed upwards, curving
forwards, their upper ends being each provided with two handles,

one a little below the other, so as to give two leverages. By pulling

these lever handles as in rowing the cranked rod is turned, and by
means of a chain wheel at one end turns the balance gear of the

driving axle. It is very powerful and easy, and the steering is done
by means of the Velociman rudder before described.

Having concluded the category of lever motions, the only other
that remains is the

Rotary Motion, which is now the favourite with most, the feet

having with it exactly the same rotary or circular method of pro-

gression as with the bicycle. The simplest way of effecting this is

naturally by means of ordinary

Cranks and Pedals, which I have duly described upon page 24.
Of course these can only be used upon central driving tricycles, or

where the rider sits astride the driving wheel.

The Double-cranked Axle has also been previously described
(page 25), so I will not repeat. It is used with a few tricycles having
two large driving wheels, the rider sitting upon a saddle raised
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sufficiently high between them to enable him to reach the pedals

comfortably with his feet, at the expense, however, of safety, as the

centre of gravity is consequently very much above the centre of

motion. A great improvement upon this method is to be found in

The Monarch Stirrup Pedals, these being placed so as to

form stirrups hanging some 6in. below the cranks, which enable the

double-cranked axle to be actuated direct, but bring the centre of

gravity very considerably lower, whilst they also enable the dead
point to be got over almost entirely by bringing the natural play of

the foot into action, and thus obtaining a certain amount of forward

and backward as well as downward thrust. The most general and
most popular way of attaining the rotary motion, however, is by
means of a double-cranked pedal shaft, and

Chain Wheels, which are thin skeleton cog wheels, -specially

constructed for the purpose by having the corners of the teeth

bevelled off. One of these wheels is affixed to the driving axle,

whilst another is in connection with the crank-shaft, and the two
are united by an endless chain, likewise specially constructed for

the purpose. These wheels are placed at different distances apart

in the different machines, and the chains are tightened upon them
by means of slots or other devices in the frame, which allow of the

wheels being separated a couple of inches or so to compensate for

wear or stretch. When the chain wheels on the axle and crank

shaft are of equal size a machine is said to be “ geared level,” as

each complete turn of the cranks produces one complete revolution

of the wheels, while when the chain wheel on the driving-wheel is

smaller than that on the crank it is spoken of as being “ geared

up,” as one revolution of the cranks will produce more than a com-
plete revolution of the driving-wheel, which will thus be made at

each turn of the pedals to travel over as much space as a wheel of

much larger diameter. On the other hand, when this is reversed,

the chain wheel on the crank-shaft being the smaller the driving

wheel revolves less than one complete revolution to each complete

turn of the pedals, and it is said, consequently, to be “ geared

down.” On coming to the

Chains themselves we find that there are several varieties on the

market. Very few makers manufacture their own chains, chain-

making being a distinct trade. The chains originally used for tri-

cycle driving were constructed of two sides to each link, connected

with solid end pieces, but they were found very quickly to wear through

and break, consequently they are hardly ever brought into use now,
nearly all the best makers using

Reynold’s Chain, in which the links are composed of parallel

side bars, and are arranged in alternate sets, the ends of the side bars

of the narrow links fitting between the ends of the broader ones on

each side of it. The ends of the broad links are connected by solid

rivets, whilst those of the narrow ones are united by cylindrical end
pieces through which the solid rivets of the first pass

;
thus it will be
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seen that instead of the side pieces of the links bearing with com-
paratively sharp edges on the connecting rivets, the two sets of links

work together on a long parallel bearing, and wear is avoided, whilst

to reduce the wear from the teeth of the chain wheels to a minimum,
further cylinders work on each connection and take the wear as the

wheels go round.

Warman’s Non-stretching Chains have as their guiding

principle the construction of their links in such a manner that the

pull or strain shall be taken by the solid link pieces instead of by
the rivets or connections. As will be seen by the illustrations, each

warman’s non-stretching chains.

link forms three sides of a parallelogram, and in the No. 1, or leading

pattern, two of these are placed back to back, a pin rivetted through
the projecting ends, and a single link of the pattern shown in the cut

with side shoulders at each end placed alternately between each
double link. A chain is thus formed having a number of side pieces

projecting at regular intervals. For the use of this chain a special

chain wheel is needed, this being formed with two parallel flanges

on its periphery. The body of the chain sinks down between the

flanges, and the side pieces drop into a series of hollows cut at regular

E
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intervals in these flanges, so that the chain is kept from coming off as
well as being stronger. It is made in four patterns, these being
different combinations of the two links of which the chain is composed.

Starley’s Chain is constructed with two distinct patterns of
link, one being like those generally used, having parallel side pieces

connected by shoulder pins. These are placed alternately with a

solid link, which is broad and of a longitudinal section similar to

starley’s Solid link.

the accompanying cut. The connecting pins of the first-class of

link pass through holes in the ends of these latter, and so unite the

whole chain. A specially constructed chain wheel is used having

only half the number of teeth usually fitted, the solid links falling

between the teeth, which are short and curved to fit the chain.

Warwick’s Patent Driving Bands take the place of chains.

They consist of thin steel bands, having studs all round about an
inch apart, these studs being supported by separate pieces of thin

steel, which take the wear instead of the main band. Special wheels

are used with these bands, having no teeth, but a series of holes cut

into a smooth periphery at equal distances apart to take the studs.

They are very light and neat, and, as now made, I believe strong

and effective.

Phillips’ Patent Driving Bands are formed of very small

wire spirals, intertwined to form a smooth, even, strong, yet very

flexible band, intended to drive oft smooth leather-covered drums.

They are not as yet in use by anyone as a standard pattern.

The Otto Driving Bands are of thin flat steel, and drive off

smooth band wheels or drums. They are specially prepared in

manufacture, so that they are not very liable to snap. They are

the lightest things of the kind in the market.

The Excelsior Wheel Gearing is very similar to the above

methods in general features, but for the chain or band is substituted

a third wheel, not constructed, however, in the same manner as the

others, but more resembling a chain wound round a wheel
;
in other

words the circumference, in place of teeth, is provided with revolving

cylinders just in the same way as the chain. This plan makes the

driving gear much firmer, there being none of that delay, if I may
so term it, in transmitting the power from one wheel to the other

;
in

addition to which it is safer on the whole than the chain, not being

so liable to break or get out of gear. On the ether hand there is a

little increase in friction in consideration of the extra bearings of the

third wheel. By placing this central wheel behind the other two,

these latter are enabled to be brought very close together, so that it

does not necessitate the use of a larger driving-wheel.

The “ Caroche ” Patent Gearing answers the same purpose,

and has much the same outward semblance as the preceding one.
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The speciality in it, however, exists in the construction of the central

wheel, which is composed of two discs so fitted together as to form

a grooved circumference with raised flange on each side. At inter-

vals of about 1 inch around this wheel, bearing-holes are pierced in

THE “CAROCHE” PATENT GEARING.

the two flanges, in which a series of balls, with conical bearings

projecting from their sides, work. The teeth upon the other two
wheels are rounded so as to roll softly from one ball to another, thus

giving less friction, and consequently greater ease of propulsion.

The wheel is made in two sections, in order to fit the ball-rollers in

their places.

Avis’s Patent Wheel Gearing is a multiplying method, and is

most simple and neat in construction and action. Upon the

extremity of a double cranked pedal shaft a large disc, some i2in. in

diameter, is fitted. This has upon its exterior an overlapping flange,

with close cut teeth upon its inner face. Upon the axle of the

driving wheel (30m.) a circular toothed wheel some five or six inches

in diameter is fitted, and this gears with the teeth upon the flange of

the pedal disc, in such a manner that one turn of the pedals causes
the driving wheel to move about the same distance as a 50m. wheel.
A neat cap fits in beneath the flange, and shuts the gearing in, so

that it appears simply like a broad disc of metal connecting the

wheel and pedals.

The Imperial Rob Roy Gear is an improvement on the last or

Royal Rob Roy gear, inasmuch as a machine may be geared level,
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down, or up at pleasure. An additional gear wheel is used, there
being one on both crank and wheel, whilst the internally toothed
gear wheel is larger than before and has a toothed flange on each
side. This wheel works on bearings on the frame, the lower gear
wheel working into it on one side and the upper one on the other.

By varying the sizes of these upper and lower wheels the gearing
may be arranged as wished, either “ up,” “ down,” or “ level.”

Burdess’s Patent Driving Gear, like the Royal Rob Roy,
consists of but two cog-wheels

;
these are placed the one upon the

wheel hub, the other upon the crank-shaft, and gear with each other
externally. In driving the machine the pedals take the reverse
motion to that usually taken by the feet, the rider, as it were, back
pedalling to go forwards. This gains two very good points on a
rear steering machine. It places the feet and direction of thrust

immediately beneath the rider, and also allows pressure to be put
upon the pedals without any tendency to tilt the back wheel.
The Orbicycle Gear consists of a shaft running within a tube,

which tube is placed between the legs of the rider, and is furnished

with an orb or hollow sphere of metal at either end. At the sides

of the lower orb a pair of ordinary bicycle cranks are attached to the

protruding ends of a short shaft, which carries concealed within the

orb a crown or bevel wheel. This crown wheel gears with a similar

one on the lower end of the first-mentioned shaft, whilst a duplicate

of this is also fitted at the- upper end of the shaft which, within the
upper orb, gears with a crown wheel attached to a tube enclosing

the axle and in connection with a box containing Starley’s balance
gear (to be described later on) through which the wheels are driven.

One of the chief advantages of the chain wheel and wheel gearing is

the before mentioned great variation in speed and power which can
be obtained at will by its use, for by increasing the diameter of the

wheel upon the cranks and decreasing that of the other, speed can
be multiplied to any extent, whilst the reverse effects increase of

power—though of course loss of speed—in a corresponding degree.

One point should be always observed in the manufacture of gear

wheels, which is, that no matter how the sizes may be varied, the

number of teeth upon one should never be an exact multiple of that

upon the other, but should be either one more or less. This dis-

tributes the wear over the whole wheel, each of the teeth coming
alternately into the position of greatest strain, which would not be

the case were the number of teeth on the wheels either equal or a

multiple, when consequently one tooth would always present itself at

the straining point, and would be quickly worn out, or would very

probably snap off after a time. Chain gearing when used for cen-

tral traction either before or behind is driven by a pair of pedals and
cranks fitted to one of the toothed wheels, but when for side driving,

the double-cranked pedal shaft is called into requisition. The two
following methods of connecting the wheel and pedal-shaft

effectually avoid “ back-lash,” and the annoyance of chains stretching

or teeth breaking, though of course a Wheel must always be driven

direct, and cannot be “ geared up ” or the reverse.
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The Special Zephyr Driving Gear will better be understood
by reference to the illustration of the Special Zephyr further on
in the book. It is a most ingenious construction

;
the crank-shaft

end on one side is provided with a short crank, at the end of which
is a bearing, and here a second short crank is attached at an angle

to the first, with a second bearing at its end. A similar arrangement
is attached to the axle of the driving wheel, and the two sets of

bearings connected by rods, through which power is imparted.

The Cygnet Gear very much resembles the last, but is sofne-

what simpler in action. An arm is carried out horizontally on the

side of the frame on which the driving wheel runs, and at its end a

crank works on a bearing. The crank-shaft end and the wheel axle

end are provided with similar cranks, and that on the crank-shaft is

connected with the two others by means of rods, one of which serves

the purposes of connecting the crank and wheel and driving the
machine, while the other keeps the whole steady and prevents a
backward motion in place of a forward one when on a dead point.

Like the two last, the next motion necessitates level gearing, .

though the absence of back-lash is not quite so complete. This is

THE ECLECTIC DRIVING GEAR.
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The Eclectic Driving Gear, which is a very ingenious arrange-
ment of shafts and universal joints, though being anew introduction

it remains to be proved whether or no it will stand work or easily

get out of order. Both chains, bands, and intermediate wheels are

done away with. The end of the axle of the (single) driving wheel
ends in a fork or jaw, as also does that of the crank-shaft im-
mediately beneath. Two vertical bearings are attached to the back
part of the frame, in which a shaft about a foot long works. Each
end of this shaft is furnished with a jaw similar to those on the

crank and axle ends, and these two pair of jaws are connected
by a pair of solid “ right angle x ” or double-jawed pieces, the jaws
of each being bolted to the ends of small X pieces. Thus the

eight jaws revolve as it were one within the other, and rotary

motion is conveyed from the crank through the vertical shaft to

the wheel axle.

This concludes the category of methods by which power is con-

veyed from the pedals to the wheels, but besides these plans there

are several patent arrangements for gearing the wheels with the

driving shaft to effect various objects, and these are more or less

worthy of note according to the advantages obtained by their use.

I may sub-divide these into two classes, one of which has as its object

the simultaneous driving of two wheels, at the same time allowing
them to accommodate themselves to their necessarily varying
velocity when describing curves, the other aiming to obtain at will

one or more rates of speed. Taking the former class first I again

sub-divide it into clutch gear and balance gear arrangements, and
alternate drivers, in which both wheels are driven, but alternately.

Of clutch gear there are a large number of varieties, the principle in

each being by the use of some kind of automatic clutch or ratchet to

drive both wheels when travelling in a straight line, but to automati-

cally allow the outer wheel to run free in turning and describing

curves. With this class the commonest mechanical arrangement
brought into requisition is

The Ratchet and Pawl, which title to the mechanical reader

will be in itself a sufficient explanation
;
to those, however, who are

unacquainted with it I would explain that upon the axle of the

driving-wheel—or on the crank shaft—there is fixed a “ ratchet” or

set of teeth, all sloping so that a “ pawl ” or catch attached to the

driving gear will bite against the teeth when revolving one way, but

will slide over them when revolutions are made in the opposite

direction. This arrangement enables both wheels to be driven (by

using two chains), allowing at the same time one to revolve faster

than the other when requisite, and also allows the wheels to revolve

without the pedals, so that these latter may be used as foot-rests in

descending hills, in fact in order to drive the machine the feet must
tend to move faster than the wheels so as to keep the pawl in gear.

This arrangement has one great drawback, and that is, that the

machine cannot be driven backwards or checked with the feet, a
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manoeuvre which, though not frequently performed, is at the same
time highly desirable.

Rucker’s Automatic Clutch is a very ingenious arrangement.
Upon the outer face of the lower chain wheel is a set of rat-trap or

serrated teeth. The crank shaft is continued three inches or so

beyond this, and has upon its extremity a circular cap fixed, the

edges of which are cut into eight or nine long ratchet teeth, and
between this and the chain wheel a loose wheel travels having ser-

rated teeth on one side to correspond with those on the chain wheel,

and large ratchet teeth on the other exactly fitting those on the driving

cap
;
a space of about half-an-inch is left for the centre wheel to play

in. The action is as follows :—When the driving cap is turned by
the pedals, the long ratchet teeth drive the central wheel into gear

with the serrated teeth on the chain wheel, and so carry all round
together, but upon the feet being stopped, their action reversed, or

the wheel outrunning the pedals, the centre wheel falls back into its

first position and allows the chain wheel to rotate in freedom.

The “ Cheylesmore ” Gearing is fitted to the pedal cranks.

As with the previous one, two driving chains are necessary, one
upon each side

;
these serving to connect in the ordinary way two

toothed wheels, fitted, the one upon the axle of the wheel, the other

upon the extremity of the double-cranked pedal rod. The lower
toothed wheel upon each side forms a shallow box through which the

crank end passes, without however coming in contact with it. Upon
the crank rod ends caps are fitted, covering in these boxes and shut-

ting up therein metal discs having four portions removed from their

circumferences, thus leaving a like number of cavities—circular at

one end and angular at the other—between the outer edge of the

disc and the inner circumference of the box. In each cavity a steel

ball is placed. Upon turning the cranks forwards the wedge-shaped
ends of the cavities hold the balls firm and jam them against the

box or case, which they force round, and thus communicate power

THE “ CHEYLESMORE ” GEARING,

to the wheel. Should the wheels run faster than the cranks, or the
latter be turned backwards, as in back-pedalling, the balls are brought
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into the circular portions of the cavities, where they are free to revolve
without contact with the case. By this means both wheels are

driven, but either is able, if it so desires, to run faster than its fellow,

as in turning corners and curves. The feet also may be kept
stationary, and the pedals used as foot-rests when descending hills.

Thus far it is of course impossible to back-pedal for any purpose
whatever

;
but, to enable the rider to do so if he chooses, a series of

fine teeth, all sloping one way, are cut upon the inner surface of the
left-hand gearingbox, and a plate, fitted to correspond, provided

;
this

latter sliding about half an inch upon the pedal rod, may be put in

or out of gear at pleasure by means of a small lever in connection
with it, which is worked by a handle placed a few inches below, and
in front of the left-hand purchase handle.

The Weston Gravity Clutch consists of two triangular jaws or

clutches pivotted eccentrically, so that whilst, when the pedals are

still they are kept clear by gravity in the recess of the hub to which
they are attached, upon motion being given to the pedals they
immediately run round and jam against the outer circumference of

the chain wheel boss, against which they rest, and by this means
draw the wheels round.

Lloyd’s Clutch consists of a disc, on one face of which are a

series of tapered holes all sloping one way. This disc forms the boss
of the lower chain wheel. The crank-end is provided with a second
disc, or ring, on which a series of short pins or pawls are hinged in

such a way that on the crank being driven forwards they move out-

wards and into the holes on the chain disc, and thus drive it forwards,

whilst, should the wheel move faster than the pedals, the disc over-

runs the pins as in an ordinary ratchet.

In Thresher and Sims’ Clutch a flange is attached to the hub
of the wheel, just inside which a small metal gripper works on a pin.

The crank shaft in an open front machine, or the axle in a front

steerer, has a projecting pin which presses on the small end of the

gripper, and on being moved forwards causes the side jaws of the

gripper to bite the flange, and so drive the wheel. With this both

wheels are driven in all forward running, the pedals are used as

footrests, and the outer wheel is free in turning.

The Delta Driving Gear. In this the lower chain wheel runs
loose upon the crank shaft, one side of it forming a hollow box
which has angular teeth around its inner circumference. Upon the

crank shaft a small eccentric is secured, fitting into the hollow part

of a catch piece, having one end serrated and pivotted so as just

to clear the teeth on the chain wheel box when the eccentric is

central, or in other words, when the feet are at rest. Movement of

the pedals forward will cause the serrated end of the catch piece to

engage with the teeth upon the box, and so drive the machine.
The feet are kept at rest when descending hills, and either wheel,

by over-running the pedals, can free itself for turning purposes.

The Dutton Driving Gear is peculiar and powerful. A single
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toothed wheel engages with that on the driving wheel, and is in its

turn actuated by a pawl put in motion by a foot or hand lever
;
this

pawl acts on the near side of the wheel and turns it backwards, each

stroke taking it about one-third of a revolution round. The driving,

wheel, being geared with this, is thus propelled forwards, and may
be multiplied or reduced in speed as desired by altering the size of

the toothed wheel on the driver.

The Moss Lever Gear. In this a stout rod runs across the

machine, having at its extremities very large spur wheels, which
gear, by means of chains, with very small ones on the wheel hubs.

On the cross rod are a couple of strong collars or discs, and eccen-

trically with these a couple of levers are arranged, so that on pressure

being applied the collars are “ bitten ” or gripped, and the rod and
its attached wheels drawn round a quarter of a circle or less accord-

ing to the length of stroke taken. Each lever is fitted with a very

strong “ mouse trap ” spring

—

i.e. a powerful coil, with one end
bearing against the frame, the other against the lever—which draws
it up immediately pressure is taken off. The high gearing of the

wheels—which are fitted with ratchets for double driving—counter-

balances the slow motion of the levers, with which any length of

stroke may be taken at will, and either or both feet used at pleasure

or kept still 'if desired, independently of the motion of the wheels.

The Overman Driving Gear has been very much altered since

my last edition. It now consists of a disc of metal actuating the

axle of each wheel by means of a ratchet, which allows the disc free

and separate motion from the axle in a backward direction, but

•engages with it and drives it round when moved forwards. Around
each disc is a deep groove in which a steel cord works, being
attached at a point in the periphery of the disc at one end, and the

other fastened to the Overman levers before described. Each thrust

of the foot draws the axle about three parts of the way round, and as

the power is, throughout the whole of the stroke, applied at the same
point, viz., that at which the cord leaves the driving disc, full power
is obtained throughout the whole stroke. The ratchet motion allows
the wheels to run forward by themselves after the stroke has ended,
and the disc is drawn back again by a coil spring acting rearwards.
As a rule the feet are worked alternately, but if occasion requires

they can be worked simultaneously, when this makes one of the

most powerful actions known. The two halves of the axle, to each
of which one wheel is attached, are united centrally by a double set

of serrated teeth, which fit into each other, and so hold the long
axle rigidly together, so that both wheels are simultaneously driven

when running straight forwards, whilst for turning purposes a lever

in connection with the steering wheel is arranged so that it draws
the serrated faces apart, and the outer wheel is free to turn as it lists.

Lawson’s Patent Clutch Gearing attains the ends of a double
driver by means of separate driving chains. Upon the inner side

of each lower chain wheel a broad disc is fitted, having a stout
flange circumferentially. This flange is held, when at work, by two
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broad clutch pieces, which are fixed an inch or so apart upon the
end of a lever, so as to fit one upon each side of the flange, which
latter is provided with a pear-shaped hollow centre, through which
the axle passes. Upon the crank-shaft is a small pin, which, when
the shaft is turned forwards, throws and keeps the large end of the
lever forwards, by which means the two clutch pieces at its other
extremity are brought cross-wise against the outer and inner sides
of the flange, which they thus clutch firmly and drag round after

them, thus turning the wheel. Should either wheel tend to outrun
the motion of the axle, the disc-flange runs through the pieces freely.

This allows the outer wheel to turn faster than the inner one when
necessary. Upon the pedals being kept stationary the pin working
the clutch is held upright and the clutch pieces are free from the
flanges, thus allowing each wheel to run free and the pedals to be
used as foot-rests, whilst upon back pedalling the action of the pin

is reversed, causing the pieces to clutch the flanges in the opposite
direction, thus effecting the desired end. This last allows the
machine to be driven both backwards as well as forwards, which the

previously described ones do not, whilst at the same time they allow
the feet to be kept stationary when descending hills.

The Pilot Reversing Clutch consists of a set of small T'
shaped handles arranged around the driving box, each of which can
be turned round with the fingers by its T head, when it drops down
and brings a pawl into gear with a reversed set of ratchet teeth, and
thus enables a machine to be driven backwards if occasion requires.

The Golightly Stopping Clutch is a small lever having a

point or catch at its inner end, and which can by the outer handle
be brought to bear against a set of teeth on the hub of the wheel,

to prevent the machine from running backwards when coming to a

stop during the ascent of steep inclines.

The Howe Disconnecting Gear is fitted to a single-drivings

tricycle for the purpose of throwing the driving-wheel out of gear,

so that the pedals may remain stationary and be used as footrests

when descending hills. It consists of a simple lever and pin, and a

loose chain-wheel : the latter being on the wheel axle. The lever

has its fulcrum on a bracket on the frame side, and a few inches

above this it holds the connecting pin, whilst the top, just below the

handle, fits into a holder with two points of station attached to the

left purchase handle of the machine. By moving the lever from one
to the other of these station points the pin is drawn out so as to free

the hub from the chain-wheel, or pushed in so as to gear them
together again when required. The remaining actions of this class

will drive either backwards or forwards, but will not allow

intermittent strokes to be taken or the feet to be kept stationary

when descending hills without separate action. They are as

follows :

—

The Triumph Driving Clutch is applied to an equal-wheeled

open fronted machine, having two chains, one upon each side, one
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chain to each wheel. One of the wheels runs ordinarily loose upon
its axle, and has a milled wheel attached upon the inner side, a
similar wheel to which is attached to the axle of the toothed chain'

wheel. These two milled wheels run side by side, and a third but
smaller one fixed to the end of a lever gears with the two. When
in gear for straight running both wheels are driven, but for turning

or riding amongst traffic it must be put out of gear, when the machine
drives as an ordinary single-driving machine. Of course if one for-

gets to put it out of gear, turning is impossible.

The Nonsuch Driving Clutch is identical with the above, but

the connecting cog-wheel is placed on the end of a lever jointed to

and actuated by the front end of the steering rod. The one I saw
at the Stanley Show was very loosely constructed, and shaky.

The Greyhound Double Driving Gear. In this the chain

driving gear is placed centrally and actuates a chain wheel on the

centre of a cross axle, which is divided into two parts, one side being
fast to one wheel and the other to the other. To each part just by
the side of the chain wheel which separates them, a ratchet wheel is

placed, and the chain wheel carries engaging pawls on each side, so

that the one chain drives both ratchets and both wheels, whilst

either wheel with its ratchet may, if it so wills, outrun the pawl
which drives it when going round curves. One half of the axle is

slightly telescopic to receive the end of the other and give it some
stability. Both wheels are driven, and the pedals remain stationary

when descending hills.

Lawson’s Coned Driving Clutch is provided for the purpose
of making the loose wheel of an open fronted tricycle drive when
travelling straight, and to throw it out of gear when turning. This
is effected by a cone upon the band wheel, which is forced into a

conical recess in the hub of the loose wheel by a powerful spring.

The steering handle has a D shaped piece of metal at its base, and
when running straight allows the clutch to remain in, but the act of
turning forces the clutch back, and the wheel is left free. Some-
what of a similar nature to this is

Weatherill’s Driving Motion, in which an open-fronted
tricycle is driven direct by a double-cranked axle, to each end of
which is fitted a cone, behind which is a strong spiral spring,

which forces the cone into a recess coned to receive it in the hub of

the wheel next it. These cones are attached to levers which run up
the sides of the flat-sided hay-fork frame, and are at their tops
attached to the end of twisted or screw rods, which pass through
the straight back of the frame. Acting on these screws are a
couple of levers, which are both fitted side by side on the left of the
rider, and form a handle. By pushing this bodily forwards both
screws are acted upon so as to push outward the tops of both levers,

which has the effect of drawing out both cones and releasing the
pedals from the wheels, which are allowed to run free, whilst the
pedals are used as footrests. A still more forward pressure of the
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levers presses discs on to the brake drums, and serves as a brake.
These coned clutches drive both wheels equally either forwards or

backwards, and give just sufficiently to allow slight curves to be
made in ordinary running, while for turning, one or other of the

two halves of the left purchase handle has to be moved forward to

release the outer wheel. The only objection to this method is that

a separate action of the hand and head is required in order to turn,

which is apt to be slow or be forgotten when in a hurry.

The Weston Serrated Clutch is the same as the National, but
instead of a jamming cone a rat-trapped plate is kept in gear with a

similar set of teeth on the hub, the plate being put in and out of

gear by a D on the steering handle actuating a lever as before.

The Wolseley Double-Driving Gear. In this both wheels are

driven rigidly when travelling either forwards or backwards in a

straight line, there being two chains attached to chain wheels fast

to the axles, on which the wheels run loosely, but are held firm with
it by means of sliding keys. A couple of rods run across the frame
at the rear, and these being actuated by the steering handle push
against the end of a lever attached to the sliding key and force it

out of action, thus causing the wheel so treated to be freed from the

axle and turning rendered practicable. By pulling a ^ handle
upwards both rods are pushed in opposite directions and both wheels
freed, the pedals being then used as footrests for descending hills.

Of the alternate drivers at present there is but one in the market,
this being

The Merlin Driving Gear, which is somewhat upon the same
principle as that of the Overman. In it the Merlin levers are used,

and to these are attached broad leather straps, which are fastened to

and pass round small drums which revolve on the axle of each
driving-wheel and carry a couple of stout pawls or catches. The
straps make two complete turns around the drums, so that one
complete stroke of the lever gives two complete revolutions of the

wheel, which is in this case but 30m. in diameter. The wheel axle

passes through these drums, and has a ratchet just outside each,

with which the pawls engage on the forward motion and run over on
the return without any noise whatever, this latter being effected by
means of a small piece of leather which deadens all sound. A
couple of springs attached at one end to the rear portion of the

frame, and at the other to cords which pass round the drums,
serve to draw them back for action when the stroke is completed.

With this motion the length of stroke can be varied at will,

the rider taking short or long ones just as it pleases him. Of course

neither will it back-pedal nor go backwards, which is the only

objectionable point about it. These complete the first sets, and we
now come to the last type, viz., balance-gear arrangements, the first

of which is

Starley’s Patent Transmitting Balance Gear, which is

constructed thus :—The main shaft connecting the two large driving
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wheels is made telescopic, one fitting inside the other. The wheel
upon the right hand side of the machine has, attached to the face

of the hub upon the inner side, a cog-wheel with a bevelled face, and
the main shaft of this wheel departs centrally from it and runs-

inside the shaft of the other. Upon the extremity of the tubular

shaft of the left hand driving wheel a similar bevelled cog-wheel is-

affixed so as to face the first, and be distant from it about an inch

and a half. Between these two bevelled wheels, and working loosely

upon the shaft of the right hand wheel, is a collar forming the centre

of a toothed chain wheel, similar to those used for ordinary chain
gearing. A straight rod departs radially from the central collar to

the circumference of this chain wheel, and upon the end of this

nearest the circumference a small loose cog-wheel works, which has-

its face so bevelled as to fit and gear with the other two. The chain
wheel is geared with a second one, attached to the pedals in the

usual manner. Now the power is imparted from the centre of the

third or pinion wheel, and as this point is the centre of a circle, the

distance therefrom to all circumferential points, or in other words to

the bearing surfaces of the cogs, is equal
;
and consequently if the

centre of the pinion is moved forward, equal power is imparted to

the bevelled wheels at each side of the pinion, and through them to

the driving wheels. Here we have the true “ Balance of Power.”
As soon, however, as the course of the machine is, by the steering

wheel, deflected from a true line, an inclination to stop or revolve at

a slower rate is thereby imparted to the inner wheel, with the result

that the pinion immediately moves over the face of the bevel wheel
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connected with it, thus forcing the outer wheel round at a greater

rate of speed
;
the inner wheel acting for the nonce as a fulcrum to

.a lever, which has the object to be moved at its other end, and the

power applied in the middle. To perhaps more clearly illustrate its

action, I may refer to the balance bar of a pair of scales, in which
we have an equal armed lever supported at its fulcrum, placed of

course centrally. So long as equal weight—or power—is applied to

each arm of the balance, so long will each be raised equally by
raising the fulcrum

;
place, however, the smallest additional weight

in either of the scales, and the result of raising the centre will be to

cause the other or lighter arm to ascend to a far greater height than

the first. Although differing in construction muchly from each
other, the action of all the following balance gear is precisely similar,

driving both wheels on the straight, and the outer one mainly in

turning, allowing the proper curve to be taken without any drag,

hitch, or jump of either of the wheels. Thus it will be seen

that it drives either one or both wheels as required, and it can
also be driven backwards with equal facility. The gearing is kept

boxed up in a neat metal covering to prevent the entrance of dust

and grit.

In the Humber Gearing the pedals are attached to bicycle-pattern

cranks, fastened to each side of a toothed wheel, connected by an
endless chain with a second wheel upon the centre of a long axle.

This axle, like the last, is telescopic, the toothed wheel being attached

to the outer one, at the end of which is a gun-metal bell-shaped box,

fitted close to the left-hand wheel. This box encloses two bevelled

wheels, one a fixture to the left hand wheel, and the other to the end
of the inner axle, to which is connected the right hand driver.

From two opposite points of the case or box, short pins depend
radially, each bearing a small bevel wheel, gearing with the two larger

ones. Thus power is transmitted from the feet to the outer axle,

and from this to the bell-shaped box, which, by means of the smaller

bevel wheels and pins, imparts power and motion to the driving

wheels as required.

Settle’s Patent Balance Gear is also identical in general

contour with Starley’s, but in place of bevelled teeth the pinion has
upon it a set of equi-distant hemi-spherical projections, whilst the

.side wheels have hemi-spherical cavities into which these fit. It

requires to be made very accurately, and when complete is fully

satisfactory in action, the gear running very smoothly together.

The Diana Balance Gear, like the previous ones, consists of two
.side wheels and a pinion. On the peripheries of each of these, small

holes are sunk at regular intervals, and an endless chain is passed
around both side wheels and, crossing above them, on each side the

pinion wTheel. This acts effectually, the only question as to its

.efficiency being that of the strength of the chain.

Pritchard’s Balance Gear is very neat and close, being about
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Pritchard’s balance gear.
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the neatest and most compact in the market. A long, but in this

case simple, axle runs across the machine, connecting the two wheels.
The driving chain is upon the left-hand side of the machine, and
connected in the usual way, and a broad disc is attached firmly to

the hub of the left-hand wheel, which disc has upon its outer side a
wide circumferential flange, with teeth upon its inner surface, the

smooth exterior being used for the application of a band brake. This
wheel runs loosely upon the end of the axle, the left-hand driving-

wheel, has bolted upon it a toothed wheel some 2in. less in

diameter than the interior of the larger one, into the hollow of which
it fits, whilst a third and very small toothed wheel, its teeth corre-

sponding in pitch with those of the other two, works loosely upon a

stud fitted to the arm of the chain wheel, and just gears with each.

The whole arrangement shuts up “ flush ” in a very compact and
neat manner, no additional covering being required.

Kirby’s Patent Balance Gear, like the last, is built with level

faced wheels. With it a double pinion is used, or rather one having
two diameters, the larger of which is the same multiple of the larger

internally toothed driving wheel, as the smaller is of the externally

toothed wheel. Both gear wheels fit very closely, and the pinion is

held on the chain wheel, which runs loose at the side, as in Pritchard’s

patent.

In Hillman’s Patent Double Driving Gear two wheels and
two pinions are used, all with straight teeth. A toothed-wheel is in

connection with each driving-wheel, and over all a neat box fits,

covering them in, and giving a broad brake surface, as well as being
one with the chain wheel

;
upon the inner side of the chain-wheel,

within the box, two stout pins project parallel with each other, and
on each of these a long pinion is fitted, each of which gears with
one of the wheels, whilst they gear with each other centrally, and so

transmit motion and power as required.

The Victor Gear resembles the last in almost every respect, the

chief difference being that the gear wheels and pinions are made with

bevelled teeth.

Markham’s Balance Gear, like the two last, has two parallel

faced cog wheels close to and by the side of each other, and each in

connection with a wheel. These are driven by a couple of pinions

attached to the chain wheel, and are thus driven straight forwards

equally, or the power passed on to the outer wheel in turning or

taking curves.

The National Differential Axle differs very much from any of

the others in construction, but is none the less effective. It is a

most ingenious affair, and is beautifully made. The gearing is con-

tained in an elliptical box placed centrally, and turned through a

tube, to which it is attached by the chain wheel placed at the side.

The axle is in two parts, and the accompanying illustration will show
its construction clearly, whilst I cannot do better than describe its

details and actions in the words of the manufacturers, as follows :

—
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THE NATIONAL DIFFERENTIAL AXLE.

It consists of two shafts of equal length, A A (on which the

driving wheels are secured), kept in line by the sleeves B B, and
communicating with each other by the short shafts C C, on which
are fixed the spur pinions D D. The short shafts C C, which are

placed at an angle of 60 degrees, freely revolve in bearings formed

in box E, being connected to the long shafts by universal joints.

The box E containing the differential mechanism consists of two
parts, connected by screws and check nuts. The chain pulley F is

fixed on sleeve B, and receives its motion from the pedal crank.

Supposing the machine to be running in a straight line, box E and
its enclosed differential mechanism revolve as one solid piece, Upon
turning the guiding wheel, the box and sleeves continue revolving at

the normal speed, but inasmuch as the small pinions freely roll

round each other, the outer wheel and axle move at an increased

speed, and the inner wheel and axle at a correspondingly diminished

speed. By these means a perfect distribution of power is maintained,

and the reciprocating or compensating action produced which
renders this machine so effective. The movements of the pinions

and of the shafts inside the sleeves take place only when the wheels
revolve at different speeds, and are so slight that little or no friction

results.

The Weston Double Driving Gear somewhat resembles the
“ Salvo” and “ Humber” gearing in general outline, having also a

touch of the nature of the “ National ” gear. In it the axle is divided

centrally, each half being attached to a driving wheel
;
the ends are

each fitted with an equal sized bevel wheel, and the whole enclosed

in a box with cylindrical ends, enclosing the axles as far as the

frame sides. To this box are fitted two small bevel pinions facing

each other, and gearing with the two main bevel wheels, a pin

keeping axles and cylinder in place. The chain wheel is on one end
of the enclosing cylinder, and the action of the gearing is the same
as that of other balance gear.

All these varieties of the balanced driving gear are only used on
front-steering tricycles, and until last season balance-gearing could

not be had without front steering. Recently, however, two methods
have been introduced for fitting balance-gear to open fronted

machines. In

The Royal Mail arrangement a compound axle is fitted some
ten or twelve inches behind the wheel axles, which axle is fitted with
Starley’s balance-gear, and a chain wheel on each end. These chain
wheels are geared with other chain wheels attached to the axles of
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the driving wheels, and the whole driven by a third chain in con-

nection with the chain-wheel on the crank. This fully effects its

purpose, though it adds some weight, and the use of three chains

seems rather a roundabout way to get at it. The other method is in

reality a balance-geared crank shaft rather than an axle. It is

Rucker’s Balance Gear, the crank-shaft itself forming the

gearing, which is a perfect balance motion and not a clutch

action, although two chains are used. The crank-shaft is made in

several pieces, forming a firm and rigid whole. The pedal bearings

are hollow, and through each a rod runs, having a small level-faced

cog-wheel at each end. A similar, though somewhat larger cog-

wheel is attached on the inside of the frame to each of the lower
chain wheels, and these cog-wheels are severally geared with the

outer one on the pedal shaft by another placed between them, work-
ing on bearings on what would in ordinary machines be the sides of

the shaft. The centre length of the shaft is made in two pieces,

between which a set of five small level-faced cog-wheels work, gearing

with each other, and the end ones with the inner ones on the pedal

shafts. These sets of gear wheels are cased in with a neat light

covering. In straightforward or backward running all the gear

revolves bodily, but on making curves the gear comes into action,

and a very slight movement takes place throughout the whole,

causing the outer wheel to be driven on all curves exactly in the

same way as an ordinary balance gear. This gearing could be

made with half-a-dozen less wheels in its construction, but they

would have to be so large as to interfere with its use, and as there

is little friction going on between them, size is reduced by using a

larger number, and the whole is as neat and compact as it can well

be. It drives equally well backwards as forwards, and has all the

advantages of an ordinary balance gear.

This concludes the category of the first class of driving motions,

and we now come to the second or varying speed arrangements.

Of course, as I have said before, by varying the proportionate sizes

of the gear wheels on the axle and crank shaft respectively, a

machine may be geared “ up” or “ down” to any extent, i.e., may
be made to travel at a high rate of speed in proportion to the rota-

tion of the cranks, or the cranks may be made to turn at a faster

rate than the wheel. With the former plan a machine is said to be
“ geared for speed,” and with the latter “geared for power,” the

first method being of little use except over level country, whilst by
the second plan, by a more rapid movement of the feet, or rather by
a slower pace, hills can be ridden with comparative ease. Riders

must not, however, think that a machine geared “for power” gives

them any power
;

it does not, for no more power can be applied to

the machine than the rider possesses in his own muscular system
;

it simply, by causing him to propel the machine a shorter distance

at each stroke, enables him to do his work like Bruce’s spider,
“ little by little, inch by inch.” Now, although machines may be

thus geared to any rate of speed, the same rate is not always suit-
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able, as a “ speeded” machine is no use whatever on coming to hills,

whilst a power geared machine is annoyingly slow on the level, and
consequently the following “ hill-gearing” have been introduced, by
which two or more rates of speed may be obtained at will, by turning

a handle or some other simple mechanical contrivance.

Warwick’s Patent Two-speed Gear. In this the simple

expedient is adopted of driving with either wheel as occasion requires,

and for this purpose two sizes of gear are used, a large one being on
one end of the pedal shaft, and a small one at the other, whilst on
the axles this is reversed, the gear wheels running loose thereon, so

that by clutches actuated by the left purchase handle either can be
thrown into gear with the axle at will, one wheel driving at an
increased and the other at a diminished rate of speed compared with
that of the pedals, whilst by holding the clutches at an intermediate

point neither wheel is in gear, and the pedals may be used as

foot-rests. With this patent, Warwick’s patent driving bands and
band wheels previously described are used.

Jeans’ Dual Gearing is on the same principle as the above,

but instead of bands or chains—either of which may be used under
Warwick’s patent—intermediate wheels are used. These are affixed

at the ends of levers placed on each side, and connected by a
swivelling beam. Each lever has a catch which holds it in the

position required, and by pulling this up with the finger and moving
the lever backwards or forwards, as the case may be, either wheel is

put into gear, the other being at the same time thrown out of gear.

Out of Gear.In Gear.

jeans’ dual hill gear.

The Burdess Hill Gear, like the previous two, drives one wheel
for speed, the other for power. In this machine one wheel is fitted

with chain gear in the usual way, whilst the other is provided with

Burdess’s patent back-pedalling wheel gear, the gear wheels on the

crank ends being fitted with ratchets arranged to clutch in opposite
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directions, so that as one wheel is geared up and the other geared
down by pedalling forwards in the usual way, the chain driven wheel
is propelled for speed, whilst by reversing the action of the feet the

geared wheel is driven for power at hills, whilst the feet may remain
stationary at will. Of course back-pedalling, so far as driving the

machine backwards or checking the speed with the feet is im-
possible.

The Rapid Hill Gear, by placing two different sized toothed

wheels on one end of the pedal-shaft, and a like number in reversed

order upon the axle, brings both speeds to one side of the machine,
either of which can be used at will, as two intermediate wheels are

used, placed at the two ends of a forked lever-handle, and so arranged
that one is put into gear by pressing forward, and the other by the

opposite motion. It is very effective, and is made in two proportions,

so that I cannot do better, to fully explain its construction and action

,

than quote the words of the manufacturers with reference to the

annexed illustration. They say:

—

“ We make our patent speed and power gear in two classes.

Class i has two 40m. front wheels, and, for ordinary roads., a 25 spur
wheel on crank shaft gears into a 21 spur wheel on right-hand driving

THE BAPID HILL GEAE.

wheel, equalling about a 48m. front wheel in the distance travelled

for each revolution of crank. For hill climbing, by simply pushing

the lever forward, this is reversed—a 21 on crank shaft gearing into

a 25 on driving wheel—thus gaining 20 per cent, extra power, and
equalling about a 34m. front wheel, in the distance travelled for each

revolution of crank.—Class 2, constructed for specially hilly districts,

has two 4oin. front wheels, and, for ordinary roads, a 27 spur wheel
on crank shaft gears into an 18 on right-hand driving wheel—equal-

ling about a 6oin. front wheel in the distance travelled for each

revolution of crank. For hill climbing, by simply pushing the lever

forward, this is reversed—an 18 on crank shaft gearing into a 27 on
driving wheel—thus gaining forty per cent, extra power, and equa

ling about a 27m. front wheel for each revolution of crank. In othe
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words, with 40m. driving wheels, and geared for ordinary roads,

Class 1 travels about 12 feet, and Class 2 about 15 feet 10 inches
;

and when geared for climbing hills, Class 1 travels about 9 feet, and
Class 2 about 7 feet respectively for each revolution of crank. This
reserve of speed and power is under the most perfect control, and
can be brought into play with the utmost ease, at any moment, at

the will of the rider.” When the reversing lever is in the interme-

diate position shown in the diagram, the wheels and pedals are out

of gear
;
the pedals forming a rest for the feet when descending

hills. To obtain the quick speed, the reversing lever is pulled back-

wards. To obtain the extra power for hill climbing, the reversing lever

is thrown forward.

The Vertical Wheel Gear, by the same firm, is somewhat akin,

but is simpler in action and less complicated. As will be seen by
the illustration (which shows the gear working for power) a large

sliding wheel (3) on the wheel axle, and a small one (11) on the crank
shaft, when geared together by the intermediate wheel (9) have the

effect of gearing down for hill work. The intermediate wheel (9) is

on the same shaft as the larger one (4), and the two are supported
in position on the end of a crank or lever (10), and held in gear by
the left purchase handle (2), the shaft of which (8) is held by a lever

(1) and catch (7). By releasing the catch and turning the handle
completely round and then pressing the handle down the supporting
crank or lever is depressed and straightened and the large interme-
diate wheel brought into gear with the gear-wheel on the axle, which
is slid oyer for that purpose, whilst the smaller one is put in gear
with that on the crank shaft and a higher rate of speed obtained,

whilst at an intermediate position the pedals are free to revolve and
may be used as foot-rests. When geared for speed, the 40m. travel-

ling wheels are equal to about 54m. wheels, and when geared for

power they are equal to about a 32m. wheel, in the distance travelled

for each revolution of the crank shaft. When changing gear always
pedal forward.
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The above methods of hill gearing are applicable to single

driving machines only, the rest which I am about to describe may
be used on single and double driving machines alike. Of these there
are really two divisions, viz., those using two chains, which are of

course the simplest, though not so neat, and in general somewhat
heavier, and the various more or less complicated gearings which
transmit different rates of speed through the same chain or gear
wheels. Of the former class we have

Soper’s Berkshire Hill Gear. The machine to which this is

fitted has the chain and driving gear in the centre, and the necessary
two speeds are obtained by using two chains and two sizes of chain
wheels on both crank and axle, throwing one or the other out of

gear with a lever handle as desired.

The Diana Hill Gear is very similar, the gear-box containing
the balance gear being fitted with chain wheels of two diameters,

and the crank-shaft likewise provided
;
a chain being used to gear

the two sets together, one for speed the other for power, a clutch,

actuated by a lever handle, being also provided to throw one in and
the other out of gear as required.

Hissett’s Patent Ideal Gear is practically the same thing, but

with the chains placed on each side the machine. It is constructed

as follows :—The axle is enclosed within a tube which runs over its

entire length, and through the bearings on each side, one part just

inside the bearing, being attached to the outer case of the balance

gear box. It will be seen that the turning of this tube will turn the

balance gear, and so move the wheels. On each side therefore a

chain-wheel runs loosely on the tube, the chain wheels on the two
ends being of different diameters, so that one is geared up, the other

down. Between each driving wheel and the chain-wheels a sliding

clutch is fitted, fast by a feather to the driving tube. A rod runs

across the machine and connects these two clutches, so that the

action of drawing one out, with a lever attached to the rod, throws the

other in, there being also an intermediate point where both chains

are free and the pedals open to be used as footrests at option.

The Victoria Two-Speed Gear is on the same lines, two chains

being used, one on each side, one geared up and the other down.
These are in connection with a through axle, which is fitted at each

end with Thresher and Simms’s clutch (described on page —
)
by

which both wheels are driven at either a high or low speed accord-

ing to the gearing in action at the time, a lever being used as with

the last to put one side into action and release the other. From two-

chain hill gear we pass on now and confront those which provide a

double speed with a single chain. These are :

The National Hill Climber, in which a toothed wheel fits on
the crank shaft end, just inside of and abutting the lower chain

wheel, which for ordinary driving drives direct from the shaft.

Upon the end of a lever actuated by a handle, however, is a smaller

double toothed wheel with two diameters. By bringing this up
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against the other two the small wheel is put into motion by the

toothed wheel, and in its turn actuates the chain wheel itself, by the

cogs on its other diameter acting upon it in the space left open by the

chain, the crank shaft thus driving the chain wheel through the

medium of the small intermediate one.

The Zephyr Hill Gear. In this the chain wheel on the crank-

shaft has fast to it a straight faced cog-wheel, and by its side is a

similar one of a slightly different diameter. This second cog-wheel

is keyed fast to the crank-shaft, whilst the chain-wheel and its

attached cog-wheel runs loosely upon it when not held fast by a

sliding clutch. This clutch is in connection with a lever, at the end
of which a double cog-wheel is fixed, i.e., one having two diameters.

The moving upwards of this lever has the effect of throwing the

clutch out of gear with the chain-wheel, and immediately putting

this double cog-wheel into gear with the two others, so that in

ordinary driving the chain-wheel being keyed fast to the crank by
the sliding clutch revolves without any additional friction, just in

fact as any other machine
;
whilst for hill work the power is trans-

mitted to the chain wheel through the double cog-wheel, which is so

arrarged as to produce a slower speed. By altering the propor-

tionate diameters of the different cog-wheels the gearing up or down
may ae done to any degree.

Singer’s Challenge Two-speed Gear consists of the same
parts as Starley’s balance gear, viz., two bevelled cog-wheels face

each other on the same shaft with a bevelled pinion working on an
arm of the chain wheel between them. By locking the two main
wheeh of the gearing, the pinion and chain wheel are carried

round at the same speed as the pedals, but by locking one
wheel to the frame, the other being fast to the crank, the pinion

wheel is caused to rotate over the face of the fixed wheel, and
the machine thus geared down to any desired degree according
to the relative proportions of the diameters of the bevelled wheels
and tie pinion.

Hsrvey and Paddock’s Hill Gear, Britain’s Hill Gear, and
the Crypto-Dynamic Hill Gear are all identical in principle and
general features, so I will describe the gearing used in all, as the

several details of the special methods of application used in each
are not yet sufficiently settled in manufacture to render a description

accu'ate. Neither are yet on the market, but Britain’s is expected
to be ready for delivery early in May, whilst the other two may be a
month later. The mechanism used by each is identical in parts

with Pritchard’s balance gear, illustrated on page 83, an internally

and an externally toothed-wheel being geared together by pinions
placed between them, the chief difference being that whereas Harvey
anc Paddock use two pinions Britain uses three, and the Crypto-
dynamic contains four. In all the internally toothed-wheel forms a
pad of the chain wheel on the crank shaft, and by means of sliding

ditches either the externally toothed-wheel or the arms carrying the
piaions is put into gear with the crank shaft, the effect being to
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alter the speed of the machine according to the proportion of the

gearing. These gears seem to be right in principle, neat, not liable

to get out of order, and effective, and will, doubtless, have a great

future, when the several details and proportions are fairly worked
out and placed on the market in a commercial manner.

The rest of these gearings convey power to the wheels without
chains of any kind. They are

The Moss Five-Speed Gear. In this two conical drums ai*e

provided of equal size, the surfaces of which are cut with five circjes

of hemispherical hollows or teeth, a series of grooves crossing these in

a helical manner round the drums. These drums are affixed in [he

reverse direction to each other, one on the crank-shaft, the other on
the wheel axle, and between the two a light frame is fixed, on which
an intermediate wheel works. This has teeth cut so as to eno^ge
with those yin the surfaces of the drums, gearing the Urge
end of one with the small end of the other. The helical groDves

allow this intermediate wheel on being pressed with a lever to shift

from one line of teeth to the other, the surfaces of the drums being

parallel with each other, and by this means a machine may be geared

level by having the gear-wheel central, or it may be geared either

up or down at two rates of speed at will. It appears strong and
effective, though it is rather cumbrous and roomy, in appearance

The Orbicycle Two-Speed Gear somewhat resembles the

Burdess in mode of action. On the tube which encloses the axle

and which carries the Starley’s balance-gear, two different 1 sized

crown-wheels are fitted in the centre, within the orb described in

connection with the Orbicycle driving gear (page ). These
crown wheels are fitted with opposite acting ratchets, and art both

in gear with the crown wheels on the top of the driving shaft, the

action of turning which rotates one crown wheel one way, aid the

other the other, so that by simply reversing the action of the pedals,

the machine is still driven forwards, but at a slower speed.

The Omnicycle Segmental Gearing is one of the most
peculiar and ingenious on the market. It is used in conjunction

with the Omnicycle levers previously described, and actuates i long

axle, working both wheels simultaneously by means of a rttchet

and pawl in their hubs. The segmental gearing itself consists in

the first place of a piece of metal of the shape of a circular-topped

T, the straight portion of which is slotted throughout its tntire

length. This slot enables the T piece to slide up and down upon
a short frame which is attached by one end to the axle shaft, vhilst

the other forms a centre upon which two arms work, whose other

extremities are jointed to the corners of triangular side pieces or

wings. The opposite angles of these wings are jointed to the

extremities of the circular T top, whilst to their remaining angles

the ends of a broad steel band are fastened
;
which band is also

fastened in the centre of the top of the T piece. By drawing :he

frame up and down on the slot by means of a handle the wings open
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•or close as the case may be, causing the steel band to assume
different positions corresponding to varying arcs of different sized

circles, the smallest being a semi-circle exactly. To the rearmost
ends of these steel bands stout leather straps are attached, passing
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over the segmental frames and united to pedals at the end of the

Omnicycle levers (previously described) by means of wide stirrups

or loops, between which the heels sink or rise. Pressure upon the

pedals causes these segments of circles to revolve, or rather to be
drawn forwards, bringing the axle with them by means of a pair of

grippers, and thus imparting motion to the wheels. The segments
are attached, as well as to the axle, to a set of chain gear which
serves to impart alternate motion to the discs and levers, the

downward action of one drawing the other up. The mechanical
principle upon which this gear works corresponds with that of the

alternate driving motion previously described. The wheels are

thus enabled to revolve at will without the pedals, and at varying
speeds if requisite, although back pedalling is of course impossible.

The expansive nature of the segmental gearing enables the rider to

drive direct to size of wheel, or in other words to complete a revolu-

tion of the wheel with one stroke from each foot in the ordinary way
for down hill or level roads, and to increase his power at a pro-

portionate sacrifice of speed for the ascent of steep gradients, as well

as allowing any length of stroke at the rider’s will, there being no
dead point on the stroke.

As most tricycles are used for road work generally, no machine is

complete without some one of the different kinds of

BRAKES,

so that this article, so very essential to the completion of a machine
requires a little attention on my part, as it is not only a useful

adjunct to a tricycle, but one which conduces not a little to both the

comfort and safety of the rider. There are three great classes of

brakes now in use, viz. :—Tyre, ground, and hub brakes, each having
several modifications and improvements. The points to be sought
for in the selection of a brake are, ist, facility and rapidity of appli-

cation
;
2nd, great power

;
3rd, capability of gradual and continued

application
;
4th, safety in use, or non-liability to throw the rider;

5th, simplicity
;
6th, reliability, having no weak points

;
7th, neatness

and lightness. The last, however, is quite a secondary object, and,

provided the other points are gained, should be left out of calcula-

tion entirely. In the use of the brake, too much must not be

expected of it, and it must be remembered that the object of a brake

is not to pull the rider up sharply in the middle of a hill when going
at 12 or 15 miles an hour, but to check the impetus of the machine
to such an extent as to keep it well under control. The first I shall

describe is a natural one, and should be mastered by all riders, as a

fail-back in case of the failure of, or for use in combination with, a
mechanical brake. I refer to

Back Pedalling, which consists in applying the pressure on the

ascending pedal, instead of the descending one as in the act of

propulsion. It requires a little practice to get into; but when learnt,

a tricycle can be kept in hand down pretty stiff hills by its use. It

has an advantage in being entirely independent of any mechanical
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contrivance, but in power is equal only to the strength and skill of

the rider, and should his feet get jerked off the pedals he has nothing

to fall back upon. Mechanical brakes are as follows. First, the

Tyre Brakes, which, as a class, may be described as a small

roller, or long slightly curved piece of iron or spoon, so applied as-

to press upon the tyre of one or more of the wheels, and so effect

the stoppage of the machine. The chief objection to them is, that

they wear out the rubbers more or less, the roller, though least

effective, being least given to this destructive habit. The varieties-

of this class exist in the different methods of application adopted by
several makers. Acting upon the circumference of the wheel they

are in the best possible position for power, and it must also be

remembered that the larger the wheel to which they are applied the

greater is the effect of one of these brakes upon the speed of the

machine. Of this class, the only one adopted upon tricycles of the

bicycle pattern is

The Double Lever Brake
;
this acts on the wheel with a spoon,

which is connected with a bent lever pivotted just above the wheel

;

at the top it is in two parts, the second, or handle half, being pivotted

again to the handle-bar close to the head. In action it is pulled

towards the rider with all the fingers of the right hand, whereby the

shorter arm of the horizontal lever is moved forwards, imparting a

similar movement to the top of the second vertical lever, which of

course forces the spoon at its other end downwards on to the wheel.

It is very powerful, and can be applied with great nicety if required.

As a rule the horizontal lever is very unscientifically fitted, and, in

consequence, the strain upon the wrists and fingers is so great that

the descent of a long hill will render the hand almost powerless

before half way down. This can be remedied by scientific fitting,

the fulcrum being close to the head, and the handle extending almost
to the end of the steering-bar, and a horn handle at the end will also

be found a considerable improvement. The double-lever or pull

application is also used upon tricycles of the ordinary pattern by
some makers, the handle-lever being pivotted to the lower part of the

left purchase handle, and bending round beneath it so as to come
within easy reach of the fingers. As a rule, however, there is not
sufficient power in this to meet the requirements of most tricycles.

Of tyre brakes acting on the larger or medium-sized wheels of tricy-

cles, we have

The Challenge Eccentric Brake. This is applied by means of
an eccentric on the left purchase handle, and consists of a small
lever with spoon, fitted to the lower end of the backbone in such a
way that, when the handle is turned, the lever is acted upon and the

spoon brought forcibly in contact with the large driving wheel,
which in this case is central and in the rear of the machine. About
its power there can be no doubt, and by applying it with the handle
instead of by the foot, as of yore, is a great improvement.

The Excelsior Side-wheel Brake is both neat and effective.
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It consists of a roller acting on the rubber of the medium sized

carrying-wheel, and is applied by the handle, which, when pushed
forward, draws a link with it

;
this latter is attached to a shaft

running across the tricycle beneath the seat, and at its other end
being provided with an arm, bearing a roller, placed in such a

position as to bear upon the tyre of the wheel upon the shaft being
turned by the handle.

Double Tyre Brakes have now become prett}^ general with the

increase of equal-wheeled open front machines. They consist of a

straight rod running across the machine, and having a spoon and
arm at each end just abutting the respective tyres. The rod is sup-

ported in bearings on the frame, and turned by means of an arm,
either in the middle or at one end, actuated by a simple lever, or by
the previously described double lever handle. This class applies the

power in the best possible position, but, unless made very heavy,
always bend and give a great deal, and sometimes thus get out of

truth, producing a greater pressure on one side than the other. To
counteract this, and for various other reasons, there are several

varieties, as well as several applications, of this brake now on the

market, as follows :

—

The “ Devon ” Foot-Tyre Brake consists of a bar running
across the front of the machine, having foot-pieces at the sides to

accommodate both feet, attached rigidly in a horizontal backward
position. By pressing this down with the feet two spoons placed

upright at right angles to it are brought to bear upon the rubbers,

and so check speed.

Starley’s Compensating Arrangement. In this the brake

rod is jointed at one end, so as to allow one of the spoons a little

play, the result being that full power is not exercised until both

spoons are in contact with the wheel.

The Rapid Swivelling Brake attains the same end most per-

fectly. A socket is hinged to the backbone, and the brake rod, with
a spoon at each end, socketted upon it. A lever handle pulls upon a

rod attached to the top of the socket, and the hinge allows it to be

drawn forward, thus bringing both spoons into action with equal

power, making a very safe and reliable brake.

The Pilot Double Tyre Brake is constructed thuswise :—

A

straight rod runs across the machine immediately behind the seat,

and at each end an arm projects bringing a spoon just above the

wheel. By pulling up a handle the brake rod is turned, this bringing

the spoons down upon the rubbers and effecting the desired results.

The Leicester Compensating Double Tyre Brake brings a

small balance gear into action. It is very peculiarly arranged,

acting on the tops of both wheels with very broad, deeply hollowed,

leaf shaped spoons. The safety-bar previously mentioned contains

the carrying rod of the right hand spoon, and the left spoon is a

fixture to a shoit rod at the left side. The ends of both are fitted

with bevel wheels, and a small bevel pinion connects the ends of the
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two. The pinion works on the base of a rod having a curved rest

for the left elbow and forearm at its extremity, by which pressure is

applied powerfully and equally upon both wheels.

The Cheylesmore Swing-Lever Double Tyre Brake. In

this the brake-rod, instead of passing through bearings rigid with
the frame and being twisted to apply the spoons, is fitted in bear-

ings at the ends of a broad jaw-piece hinging on the frame, whilst

the spoons are long and fastened to the brake-rod centrally, so that

the rod attached to the brake-lever being hinged to the brake-rod

THE “ CHEYLESMORE ” SWING-LEVER DOUBLE TYRE BRAKE.

draws this forwards and brings the spoons simultaneously and
equally on to the tyres, exactly parallel to the centre of the wheel.

This brake is without doubt one of the best of its class, being extremely
powerful as well as safe, whilst there is but little if any tendency to

tear the tyres out of the rims or injure the rubber more than
necessary.

Of brakes acting upon the tyre of the small wheel there is now
but one variety used, and that but seldom, although the applications

at the handle may differ. I shall term this simply the

Rear Wheel Brake, which consists of a long curved spoon
bearing upon several inches of rubber

;
this is pivotted to the

outside of the top of the back fork, and is provided with an upright

arm, by drawing which forward the spoon is depressed and the brake
applied'. For this purpose a rod runs from the top of the arm to

just behind the bottom of the upright of the left handle, where it is

jointed to the bottom of a lever which has its fulcrum upon the handle-
upright, and bends forward in a horizontal direction. The handle
is a pear-shap.d one, placed horizontally, and by drawing up the
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forward end of the lever the brake lever is put in action and the

brake applied. As the rear wheel is also the rudder, the top of the

brake-lever is fitted to the connecting rod by a ball and socket

joint, which thus allows the brake to be applied with equal facility,

no matter at what angle the rudder-wheel is to the machine. Acting
upon the smaller wheel it has not a very great amount of power,
but is sufficient for common hills, and has the advantage of acting

centrally. About the most effective and most generally-used class,

especially with double-driving machines, are

Strap or Band Brakes, which are constructed as follows :—Upon
the main axle of the driving-wheel, or on the box containing the

balance-gear, a drum or flat-edged disc, some 5m. or 6in. in diameter,

is fitted, and to the frame immediately in front and below this is

pivotted a lever. From a point a little below, a flexible band of steel

proceeds, which band, lined with leather, passes round the drum, and
is then attached to the lever before mentioned. The action of pulling the

lever forwards draws the strap tight round almost the entire periphery

of the drum, and so exerts the necessary influence upon the driving

wheel. With this class of brake the friction drum should not be less

than 5m. in diameter, and the band should be at least iin. broad,

whilst the lever ought to be long, with a leverage of at least 1 in 10.

•Caie should be taken that no oil gets beneath the leather, or it will

not “ bite ” so well. This brake is capable of very gradual applica-

tion as well as considerable power, when properly fitted, and hills of

formidable steepness may be descended by its aid. Besides the

above method, the lever is sometimes placed behind and drawn for-

ward for the application of the brake, whilst sometimes the lever is

dispensed with altogether, and the brake applied by pulling, pushing
or twisting the left-hand purchase handle.

Lloyd’s Double Band Brake. In this a long cross rod passes
through the back of the frame, and a couple of long steel bands
fastened at one end to pins on the fore part of the frame are brought
round drums on the driving wheel axles, and carried to the ends of

short pins projecting from the ends of the cross rod. The brake-

pin on the left side is carried downwards below the rod several inches

and a powerful lever thus formed, the extremity of which is hinged
to the end of the rod actuated by the left hand through a rack and
pinion, as for steering. By drawing the lever end forwards the

brake rod is turned, and the bands tightened simultaneously on the

drums.

The Caroche Double Brake is a very ingenious construction.

The machine is a single driver, and upon the free end of the crank
shaft a band wheel is fixed. A steel strap passes round this, and
another round the hub of the loose wheel immediately above it, both
being simultaneously applied by the application oi a lever, one band
acting upon the loose wheel itself, the other upon the driving wheel
through the crank shaft.

Besides these several varieties of the brake proper, there are
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several modifications of the brake-handle in the market, the majority

of which have as their main advantage' the automatic holding of the

brake on at any power, and thus relieving the hand and arm of all

strain on long steep hills, which is no small advantage. Of these

varieties the first two have a different object.

The National Pull-up Lever consists of a rod, with y handle,

working within the tube of the left purchase handle, and attached

at the lower end by a hinge-joint to the end of the brake-lever. It

is put in action by pulling up the T piece with the fingers, and is a

great advantage in traffic as the brake is always within reach of the

fingers, and may be applied instantaneously without removing the

hand from the purchase handle. It is not, however, sufficiently

powerful for use on long or steep hills, as the human fingers

are not capable of exerting any very great or prolonged pressure.

The Centaur Adjustable Brake-handle. In this the handle
or lever is made in two parts, the upper or handle half sliding up
and down within a socket in the lower portion, being fixed at any
height by a set-screw. The advantage of this is that if the purchase
handle is raised the brake handle is often in the way of the hand

;

but by this method it can be raised too, and so taken out of the way,
whilst the amount of brake leverage can, too, be altered to suit the
requirements of the country or the taste and power of the rider.

The Burdess Sterling Brake-handle is a facsimile of the
steering-handle of that name, previously described, the double tyre

brake being applied by means of a screw, which has the effect of
enabling a steady and strong pressure to be exerted, and shows but
little tendency to run back from the point of power at which it is set.

The Rob Roy Ratchet Brake has two especial features. In
the first place the frame is made square—or rather straight—across at

the back, and the brake rod runs through the tube. The brake is applied
by pushing forward a lever, and to this is hinged a semi-circular
ratchet sliding in a brace. This holds the brake firmly in whatever
position it may be placed, and is released by the action of a small
lever actuated by the finger, which pulls the ratchet rod up out of
action. It forms one of the most powerful brakes in use.

The Golightly Brake is very similar in its objects, the brake
handle having a spring catch upon it, which fits into one of three
notches cut in the outside of a curved bracket. In this case the
left purchase-handle forms the brake handle, and the catch is fitted

at the side.

In Hillman’s Brake the front part of the purchase handle is

waved, or has three rises or depressions on its surface. The brake
handle encircles this, and on being pulled up drops into one or the
other of these depressions, and is there held firm.

The Challenge Brake Holder is a very simple yet effective

contrivance. By the side of the brake-lever a sextant shaped flange
is fastened to the frame. This flange has ten holes pierced through
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it, into which a pin, attached to the end of a short lever working on
the side of the brake-lever, drops and holds the brake on at any of

the ten points, pressure on the side lever releasing the pin and
setting the brake free. Besides keeping the brake on and relieving

the hand, this plan secures the brake lever in any position and
prevents rattle.

Stassen’s Brake Holder. In this a small neat semi-circular

ratchet-edged disc is affixed to the frame, and a short lever working
on the brake-lever drops a catch into the teeth as it runs over them,
holding the brake on at any desired power.

Timberlake’s Lever and Brake Holder are identical with

those used on carriages. An upright frame is fixed to the frame of

the machine on the left hand side, and in this frame a long lever

attached to the brake and having the left purchase handle at its

forward end, slides up and down, being forced by a spring into any
one of a series of ratchet teeth cut on one side of the slide, into

which it may come in contact. The lever is very powerful, and the

brake instantly applied to any power and held at any point desired

without strain on the hands.

The last variety of this important adjunct to the tricycle is the

Ground Brake, of which there is now but one variety. It acts,

as may be supposed, by contact with the ground, and although upon
the bicycle it has been found almost too powerful, it is scarcely so

formidable when applied to the three wheeler. It make a great noise

in application, as well as throws up the dust and cuts into the road

if the latter is in a dry condition, and it also by metallic contact with

the inequalities of the road conveys considerable vibration to the

frames of both steed and rider. This is

The Devon Foot Brake, in which a large and heavy spade-

shaped ground piece is hinged to the lower part of the front of the

frame, and provided with roughened side projecting foot-plates, by
which the power is applied. Of course the feet have to be removed
from the pedals whilst it is in action.

The brake question having been discussed, V

FOOT-RESTS

claim our attention. These, as a rule, upon tricycles, are very

simple, being generally little plates fixed to the sides of the frame

just out of reach of the pedals, this class of rest being chiefly in

vogue with machines utilising the hay-fork frame. Front steering

machines have usually the backbone or main frame curving up over

the smaller wheel, and to the top of this a plate is attached hearing

two small rods with knobs at their outer ends. These project one

on each side, and form both foot-rests and step for mounting.

Adjustable Foot-rests are in a few instances used upon hay-

fork frames, and usually consist of small pear section plates fitted to

the frame with a hinge, and provided with rubber bands or springs,

holding them flat against the fork sides when not in use. When
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required they are put in action by pressing them down with the feet,

and spring up automatically out of the way again upon being re-

leased.

Pedal Foot-rests are obtained by fitting the lower chain wheel
with clutches or ratchets, as in most open fronted double-drivers,

which has the effect of allowing the feet to be kept still when descend-

ing hills, the wheels revolving free of the pedals. At first this plan

is very awkward, the foothold shifting so, but after a little use one
gets into the ways of it.

The Caroche Foot-rests are formed of steel rods curved S shape,

with a hinge at one end, and a projecting side rod at the other.

They are hinged to the sides of a hay-fork frame, to which they fit

close, being kept from rattling and coming down by a spring. As
with the others, they are put to use by pressing down with the feet,

when they fall outwards well forward of the frame, and give the rider

a somewhat less cramped attitude when using them.

Lloyd’s Foot-rests for Ladies. These are fitted to the sides

of the frame, and consist of neat rubber-covered crook-shaped rods,

which are hinged to the' frame, and are kept in a vertical position

by light side springs. The pressure of the foot brings them down
into a horizontal position for use, and as they are some 6in. in

length they give a good foot-hold. On releasing them they resume
their vertical position out of the way of everything.

These are all fitted to open-fronted machines. Front-steerers

have the foot-rests fitted just behind the head, sometimes consist-

ing of plain and sometimes of roughened rods, as well as at times
of rubber-clothed ones. The only variety of this class is the

Hinged Rubber Foot-rest, as first applied to the Sparkbrook
National. In this the foot-bars, clothed with rubber, are attached

to the end of a short length of spring steel, which is hinged to the

neck like the spring of a bicycle. A pad or buffer of rubber is placed

on the backbone for the lower end to rest on. It forms a most
luxurious rest, and by turning it over it forms an excellent handle
with which to lift the front wheel and “ manipulate” the machine
through gateways and other such places.

The Coventry Foot-rest consists of a short T piece, the top

slightly curved, brazed to the frame, which runs out on one side the

rider. By placing the left foot on this and crossing the right one
over it, a very comfortable rest is obtained.

These points considered, the next things claiming our attention

are the very numerous
ACCESSORIES,

which are more or less necessary to make the tricyclist comfortable,
and which have been designed to supply the numerous wants of the
wheel-using fraternity.

Under this head come a large number of articles, both large and
small, some of which, such as the wrench and oil-can—and, now that
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the bye-laws require them, lamps and bells—are necessaries to every
tricyclist, whilst others are of much use for special purposes, but can
be done without by most riders according to circumstances. Taking
first the most important, we come to the

WRENCH or SPANNER. In this we find great diversity.

The use of the wrench is of course to keep the machine in order, by
adjusting the various nuts and bolts with which it is kept together.

The desiderata in a wrench are, that it should be fairly light, neat,

strong both as regards power and construction, and that it should

easily, quickly, and firmly bite all the nuts. There are two classes

of wrench, viz., the adjustable and the unadjustable, each of which
has numerous variations. Commencing with the latter, we come to

The Flat Wrench, which is made of a flat iron or steel plate,

with holes cut either in the middle or on the sides and ends for the

different sizes of nuts. They are usually made specially for the

machine with which they are supplied, and will fit few nuts on any
other

;
they are in general handy, neat, and strong, and do not slip

from the nut if properly made to fit. If well made, with holes for

each size of nut, they are excellent
;
but very often a tricyclist will

have one unfortunate nut on his machine with no corresponding

recess on the spanner for it
;
or may be, one or two don’t quite fit,

in which case it is a continual worry and annoyance until a new
wrench is procured.

The next class—adjustable wrenches—has rather more varieties,

the commonest being the

Screw Wrench. This consists of a stout rod, with a worm cut

on its upper end and surmounted by a flat hammer-head, with flat

under surface. On this worm, which is flat, or square-sided,

another block slides up and down, being pushed into position by

means of a separate screw beneath it. By shifting the position of

the under-piece the width of the spanner may be adjusted to fit any
sized nut. The great objection is that it is wanting in firmness, and
when the power is applied the jaws of the wrench are apt to open

and slip off the nut, much to the detriment of the user’s fingers and
temper, besides spoiling the edges of the nut and taking a long time

to adjust properly.

There are several patterns of this kind of wrench in use, which
differ but little from each other, and there are besides one or two
specialities in wrenches which are worthy a separate description. The
first of these is

The Challenge Wrench, of which an illustration is given. As
will be seen, it consists of an oblong frame at the end of a hollow

rod, within which a screw is worked up and down by means of a

milled roller, as shown in the sketch
;
by working the screw up

a flat bar sliding in the frame is pressed against the side of

the nut, the wrench having been first placed upon it. The whole
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article is neat, compact, well made, and strong
;

it is 6in. in length,

and has a small jaw cut on the smaller end for the adjustment of

the smaller nuts m awkward positions. When once adjusted to the

THE CHALLENGE WRENCH.

nut, it is impossible for it to slip off, on account of its having a

bearing all round. It takes any sized nut from ijin., but cannot be

used on nuts in corners and other curious positions, unless the small

jaws on the end will fit them. So far, it is by far the best wrench
yet invented.

Bown’s Patent Wrench consists of a hollow shaft working for

about two turns of the thread upon a short screw immediately

below an upright “jaw.” Upon this slides at right angles an angular

second jaw, which is kept in its place by the shaft. In order to ad-

just it, the shaft is loosened as required, and the jaw-piece is enabled

to work into position on a taper slide, being held in its place by once

more re-tightening the shaft.

The Yankee Wrench is a very neat little affair, made entirely

by machinery. It is most on the lines of the ordinary screw
wrenches, having a slot cut down one side of the body, in which a

THE YANKEE WRENCH.

slide, holding the upper jaw, works. Its chief merit is that, being
well and accurately made, and properly hardened, it does not slip,

although it is not quite long enough to obtain great power.

The Improved Handy Wrench of the Coventry Machinists’

Co. is built much on the same lines, as far as the body of the wrench
is concerned, and is adjustable to take the large nuts, the smaller

sizes being cut on separate pieces, as well as a screw-driver and
several special tools, which all fit into a square socket on one end,

and by that means can be easily inserted into awkward places. It

is, as its name implies, extremely handy, but care must be taken not
to lose any of the separate portions.
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IMPROVED, HANDY WRENCH.

The Direct Spoke Tightener is a| neat little instrument,

providing at once the handiest and most efficient means by which
these bug-bears to beginners may be “ laid hold of” and adjusted.

It consists of a solid metal block, in shape resembling the half of a

hollow square, with the outer edges rounded off, and a corrugated

groove at the bottom angle of its inner surface. Through the back
of the tool a slot is cut, by which a small wedge-shaped slide is

secured, and the top is drilled and tapped
;
a thumbscrew working:

in the worm thus made forces the slide down upon the spoke—
which is placed in the groove—and grips it fast, when it may be
easily turned and adjusted.

The next all-important article to the tricyclist is the Oil-can.
This little article has very few variations. That most useful and in

general use is the “ Goodenough,” and imitations of the same. It

is made of tin, and is about the size of a large warch, thus fitting

easily into the pocket or pouch
;

it is fitted with a brass nozzle i-Jin.

long, having a cap to screw on the end for the purpose of keeping
the oil from coming out, and is also provided with a leather washer
between it and the can itself for the same purpose. Both sides

spring when pressed, by which means the oil is injected into the

bearings. These are the best in use
;
some of superior quality are

made entirely of brass, whilst the chief alteration in other kinds is

that of having short thick spouts, and writh some only one side is

made to spring
;
and quite recently, owing to a suggestion in The

Cyclist
,
there has been introduced

Butler’s Pin Oil-can, which is an ordinary pocket oiler of

the “ Goodenough ” pattern, but has a pin soldered by the head to

the inside of the screw cap. This pin passes down the spout of the

can, and keeps it always clear of dirt and free from being clogged

up in any way, which is a great boon, whilst by sticking the pin in

the coat, the cap is kept in safety whilst using the oiler— a better and
more agreeable plan than holding it in the mouth.
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Price’s Patent Telescopic Oil-can has a tube down its centre,

into which the spout slides when pressed down. It is forced out

by a spring, and when down out of sight the aperture is closed by a

screw cap, which is attached to the body of the can by a chain. This
makes the oil-can more compact, does away with the nozzle, and
takes the spout out of the way.

Bown's Pneumatic Oil-can is provided with valves in the

interior, preventing the escape of the oil until pressed
;
this admits

of the entire abolition of the usual screw-cap on the end of the

nozzle, which is apt to get lost, to fall down in the dirt when using,

or even occasionally to work loose and allow the oleaginous contents

of the can to emerge from its recesses and spread themselves over

the interior of the valise or pocket.

The Salisbury Reservoir is an invaluable companion on a long
tour—on the Continent especially—as it holds as much as half a

dozen ordinary oilers, and fits nicely in the saddle valise. It is in

shape very similar to an ordinary phial, being about -fin. long and
lin. in diameter, and fitted with a brass screw-cap and leather

washer.
»

LUBRICATORS being closely connected with the oil-can, come
next. They are simply small reservoirs, and their use is to keep a
supply of oil in juxtaposition to the bearings, so that on a long
journey they may not require frequent oiling. Most machines have
holes drilled through to the bearings for the application of oil, and
some makers insert a screw or plug therein to keep out the dust. It

is into these holes the lubricators are screwed. They are of several

kinds, the neatest being

Cup Lubricators, which are quite artistically designed, being
small brass cups with screw-caps, the whole in shape after the
pattern of a low vase.

Pillar Lubricators are not nearly so neat or handsome, being
simply short cylinders of brass with screw-caps. These both have a

hole drilled through them downwards at the bottom, whereby the oil

finds its way to the bearings.

Spring-top Lubricators have their covers hinged to them, and
pressed down tightly by small and neatly fitted springs

;
they are Ai,

as with the ordinary ones it is rather a nuisance unscrewing and
again putting on the tops, which operations, besides making the
fingers generally dirty, occupy some little time, and the tops are
liable to get lost. Somewhat similar are

Bown’s Spring- cap Lubricators, in which a hollow cap fits

over the top of a pillar lubricator, being attached to the same by a
coiled wire spring in the interior. In oiling up the cap is lifted, the
oil put in, and the cap allowed to resume its original position.

Even better still than these are

Valve Lubricators, which consist of ordinary lubricators with
solid tops, which latter have small holes in their centres, large
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enough to admit the nozzle of the oil-can. Inside, short coiled

springs force plugs upwards into the holes above, and so keep out
the dust. To fill them, all that has to be done is to press down the
plugs with the top of the oiler, and inject the oil into them.

RAPID LUBRICATOR.

The Rapid Lubricator, as will be seen by a reference to the

illustration, is bulbous in shape. The top is screwed on, and has an
aperture A at one side to admit the nozzle of the oil-can, which
aperture is kept closed, and only opened when requisite by a slight

turn of the top. Whilst speaking of the oil-can, I must not forget to

mention.

CHALLIS’S TOCKET OIL-CAN CASE.

Challis’s Registered Oil-can Case, which is simply a useful

pouch of leather, with flap and button, in which to carry the oil-can,

if by necessity or inclination it is carried in the pocket.

Another necessity is

The Valise or Pouch, in which the wrench, oil-can and sundry
odds and ends are carried. Of course these articles can be stowed
away in the pockets

;
but a pouch is so convenient and cheap that

few do without it, as pockets stuffed full are extremely in the way,
besides being untidy

;
it is also not over pleasant for the top of the

oil-can to come off—as it does sometimes—and pour out its oleagi-

nous contents into one’s pocket. Valises are of several kinds
;
the

best are made of good leather, with 2in. side and bottom pieces, so

as to enable them to hold a decent amount
;
they are fastened by a

couple of straps and buckles to two staples fixed behind the saddle, or

to the side or back of the seat—if that be used—so that they can be

easily got at or taken off if required. A very useful size is one fitting

the rear of the seat, and some izin. x 15m. in size, wiih flap cover,
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and pockets both inside and out. A stamp sent to Messrs. Lamp-
lugh and Brown,’-] 135, Great Colmore Street, Birmingham, will

secure a catalogue with illustrations of several useful patterns for

attachment to the back of the saddle
;
the most useful of which is,

perhaps,

The Don Tool Bag, which, as may be seen by reference to the

annexed illustrations, consists of a triple set of pockets for holding

THE DON TOOL BAG.

the various articles, the whole being folded over in neat form, and
secured by a top flap and strap around the body of the bag.

For touring, special provision has been made, and Lamplugh and
Brown have brought out one or two bags which will take a lot of

beating. These are

The Tricyclist s Multum-in-Parvo Bag, made of strong

leather and waterproof canvas, with capacious interior, and pockets

THE TBICYCLIST’S MULTUM-IN-PARVO.
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both inside and out. It has a handle for carrying portmanteau
fashion when not on the machine, to which it is attached by strong
and suitable straps.

The Tricyclist’s Serviceable Touring Bag is a larger edition

of the same bag, made square in shape and deeper, with outside

pockets on the front, and flap as shown in the cut. It is made, like

the last, for attachment to the back of the seat or saddle.

THE TRICYCLIST’S SERVICEABLE.

The Tricyclist’s Gladstone Bag is made on the principle of
the well-known travelling bag of that name. It has a flat solid

back, the front closing in to it as may be requisite, whilst it is also

provided with a set of outer pockets for the tools and smaller articles.

Both these bags are held together by strong real leather connec „
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tions, every part being hand-sewn and consequently firm. They

have great capacity, having inside and outside flaps, and quite a

multiplicity of small pockets, with strap lids outside, for the stowage

of the oil-can, spanner, and such smaller articles as may be needed

by the tricyclist at odd times during his journey. Another form of

bag for shorter journeys and general purposes is

The Tricyclist’s Circular Luggage Valise, i6in. long by gin.

in diameter, with solid leather ends and waterproof canvas top. It

opens by a flap throughout its wh -le length, and is very useful for

carrying multifarious articles in.

THE IDEAL TRIC i’CLE BAG.
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The “ Ideal ” Tricycle Bag of Hillman, Herbert, and Cooper
is, like the last, circular in shape. As will be seen by the accom-
panying sketch it is divided into two compartments, with a central

flap like a portmanteau, whilst it also has an outer pocket for tools,

&c., and is got up in the best style, with spring lock, plated mounts,
&c., &c.

Bale’s Patent Folding Luggage Basket is made of light

wicker work, and has lock and key or strap fastening. Its peculiarity

consists in its construction, whereby it can be folded up nearly flat

Open.

Closed.

bale’s folding luggage basket.
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when empty or holding only a little, the sides shutting inwards upon
themselves. The construction will be readily seen by the annexed
illustrations. It is capable of carrying a far larger quantity of lug-

gage without fear of injury than any other, and is easier to pack and
unpack when on the machine.

With seats, especially those with backs to them, the attachment of
these various travelling cases is an easy matter, but with a saddle
more difficulty is found, and to obviate this to some extent Messrs.
Lamplugh and Brown have recently introduced

The Luggage Carrying Frame, shown in the annexed cut*

which, as will be seen, consists of a light iron frame attached to

the valise hooks which are to be found under the back of every
saddle

;
the frame is so arranged as to form a foot, on which the

luggage rests, whilst two pair of stout straps are provided for

making all secure. It is especially designed for use with the Glad-
stone bag.

The next article used in connection with the machine is one
which is now rendered obligatory by the bye-laws under which wheel-
men are now regulated. This is

The Bell, the use of which is, of course, to give the public due
warning of the approach of the cyclist, and so give them time to
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make themselves scarce.” Of these instruments we find a numerous
variety in use, of variable merit. They may be divided into two
great classes, viz., Continuous and Silenceable. Many riders do not

like them, contending that they frighten ths horses, that they are

taken no notice of by pedestrians, that they are in the way, and are

intolerable nuisances, all of which objections are certainly pretty

close to the mark. The first and last objections are remedied more
or less in the second class, whilst the second may be somewhat
overcome by the use of a really loud sounding article in place of the

tinkling alarums commonly in use.

The Spherical Bell is a small sphere, having a number of slits

across its lower half, and enclosing an iron ball which rattles on
being shaken. It is the same pattern as those used on sleighs, dog
collars, &c. The loudest are those with a single division, every
cross-cut decreasing the strength of the sound, but rendering it less

harsh. On a long journey, its continued tinkling is extremely dis-

agreeable and trying to the nerves. Some affix it to the centre of

the wheel
;

but the best place is on the curve of the steering handle
or in the hand, as it can then be quickly silenced or put in the pocket.

Small leather straps are also sold for attaching them to the machine.

So much for the first class of alarums. We now pass on to the

second or silenceable variety, the first on our list being

Challis Bros. White Metal Stop Bell, which is of the same
shape as the ordinary bells, but one of the holes in the upper half of

the sphere is fitted with a spring and socket, into which the weight
tightly and accurately fits. The weight itself is provided with a cord,

by which it is pulled into quietude, and kept there as shown in the

cut. A pressure of the finger then forces the ball again into the
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interior of the sphere, where it sounds forth its melodious notes.

ad libitum. Messrs. Challis have also introduced a bracket for the

attachment of the bell to the machine in such a position that the:

best possible sound is got out of it when in action.

The Facile Stop Bell is barrel shaped, and has a hole at the top

through which a short chain passes, attached to an india-rubber

ring. This chain is fastened to the clapper of the bell, which is

large for the size of the bell, and the whole is fixed to the frame in

such a position as to bring the clapper almost in contact with the

bell, in order that the slightest movement may sound it. When.

FACILE STOP BELLS.

silence is required, the rubber ring is pulled, thus bringing the

clapper tight up into a socket at the top, and by slipping the ring

over a pin it is kept firmly in place. It is well and strongly made,
gives a very pleasing loud and clear ring, does not seem likely to

get out of order, and is absolutely silent when required
;
whilst by

the recent addition of

The Facile Finger Alarum, which is a light spring strip {a) bent

down over the side of the bell and provided with a knob or striker at

its lower end. All the functions of an alarum for emergencies are

retained, making it a most perfect instrument. It is made with a

special attachment suiting it to the handles of tricycles.

Gongs are used similar to those for shop doors, tables, electric

bells, &c. These are fastened on the handles, and fitted with a loose

spring hammer, by pressing which, and again releasing it, the bell

.is rung—of course at the will of the rider only. They are neat, and
give a good sound. Very handy and cheap forms of this pattern

are

The Butterfly Alarum and Harrison’s 1/6 Gong, which very

BUTTERFLY ALARUM.

much resemble each other, are simple in construction, cheap, and
easily and quickly fitted to the machine. They are, however, best

with bicycle pattern machines.
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stormont’s patent chime bicycle alarum.

Stormont’s Alarum is a neat and effective contiivance of two
gongs, placed opposite one another, on the same vertical staff. It is

worked by pressing a button at the top, which in its descent works
two catches and spring hammers, concealed in the interior in such a

manner that one press on the button produces no less than six

different soundings. Whilst perfectly silent when not required, it

can in a moment, at will be caused to make a terrific din, even when
almost standing still

;
in such case, for instance, as waiting behind

a cart in a narrow street for it to make room to pass. Its only
objection is that it is continually coming to pieces, but a little care-

ful attention now and then, and adjustment with the spanner, will

put all to rights.

Harrison’s Alarum is one of the best in use, and is somewhat
akin to the last. It consists of a single or double gong, provided

with a semi-circular rack, inside which works a hammer. It screws
on the handle, and by pressing a small finger-plate the rack is caused
to move its whole length, thus producing about a dozen sharp and
rapid beats of the hammer upon the gong. It is also made to strike

upon its return to position, where it is forced by means of a spring
;

thus the rider can produce some twenty or more distinct peals by a

single pressure of the finger. The objection to this is that the
“ whirr ” made by the working of the ratchet dulls and confuses the

sound of the gong.—Harrison’s latest is a large double gong some
4in. in diameter. It strikes loudly and clearly, and I have not found
it show any tendency to come to pieces or get out of order. It is

made specially for use on tricycles.

Harrison’s alarums.

Snell’s Big Ben Alarum is a single note gong of great power
and depth of tone. On the cross-bar, within the bell, a mouse-trap
or coiled spring is placed, and two brass wires placed in connec-
tion with it, one carrying a heavy ball, whilst the other is cranked
out and bent so as to form a handle, the pressure and release of

which produces one loud clear note.

The Inchcape Bell is about the most powerful alarum on the

market. It is large, and of a somewhat different shape to the

generality of bells, the gong being of the shape of a Turkish fez.
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It is very loud in tone, and quite startling. It can be attached to

any machine.

Whistles, Bugles, and Horns are sometimes used by bicyclists,

but rarely by tricyclists, so a description of their varieties would be

but waste of space, suffice it to say that this subject is thoroughly

treated upon in my “ Indispensable Bicyclists’ Handbook.''

LAMPS are extremely useful to those who ride at night, besides

which they are, as well as bells, now made compulsory in most
districts

;
they are of numerous shapes and sizes, qualities and

prices. In order to insure a good light, they should be so con-

structed as not to be blown out by the wind, and also to be proof

against sudden jerks caused by the unevenness of the road
;
they

should also give a clear flame, without smoke, and ought to throw
the light well forward and over as large a space as possible, besides

being neat in appearance and compact in size.

The class of lamp, as a rule, used on tricycles, are those known
as “ head lamps” when used by bicyclists, and tricyclists generally

either carry one of these on the head of their tricycles or a pair,

which are fixed either one at each side upon brackets fitted for

the purpose, upon each handle support or in each of the side

wheels, these latter being more out of the way, but not so con-

venient for lighting, re-filling, &c. Besides a few of the cheaper
forms of lamp forced to do duty upon the three wheeled steed by many
makers, a few are specially constructed and deserving of meritorious
mention.

In the Salsbury Noiseless Lamp the chief point is in the fixing

of the handle, which consists of a leather strap passing through
flattened metallic tubes, by which means the liability of being shaken
out by vibration is done away with, and all rattle avoided. It is

fitted with plate-glass front, coloured side lights and wind-up burner.

Platts’ Candle Lamp, in reality a small and neat form of the

ordinary carriage lamp, with dome top, plated pedestal and side

glasses, is a very tasty and neat variety. It is also very clean, there

being no oil to spill about and collect the dirt. For appearance it

certainly is well in it.
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The Eddystone Lamp is a very handsome, taking, oil lamp,

built after the style of a carriage lamp
;

it has a powerful reflector

and broad wick, and is by no means heavy. Its leading construc-

tional features are that the lower half of the “ handle” is hollow

and forms a spare reservoir for oil, whilst the reservoir proper

—

which is provided with a wind-up burner on the outside—can in a

second be taken out from below, and the lamp trimmed or lighted

without fiddling about the door.

a

THE EDDYSTONE LAMP.

These three can only be used upon brackets or handles. Hub lamps
for tiicycles require specially large holders, as the hubs of tricycle

wheels are so much larger than those of bicycles. Of these

The “ King of the Road ” is really a formidable-looking lamp,
being very long though narrow, and tapering to the shape of the
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wheel from top to bottom. The oil chamber is large and holds a

good quantity, and two wicks are used, set at an angle to each other.

It gives a magnificent light, burns steadily, and also possesses an
important feature in all the parts being rivetted together with copper

rivets, no solder being used in its construction, thus making it

Shut. Open.

THE “ KING OF THE ROAD.”

perfectly safe when placed inside a wheel (although failure in this

respect is not a matter of such certain danger as is the case with a

bicycle). Although usually used as a hub lamp, I have seen the

“King” most effectively fitted upon two bars projecting forwards

below and in front of the handles. A special pattern with thick

rubber springs at the back is usually fitted on handles or brackets,

and makes an excellent lamp. As most tricycle hubs have a

lubricator in the centre, the axle cylinder of this lamp is made
in two portions, to allow this to revolve freely, and a further

improvement has this year been made in fitting them with

steel bearings which are screwed on the axle or hub, the lamp
being by them held very firm and steady, and at the same time this

is done without the help of the guide rods, which are thus done away
with, making a neater lamp and avoiding the wear on the plating of

the side flanges. The “ King of the Road ” this year has also been
provided with a side window, through which the match for lighting

may be inserted without opening the door and exposing the flame to

the wind.

Eades’ Fountain Lamp is a very ingenious invention. It is

of the head variety, the chief peculiarity consisting in the whole of

the back of the lamp forming the reservoir and, on the same principle

as the pneumatic chicken-feeders, keeping the wick holder always
full until the oil is exhausted. It will hold in this way sufficient oil

for 16 or 18 hours’ use.

H
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Cooper’s Inextinguishable Hub Lamp is suspended from the
bottom, and, as will be seen from the illustration, is secured to the

coopee’s inextinguishable hub lamp.

axle with a cylindrical fastening, this being kept from opening by
two wire bolts, which turn down, and cross and interlock each other.

From this depend four straight rods, two on each side, running in

slides on the sides of the lamp, and kept from slipping out by
catches at their ends. These serve as guides, keeping the lamp in

a vertical position. It is suspended and actually fastened to the

cylinder by two spiral springs held in tubes on each side the lamp,
to the bottom of which they are fastened. This method allows

the lamp to be free from the vibration caused by an uneven road,

the lamp remaining stationary whilst the wheel jumps up and
down. I have used one of these, and find it—true to its name

—

“ inextinguishable,” being unaffected alike by road or wind.

The Eclipse Lamp of Messrs. Rea, Neale and Bourne, is

constructed much upon the same principle, though with some
improvements. The lamp in the first place may be described as

being thoroughly well made throughout, all parts being copper
rivetted and clamped, with a deep and large oil reservoir. The body
of the lamp is suspended from the axle cylinder by two strong spiral

springs working in polished brass cylinders in the fore part of the

sides of the lamp, these cylinders being lined with rubber, and other-

wise so constructed as to make the lamp perfectly silent in action.
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The Caroche Lamp has a difference, in that, in place of being
provided with guides at the top sides to keep the lamp in place, as

with all others, the centre of the axle cylinder is constructed with a

groove or double flange, which fits upon a collar, turned upon the

centre of the axle case of the wheel for the purpose.

Besides these there are several other hub lamps used upon bicycles,

but I believe these are the only ones having hubs built to the special

requirements of the tricycle.

Salsbury’s Champion Tricycle Lamp is the largest by far

I have ever seen applied to a tricycle. It is quite a monster in size,

having bull’s-eye oval front and bull’s-eye side lights, with powerful

reflector, and double wick with large reservoir. The barrel fastening

is attached to the lamp by means of two wires bent somewhat S
fashion, and is placed at right angles to its usual position, being in

a line with the direction of the light instead of across it, as is usually

the case. The reason of this is that it is intended to fasten, not to

the wheel axle, but to the backbone of a hay-fork frame, thus taking a

position centrally, and casting its rays between the rider’s legs. It is

a magnificent lamp, though I fancy the rider’s legs would somewhat
interfere with the effect, and a lady’s dress entirely annul it. This
lamp is fitted with

Salsbury’s Patent Wick Holder, consisting of a long staple

of pin wire, with pointed ends. This passes through the wick, and
also through holes in the wick channel, and its purpose is to prevent

the vibration causing the wick to slip down and disappear in the oil

chamber.

Snell’s Detachable Lamp Bracket consists of a short up-

right on which to fit the holder of a head lamp, attached to a jawed
base, having flanged sides and a cross piece beneath fastening to the

first by a couple of pins and nuts. This is bolted on to the frame in

any position desirable, and is especially adapted for use on the

Coventry Rotary.

Dearlove’s Detachable Sociable Lamp Bracket curls

upwards and forwards gracefully, and ends in a short bar projecting

on one side of the centre of the curl. It is admirably adapted for

hanging an ordinary King of the Road hub lamp on to.

I will now describe the varieties of another class of instrument,
which may be reckoned as luxuries rather than necessaries. I refer

to

DISTANCE REGISTERS, of which there are several in the
market. They are, of course, in connection with the driving wheel,
and are very useful for those who desire to know the exact distances
travelled by them. Some give the distance in number of revolu-

tions, in which case they are suitable for any sized wheel, requiring
only a little calculation to find the exact distance run. Others
again record the distance in miles and furlongs, when of course the
length of the journey can be seen at once

;
these require to be

specially made to size of wheel.
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Thompson’s Cyclometer, of which an illustration is given,
shows either revolutions or miles and yards, as preferred, and is so
constructed that a train of wheels, contained in a case, is set in

motion by a weight, which remains stationary whilst the case and
mechanism revolve, being attached to the axle of the driving-wheel
inside by means of a flexible steel band and thumb screw. It is a
neat and strong instrument, impervious to dust or wet, well out of
the way, and tells the distance accurately.

Johnson’s Road Measure is another neat little instrument. It

consists, as before, of a train of wheels, with dial plates showing
either distance or revolutions

;
these are set in motion by a ball

which runs in a groove round the instrument
;
this ball remains

stationary whilst the body of the instrument is carried round by the

wheel. At one point in the groove, four cross arms are so arranged
that one of them is always across the channel, so that the ball com-
ing in contact with it moves it forward, drawing the next one after

it to undergo the same operation
;
by this means motion is imparted

to the leading wheel, and the whole set in action. It is secured to

the interior of the driving-wheel by means of two straps, one of

which, passing round the instrument itself also encircles the axle,

whilst the other is strapped round two of the spokes. It is extremely
neat, out of the way, well protected, and a good indicator.

Stanton’sJBicycle Log outwardly much resembles Thompson’s,
with the exception of having but one hand in place of four. It is

fixed to the axle in the interior of the driving-wheel, and the clips

for that purpose are so constructed as to fit any diameter of axle.
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The single face shows the distance in miles, the motive power being

obtained by means of a falling plate and arms, so constructed

that it is impossible for it to repeat, or fail to act by any jerk of the

machine.

Underwood's Odometer is both cheaply and simply con-

structed. It is circular, and screws on to the axle, between the hub
flanges. It marks the miles up to ten on one dial, and in hundreds

up to to three hundred on a smaller diah A falling plate actuates

a toothed wheel, which gears with another, showing at once the

miles, and on the axle of this an eccentric works, which marks the

hundreds on the dial plate. It is sold at a very cheap figure.

Besides these there are various other etceteras which have been

introduced to add to the comfort of the rider or the efficiency of the

machine, of which I may mention

Starley’s Wheel Washer, consisting of an oblong box, pro-

vided with rollers running from side to side a few inches from each

end, and also with two pair of circular brushes fixed, face outwards,

upon the inner side of the box. To use it the wheel is placed in the

box, resting upon the rollers, and the box filled with water. On turn-

ing the wheel the brushes rub against the sides of the rim, and so

clean it in double quick time. It must be remembered that the rims

starley’s wheel washer.
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get dirty quickest, and take as long as any portion to thoroughly
clean, so that the saving in time is something considerable. Another
useful etcetera is

Phillips’ Tyre Binder, consisting of a coil of steel wire, which,
when placed around a loose tyre and the rim, holds the two together
and keeps the tyre from coming off.

Rudge's Tyre Clips answer the same purpose, but are neater and
more easily put on, and are carried in less space. They consist of

strips of spring steel, J-in. broad, bent into about four-fifths of a

circle, with the two ends bent inwards sharply. They are put on
from beneath, and bearing against the rim hold the tyre with the bent
ends. These little things are but id. each, and are very useful, in

fact no tricyclist should be without them on a lengthy trip.

Butler’s Waterproof Saddle-Cover is, as its name denotes,

a waterproof saddle-cover. It is made of very thin water-proofed
silk, and can be rolled up and put in the waistcoat pocket when not
in use. Its object is to cover the saddle when leaving the machine
in the rain, and so keep a dry seat, as a wet one is most uncom-
fortable and even dangerous.

Butler's Spoke Brush is another useful accessory in the shape
of a tapering brush which will fit into the spaces between the closest

spokes, and clean the wheel both quicker and better than tinkering

about with a cloth.

The Tricycle Cabinet is a very useful case of parts and fittings,

in a partly finished state, sufficient material being provided for any
ordinary amateur mechanic, with his head screwed on right, to put
together a sound, strong machine of the rear-steering single-driving

class. All the material is sound, and all the heavy work is done

—

such as bending the frame, welding the forks to the head, &c.
Several modifications can be had in pattern, if desired, and ball

bearings and other luxuries at a slight extra cost.

The Tricyclists’ Missing Link has just been discovered. It

consists of two parts, one attached to the pedal, the other to the

boot or shoe. The first is a light loop of steel attached below the

centre bar of the pedal by a couple of screws, and running back a

few inches curves slightly upwards. The second part is a plate with
a central hook which is attached to the sole of the boot, fitting the

instep, and coming close up against the heel. This hook on the

foot being drawn slightly back takes hold on the steel loop and
enables a backward and upward pull on the pedal to be obtained, in

addition to the usual forward and downward thrust.

The Beatrice Shield is a contrivance to protect the dress of

lady riders from contact with the oily chains, and to shield the

action of her feet from the vulgar gaze. It is made of papier mache,
and fits on to the frame of any tricycle by a set of screw clamps,

and is, as will be seen by the sketch, provided with a pair of small

doors, opening in front like those of a hansom cab. It thoroughly

effects its purpose, and weighs about io lbs.
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THE BEATRICE SHIELD.

Harrington’s Enamel is a species of japan, being in much the

same manner baked into the metal. Unlike japan, however, the

enamel does not chip or crack, and should any portion be removed
the surroundings do not peel as with japan, paint, and plating. It

is done in any dark colours or combination of colours, and has a most
effective appearance, whilst it is not only perfectly impervious to wet
and rust, but is also acid proof even. I have had it in use now
many months, and have never before been “happy” about my
machine after a rainy run, but now I can leave it for a month with-

out attention, and it will be none the worse. I confidently antici-

pate that it will almost entirely supersede both paint and japan in

the finish of bicycles.

The Cyclists’ Trouser Fasteners are small hooks of steel wire,

with double points bent round pointing towards each other. There
is a central coil to give a firm hold to the fingers. Their use is to

hold the trousers close round the ankle when riding in them, and
they are put on by folding the trouser leg over in a neat fold and
fastening the hook across, when the two points pull against each
other, and they cannot come undone. They are of steel, hardened,
tempered, and japanned to prevent rust.

The American Handy Hooks are for the same purpose, and
are “built” in three pieces, viz., two hooks of the same shape as the

ends of the last, and a length of coiled spring, to each end of which
a hook is swivelled. The stretch obtained by the spring effectually

prevents their coming out. They are got up in good style, and sent

out nickel-plated and carded in pairs.

Halliwell’s Cyclist's Shoe is made of very pliant leather, and
can be bent about in any direction. In pattern it resembles the

running shoe, being low and laced to the toe, where is found the

peculiarity adapting it so well for bicyclists’ use, for the toe is not

only ventilated, but very slightly “ puffed,” so as to allow the toes
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plenty of room and to spare. They are most comfortable in use,

and admirably fulfil the purpose for which they are intended. This
brings us to the conclusion of the examination of parts, pieces, and
etceteras, but improvements and alterations are being made almost
daily, some of which will be found in the addenda at the end of the

present volume, whilst those to come will receive full attention in

my next.

Ticehurst’s Folding Houses are made of seasoned pine,

panelled and roofed. They are painted on the outside in two
colours, and the insides are coloured white. As will be seen by the

illustration, they are made to fold up, so that if not wanted they take

up but little room, and may be easily carried about. For those who
have yard room without any covered space= in which to house a

tricycle they are a great boon, as are also

MOUSE CLOSED BOUSE FOLDED
ticehubst’s folding houses.

Braby’s Portable Houses, which are made of sheets of corru-
gated iron, with lock up door, being built either as a lean-to or
complete on all sides. They are light, and easily and quickly put
together.

braby’s portable houses.
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SECTION in:.

A Glance at the Tricycle Trade of the United Kingdom,

With Full Description of upwards of 250 Machines.

YEAR or two since, anyone talking of the “ Tricycle trade

of the United Kingdom ” would have been adjudged a

lunatic, but the case is very different now, for during the

past three years a trade has sprung up of no mean im-

portance, not only in Coventry, the centre of the wheel-making
industry, but in many other towns besides. Many thousand hands
are erupted in the various branches connected with the industry,

in which close upon one hundred firms are engaged, of which about
twenty are manufacturers of tricycles only, and a like number depend
upon tricycle building as the chief, or, at any rate, as a very import-

ant branch of their wheel businesses, whilst the rest manufacture
tricycles as an assistance to their bicycle and other work. The
trade is by no means a confined one, although, as may be expected,

it is mostly followed at the great centres of bicycle manufacture, and
in consequence

Coventry naturally comes to be the chief seat of the trade. Here,
indeed, it originated, as the first practical tricycles were sent out

from hence, and these proving to the public their utility and
practicability, as a natural sequence, brought grist to the mills of

their introducers. Now in a town so largely devoted to one trade,

one firm cannot long be doing a successful line with any branch of

it without some inkling of it getting to the ears of other manufac-
turers, and so it was in this case, for the different makers of bicycles

seeing the success attending the first introduction of a three-wheeler,

immediately set themselves to work devising new patterns for

themselves, and although many of the first attempts were somewhat
crude and impractical, constant attention to the subject has at last

produced a large number of very useful vehicles, and this town may
be, fairly and without prejudice, said to lead the world, and be the

chief seat of this especial branch of manufacture. In all, there are

twenty tricycle manufacturers in Coventry, who turn out about
eighty varieties

;
of these, seven are tricycle makers alone, whilst all

the others are in a more or less large way as bicycle manufacturers,

and give no small amount of attention to this branch of their trade.

In point of number of manufacturers

Birmingham comes next, with a dozen—manufacturing an aver-

age of two patterns each—the majority of whom have but recently

entered the lists in competition. The lead set by the two largest

rifle and arms manufacturing firms in the town has been taken up
more extensively, and the use of machinery and the interchangeable

system brought largely into operation. All the Birmingham makers
have considerable additional trade in bicycles, rifles, and other

things.
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London and Neighbourhood ranks next, containing a dozen
makers proper, and six proprietorial agents, or firms vending
machines of especial pattern, which, although not actually made by
themselves, are their exclusive property, and are sold as such. All

these firms, with the exception of one, are comparatively new to

this, part of the wheel trade. Five are manufacturers of tricycles

only, whilst the rest unite bicycle making and other industries with

it.

Wolverhampton, well known for cheap bicycles, naturally goes

in largely for cheap tricycles, and pretty generally makes a point of

copying other makers’ patterns at a cheaper rate. Five or six

makers have their habitat here, of whom two are in a large way as

bicycle makers as well, and one may be termed a proprietorial agent.

All, with a single exception, are—comparatively speaking—new to

this especial branch of the trade.

Leicester finds two makers just getting well into the tricycle

trade, one being already well known in connection with the manu-
facture of bicycles, whilst the bicycle makers of

Nottingham, Maidenhead, Hull, Portsmouth, Bedford,
Manchester, and Northampton likewise are waking up to the im-

portance of the new industry, whilst in the United States there are

now two makers of tricycles firmly established, not including makers
of toy machines and baby carriages

;
and we may expect many addi-

tions in various places before the season is out, if we may judge by
the number of patents for “improvements in tricycles and other velo-

cipedes ” which are weekly^taken out. In considering individually

the different machines in the market, as I have in this sketch of the

trade noted the various seats of manufacture, I shall, to avoid

dispute, take all machines in alphabetical order. I shall describe

their construction, with the help of the previous section, as concisely

as possible, and in the case of very novel patterns will look at a few
points in theory in connection therewith, and shall also give the

results of my own practical experience upon those machines I have
been able to try. For this latter purpose I may mention I have
been to some very considerable trouble during the past seasons to

try as many as I possibly could—especially the new patterns—the

makers having very kindly assisted me in every way possible by
placing machines at my disposal for the purpose. Where I could
I have taken the machines under consideration out into the country
for some io or 15 miles over the same road, and carefully noted
results by comparison, as well as any peculiarities in action possessed
by particular machines. Some one or two of the machines which
I tried at their first introduction have been much improved and
altered since my trials, and I have made allowance accordingly; on
the whole, as regards speed, I do not find so much difference

between the makes as I had at first imagined, and rather lay stress

upon their other capabilities and special features. In conclusion, I

hope before the end of the coming season, and the preparation of
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the fourth edition of the present work, to be able to give the majority

of the different types of machine now in the market a far more
extended trial, upon which I shall of course duly report in that

volume.

>^<

ACME— D.D.

THE ACME.

Manchester Tricycle Co., 14, Exchange Arcade, Deansgate, Manchester.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel- Driving wheels 48in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. G.M. hubs. Ball hearings to all

wheels. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles.
Double-cranked pedal shaft. Rubber pedals on plain bearings. Chain driving,

and Hillman’s double driving gear. Push lever band brake. Adjustable seat
rod. Elliptical spring. Saddle. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench.
Oilcan. Bell. Width 36in. Weight 951bs. Loop frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £19 19s. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks.
'

A sound, strong, front steering double driver, with no very special

features.

ADVANCE— D.D.

James Beech, Gladstone Works, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Front steering
;
double driving by balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels, 50in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 5 Jin. x 4in. Ball bearings to all parts. Stanley rudder head.
Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft. Rub-
ber pedals. Chain driving and balance gear very similar to Pritchard’s.

Push lever band brake. Adjustable seat rod. Scroll spring. Pan seat. Footrests

on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Bell. Lamp. Dressguard. Width
38in. Weight 971bs. Loop frame.

Specialties. Balance gear.
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Price v .. .. £15 Os. OJ.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A neat machine at a very low figure for a front steering double
driver.

/EOLUS.
A. H. Ward, Cross Street, Smethwick.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44iu., running
level. fin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 20 direct spokes.
Iron hubs. Plain bearings to driver, and cones to steering wheel. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handle. Pear-shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, running in plain bearings. Rubber
pedals on plain bearings. Chain driving. Double tyre brake. Adjustable
seat rod. Elliptical spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame. Screw
wrench. Oilcan. Weight 851bs. Width 33in., reducing to 28in. by taking off

loose wheel. The frame is the ordinary hayfork pattern.

Price . . £12 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and seat rod.

Extras. Ball bearings, £4.

Remarks. An ordinary machine.

ALASKA No. 1— D.D.

English Cycle Co., Cradley Heath, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving with two
chains. Novel brake application.

Description. Two 44in. and one 22in. wheel. Driving wheels 44in., running
level, lin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G-.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder
head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked
pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving, and
ratchet double driving gear. Rack and pinion double tyre brake. Adjustable

r seat rod. Elliptical spring. Special seat. Pedals form footrests. Flat
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wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Lamps. Bell. Width 36in., reducible to 30in. by
taking,off a wheel. Weight 891bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Back and pinion application of the brake. Construction of

driving ratchets. Seat.

Price . . . . . . . . £20 Os. Od.

Sent out half plated, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated ail over, 70s. Except rims, 50s. Ball pedals, 10s.

Remarks. This machine is a rear steering double driver, of somewhat better
design than usual. The brake is applied by a rack and pinion like the steer-

ing, so that only two handles are used, and the seat is a sort of cross between
seat and saddle, built on lines recommended by Dr. Bichardson.

ALASKA No. 2.

English Cycle Co., Cradley Heath, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 42in. and one 21in. wheel Driving wheel 42in., running
level. £in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs, 6iu. x 5in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder
head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double cranked
peadl shaft, 6in. throw. Bubbeer pedals, plain. Chain driving. Back and
pinion double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Special
seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Bell. Lamps. Yalise.

Width 36in., reducible to 30in. by taking off the loose wheel Weight 851bs.

Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Back and pinion brake application. Special seat.

Price . . . . . . . . £18 0s. Od.

Sent out half-plated, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. All plated, 70s. Ball pedals, 10s.

Remarks. A soundly constructed machine of the usual type.

ALASKA No. 3.

English Cycle Co., Cradley Heath, Birmingham.

Leading Feature*. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 21in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level. §m. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes. G.M..

hubs, 6ir. x 5in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder
head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double cranked
pedal shaft. 5^in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Back and
pmion double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat

Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Lamps. Bell. Valise. Width
36in., reducible to 30in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork
frame.

Specialties. Back and pinion brake application.

Price . . . . . . . . £14 0s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated parts, 30s. Plated all over, 80s. Ball pedals, 10s.

Remarks. A rather smaller machine than the last, and more suitable for

ladies’ use.

ALBION— D.D.

Warman, Laxon, & Youett, Albion Mills, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Double driving, with clutch

gear and patent chains.
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Description. Two 40in. gold one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels, 40in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4£in. Ball bearings. Stanley rudder head. Rack and
pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5gin. throw. Detachable rubber pedals. Warman’s.
patent chains for driving, and clutch double driving gear. Push lever double
tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Pedals form
footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 36in., reducible to 29in. by-

taking off a wheel. Weight 901bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Warman’s patent driving chains (page 69).

Price . . . . . . £16 16s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours..

Extras. Adjustable handles.

Remarks. A very good open-fronted two-chain double driver.

ALLEGRO— D.D.

Bicycle and Tricycle Supply Co., 21, Princes Alley, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running;
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs.
Ball bearings to steering wheel, drivers and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head.
Rack and pinion steering. rtpade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft.
Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and double driving gear. Push lever
band brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Web-seated saddle.
Footrests on frame. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.
Valise. Bell. Lamp. Weight 991bs. Loop frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £16 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. Not having seen this machine I cannot well speak as to its merits*

APOLLO— D.D.

Singer & Co., Challenge Works, Alma Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving, by balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 42in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct butt-
ended spokes. G.M. hubs. Apollo ball bearings to all whee.s and crank shaft.
Stanley (Andrews’ long centres) rudder head. Rack and piuion steering. Ad-
justable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Singer’s
patent rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Pritchard’s patent double
driving gear. Push lever band (6in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable seat rod. Ellip-
tical spring. Suspension saddle. Rubber clothed footrests on frame. Flat
wrenches. Oilcan. Width 38m. Weight 981bs. Loop frame of weldless
steel tube, with single side tilt rod.

Specialties. Pritchard’s balance gear (page 83). Singer’s rubber pedals (page
26). Apollo ball bearings (page 35). Challenge brake holder—extra (page 99).
Harrington’s enamel (page 123).

Price . . . . . . . . £25 0s. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours, or enamelled plain black in Harrington’s enamel.

Extras. All plated, £10; balls to pedals, 30s.; lin. tyres, 20s.
;
brake holder,

7s. 6d.
; T pin, 2s. 6d.

Remarks. Formerly kno.wn as the Challenge No. 6, this machine has been
thoroughly overhauled and re-designed, as well as re-christened. Ic is now
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THE APOLLO..

one of the finest and most vertically built front steerers in the market, and
will^compare favourably with many, especially in the matter of strength.

APOLLO SOCIABLE— D.D.

Singer & Go., Challenge Works, Coventry.

THE APOLLO SOCIABLE.
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Leading Features. Front steering for two riders. Double driving with balance
gear.

Description. Two 46in. andone 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
as 42in. lin. and gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct butt-

ended spokes. G.M. hubs. Apollo ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft.

Stanley long centre rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Singer’s patent rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Pritchard’s patent double driving gear.

Push lever band (8in. x lfin.) brake. Adjustable seat rods. Arab Cradle springs.

Pan seat and suspension saddle. Kubber clothed footrests on frame. Flat
wrench. Oilcan. Width 58in. Weight 1451bs. The frame is a double loop
of weldless steel, with central tube running straight out to the rudder wheel
from the axle tube, and supported by a vertical tube on the fore part of the
frame.

Specialties. Apollo ball bearings
(
page 35 ). Piitchard’s balance gear

(page 82). Singer’s rubber pedals
(
page 26). Challenge brake holder—extra

(page 99). Harrington’s enamel
(
page 123).

Price . . . . . . . . £31 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours or enamelled plain black in Harrington’s enamel.

Extras. All plated, £14 ;
balls to pedals, 60s.

;
brake holder, 7s. 6d.

;
pin,

2s. 6d.

Remarks. A first-class sociable in every way. Is well built, well finished,

and sound in every detail. The action is fully vertical and the steering wheel
well in front. It is a very handsome machine. (See Advertisement.)

ARAB— D.D.

J. Harrington and Co., Enamel and Cradle Spring Works, Much Park Street,
Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with ratchet gear.

Description. Two 48in and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48,in., running
level. gin and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 20, No. 11 spokes, nutted
at rim. G-.M. hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheel and driving shaft.
Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft. Bubber pedals. Chain driving, and ratchet gear. Push
lever double band brake. Adjustable seat rod. Arab cradle spring. Long
distance saddle. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width
39in. Weight 981bs. Loop frame.

Specialties. Arab Cradle spring (page 50). Harrington’s enamel
(
page 123).

Driving plan. Spokes nutted at rim.

Price . . . . . . . . £20 0s. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest enamelled in two
colours in Harrington’s enamel.

Remarks. A strong easy running machine, driven by two chains, which drive
the through axles, the ends of which drive the wheels with ratchets. (See
Advertisement.)

ARAB BLACK BESS— D.D.

Harrington & Co., Much Park Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Double driving with two chains.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
as 46in. gin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 60, No. 12 spokes,
nutted at rims. Steel hubs, 6in. x 4in. Parallel bearings to driver, and cones
to steering wheel. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft running in plain bearings. Singer’s

I

%
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patent rubber pedals, on plain bearings. Double chain driving. Eccentric
double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Harrington’s Cradle spring. Pan
seat. Screw wrench. Oilcan. Yalve lubricators. Weight 951bs. Width 36in.

Hayfork frame.

THE ARAB BLACK BESS.

Specialties . Cradle spring {page 50). Harrington’s enamel {page 123). Spokes
nutted at rims.

Price £18 Os. Od.

Sent out enamelled all over with Harrington’s enamel.

Extras. Plated all over, £6. Balls to all parts, £4.

Bemarks. This is very strongly and soundly made. The pedals can be used
as footrests when descending hills. It runs very easily. {See Advertisement.)

ARGUS— D.D.

Blenheim & Son, New Egham, Surrey.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving, with clutch gear.
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Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Orescent rims. 48 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheel, rollers to drivers. Stanley rudder
head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped pur-
chase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving, and ball clutch double driving gear. Push lever double band
(5in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Suspension saddle.

Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 40in. Weight
951bs. Loop frame.

Specialties. A neat form of ball clutch, somewhat akin to the Cheylesmore.

Price . . . . . . . . £18 Os. Od.

Sent out japanned black and gold.

Remarks. A front steerer, driving both wheels by separate chains. Is

decently made and a fair article.

ARION No. 1.— D.D.

Hill & Morton, Trafalgar Works, Upper Well Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with two chains.

Description. Two 50in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level. gm. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs. Plain bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder head. Rack and
pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft.
Rubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving, and ratchet double driving
gear. Push lever double band brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical
spring. Pan seat. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.
Width 39iu. Weight 951bs. Loop frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £18 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Balls to all wheels, £2 15s. Non-slipping tyres, 10s. Suspension
seat, 12s. 6d. Cradle spring, 10s.

Remarks. A new introduction. Vertically built, and has a powerful brake.
Seems a very fair^article.

(
See Advertisement.)

ARION No. 2.

Hill & Morton, Trafalgar Works, Upper Well Street, Coventry.

Leading Features . Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.

. G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever
double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat.
Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in., reducible to
33in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 851bs. Hayfork frame.

Price £12 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings, 55s. Suspension seat, 12s. 6d. Cradle spring, 10s.

Remarks. An open fronted rear-steerer of the ordinary type.
(
See Advertise -

ment).

ARROW—D.D.

Arrow Tricycle Co., Watson Street, Stoke Newington Green, London, N.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving, with balance gear
Variable speed for hill work. Lever action.

Description. Two 50in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running at
any speed down to 20in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No.
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11 direct spokes. G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder bead.
Rick and pinion steering. Adjustable spade bandies. Grout’s Arrow adjust-
able levers. Rubber disc and band driving, and Grout’s balance gear. Push lever
double band brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Long-distance
siddle. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in.

^Weight 991bs. The frame is of the T pattern, with a bar at the back to act as a
fulcrum for the levers.

Specialties. Grout’s Arrow adjustable levers [page 66). Grout’s balance gear.

Price |. . .. .. .. £23 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Folding arrangement to reduce width to 24in., 40s.

Remarks. This machine is quite different from last year’s Arrow in every
respect. The Arrow variable power levers drive by means of straps off discs a la

Omnicycle, which discs actuate a balance gear and through this the wheels. The
machine has many good points, and is far and away ahead of the old Arrow.

ATALANTA.

St. George’s Foundry Co., Pope Street, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Left-hand steering. Two
speeds.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running as
54in. and 32in. lin. and 7 in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 18, No. 10

direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 5in x 3Jin. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain

to driver, and ball to crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion

steering. Adjustable spade handles. Left-hand steering. Double-cranked
pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, coned. Vertical wheel two speed
gear. Push lever Rapid double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Rapid
easy spring. Suspension saddle. Pedals form footrests. Flat wrench. Oil-

can. Width 36gin., reducible to 29gin. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight
881bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties Left hand steering. Rapid swivelling brake [page 96). Vertical

wheel gear [page 89). Easy spring (page 51). Rapid ball bearings (page 33).

Price . . . . . . . . £18 18s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A single driver, which has two speeds for hill work and the level.

The feet may remain stationary when descending hills, and the machine may
be driven backwards equally as well as forwards. Thoroughly well made.

AURORA— D.D.

St. George’s Foundry Co., Pope Street, Birmingham.
Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Two

speeds.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 48in. and 34in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 24, No. 10
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direct spokes. G.M. hubs. 5£in. x4iu. Rapid ball bearings to all wheels, anl
crank shaft. Socket rudder bead. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade handles. Double cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, coned.
Chain driving, and Rapid double driving gear. Push lever band (9in. x lin.)

brake, with holder. Adjustable f seat rod. Rapid easy spring. Suspension
saddle. Footrests on frame, and pedals also form footrests. Flat wrench.
Oilcan. Valve lubricators. Width 85in., reducible to 29in. by taking off right-

hand wheel. Weight 1081bs. Loop frame of weldless steel.

Specialties. Rapid two speed gear (page 88). Rapid ball bearings
(
page 83).

Diana balance gear (page 82). Easy spring (page 51).

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is a well built, strong machine, with several good points. It

is vertically built, and the two speeds are simple and effective in action.

BEDFORD.
(See Manumotive Machines.)

BERKSHIRE— D.D.

William Soper, 22, Friar Street, Reading.

THE BERKSHIRE.

Leading Features. Front steering. Bicycle handles. Double driving when
running straight. Two speeds.

Description. Two 48in. and one 24in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level or as 26in. £in. and fin. rubbers. Potential rims. 40 No. 9, and 20 No. 10
direct spokes. G.M. hubs, Tin. x 4in. Coned bearings to all wheels, cranR
shaft, and pedals. Open centre spring rudder head. Bicycle handles. Bicycle
cranks. Rubber pedals. Central chain driving, and sliding key for

double driving. Screw lever band (5£in. x l^in.) brake. Two spiral springs.

Suspension saddle. Footrests on frame. Two flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width
39m. Weight 1261bs. The frame forms a sort of diamond, with diagonal bars,
the whole constructed of light flat steel bars screwed together by nuts and bolts #

Specialties. Frame. Double driving arrangement. Spring head. Soper’s
two speed gear (page 90).

Price £17 17s. Od.

Sent out with bright handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.
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Remarks. This machine is totally different to any other, both wheels are

rigidly driven, both backwards and forwards, and in turning corners one is freed

by moving a handle in connection with a sliding clutch. It has two speeds and
vertical action, and is strongly and soundly put together.

BIRKBECK No. 1.

C. Snow, Birkbeck Hoad, Kingsland, London, N.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 42in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 42in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 No. 11, and 20 No. 12, direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 5in. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to

driver and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head, and hollow forks. Rack and
pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering handle, and pear shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5£in. throw. Four-bar rubber pedals,

plain. Intermediate wheel driving gear. Pull-up lever double tyre brake.

Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.
Flat wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 36in., reducible to 22in. by taking off

both wheels. Weight 79lbs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . £16 16s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings all over, £3 4s.

Remarks. A soundly built machine, fairly light and handy. Well positioned.

The gearing is on the right hand side, in place of the left as usual.

BIRKBECK No. 2.

C. Snow, Birkbeck Road, Kingsland, London, N.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 42in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 42in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 No. 11, and 20 No. 12 direct
spokes. G.M. hubs, 5in. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver
and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head, and semi-hollow forks. Rack and pinion
steering. Adjustable spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5£in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving.

Pull-up lever back wheel tyre brake. Adjustable seat r<»d. Elliptical spring.

Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width
36in., reducible to 22in. by taking off the wheels. Weight 801bs. Hayfork
frame.

Price . . £15 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. The same as the last, but with chain gear and back wheel brake.

BI-TRI-CYCLE.

A. Gwinnett & Co., 6, Alma Street, Wolverhampton.

Description. Driving wheel according to height of rider, others 20in. Red
rubbers. Crescent rims. Nipple spokes. Solid hubs. Fixed slotted bicycle
cran s. Rubber pedals. Roller bearings to driving wheel, plain to
smaller ones. Hollow forks. Stanley head. 24in. horn handles. l^in.

backbone. Saw step. Bolted sliding spring. Pigskin saddle. Double lever
brake. Leg-guard. Bell. Wrench. Oilcan. The frame is very similar to

that of a bicycle, but at the point where the back fork usually is attached a
bar is hinced centrally across, having depending ends resting upon a long
straight rod, carrying the two small wheels at its ends. Springs are fitted at

each side to enable the wheels to accommodate themselves to the road. .

Price, 48in. to 50in. . . £10 Os. Od.

Remarks. It was a machine of this pattern, somewhat improved in construc-
tion, and having the rear wheels close together, that the Tricycle Championship
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of 1880 was won upon. It was built specially for the race by John Keen, and
although of course fast, could not stand upright by itself. It was christened
the “ Kara Avis,” and, true to its name, has not appeared since.

BRITANNIA.

Laxton & Simmons, Britannia Works, Jordan Well, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6£in. x 4Jin. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering
handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6^in.

throw. Three-bar rubber pedals. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double-tyre
brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Special Salvo pattern spring. Pan seat.

Pootrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 39in.,

reducible to 33in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 851bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £17 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A soundly-built machine of the ordinary type. Strong and handy.

CAMBRIAN No. 1.

Morris Bros., 16, Angel Street, Cardiff.
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Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
as 50in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20, No. 12 direct

spokes. G-.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and
pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw.
Rubber pedals. Plain chain driving, Pull-up lever band brake. Adjustable
1" seat rod. Cambrian spring. Suspension saddle. Footrests on frame.
Flat wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 39in., reducible to 30in. by taking off

the loose wheel. Weight 851bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Cambrian spring [addenda).

Price . . . . . . . . £16 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright hubs and steering rod, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Balls to all wheels, 60s.

Remarks. A sound machine of the usual type.

CAMBRIAN No. 3— D.D.

Morris Bros., 16, Angel Street, Cardiff.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving, with clutch
gear. Vertical action.

Description. Two 40in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 40in., running
as 50in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20. No. 12 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Plain bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder head. Rack and
pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubl er pedals, plain.

Double chain driving, and ratchet double driving gear. Push lever double tyre

brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Cambrian spring. Suspension saddle. Pedals
form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Valise: Width 39in. Weight
881 bs. Hayfork frame, bent back so as to bring the driving cranks behind the
axles and the action vertical.

Specialties. Cambrian spring [addenda).

Price . . £18 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright hubs and steering rod, rest painted in three colours.

Remarks. A vertically built rear steering double driver, of fair quality and
neat appearance.
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CAMBRIAN No. 5— D.D.

Morris Bros., 16, Angel Street, Cardiff.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
as 46in. Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheel and driving shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering handle,,

and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw.
Bubber pedals. Chain driving, and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push
lever baud brake. Adjustable J" seat rod. Cambrian spring. Long distance

saddle. Footre-ts on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 39in.

Weight 9811 s. Loop frame.

Specialties. Cambrian spring (addenda).
Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in three colours.

Remarks. A well built and neatly designed front steering double driver
;
will

make a good mount for anyone.

CAMBRIAN No. 6— D.D.

Morris Bros., 16, Angel Street, Cardiff.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving, with two chains and
clutch gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
as 46in. -Jin. and §in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft

Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering

handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6im
throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving, and ratchet double
driving gear. Push lever double band brake. Adjustable Y seat rod. Cam-
brian spring. Pan seat. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.
Yalise. Width 39in. Weight lOOlbs. Loop frame.

Specialties. Cambrian spring [addenda).

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in three colours.

Remarks. A sound, vertically built, front steerer, driven with two chains,,

like the Devon. It runs steadily and well.

CAMBRIAN 80CIABIE— D.D.

Morris Bros., 16, Angel Street, Cardiff.

Leading Features. Front steering. Independent double driving.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level. Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 30, No. 12 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering
handle, and pear-shaped purchase handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in„

throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving, and ratchet gear. Push
lever double band brake. Adjustable f seat rods. Cambrian springs. Pan
seats. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 72in.

Weight 147lbs. The frame is of X pattern, with the ends of the cross piece
at the back bent down ani forwards to carry the crank shaft ends.

Specialties. Cambrian springs (addenda).

Price . . . . . . . . £25 0s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A steady running front steering sociable, with open front to each
rider, independent driving and clutch action to the pedals, which may thus be
used as footrests or intermittent strokes taken.
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CAROCHE CONVERTIBLE— D.D.

The Caroche Tricycle Co., Much Park Street and Jordan Well, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. May be used as a single or double.
Double driving, with balance gear in both forms.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 46in. lin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 10 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and
crank shafts. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handles. Double cranked
pedal shafts. Rubber pedals. Central chain driving, and Starley’s patent
double driving gear. Push lever band brake. Adjustable seat rods. Special
Salvo pattern springs. Pan seat and tricycle saddle. Footrests on frame.
Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 72in., reducible to 39in. by taking the
machine in two. Weight 1401bs. The frame is of steel tube of the double
loop pattern, with two tubes in the centre, making each half complete in itself.

Specialties. Method of converting.

Price . . . . . . . . . . £26 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. 50in. wheels, 20s. Cradle springs, 10s. each. Balls to front wheels,
15s. Half plating, 60s.

Remarks. The converting arrangement of this machine is simple and
ingenious. The balance gear and chain are in the middle, and by taking out a
pin which connects the two axles and one which connects the fore part of the
frame, the machine is taken in half. The off wheel is detached and put on
the other half, a crown wheel on its inner hub gearing at once with the pinion

of the balance gear, the outer crown wheel of which is removed with the other
half the machine. The machine is well and neatly made, and very handy.

CAROCHE DOUBLE DRIVER— D.D.

Caroche Tricycle Co., Much Park Street and Jordan Well, Coventry.

THE CAROCHE DOUBLE DRIVER.
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Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving by balance gear. Inter-
mediate wheel gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level. £in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 46 and 18, No. 10 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6in. x 2fin. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinon steering. Adjustable spade steering handle, and
pear shaped purchase handle. Double cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Caroche patent ball wheel gearing, and Starley’s patent double
driving gear. Push lever band (5|in. x gin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod.

Special Salvo pattern spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench.
Oilcan. Width 40in. Weight 941bs. Loop frame of lin. steel tube.

Specialties. Caroche ball wheel gearing (page 70).

Price . . . . £18 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated fittings and spokes, 50s.

Remarks. A remarkably easy-running machine, built with fair vertically and
of sound material.

CAROCHE No. 1.

Caroche Tricycle Co., Much Park Street and Jordan Well, Coventry.

THE CAROCHE NO. 1.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Inter-
mediate wheel gear.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
as 46in. -gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 18, No. 10 direct
spokes. G.M. hubs, ofin. x 5fin. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank
shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles.
Double-cranked pedal shaft. Rubber pedals, plain. Caroche patent ball wheel
driving gear. Pull-up lever Caroche double band brake. Adjustable seat
rod. Special Salvo pattern spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjust-
able wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in., reducible to 30in. by taking off the loose
wheel. Weight 881bs. Hayfork frame, of Ifin. steel tube.

Specialties. Caroche ball wheel gearing
(
page 70). Caroche double band

brake (page 98).

Price £14 14s. Od.

Sent out with bright hubs and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Half bright, 20s. Plated fittings, 40s.

Remarks. An easy running, open fronted, single driver. It is neatly made,
and the brake is exceedingly good for this class "of machine.
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CAROCHE No. 2.

Caroche Tricycle Co., Much Park Street and Jordan Well, Coventry.

THE CAROCHE NO. 2.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level. -gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 18, No. 10 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs., 5fin. x 3|in. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and
pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft. Rubber pedals,
plain. Chain driving. Grasp lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Special Salvo type spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench.
Oilcan. Width 39in., reducible to 30in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight
841bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £12 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright hubs and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated fittings, 40s.

Remarks. A sound machine of ordinary type, at a very reasonable figure. A
machine for ladies is built on the same lines, but with 40in. wheels, at £1 less.

CELER-ET-AUDAX.
W. Lewis, Tempest Works, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Direct . driving. Both large wheels used for steering
purposes.

» Description. Two 54in. (or other size to order) and one 18in. wheel. Driving
wheel 54in., running level, gin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20
direct spokes. G.M. hubs, Gin. x 4in. Roller bearings to driver, and cones to

steering wheels. Socket rudder head. Celer-et-Audax steering. Bicycle
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft and axle in one. Rubber pedals, on
plain bearings. Band brake applied by a foot lever. Bolted sliding spring.

Pigskin saddle. Wrench. Oilcan. Spring top lubricators. Weight 741bs. Width
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40in. The frame is simple, yet peculiar. The large wheels face each other,
and are connected by a double-cranked axle and pedals. A tube forms an arch
resting on the bearings at the axle ends. At the top of this the head is fixed
pointing forwards, whilst at right angles to it a backbone departs rearward,
first rising high into an arch, and then dropping away to the rear wheel and
fork as in a bicycle. The saddle is on the top of the arch.

Specialties. Mode of steering and entire frame of machine.

THE CELER-ET-AUDAX.

Price .. .. .. . . £12 10s. Od.
Sent out painted all over.

Extras. Ball bearings, 30s.

Remarks. The rider sits on the backbone, and drives direct upon the axle.
To steer he leans to whichever side he wishes to turn

; this throws the back-
bone over, and pushes the outer wheel round. It is good in principle, and
well made. The rider steers by the inclination of his body only. It is also
simple in construction, but requires more learning than the majority of other
tricycles. When thoroughly mastered it runs well, and is a good hill-climber.

CENTAUR No. 1.

Centaur Cycle Co., West Orchard, Coventry.
Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in.,
running as 46in. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 24, No. 11
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butt-ended direct spokes. Iron hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheel, driver

and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjust-

able spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals,

plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oil-

can. Width 38in., reducible to 29in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight
781bs. Hayfork frame, of weldless steel tube.

THE CENTAUR NO. 1.

Price £17 17s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Exlras. Valise, 4s. 6d. Cradle spring, 7s. 6d. Plated fittings, 12s.

Remarks. A very well built machine of the ordinary type, has ball bearings
throughout.

(
See Advertisement.)

CENTAUR No. 2.

Centaur Cycle Co., West Orchard Works, Coventry,

Leading Features. Open front. Single driving. Rear steering.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
as 44in. fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 24, No. 11 butt-ended
direct spokes. Iron hubs. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double
cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-

up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable R seat r^d. Elliptical spring. Pan
seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in. reducible

to 30in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 861bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £15 15s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A sound machine, slightly heavier than the No. 1, and with plain

bearings in place of balls.
(
See Advertisement.) *
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CENTAUR TANDEM SOCIABLE— D.D.

Centaur Cycle Co., West Orchard Worts, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Eiders
placed tandem fashion, one behind the other.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 42in. gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 56 and 24, No. 11 butt-ended
direct spokes. Iron hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to-

crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade handles in front, and bicycle-style handles for rear rider. Double-cranked
pedal shafts. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Centaur double driving
gear. Push lever double band ( 6in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable seat rods.

Elliptical and Arab Cradle springs. Pan seat and Long-distance saddle. Foot-
rests on frame. Adjustable wrenches. Oilcan. Width 40in. Weight 1351bs.

The frame is of tubular steel, the fore part being of the loop pattern, whilst the
sides drop down rearwards to hold the crank bearings for the rear rider, and
from the centre a short tube departs carrying the seat rod socket. Side irons
carry the bicycle handles for rear rider.
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Specialties. Plan of machine. Balance-gear verv similar to Pritchard’s.
Prtce £27 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is a first-class machine of the tandem type. Both riders
drive by means of separate chains actuating one balance-gear. It is well put
together, and is one of the simplest of the kind in the market. It may be
termed half of a “Four-in-hand,” a machine which I shall describe later on.

(See Advertisement.)

CHALLENGE No. 1—C.D.

Singer & Co., Challenge Works, Coventry.

THE CHALLENGE NO. 1.

Leading Features. Open front. Double front steering. Central driving

Lever action. Folds for stowage.

Description. Two 28in. and one 48in wheel. Driving wheel 48in., running
level, fm. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 12 direct butt ended
spokes. Steel hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels. Socket rudder heads. Rack
and pinion steering. Blood’s patent double steering gear. Spade handles.

Bicycle cranks. Singer’s patent rubber pedals, plain. Challenge lever central

driving. Eccentric tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan
seat. Footrests projecting in front of frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.

Width 38in., reducible to 22in. by the Challenge method. Weight lOOlbs. The
frame consists of hollow forks over the driving wheel, with backbone descend-
ing almost to the ground, to the lower part of which is attached the rest of the
frame as described on page 45.

Specialties. Challenge levers {page 65). Blood’s patent double steering

(page 63). Singer’s rubber pedals {page 26). Challenge folding gear {page 45).

Construction of frame. Harrington’s enamel
Price . . . . . . . . £23 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours, or enamelled plain black in Harrington’s enamel.

Extras. Adjustable handles, 20s.
;
Cradle spring, 5s.

;
all plated, £10.

Remarks. One of the earliest successful tricycles in the market
;

it has been
much improved of late, and is now lighter, faster, and more rigid than it ever

was before. The action is vertical and powerful, and the brake one of the best

in use, whilst the central driving is another good point. It is well made and
nicely sent out, but is not adapted for carrying much luggage. {See Advertisement.)
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CHALLENGE No. 2.

Singer & Co, Alma Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level, gin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 20, No. 12 butt-ended
direct spokes. Iron hubs, 5 gin. x 4in. Parallel bearings to driver, and cones to

steering wheel. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade
handles. Double-cranked pe ial shaft, running in plain bearings. Challenge
rubber pedals on plain bearings. Chain driving. Double tyre brake applied
by eccentric. Stayed brake bracket. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring.

Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame. Screw wrench. Oilcan. Valve
lubricators. Weight 851bs. Width 39in. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Challenge pedals (page 26). Eccentric brake application, and
stayed brake bracket. Harrington’s enamel.

Price . . . . . . . . £18 Os. Od.

Sent out with handles and fittings plated, rest enamelled in Harrington’s
enamel.

Extras. Balls to all parts, £5 10s.
;
to wheels only, £3.

Remarks. This is a strong, soundly built machine of the common pattern,
with sundry improvements in detail.

(
See Advertisement.)

CHALLENGE No. 2
,
FOLDING.

Singer & Co., Challenge Works, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Folding for stowage.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level, gin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 20, No. 12 butt-ended
direct spokes; Iron hubs, 5gin. x 4in. Parallel bearings to driver, and cones
to steering wheel. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, running in plain bearings. Challenge
rubber pedals on plain bearings. Chain driving. Double eccentric tyre brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spriag. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame.
Screw wrench. Oilcan. Valve lubricators*. Weight 901bs. Width 29in., re-
ducing to 22in. by taking out the pedal shaft, raising a catch, and drawing the
large wheels together. The frame consists of two tubes hinged together at the
steering head, and running forward like a V, being kept apart by the seat sup-
port. j
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Specialties. Folding frame (Starley’s patent, page 45). Challenge pedals
(page 26). Harrington’s enamel.

Price . . . . . . . . £19 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest enamelled plain black in Harrington’s
enamel.

Remarks. This is easily folded, hut when so, the wheels do not run parallel.

It was one of the earliest folding machines in the market, and when running
is an ordinary single driver.

(
See Advertisement.)

CHALLENGE No. 7.

Singer & Co., Alma Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Pear steering. Built for use of ladies and
youths.

Description. Two 32in. and one 14in. wheel. Driving wheel 32in., running
level. fin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 30 and 14, No. 12 direct

spokes. Iron hubs, 4in. x 3in. Plain bearings to all parts. Socket rudder head,
Back and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft.

Challenge rubber pedals. Chain driving. Double tyre eccentric brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Scroll spring. Cushioned seat. Wrench. Oilcan.
Yalve lubricators. Weight 551bs. Width 33in. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Challenge rubber pedals (page 26). Harrington’s enamel.
Price . . . . . . . . £10 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours, or enamelled plain black in Harrington’s
enamel.

Remarks. A sound machine of the ordinary type, suitable for the use of

youths or ladies. (See Advertisement.)

CHAMPION.
A. Markham, 345, Edgware Boad, London, W.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running as
60in. fin. and fin rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank-shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-

shaped purchase handle. Double -cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever band brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench.
Oilcan. Bell. Yalise. Lock and chain. Width 39in., reducible to 33in. by
taking 6ff the loose wheel. Weight 871bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £12 12s Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. An ordinary single driver.

CHAMPION FOLDER.

A. Markham, 345, Edgware Boad, London, W.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving. Folds for

stowage.

Description. Two 50in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 50in., running
as 44in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No. 11 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 3in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering

handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in.

throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever (6in.) band brake.

Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Ad-
justable wrench. Oilcan. Bell. Yalise. Lock and chain. Two lamps.

Width 39in., reducible to 12in. by Markham’s method. Weight 891bs. The
frame is a V shaped hayfork.
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THE CHAMPION BOLDER.

Specialties. Markham’s folding arrangement [page 45).

Pbice . . . . . . . . £15 15s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. An easily folded single driver, of sound material.

CHARNWOOD.
The Charnwood Tricycle Co., Loughborough.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in., running as
50in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6Jin. x 3 Jin. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering
handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in.

throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre
brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.
Flat wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 39in., reducible to 32in. by taking off

the loose wheel. Weight 791bs. Hayfork frame.

Price £13 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and fittings, rest painted in black, lined gold.

Remarks. Sent out complete in crate. A fairly built, sound machine of the
ordinary type, with no especial features.

CHARNWOOD SPECIAL
The Charnwood Tricycle Co., Loughborough.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in, running as
50in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6Jin. x 3 Jin. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-
shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
ball pedals Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable
seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench.
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Oilcan. Valise. Width 39in., reducible to 3‘2in. by taking off the loose wheel.
Weight 751bs. Steel hayfork frame.

Price £16 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and fittings, rest japanned in two colours.

Remarks. Carefully built, and fitted with ball bearings all over. A very
good machine of its class.

CHEYLESMORE CLUB— D.D.

Coventry Machinists’ Co., Cheylesmore, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving, with two
chains.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 44in.,

running level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 20, No. 13 Club
spokes. Steel hubs, 4gin. x 3fin. Coned bearings to steering wheel, balls to

drivers and crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals,

plain. Double chain driving, and Cheylesmore double driving gear. Pull-up
Cheylesmore swing-lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Suspension
spring. Pan seat. Pedals form footrests. Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width
38in. Weight 851bs. Hayfork frame of weldless steel tube, bent back at the
fork ends.

Specialties. Club spokes (page 23). Cheylesmore double driving clutch

(
page 75). Cheylesmore suspension spring

(
page 49). Club ball bearings

(
page

37). Swing lever brake (page 97).

Price . . . . . . . . £22 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. All plated, £7. Non-slipping tyres, 15s. Adjustable handles, 15s.

Balls to rudder wheel, 20s. Ball pedals, 20s. Cradle spring, 10s.

Remarks. One of the best exponents of rear steering in the market. It is

beautifully made, and highly finished. One of these has been supplied to

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. (See Advertisement.)
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CHEYLESMORE CONVERTIBLE— D.D.

Coventby Machinists’ Co., Cheylesmore, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear, in
both forms. Convertibility from a double to a single machine, and vice versa.

Description. Two 48in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheels, 48in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 72 and 18, No. 18 Club spokes.

Steel hubs, 6in. x 3fin. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shafts. Socket
rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shafts, 5in. and 6in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain
driving, and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band (8in. x lin.)

brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Club suspension springs. Suspension seat

and saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 74in.,

reducible to 88in. Weight 1401bs. The frame is a circular fronted steel loop,

the ends dropping down behind the axle to form safety stays. By taking out
pins in the top and bottom of the frame and the crank and pedal shafts, the
machine may be drawn apart and the wheel on the detached portion taken off

and put on the projecting spindle, whilst the front bone can be taken out and
put in the centre.

,

Specialties. Club spokes
(
page 23) ;

Club suspension springs
(
page 49)

;

Cheylesmore adjustable handles
(
page 59) ;

Method of converting.

Pkice . . £34 13s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated cranks and steering rod, 50s.
;

all plated, £11 10s.
;

ball
pedals, 40s.

;
cradle spring, 7s. 6d.

Remarks. This is a beautifully constructed machine, and is convertible into
either a single or double machine at will, being a front steering double driver
in both forms

;
in the single form being a a ordinary three-track balance-geared

machine. (See Advertisement.)

\
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CHEYLESMORE FOLDER— D.D.

The Coventry Machinists’ Co., Cheylesmore, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double-driving with two
chains. Folds for stowage.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 44in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 20, No. 13 Club spokes.
Steel hubs, 4gin. x 3|in. Coned bearings to steering wheel, and balls to drivers.

Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade bandies. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, Gin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving,

and Cheylesmore clutch double-driving gear. Cheylesmore swing lever double
tyre brake. Adjustable f~ seat rod. Suspension spring. Pan seat. Pedals
form footrests. Handy wrench. Oilcan. Width 38in., reducible to 27in. by
the Cheylesmore method. Weight 901bs. The frame is of weldless steel tube
of the hayfork type, with vertical forks and alterations in detail, as given on
page 46.

Specialties. Club spokes {page 23). Cheylesmore driving clutch {page 75).

Suspension spring {page 49). Swing lever brake
(
page 97). Cheylesmore method

of folding {page 46). Cheylesmore adjustable handles—extra {page 59).

Price . . . . . . . . £25 Os. 0d.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Non-slipping tyres, 15s.
;

adjustable handles, 15s.
;

balls to back
wheel, 20s,

;
ball pedals, 20s.

;
Cradle spring, 10s.

Remarks. The machine is beautifully made throughout, and has the usual
peculiarities in action of its class, whilst by the folding arrangement the turn-

ing of a couple of screws enables the machine to be at once folded into a narrow
space, and wheeled when folded, the wheels remaining parallel. {See Advertise-

ment.)

CHEYLESMORE SOCIABLE— D.D.

The Coventry Machinists’ Co., Cheylesmore, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. For
two riders.

Description. Two 48in. and one l*7in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 17, No. 13 Club spokes.

Steel hubs, 6in. x 3fin. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shafts. Socket
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rudder bead. Rack and pinion steering. Cheylesmore adjustable spade

bandies. Double cranked pedal shafts, Sin. and 6in. throw. Rubber pedals,

plain. Chain driving, Cheylesmore clutch action to lady’s side, and Stanley's

patent double driving gear. Push lever band (8in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable f
seat rods. Suspension springs. Pan seat and suspension saddle. Footrests on

frame, or pedals on lady’s side form footrests. Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width
74in. Weight 1401bs. The frame is a broad loop of weldless steel tube, with

side tilt rods behind.

Specialties. Club spokes {page 28). Cheylesmore clutch action to lady’s

crank
(
page 75). Suspension spring {page 49). Cheylesmore adjustable

handles {page 59).

Price . . . . . . . . £30 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours.

Extras. Plated rudder and cranks, 50s. Plated all over, £11 10s. Od. Ball
pedals, 40s.

Remarks. A very finely built side-by-side sociable, is light, rigid, and fast.

It is vertically built, and gains a point in having the crank shaft on the lady's

side fitted' with Cheylesmore clutch, so that the fair rider may keep her feet

still when her services for propulsion are not required. ( See Advertisement.)

CLUB.
The Coventry Machinists’ Co., Cheylesmore, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 36in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 36in., running
evel. fin. and §in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 46 and 20, No. 13 direct spokes.
Steel hubs, 4pn. x 3fin. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver
and crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade
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handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving. Push lever double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Su»-
peusicn spring. Pan seat. Pootrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan.
Width 36in., reducible to 30in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 7blbs.

Hayfork frame.

Specialties . Suspension spring {page 49).

THE CLUB,

Price £12 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks

.

A soundly built machine for the use of youths and ladies. It has
no special features, being an ordinary rear steering single driver. (See

Advertisement.)

COGENT,
Henry Clarice, Cogent Works, Darlington St., Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level, ^in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 5^in. x 4Jin. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers
and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade
steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft,

5|in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Rack and pinion double
tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on
frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Pell. Yalise. Two lamps. Width 36in.

?

reducible to 30m. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. The frame is a
hayfork, of lgin. tube.

Price . . £14 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Larger wheels, 5s. per inch
;
balls to large wheels 40s., to steering

wheel 10s., to crank 10s., to pedals 20s.
;
Cradle spring, 10s.

;
double driving

with two chains, 40s.
;
plated bright parts, 20s.

Remarks. This is a sound, well-constructed machine of the usual open fronted

variety.
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COLUMBIA— D.D.

The Pope Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving by balance gear.

D scription. Two 50in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
as 46fin. |in and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 18, No. ll| direct doubly
butted spokes. Steel hubs, Gin. x 3in. Columbia ball bearings to all wheels,
crank shaft and pedals. Universal joint to bearings. Stanley rudder head,
rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade vulcanite handles. Double
cranked pedal shaft, Gin. throw. Bubber pedals. Chain driving, and Whitehead
compensating double driving gear. Push lever band brake. Adjustable |“

seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Long distance saddle. Footrests on frame.
Wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 38in. Weight 951bs. The frame is a
tubular steel loop, on the lines of the “ National,” with the sides dropping over
behind to form the tilt rods.

Specialties. Whitehead compensating gear. Columbia ball pedals (some-
what like Bown’s). Vulcanite handles.

Price £37 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest enamelled in gold and black.

Remarks. This machine has just been placed on the American market. It

is machine-made throughout, so should be a good thing, more especially as the
lines of the last year’s “National” have been taken on which to build it. It

has of course yet to stand the test of time, but from all accounts it is a good
article. It is manufactured for the Pope Co. by the Weed Sewing Machine
Company.

COMPRESSUS CONVERTIBLE—D.D;

Thob. Moore, Bennington Park Corner, London, S.E.

As a Double. As a Single.

THE COMPRESSUS CONVERTIBLE.

Leading Features. Double front steering. Open front. Independent double
driving. Collapsible into a single machine. Two tracks in each form.

Description. Two 50in. and two 20in. wheels. Driving wheels 50in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G-.M. hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheels, plain to drivers and crank shafts.

Socket rudder heads. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and
pear-shaped purchase handles. Double-cranked pedal shafts. Bubber pedals,
plain. Double chain driving. Push lever band brake. Adjustable seat rods. C
springs. Cushioned seats. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 55in., reducible to
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42in. by telescoping one half into the other. Weight 1301bfe. The frame is on
the double-loop plan, but the ends are made telescopic and the steering wheels
are attached at each fore-corner instead of in the centre.

Specialties. Frame and compressibility.

Price £25 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is a most extraordinary machine, being built so that by
lowering one seat and turning the pedals back against the frame one half can
be telescoped into the other. Thus the rider can pick up or drop a friend, and
alter his machine accordingly. It is an ingenious affair, but being very heavy
as a single machine will hardly take, I fancy, with the generality of the public.

CONDOR— D.D.

William Lewis, Tempest Works, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with one chain.

'T Description

.

Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, ^in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 5Jin. x 4in. iEolus ball bearings to wheels, plain to crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving.

Lewis’s double driving gear. Push lever band (4^in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable
seat rod. Elliptical spring. Tricycle saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat
wrench. Bell. Oilcan. Lamp. Valise. Width 35in. Weight 9 lbs. Loop
frame.

Specialties. Lewis’s double driving gear.

Price . . £16 10s. Od.

Sent out"with plated hubs and handles, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. Soundly constructed. One of the cheapest front steerers in the
market. (See Advertisement.)
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COVENTRY CONVERTIBLE— D.D.

D. Rudge & Co., Rudge Wheel Works, Coventry.

THE COVENTRY CONVERTIBLE,
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Leading Features. Easy convertibility. Compactness. Two tracks as a
s'.ngle machine. Double steering in both forms. Independent double driving.

Description. Two 48in. and two 20in. wheels. Driving wheels 48in., running
level. -Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G-.M. hubs. Rudge’s ball bearings to steering wheels, plain to drivers, and
Rudge’s ball to crank shaft. Stanley rudder heads. Rack and pinion double
steering. Adjustable spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handles.
Double-cranked pedal shafts, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Independent
chain driving. Very powerful push lever band (6in. x gin.) brake. Adjustable
seat rods. S springs. Pan seat and Brooks’ flexible saddle. Footrests on
frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 56in., reducible to 29^in. by
taking off two nuts, knocking out a pin and removiifg one half. Weight 1351bs.
The frame consists in the single part of two tubes arranged thus— to
which the forks of the rudder wheels, rods carrying the crank bearings, &c., are
attached. The second portion is the same, but without the long side tube, and
is fitted with a hinge and taper bolt, with cross stay for attachment.

Specialties. Rudge’s ball bearings {pages 35 and 36). Method of conversion. Har-
rington’s enamel (extra). Plan of frame. Coventry double steering

(
page 63).

Price . . . . . . . . £26 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Harrington’s enamel, 10s.. Balls to driving wheels, 40s. Rudge’s
ball pedals, 40s.

Remarks. This machine is more readily converted from one form to another
than any other in the market, and will go into a smaller space. It is best in

its single form, when it makes but two tracks, and runs with remarkable ease

and steadiness. As a double it shows to best advantage when the riders are of

nearly equal calibre. It runs well, and the action being very vertical it takes
hills well both up and down. It is best when fitted with saddles and f pins.

(See Advertisement.)

COVENTRY PHCENIX SOCIABLE— D.D.

Coventry Phoenix Tricycle Co., Much Park Street, Coventry.

THE COVENTRY PHIENIX SOCIABLE.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving by balance gear. Cranks

set at quarter section, to avoid dead points.

b. Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running

as 43in. lin. and gin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No. 10 direct,

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels. Socket rudder

head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked pedal

shaft in quarter section, running in plain bearings. Rubber pedals on plain

bearings. Chain driving, and Pritchard's automatic double driving gear.
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Lever band brake. Adjustable seat rods. Elliptical spring. Pan seats.

Footrests on frame front. Spring top lubricators. Weight loOlbs. Width
58in. The frame is a double loop in shape, running from the main tube
which encloses the axle. It is all of weldless steel tube, and has a single stout

safety tube behind.

Specialties. Pritchard’s patent driving gear (page 82). Cranks set at quarter
sections.

Price . . . . . . . . £26 10s. Od.

Sent out neatly painted in two colours.

Extras. Adjustablejhandles, 10s. 6d.

Remarks. Strongly built, and run3 well. The brake is powerful, and the set

of the cranks in quarter sections gets over the dead point, and gives a steady
continuous run.

COVENTRY PHCENIX No: 2— D.D.

Coventry Phienix Tricycle Co., Much Park Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving by balance gear. Open
behind for convenience in pushing.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 43in. gin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 48in. and 18in., No. 11
direct spokes. G.M. hubs, Gin. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double- cranked
pedal shaft, running in plain bearings. Rubber pedals on plain bearings. Chain
driving, and Pritchard’s patent double-driving gear. Lever band brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame front.

Spring top lubricators. Weight 97lbs. Width 38in. The frame is the same as
that of No. 1, but there are two light solid back stays, one on each side.

Specialties. Pritchard’s patent driving gear (page 82).

Price . . . . . . . . £20 5s. Od.

Sent out neatly painted in two colours all over.

Extras. Adjustable handles, 7s. 6d.
Remarks. This is practically the same machine as the No. 1 in running and

general detail, but the stays are placed one on each side, so as to give freedom
to the legs when walking behind and pushing up hills, the usual central back
stay being very much m the way, and extremely awkward.

COVENTRY PHCENIX No. 1— D.D.

Coventry Phcenix Tricycle Co., 132, 133, and 131, Much Park Street, Coven try
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Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 43in. -Jin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 18, No. 11 direct
spokes. G-.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. iEolus ball bearings to all wheels. Socket
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked
pedal shaft, running in plain bearings. Rubber pedals on plain bearings. Chain
driving, and Pritchard’s patent double driving gear. Lever strap brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring.1 Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Spring
top lubricators. "Weight 971bs. Width 38in. The frame is of the loop variety,

the sides being made of fiat Bessemer steel, and the backbone and backstay of

weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Pritchard’s patent balance gear
(
page 82).

Price .. .. ... .. £20 Os. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Extras. Adjustable handles, 7s. 6d.

Remarks. This is soundly put together, and will drive both wheels equally
well either forwards or backwards. It has the relative position of the pedals
fairly well placed, and runs easily and climbs hills well. It is not a heavy
machine of its class.

COVENTRY PHCENIX No. 4— D.D.

Coventry Phcenix Tricycle Co., Much Park Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving, with balance gear. All

clear behind.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 43in. fin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 18, No. 11 direct

spokes. G-.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder head. Rack
and pinion steering, Spade handles. Double cranked pedal shaft, running in

plain bearings. Rubber pedals on plain bearings. Chain driving, and Pritchard’s

patent double driving gear. Lever band brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical

spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame front. Spring top lubricators. Weight
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961bs. Width 38in. The frame is a loop of weldless steel tube throughout, the
axle running through the upper main tube.

Specialties. Pritchard’s patent balance gear {page 82).

Price . . . . . . . . £20 5s. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Extras. Adjustable handles, 7s. 6d.

Remarks. This is the same as the Nos. 1 and 2, but has tubular frame and
only one safety rod, which is placed on one side for convenience when walking.

COVENTRY PHCENIX No. 5-D.D.
Coventry Phcenix Tricycle Co., Much Park Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering
;
for three riders, all facing front, and all

working. Double driving by balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running,
as 43in. lin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 18, No 10 direct
spokes. G.M. nubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels. Socket rudder
head. Back and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double cranked pedal shaft,

running in plain bearings. Bubber pedals on plain bearings. Chain driving.

Pritchard’s patent double driving gear. Lever band brake. Adjustable seat
rods. Elliptical springs. Oiie saddle and two pan seats. Footrests on frame.
Spring top lubricators. Weight 1601bs. Width 58in. The frame is of weldless-

tube, like that of the Sociable, but has a seat placed centrally, and a toothed
wheel in centre of driving shaft, and bicycle cranks and pedals for rear rider.

Specialties. Pritchard’s patent double driving gear
(
page 82). Built for three-

riders, all to drive.

Price . . . . . . . . £30 Os. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Extras. Adjustable handles, 12s. 6d.

Remarks. The third rider is placed in the exact centre of the machine, behind
the two front riders, the power being connected by a chain wheel fixed in the
middle of the crank, which is driven by the chain wheel and endless chain,,

worked by the back rider, the cranks and pedals being exactly the same as in a
bicycle. There is an 8in. wheel behind, with a fin. rubber, which acts as a
safety wheel when required.

COVENTRY ROTARY No. 1.

D. Budge & Co., Budge Tricycle Works, Crow Lane, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Double steering. Single driving. Stability
with narrowness. Central gear. Two tracks.

Description. Two 20in. and one 48in. wheel. Driving wheel 48in., running
level. fin. and fin. rubbers. - Crescent rims. 72 and 20, No. 11 direct-

spokes. G.M. hubs. Budge’s ball bearings to all wheels and. cranks.
Stanley rudder heads. Back and pinion double steering. Adjustable spade
steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Bicycle cranks, adjustable
throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Central chain driving. Push lever band (6in.

x fin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod. 5 spring. Long-distance saddle..

Coventry footrests. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 30in. Weight-
751bs. The frame consists of three weldless steel tubes arranged thus I __
Steering wheels are at each end of the long side tube, the driver on the
end of the tube at right angles to it, whilst the third tube drops down forwards
and carries the pedal cranks.

Specialties. Coventry double steering
(
page 63). Budge’s ball bearings

(;
pages •

35 and 36). Arrangement of frame. Harrington’s enamel, extra.

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated heads and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.
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THE COVENTRY ROTARY NO. !.

Extras. Tangent wheels and hollow rims, 40s.
;
Harrington’s enamel, 5s.

;

non-slipping tyres, 7s. 6d.
;
Cradle spring, 10s.

;
hall pedals, 20s.

Remarks. Although so narrow, this machine runs very steadily and firmly.

It makes hut two tracks and runs with great ease, the action being fully vertical.

Its narrowness makes it very handy and easy of stowage. Built as a racer,

it weighs from 50 to 551bs, and is very fast. It was on one of these machines
that Lowndes accomplished 50 miles on the road last year in 3h. 47m. 40s.

(
See

Advertisement.)

COVENTRY ROTARY No. 2.

D. Budge & Co., Crow Lane, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Double steering. Two tracks. Single driving.

Base of stowage.

Description. Two 20in. and one 48in. wheel. Driving wheel 48in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 72 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

•G.M. hubs. Budge’s ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver, and balls

-to crank shaft. Stanley rudder heads. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable

spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked
pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Non-slipping rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving.

Push lever band (Gin. x gin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod. S spring. Pan
seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 29in.

Weight 851bs. The frame is similar to that of the No. 1, but in place of the
-central tube, side rods of bar iron depend from the main frame, and carry a
double-cranked shaft of the ordinary type.

Specialties. Peculiar construction. Budge’s ball bearings {pages 35 and 36).

-Coventry double steering {page 63).
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THE COVENTRY^ROTARY NO. 2.

Price £20 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated heads and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Tangent wheels and hollow rims, 40s.
;
Harrington’s enamel, 5s.

;

non-slipping tyres, 7s. 6d.
;
Cradle spring, 10s.

;
ball bearings to driver, 20s.

;

to pedals, 20s.

Remarks. This machine has all the advantages of the last, but is rather
heavier, owing to its construction, and may be used by ladies as well as gentle-

men, which cannot be done with the No. 1 very well. A dress guard is fitted, if

desired, and for sole use by ladies it is built smaller throughout and is very
suitable. (See Advertisement.)

K
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COVENTRY TRIUMPH No. 2.

Warman, Laxon & Youett, Albion Mills, West Orchard, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Eear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4gin. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Eack and pinion steering. Spade steer,

ing handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft-

5Jin. throw. Detachable rubber pedals, plain. Warman’s patent chain driving.

Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan
seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 36in., reducible to

29in, by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 851bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Warman’s patent driving chain {page 69).

Price £15 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A strong, open fronted machine. This was onej of the first

machines built on these lines. It will stand knocking about.

COVENTRY TRIUMPH No. 1.

Warman, Laxon, & Youett, Albion Mills, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Eear steering. Single driving.^. Unequal
wheels.

Description. 50in., 30in. and 20in. wheels. Driving wheel 50in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50, 30 and 20, No. 10 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4£in. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to

driver and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Eack and pinion steering.

Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double cranked pedal
shaft, 5Jin. throw. Detachable rubber pedals, plain. Warman’s patent chain
driving. Pull-up lever back wheel tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Ellip-

tical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. ' Width
35in., reducible to 29in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 881bs.' Hay-
fork frame.

Specialties. Warman’s patent driving chains {page 69).

Price . . . . . . . . £15 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A strong soundly built machine, of the now rather uncommon,,
unequal wheeled variety.
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COVENTRY ZEPHYR.
The Zephyr Bicycle and Tricycle Co., Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

THE COVENTRY ZEPHYR.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 26in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level. §in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver, and
ball to carrier and crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion
steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw.
Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Push lever double tyre brake, with
holder. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on
frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 37in. Weight 801bs.

Hayfork frame, of weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Rob Roy brake holder (page 99).

Price . . . . . . . . £18 10s. Od.

Sent out with polished hubs and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Cradle spring, 7s. 6d.

Remarks. A sound strongly built machine, of the best materials, containing
good work throughout. (See Advertisement.)

COVENTRY ZEPHYR DOUBLE DRIVER— D.D.

The Zephyr Tricycle Co., Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving, with balance gear.
Excellent brake.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, ^in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, rollers to driving shaft,

and plain to crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Adjustable spade handles. Double cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Pus h
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lever band (Gin. x fin.) brake, with holder. Adjustable f seat rod. Arab Cradle
spring. Tricycle saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width
39in. Weight 901bs. The frame is of the loop variety, and is constructed of

gracefully bent steel bars.

Specialties. Brake holder (page 99). Starley’s balance gear
(
page 80).

Price . . : . . . . £20 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Boiler pedals, 30s.
;
balls to crank shaft, 30s.

Remarks. A sound, reliable, well built machine of the now popular “Salvo”
pattern. It is well suited for all kinds of work, and the action is well arranged.

( See Advertisement.)

CURRET.
Wolverhampton Manufacturing Co., Waterloo Boad North, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 50in., running
level, -gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 72 and 20, No. 11 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 5in. x 4 Jin. Plain bearings to driver, and cones to steering

wheel. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, running in plain bearings. Bubber pedals, on plain bear-

ing. Chain driving. Back wheel spoon brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical

spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame. Wrench. Oilcan. Cup lubri-

cators. Weight 861bs. Width 38in., reducing to 30in. by taking off the loose

wheel. Hayfork frame.

Price £10 0s. Od.

Sent out painted all over, with bright steering rack.

Extras. Ball bearings, 50s.

DALBY— D.D.

o. P. Dalby, Whitehall Tricycle Works, 3, Whitehall Boad, Leeds.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with clutch gear. Lever
action. Hand and foot motion.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 56 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs. Ggin. x 5Jin. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles.
Double cranked axle shaft. Bubber pedals, plain. Lever driving, and sliding

friction clutch double driving gear. Push lever double tyre brake. Adjustable

f seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Long distance saddle. Footrests on frame.
Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in. Weight 961bs. The frame is of

weldless steel tube, of the loop variety.

Specialties. Sliding friction clutches for double driving. Dalby lever gear
(addenda). Spring catch adjustable handles (addenda). Hand gear (addenda).

Price £21 0s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. I have not yet been able to see this machine, as it has but just been
placed on the market. The main feature about it, however, is the connection
of the handles with levers attached by spindles to the pedal levers in such a
manner that the arms pull against the legs, and so utilise all power for driving
purposes. (See Advertisement.)

DALBY FOLDER.
J. P. Dalby, Whitehall Tricycle Works, 3, Whitehall Boad, Leeds.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving. Beducible
for stowage both in length and width.
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Description. Two 40in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 56 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.
Bown’s ball bearing hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank
shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering.- Adjustable spade
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, oin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving. Pull-up lever spoon brake. Adjustable J" seat rod. Arab
Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench.
Oilcan. Width 39in., reducible to 22in. by patent arrangement. Weight 901bs.

The frame is of the hayfork pattern.

Specialties. Spring clutch handles {addenda). Dalby folding arrangement
[addenda).

Price . . . . . . . . £20 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is a new introduction, and I have not seen it yet, but the
inventor is erecting large works in Leeds for its manufacture. The folding
plan is to release the crank shaft, and then fold the two large wheels round
the steering wheel, and the saddle being turned back to rest between them,
the wheels run, straight when folded. (See Advertisement.)

DELTA— D.D.

Birmingham Small Arms Co., Small Heath, Birmingham.

THE DELTA.
Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 54 and 24, No. 11 directjspokes.
G.M. hubs, 6 gin. x 4in. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and
crankshaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles.
Double cranked pedal shaft, 5gin.' throw. Non-slipping rubber pedals, plain.
Chain driving. Push lever double band (5iu. x gm.) brake. Adjustable seat
rod. Two C springs. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oil-
can. Yalise. Width 38in. Weight 901bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Double band brake. Machine built.

Price .. £16 16s. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This machme is made throughout of best materials and by the
m ost improved machinery on the interchangeable system, and cannot be surpassed
for quality.
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DELTA DOUBLE DRIVER— D.D.

The Birmingham Small Arms Co., Small Heath, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Double driving with two
chains.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 54 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs., 6^in. x 4in. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade handles.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5£in. throw. Non-slipping rubber pedals, plain.

Double chain driving, and Delta clutch double driving gear. Push lever double
band (5in. x §in.) brake. Adjustable seat rod. Two C springs. Long-distance
saddle. Pedals form footrests. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 38in.

Weight 921bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Double band brake. Machine construction. Delta driving
clutch (page IQ).

Price . . . . . . . . . . £18 18s. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. Like the last, a beautifully built machine. Drives both wheels
forwards but not backwards, and pedals form instant footrests.

DESIDERATUM.
Desideratum Bicycle Co., Stewart Street, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6in. x 5in. Plain bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head.
Back and pinion steering. Spade handle. Pear-shaped purchase handle.
Double-cranked pedal shaft. Bubber pedals. Chain driving. Double tyre brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame.
Wrench. Oilcan. Valve lubricators. Weight 841bs. Width 39in. Hayfork
frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £12 12s. Od.

Sent out painted all over.

Extras. Ball bearings, 42s. Half-plated, 42s. All plated, 84s.

Remarks. A fair, ordinary machine at the price.

DESIRABLE.
W. Lewis

j
Tempest Works, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Diiving wheel 40in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct
spokes. G.M. hubs, 5in. x 4in. Ball bearings to driver and cones to steering
wheel. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade handles.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, plain, 5in. throw. Bubber pedals on plain bearings.
Chain driving. Strap brake (4Jin. x fin.). Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical
spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame. Wrench. Oilcan. Spring
top lubricators. Weight 82!bs. Width 34in., reducing to 29in. by taking off

loose wheel. Hayfork frame, jointed in the middle.

Price . . . . . . . . £12 10s. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.
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r
' Remarks. - A fair strong machine for the money, of very much the ordinary
pattern. (See Advertisement.)

DIANA— D.D.

St. George’s^Foundhv Co., Pope Stree Birmingham.

THE DIANA.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Two
speeds.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 48in. and 34in. £in. and §in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 24, No. 10
direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 5Jin. x 4in. Rapid ball bearings to all wheels and
crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, coned.
Chain driving, and Diana double driving gear. Push lever band (9in. x lin.)

brake, with holder. Adjustable [~ seat rod. Easy spring. Suspension saddle.

Footrests on frame, and pedals also form footrests. Flat wrench. Oilcan
Lubricators. Width 39in. Weight 108lbs. Loop frame.
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Specialties. Rapid ball bearings (page 33). Diana double driving gear
(page 82). Diana two-speed gear (page 90).

Price .. .. .. .. £21 Os. Od.
Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A well positioned, soundly constructed higb-class double driver,
with hill-climbing gear of a very simple and effective nature, and “ all the latest
improvements.” (See Advertisement.)

DOUBLE CHANGEABLE— D.D.

Hill & Morton, Trafalgar Works, Upper Well Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Independent double driving. Convertible

into single or double machine.

Description. Two 46in. and one ISin. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, l^in. and lin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles.

Double cranked pedal shafts. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Push
lever doub]e band brake. Adjustable f seat rods. Elliptical springs. Pan
seat and suspension saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan.

Width 60in., reducible to 38in. by taking off one half. Weight 1501bs. The
frame is of the double loop variety, of tubular steel, divided in the centre, the
two halves fitting together with a joint and socket top and bottom, with cross

pins, by taking out which the machine may be parted.

Specialties. Divisional frame.

Price .. .. .. .. £23 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Balls to all wheels, 55s.

Remarks. This is a new introduction, and has only just been completed. It

appears to be strongly built—though of course will have to stand the test of

time. (See Advertisement.)

DREADNOUGHT No. 1— D.D.

Manchester Tricycle Co., 14, Exchange Arcade, Deansgate, Manchester.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driviug with balance gear. Hand
and foot power.
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Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level, -gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Bail bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Back and pinion steeriug. Spade handles. Double-cranked
pedal shaft. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Hillman’s patent double
driving gear. Push lever band brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring..

Tricycle saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Bell. Width
85in. Weight lOOlbs. Loop frame.

Specialties. Hand levers in connection with the pedals.

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest painted in tvo-

colours.

Remarks. The action of this machine is the same as for an ordinary machine
for the feet, but the arms are worked somewhat like pumping with a hand-
pump, pulling against the pedals, and so utilising all the power of the rider for

propulsion. It is a most useful machine for one who can use his feet but is-

not very strong on them.
(
See Advertisement.)

DREADNOUGHT No. 2—D.D.
Manchester Tricycle Co., 14, Exchange Arcade, Deansgate, Manchester.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Auxiliary hand power.

Description. Two 4Sin. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level. £in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked
pedal shaft. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Hillman’s patent
double driving gear. Push lever band brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical

spring. Tricycle saddle, with back. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench.
Oilcan. Bell. Width 35in. Weight lOOlbs. Loop frame of steel tube.

Specialties. Hand apparatus, with stop gear.

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours.

Remarks. The leading feature of this machine is the addition of the hand
apparatus as an auxiliary power for hill work or against the wind. A turn of

the hand puts the gear into use, or it may be kept inert, when the machine
acts just like an ordinary foot machine.

(
See Advertisement.)

DUAL CONVERTIBLE— D.D.

Centaur Cycle Co., West Orchard, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Convertible for use as a single or double.
Double driving with talance-gear in both forms. Two tracks as a single
machine.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels, 48in. running
as 42in. ffin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 56 and 24, No. 11 direct butt-ended
spokes. Iron hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank
shaft. Socket rudder head. Quadrant rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shafts, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals,
plain. Chain driving and Townsend’s patent double driving gear. Adjustable
push lever band (7in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring.
Pan seat and Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrenches. Oil-

can. Width 57in., reducible to 40in. by separation of frame. Weight 1401bs.,

951bs. in single form. The frame is of the double loop variety, the sides being
very gracefully bent so as to make the action perfectly vertical, and to do
without a tilt-rod behind, lfin. steel tube is used.
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Specialties.. Lines of frame. Convertibility. Townsend’s patent driving
gear, very similar to Pritchard’s. Centaur adjustable brake handle

(page 99).

THE DUAL CONVERTIBLE.

Pmce £32 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated hubs and spokes, 25s.
;

Ball pedals, 40s.
; Cradle spring

7s. 6d.
;
stand for use in converting, 7s. 6d.

°

Remarks. * This was the first convertible tricycle ever made, and has now
perfectly vertical frame, double driving in both forms, the same wheels used in
each, and many other minor improvements added since its introduction. It is
well and soundly made, and the joints connecting the two halves are especially
arranged for strength. To take it apart, cross pins have to be taken out of the
frame, axle and cranks, and the machine drawn apart, the off wheel then being
taken off and put on the projecting axle, which in the double form runs inside
the other half. [See Advertisement.)

DUAL
Zephyr Tricycle Co., Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Two speeds for hill work and
the level, and feet may be kept stationary.
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Description. Two 48in. and one 18in wheel. Driving wheels 42in., one run-
ning as 50in., the other as 34in. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40
and 20, No. 11 direct spokes. G.M. hubs, Gin. x. 4in. Ball bearings to drivers,

and balls to steering wheel. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Spade handles. Double cranked pedal shaft, running in ball bearings. Rubber
pedals, plain. Intermediate wheel driving (Jean’s patent). Rob Roy
ratchet double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Arab Cradle spring.
Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Wrench. Oilcan. Spring top lubricators.
Weight 901bs. Width 39in. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Jean’s patent dual hill gear (page 87). Rob Roy ratchet brake

( page 99)'.

Price . . . . . . . . £18 18s. Od.

Sent out half bright, and rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Bright parts plated, £3. All plated, £6. Adjustable handles, 15s.
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Remarks. This is a well made strong machine, combining speed on the level
with power at hills, the arrangement being fully effective, one side wheel dri/ing
for power, the other for speed. It runs well, and is a good, useful article.

(
See

Advertisement.)

DUBLIN—C.D.

Carey Bros., 1, St. Andrew Street, Dublin.

the Dublin (with hand levers).

Leading Leatures. Open front. Central driving. Double front steering.

"Lever action.

Description. Two 24in. and one 40in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, lin. and ^in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 26, No. 10 lock-nutted
spokes. Iron hubs, oin. x 4in. Ball beariDgs to all wheels. Socket rudder
head. Dublin steering. Spherical horn handles. Bicycle cranks and Dublin
levers. Bubber and wood pedals on coned bearings. Spoon brake. Two
spiral springs. Cushioned seat. Wrench. Oilcan. Spring top lubricators.

Weight 871bs. WT
idth 36in. The frame is of tubing, two light tubes running

back to the driving wheel bearings—one on each side. The ends of these are

securely brazed to a stouter tube set at right angles to them, which tube has a
straight length of 21in., when it bends sharply round at right angles at each
end, finishing up with the sockets of the rudder wheels. These rudder wheels
go first, and are connected by Blood’s patent. The pedal levers work on a
fulcrum upheld by two rods running down from the main frame.

Specialties. Dublin levers
(
page 65). Blood’s patent steering gear .(page 63).

Price . . . . . . . . £18 Os. Od.

Sent out half plated, and painted in two colours.

Extras. Hand levers, £7. Apron for ladies, 10s. Mud-guard, 7s. 6d.

Remarks. The power is applied more from the loins than in any other
tricycle, the hands doing little more than guiding. The position is upriglitv

leaning rather back than forward. The steering is sensitive, yet steady, and
the machine very compact and neat. The smallest circle it will make is from
loft, to 18ft. diameter. It will go up stiff hills, though slowly, and at expense
of some amount of muscular exertion. Great power may be exerted by
straightening the leg against the levers, and an efficient brake is thus formed.
It stands rough ground well, and does not sway, owing to the small size of the

driving wheel. The speed is from 4 to 7 miles per hour, and the machine is

very suitable for slow progression along marine promenades, die,., by invalids

and others not desiring a high speed. It is one of the oldest practical tricycles

made, and is now chiefly built for invalids’ use.
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DUO—D.D.

W. Lewis, Tempest Works, Cleveland Eoad, Wolverhampton.

' THE DUO.

Leading Features. For two rid-rs, one riding d la bicycle and steering with
the front wheel, the other using lever action.

Description. Two 50in. and one 46in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in. and 50in.,

running level. |in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60, No. 10 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs, 6in. x 4in. Roller bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder head.
Bicycle steering. Horn handles. Hollow forks. Double-cranked axle levers
and bicycle cranks. Rubber pedals, on plain bearings. D.L.S. brake. Bolted
sliding spriug to front, and C springs to back. Saddle and cushioned seat.

Wrench’. Oilcan. Spring top lubricators. Weight 1241bs. Width 40in. The
frame to front wdieel is that of a bicycle, the backbone just below the spring
being brazed to a wide tubular loop running to each end of the cross axle of the
rear wheels. Levers work on fulcra beneath the seat.

Specialties. Frame and action.

Price £17 5s. Od.

Sent out painted in t v’o colours.

Extras. Ball beari lgs, 20s.

Remarks. The earliest machine of a tandem nature. (See Advertisement.)

DUPLEX EXCELSIOR— D.D.

Bayliss, Thomas, and Co., Excelsior Works, Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. For two riders sitting
tandem fashion. Independent double driving. Intermediate wheel gear.

Description. Two 40in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 40in., running
as46in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 direct butt-
bended spokes. Bell metal hubs, 5fin. x 3gin. Ball bearings to all wheels and
crank shafts. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade
handles. Double cranked pedal shafts, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.
Intermediate wheel driving. Push lever double band (6in. x gin.) brake.
Adjustable f seat rod. Adjustable pitch elliptical springs. Longdistance
saddles. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 36in. Weight
1201bs. The frame is of weldless steel tube, and resembles a very long hay-
fork, having the sides bent in double curves so as to carry two crank shafts and
two seats.
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Specialties. Tandem arrangement. Excelsior wheel gear (page 70). Excelsior
adjustable pitch spring

(
page 90).

Price . . . . . . . . £24 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Suspension seats, 5s.

Remarks. Strongly and soundly built. This was the first successful tandem
style machine, and as a double machine is the lightest in the market. It has
an advantage in having less windage, and also in being stowed into almost as
small a space as a single machine. Has been much improved of late. (See

Advertisement).

DUTTON— D.D.

Lubricative Packing Co., 2, Hackney Road, London.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Powerful hand and foot

lever action. Ratchet double driving action. No dead point.
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Description. Two 50in. and one 24in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in. gin.

rubbers. Orescent rims. 72 and 36, No. 12 direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x
6in. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion
steering. Spade handle. Pear-shaped purchase handle. Rubber pedals on
plain bearings. Dutton lever, and hand lever ratchet double driving gear..

Double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Cushioned seat.

Wrench. Oilcan. Weight 1121bs. Width 37in. The frame is a tubular
hayfork, with the front carried more out into the loop form, the driving,

shaft crossingin front.

Specialties. Frame. Dutton driving gear.

Price . . . . . . . . £26 5s. Od.

Sent out painted in three colours, with bright working parts.

Extras. Plating, £4.

Remarks. This is a very powerful action, and is accomplished by two pedal
levers or two manual levers, or by both together. The levers are connected
with ratchets, which turn the driving shaft, and this imparts power to the
driving wheels through gear wheels. The driving shaft is parted centrally, and
each lever drives a wheel.

ECLECTIC—DD.
South London Machinists’ Co., Southwark, London.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving with ratchefr
gear. No chains or cog wheels.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level, lin. and gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 No. 10, and 20 No. 11 direct
spokes. G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering handle, and
pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Double Eclectic driving, and ratchet double driving:
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.gear. Pull-np lever band (6in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench.
Oilcan. Valise. Two lamps. Width 38in., reducible to 28in. by taking off both
wheels. Weight 831bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Eclectic driving gear {page 74).

Price . . . . . . . . £20 15s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Half plated, £4 ;
all plated, £7.

Remarks. The driving action is peculiar, and the machine appears to be
decently put together and likely to take well in some quarters. It was first

introduced at the Stanley Show as the Challenger, but the name has since been
altered.

EMPEROR.
Henry Patrick and Co., 47 and 48, Darlington Street, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

-G.M. hubs, 5|-in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering

handle, and pear shaped purchase handle. Double cranked pedal shaft, 7in.

throw. Rubber pedals on ball bearings. Chain driving. Push lever double
tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Excelsior web-seated
saddle. Footrests on frame. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench.
Oilcan. Lamp. Valise. Width 34in., reducible to 26in. by taking off the
loose wheel. Weight 841bs. Hayfork frame.

Price £21 Os. Od.

Sent out all plated except part of frame under seat.

Remarks. An open fronted single driver, got up in good style.

EMPRESS.

Thos. Smith & Sons, Saltley Mills, Adderley Park Road,' Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
as 48in. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 22, No. 11 direct

.spokes. Iron hubs, Sin. x 3gin. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder
head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handle. Pear-shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, running in ball bearings. Rubber pedals
on ball bearings. Chain driving. Double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame. Wrench. Oilcan.
Valve lubricators.' Weight 851bs. Width 39in. Hayfork frame.

Price £16 16s. Od.

Sent out with hubs and spokes plated, rest japanned in good style.

Remarks. This machine has the pedals well down below the rider, and is got
up in very taking style. It is a strong, substantial machine, and can be made
..double driving to order by using two chains and ratchets, or it can be had
with plain bearings at two guineas less.

ENGLEFIELD— D.D.

J. Blenheim & Son, New Egham, Surrey.

Leading Features. Front steering. Open front. Double driving with steel

bands and clutch gear. Variation of power.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
from 30in. to 52in. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 20, No. 11
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direct spokes. G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheel, rollers to driving

shaft, and plain to cranks. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Adjustable spade handles. Rubber pedals, plain. Central steel band driving
and ball clutch double driving gear. Push lever double band (oin. x lin.) brake.
Adjustable f seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Long distance saddle. Pedals
form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Lamp. Width 38Jin. Weight
951bs. The frame is of steel tube.

Specialties. Construction of frame. Variation of power. Ball clutch for

driving (addenda). Bands for driving.

Price . . . . . . . . £20 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. I have not seen this machine yet a3 it has only just been placed on
the market, but it appears to have many good points, the variation of power
amongst others, which I am told is effected at the will of the rider whilst in

motion, the gearing beingto any power between 52in. and 30in., and whilst there
are no dead points, any length of stroke can be taken

;
the pedals a ice still when

going down hill, and the feet can be brought to any position for starting.

ESSENTIAL— D.D.

W. Gwinnett & Co., Wednesfield Road, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving with tvvo

chains.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 50ili., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 5 Jin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain bearings.
Central chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod.

S spring. Saddle. Pedals form footrests. Plat wrench. Oilcan. Bell.
Width 36in. Weight 871bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £16 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Lamps, 10s.

Remarks . A fair ordinary machine.

EUREKA.
South London Machinists’ Co., Suffolk Grove, Southwark, London.

Leading features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 50in., running
level, lin. and £in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 No. 10, and 20 No. 11 direct
spokes. G.M. hubs, 7in. x 4in. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft.
Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving.
Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on
frame. Flat adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 36in., reducible to 29in. by
taking off the loose wheel. Weight 871bs. Iron hayfork frame.

Price . . * £12 15s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. An ordinary machine.
(
See Advertisement.)

EUR0PA— D.D.

St. George’s Foundry Co., Pope Street, Birmingham.
Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Two

speeds. Convertible to either single or double.

L
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Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 48in. and 34in. §in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 24, No. 10
direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 5|in. x 4in. Rapid ball bearings to all wheels and
crank shafts. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shafts, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals,

coned. Chain driving, and Diana double driving gear. Push lever band (9in.

x lin.) brake, with holder. Adjustable f" seat rod. Easy spring. Pan seat

and Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame, and pedals also form footrests.

Flat wrench. Oilcan. Lubricators. Width 56in., reducible to 35in. by taking
off one half. Weight 1451bs. The frame is of the double loop variety, so

made as to be easily divided.

Specialties. Rapid ball bearings {page 33). Diana double driving gear
(
page 82).

Easy spring {page 51). Diana two-speed gear {page 90).

Price . . . . . . . . £26 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A strongly built sociable convertible. It has been completely
altered since its. first introduction at the Stanley show, and as it is only just

complete in its new form I cannot say more of it at present. {See Advertisement.)

EXCELSIOR No. 1.

Bayliss, Thomas & Co., ExcelskmWorks, Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Unequal
wheels. Intermediate wheel gear.

Description. Wheels 50in., 30in. and 20in. Driving wheel 50in., running
level. gin. and Jgin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 direct butt-

ended spokes. G.M. hubs, 6£in. x 3|in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank
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shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade
steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal
shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Excelsior wheel gearing. Push
lever tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Adjustable elliptical spring. Pan
seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 36in., reducible to

32in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame of weldless
steel tube.

'Specialties. Excelsior wheel gearing (page 70). Excelsior spring adjustment
(page 53). Excelsior adjustable handles (page 59).

Price £17 17s. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This was one of the earliest successful tricycles, and formed a
model on which many were built. It was the first machine built lightly for

racing purposes, and scored many successes in the earlier days of tricycle

racing. It was on one of these Mr. John Hawkins, junr., rode 190 miles in the
day last season. (See Advertisement.)

EXCELSIOR PET.

Rayliss, Thomas, & Co., Excelsior Works, Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

THE EXCELSIOR PET.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Intemediater
wheekgear.

Description. Two 40in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, ifin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 direct butt ended spokes!
G.M hubs, 5£in. x 3£in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double
cranked pedal shaft, Gin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Excelsior wheel gear.
Push lever double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Adjustable elliptical
spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width
36in., reducible to 32Jm. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork
frame of weldless

6steel tube.
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Specialties. Excelsior wheel gear (page 70). Excelsior adjustable handles
page 59). Excelsior adjustable pitch spring (page 53.)

Price £17 17s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Bright parts plated, 40s. 44in. wheels, 20s.

Remarks. A well built, reliable and trustworthy machine, like the last, but
with equal in place of unequal side wheels.

(
See Advertisement.)

EXPRESS.
J. Devey & Co., Tower Works, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
as 50in. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 20, No. 10 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels, plain to crank
shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering

handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in.

throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre

brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.
Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Two lamps. Valise. Width 36in., reducible to

32in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 851bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £14 0s. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A well-built machine of the ordinary type, at a reasonable figure-

EXPRESS SPECIAL
J. Devey and Co., Tower Works, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Front steering. Bicycle action. Central gear. Single

driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
as 50in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 20, No. 10 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder
head. Bath chair steering. Bicycle handles. Bicycle cranks. Rubber
pedals, coned. Central chain driving. Grasp lever front wheel spoon brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Suspension saddle. Footrests on
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frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Lamp. Bell. Width 36in. Weight 801bs.

The frame is of the T pattern, carrying the steering wheel in front and
running straight back to the cross tube over the axle. The pedals and lower
chain wheel are carried in a fork hung from the main tube.

Specialties. Frame and method of steering.

Price . . . . . . . . £12 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This has only just been introduced. It steers with bicycle

handles on the Bath chair principle, the rider is well over his work and has
the gear central. It is mounted and dismounted from behind.

FAVOURITE ROTARY. #

(See Manumotive Machines.)

FLEET— D.D.

Settle & Co., Fleet Works, Coventry.

THE t,
FLEET 1’

DOUBLE DRIVER

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
as 46in. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 56 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

Ball bearings to all wheels, plain to crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack
and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft.

Settle’s patent twin-rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Settle’s patent
double driving gear. Push lever band (6in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable f seat

rod. Special spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Two flat wrenches.
Oilcan. Width 39in. Weight 851bs. Loop frame of weldless steel tube, with
side tilt rods.

Specialties. Settle’s pedals
(
page 26). Settle’s balance gear (page 82). Special

spring (page 49).

Price £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Cradle spring, 10s.

Remarks. A. beautifully constructed machine throughout of the most approved
pattern. Vertical action, adjustable handles, balance gear, &c., &c. It is:

highly finished, fast, comfortable and reliable in every respect.
(
See

Advertisement.)

FLORENTINE.
Thos. Hough, Mander Street, Penn Road, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.
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Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs. Hough’s ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers, and ball
to crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade
steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal
shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double
tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Cushioned seat.
Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Bell. Width 40in., reducible to 33in. by taking
off the loose wheel. Weight 87lbs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Hough’s ball bearings.
Price £12 10s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. *Ball bearings to large wheels, 20s.

Remarks. A fair article at the price.

FLYING DUTCHMAN.
Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Premier Works, Coventry.

THE FLYING DUTCHMAN.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 42in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 42in., running
level, ?in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and
pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5fin. throw.
Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever band double tyre brake,
with holder. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on
frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 37in., reducible to 32in. by taking
off the loose wheel. Weight 831bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Hillman’s brake holder
(
page 99). Harrington’s enamel [page

123).

Price £16 16s. Od.

Sent out enamelled all over in Harrington’s enamel.

Remarks. A soundly constructed reliable machine, of the ordinary type. It
was on one of these machines the first 50 miles tricycle championship road
ride was won.

(
See A dvertisement.)
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FLYING DUTCHMAN.
Smedley & Green, Arkwright Street, Nottingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level, ^in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 5in. x 4in. Ball hearings to all wheels, plain to crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-
shaped purchase handle. Double cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving. Grip lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat
rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench.
Oilcan. Cyclists’ wallet. Lamps. Width 36in., reducible to 31in. by taking
off the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £17 17s. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Balls to crank shaft, 30s. Ball pedals, 42s.

Remarks. A well constructed, vertically positioned machine, of the usual
single driving type.

FLYING EAGLE TRICYCLE No. 1—D.D.

The Midland Machinists’ Co., 88, Great Charles Street, Snow Hill, Birmingham.
Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving, with two

sets of gear wheels. Reversing clutch.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No. 12 direct
spokes. Bown’s G.M. hubs, 7in. x 4in. ZEolus ball bearings to drivers, and
JEolus balls to steering wheel. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steer-

ing. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, running in ball

bearings. Rubber pedals, plain. Double intermediate wheel driving,

and a ratchet type of double driving gear. Double tyre brake. Ad-
justable seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Pan seat. Wrench. Oilcan. Spring
top lubricators. Weight 801bs. Width 36in., reducing to 23in. by taking off

driving wheels. Hayfork frame.

Price . . £20 Os. Od.

Remarks. A strongly built machine.

FLYING EAGLE No. 2.

Midland Machinists’ Co., 88, Great Charles Street, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 48in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 20 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Plain bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head. Rack and
pinion steering. Spade handle. Pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-
cranked pedal shaft. Rubber pedals. Chain driving. Double tyre brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.
Wrench. Oilcan. Weight 801bs. Width 42in., reducing to 30in. by
taking off loose wheel. Hayfork frame.

Price . . .. . . . . . £15 15s. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Extras. Half plated, 40s. All plated, £3 10s.

Remarks. An ordinary machine.

FLYING EAGLE SOCIABLE— D.D.

Midland Machinists’ Co., 88, Great Charles Street, Snow Hill, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Front steering. Clear front to each rider. For two
riders.
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Description. Two 36in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 36in. running
as 46in. ljin. and |in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 24, No. 9 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs. Plain bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head. Rack
and pinion steering. Spade handle. Pear-shaped purchase handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft. Rubber pedals. Double chain driving. Powerful lever

double band brake. Adjustable seat rods. Elliptical springs. Pan seats.

Footrests on frame. Wrench. Oilcan. Weight 1401bs. ' Width 58in. The
frame is a double hayfork reversed, i.e., a main tube running forwards from
each bearing, and a long central tube running out to the front wheel.

Price . . £18 Os. Od.

Sent out painted all over.

Extras. Ball bearings, 30s.

FLYING 8GUD.
Henry Patrick & Co., 47 and 48, Darlington St., Wolverhampton.

Leadinj Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 50in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 50in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 5fin. x 4in. Double ballbearings to all wheels, and plain to crank
shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade' steering

handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 7in.

throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever «tyre brake. Ad-
justable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.
Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Lamps. Yalise. Width 34in., reducible to 26in.

by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 87lbs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £17 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours.

Remarks- A good machine of the ordinary rear steering type.

FLYING SCUD— D.D.

South London Machinists’ Co., Suffolk Grove, Southwark, London.

THE FLYING SCUD.

Leading Features. Open Front. Rear steering. Double driving with two
chains.
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Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheels Driving wheels 44in., running
level, lin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 No. 10, and 20 No. 11

direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 5 Jin. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank
shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade
steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal
shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving, and ratchet
double driving gear. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench.
Oilcan. Lamps. Yalise. Width 38in., reducible to 25in. by taking off both
wheels. Weight 841bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £19 5s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Half plated, £4 ;
all plated, £6.

Remarks. Ten per cent, discount is allowed off the price of this machine.
{See Advertisement.)

FLYING SCUD FRONT 8TEERER— D.D.

South London Machinists’ Co., Southwark, London.

THE FLYING SCUD.

Leading Features. Front steering. Doable driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level, lin. and |in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 No. 10, and 20 No. 11 direct
spokes. G.M. hubs, 7in. x 4 Jin. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft.
Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering
handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in.
throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Intermediate ball wheel driving gear, and
Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band (Gin. x lin.) brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Scroll spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable
wrench. Oilcan. Lamps. Yalise. Width 38in. Weight 941bs. Loop frame.

Price £17 15s. Od.
Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Half plated, £3. All plated, £7. Balls to front wheel, 20s.

Remarks. A neat front-steering double driver, built with fair verticality
a nd of sound material.

(
See Advertisement.)
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FOLDING EXCELSIOR.
Bayliss, Thomas & Co., Excelsior Works, Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

THE FOLDING EXCELSIOR.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving. Interme-
diate wheel gear. Folding for stowage.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level. Jfin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 direct butt-ended
spokes. Bell-metal hubs, 6in. x 3|in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank
shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable, spade
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, Gin. throw. Bubber pedals, plain.

Excelsior wheel gear. Push lever double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod.

Adjustable elliptical spring. Tricycle saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat
wrench. Oilcan. Width 33in., reducible to 18in. by Fletcher’s patent method.
Weight 841bs. Hayfork style of frame.

Specialties. Excelsior wheel gear (page 10). Excelsior spring adjustment
(page 53). Fletcher’s patent folding arrangement (page 46).

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is a well-made machine, and the easiest and quickest folded
tricycle in the market. By taking out a taper pin the whole can be drawn
together and wheeled into any 18in. doorway, thus taking up less space than a
bicycle.

(
See Advertisement.)

FOUR-IN-HAND—D.D.

Centaur Cycle Co., West Orchard Works, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front ^steering. Double driving with balance gear. For
four riders.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 42in. lin. and |in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 24, No. 8 direct spokes.

Iron hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels, plain to crank shaft. Socket
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rudder head. Quadrant rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and

pear-shaped purchase handles. Double cranked pedal shafts, 6in. throw.

Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Townsend’s patent double 1 driving

gear. Push lever double band (7in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable seat rods. Centaur

springs and Cradle springs. Pan seats and Long-distance saddles. Footrests

on frame. Flat adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 57in. Weight 2241bs.

The frame is of the double loop variety for the fore part, tubes depen&rearwards

to carry the crank shafts of the rearmost riders, whilst short tubes project back-

wards from the frame to carry their seats.

Specialties. Frame. Centaur adjustable brake handle 99). Townsend’s
balance gear, very similar to Pritchard’s. Arrangement for four riders.

Pkice . . . . . . . . £45 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two co7ours.

Remarks. The above illustration shows the machine as at first made, since
when it has been much improved in making the frame more vertical, and in

providing a specially strong balance gear, driven by two chains on the same
drum, each actuated by a pair of riders. It is a fine thing for club use. The
cranks can be set at J section if wished by the riders themselves. Two ladies

are supposed to sit in front and two gentlemen behind (See Advertisement.)
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GLADSTONE GEM.
James Beech, Gladstone Works, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 50in., running
level. Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 No. 10, and 24 No. 11 direct
spokes. G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and
crankshaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering
handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double cranked pedal shaft.
Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Ad-
justable seat rod. Scroll spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable
wrench. Oilcan. Bell. Width 37in., reducible to 32in. by taking off the loose
wheel. Weight 891hs. Hayfork frame.

Price £11 10s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings to all wheels, 30s.

Remarks. A very low-priced machine of the ordinary cut.

GLADSTONE LADY'S GEM.
James Beech, Gladstone Works, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level. Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 No. 10, and 20 No. 11 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering
handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft. Bubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever back wheel spoon brake. Adjustable
seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Dress guard to chain.
Flat wrench. Oilcan. Bell. Width 36in., reducible to 30in. by taking off the
loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £7 10s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings to wheels, 30s.

Remarks. Built small for ladies’ use. An exceedingly low-priced article.

GNAT—C.D.

Metropolitan Machinists’ Co., Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C.

Leading Features. Double front steering. Central driving. Divisable for

stowage.

Description. Two 18in. and one 2Sin. wheel. Driving wheel 28in., running as

56in. fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M, hubs. Ball bear-

ings to all wheels, plain to cranks. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion
Gnat double steering. Adjustable spade handles. Bicycle cranks. Bubber
pedals, plain. Central chain driving. Push lever spoon brake. Adjustable
seat rod. Elliptical spring. Long-distance saddle. Adjustable wrench. Oil-

can. Two lamps. Alarm. Yalise. Width 36in., reducible to 20in. by taking
off the fore part of the machine. Weight 701bs. The frame consists of a bent
tube, running from the centre of the Gnat steering arrangement backwards up
in front of the driving wheel, which is in the rear. To the top of this is fitted;

the seat rod, with curved arms, to carry the handles projecting on each side,

the whole being stayed and supported by rods running to the bearings of the
driving wheel.

Specialties. Frame. Gnat double steering
(
page 63).

Price £18 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated fittings, 30s.
;

all bright parts plated, 70s.
;

all plated

£Q 10s.
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Remarks. This is a small machine, highly geared up, and has several good
points, notably that of central driving and rotary action.

GOLIGHTLY.
Albert Phillips, Excelsior Works, Bea Street South, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 42in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 42in., running-
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs 5Jin. x 4^in. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering.

Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked
pedal shaft, 5^in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever

double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical cushioned seat. Footrests,

on frame. Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Valise. Width 38in., reducible to 33in.

by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 851bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . . . £13 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A fair machine of the usual open-fronted type. No special
features.

(
See Advertisement.)

GREYHOUND No. 1— D.D.

Mercury Machinists’ Co., 5, 6 and 7, Aston Boad, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with ratchet gear. Central
gear. Bicycle action.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 44in., running

level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 54 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels, plain to cranks. Stanley rudder head.

Greyhound steering. Bicycle handles. Detachable bicycle cranks, 6in. to 7in,

throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Central chain driving, and Greyhound double

driving gear. Double lever double band (6in. x gin.) brake. Adjustable seat

rod. C spring. Long-distance saddle. Pedals form footrests. Flat wrench.

Oilcan. Valise. Width 37in. Weight 751bs. The frame, which is of steel

tube, is of T pattern, with bicycle handles on a stand and in front of the rider,

and central chain and cranks carried in a fork below him.
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Specialties. Design of frame. Greyhound steering (page 60). Greyhound
double driving gear

(
page 79).

Price . . . . . . . . £16 16s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball pedals, 15s. Adjustable handles, 10s.

Remarks. This is a new introduction this year, and has taken wonderfully.
The action is perfectly vertical, and the running easy. It is mounted and dis-

mounted from behind, and is well and soundly made, and neatly finished.

GREYHOUND No. 2— D.D.

Mercury Machinists’ Co., 5, 6, & 7, Aston Boad, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with ratchet gear. Cen-
tral gear arranged for ladies’ use.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 44in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 54 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels, plain to cranks. Stanley rudder head.
Back and pinion steering. Spade handles. Bicycle cranks, 4in. to 7in. throw.
Bubber pedals, plain. Central chain driving, and Greyhound double-driving
gear. Push lever double band (6in. x gin.) brake. Adjustable seat rod. C spring.

Pan seat. Pedals form footrests. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 37in.

Weight 721bs. The frame is of the X variety, but the central tube in place of

running straight from the axle to the steering head as in the last, makes a
•downward curve to the crank bearings, and then rises over the steering wheel.
The handles are at the sides.

Specialties. Frame. Greyhound double driving gear (page 79).

Price . . . . . . . . £16 16s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball pedals, 15s. ;
adjustable handles, 10s.

Remarks. This is really on the same lines and principle of construction as

the last, but the plan of the frame and arrangement of the gearing admits of

its use by both sexes. It is light, well finished, and well made.

HAND-LEVER EXCELSIOR.

(See Manumotive Machines.)

HAND-LEVER VOLANTE.
(See Manumotive Machines.)

H.C. COVENTRY ZEPHYR—D.D.

The Zephyr Bicycle and Tricycle Co., Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Two
speeds for hill work.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level or as 33in. gin. and Jin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 10 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, roller to driving

shaft, and plain to crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Back and pinion steering.

Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Zephyr
hill-gear. Push lever band (6in. x fin.) brake with hflder. Adjustable T seat

od. Arab Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Ad-
justable wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in. Weight 991bs. The frame is of flat
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steel built on the loop principle with safety rod behind, though I believe a
tubular weldless steel frame will shortly be added.

Specialties. Rob Roy ratchet brake holder (page 99). Zephyr hill gear (page
91). Starley’s balance gear (page 80).

THE H.C. COVENTRY ZEPHYR.

Price . . . . . . . . £24 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Roller pedals, 30s.

Remarks. This is a sound, well-built, and vertically positioned front steering

double driver, with the addition of a very simple and effective two-speed
gearing.

(
See Advertisement.)

HERO.

T. Smallwood & Co., Union Mills, Foleshill, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level. £in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes.
Iron hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels, plain to crank shaft. Stanley rudder
head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped
purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals,
plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod.
Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.
Valise. Width 39in., reducible to 32in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight
841bs. Hayfork frame.

Price £16 0s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Two-chain double driving, 40s.

Remarks. A soundly constructed machine of the usual open fronted type,
with no especial features.
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HERO SPECIAL

T. Smallwood & Co., Union Mills, Foleshill. Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Inscription. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44m., running

level. Xin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

GM.* hubs, Cin. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels, plain to crankshaft.
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Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, Gin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Push
lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Cushioned
and railed seat. Footrests on frame. 'Flat wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Lamps.
Alarm. Width 39in., reducible to 32in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight
801bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £18 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras . Two chain double driving, 40s.

Remarks . A lighter aud better finished machine Phan the last, but built on
the same lines.

HIGHLAND MARY.
Samuel Lloyd, Church Lane, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 1 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head.
Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5-Jin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Ellip-

tical spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan.
Pair lamps. Width 36in., reducible to 29in. by taking, off the [loose wheel.
Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame.

Price £10 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings, 40s.

Remarks. A very low-priced machine of the common pattern.

HOWE DIFFERENTIAL

Howe Machine Co., Bridgeton, Glasgow.
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Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Two speeds
for hill work.

Description. Two 44in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
as 56in. and 35in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No. 10 direct
spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft.
Stanjey rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, Gin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and
Warwick’s two-speed gear. Push lever double tyre brake. Adjustable ]" seat
rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable
wrench. Oilcan. Width 41in. Weight 1091bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Warwick’s two-speed gear [page 87).

Price .. .. .. .. £18 18s. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours.

Remarks. A strongly built machine of the open fronted class, which drives
one wheel for power, the other for speed. (See Advertisement.)

HOWE STOP GEAR.

Howe Machine Co., Bridgeton, Glasgow.

r

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Pedals used
-as footrests.

Description. Two 44in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No. 10 nutted spokes.

G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving and
Howe disconnecting gear. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat

rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench.
Oilcan. Width 41in., reducible to 35in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight
1021bs.| ' Hayfork frame of weldless steel tube.

Specialties.. Howe stop or disconnecting gear (> age 78).
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Price £17 17s. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours.

Remarks. This is a soundly built rear steerer of the ordinary type, but has an
arrangement whereby the chain wheel is thrown out of gear with the driving
wheel at will for descending hills

;
thus it drives both forwards and backwards

equally well, and allows the pedals to be used as footrests also. {See Advertise-

ment.)

HOWE FRONT STEERER.— D.D.

Howe Machine Co., Bridgeton, Glasgow.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 58 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes.
Iron hubs, 7in. x 3Jin. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and
Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band (7in. x gin) brake.
Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.
Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 38in. Weight 951bs. Loop frame of

lin. 15 gauge weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Starley’s balance gear
(
page 80).

Price . .
•

. . . . . . £23 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest painted in
two colours.

Remarks. A sound built front steerer of the most approved type. It is

vertically positioned, and the steering rod is arranged so as to give an equally
clear front on either side the steering wheel. {See Advertisement.)

HUMBER— D.D.

Humber, Marriott & Cooper, Beeston, Notts.

the Humber Tricycle
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Leading Features. Double front steering. Double driving with balance gear.
Bicycle action.

Description. Two 44in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheels 44in., running
as 50in. fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 56 No. 12, and 24 No. 13 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 5fin. x 3fin. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Humber
rudder head. Humber double steering. Bicycle handles. Bicycle cranks,
5^in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Central chain driving, and Humber double
driving gear. Double grip lever band (5^in. x lin.) brake. Humber spring.

Suspension tricycle saddle. Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 40in., reducible

to 18in. by taking off both wheels. Weight 721bs. The frame resembles that
of a bicycle, having a backbone and rear wheel with front steering head,
handles, and cranks and pedals placed in same relative position.

Specialties. Humber double steering (page 63). Humber balance gear(page 82).

Plan of machine.

Price . . . . . . . . £23 Os. Od.

Sent out japanned in two colours.

Extras. Plated fitting i, 20s.
;
luggage carrier, 15s.

;
luggage carrier and foot-

rest combined, 25s.
;
ball pedals, 40s.

Remarks. This is one of the lightest and fastest machines m the market. It

is beautifully finished, and constructed in the best possible manner. It requires

a little practice at first to get into the way of it, but when mastered is a good,

hill-climber and very fast. The five miles path championship was last year

won on one by C. E. Liles in the fastest time on record. The firm also build a
lady’s machine and a sociable, but only to order.

IMPERIAL CHEYLE8M0RE RACER— D.D.

Coventry Machinists’ Co., Cheylesmore, Coventry.

THE IMPERIAL CHEYLESMORE RACER.
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Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Built
for racing.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
as 56in. ^in. rubbers. Club hollow rims. 72 and 22, No. 10 direct butt-ended
spokes. Steel hubs, 6in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Socket
rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked
hollow pedal shaft, 5im throw. Bat-trap pedals on ball bearings. Chain
driving, and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Adjustable seat rod. Bacing
saddle. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 38in. Weight 501bs. Loop frame of
weldless steel tube. No tilt rods.

Specialties. Starley’s balance gear
(page 80). Club hollow felloes (page 21).

Price . . . . . . . . £28 10s. Od.

Sent out painted in one colour.

Remarks. A very light, yet strong (for its weight) machine, of the most
approved front steering type. It is built specially for racing, and was first in-

troduced last season, when riders on it secured third places with honours
in both the five and fifty miles path and road championships. (See Advertise-

ment.)

IMPERIAL CLUB— D.D.

Coventry Machinists’ Co., Cheylesmore, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front stesring. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 16, No. 13 Club spokes. Steel
hubs, 5Jin. x 3fin. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Socket
rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked
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pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Starley’s
patent double driving gear. Push lever band (6in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable

F seat rod. Suspension spring. Suspension saddle. Footrests on frame.
Flat wrench. Oilcan. Wiuth 38in. Weight 901bs. Loop frame of weldless
steel tube.

Specialties. Club spokes (page 23). Starley’s balance gear (page 80).

Suspension spring (page 49 ). Club adjustable handles—extra (page 59).

Price . . . . . . . . £24 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball pedals, 20s.
;
Cradle spring, 10s.

;
Cheylesmore clutch action, 20s.

Remarks. One of the finest front steerers at present on the market. It is

vertically built and beautifully made, and may be thoroughly depended on. It

has been entirely remodelled and wonderfully improved since last season.
(See Advertisement.)

IMPERIAL ROB ROY.

Zephyr Bicycle & Tricycle Co., Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. No chains

or cog wheels.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in., running

level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball hearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers, ball to

carrying wheel, and plain to crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and
pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in.

throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Imperial Rob Roy driving gear. Push lever

double tyre brake. Rob Roy brake holder. Adjustable seat rod. Arab Cradle

spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 41in.

Weight 831bs. The frame is a flat-backed hayfork of weldless steel tube.
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Specialties. Imperial Rob Roy driving gear
(
page 71). Rob Roy ratchet

brake holder
(
page 99).

Price . . . . . . . . £20 Os. Od.

Sent out with polished hubs, spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours.

Extras. 44in. or 46in. wheels, 10s.
;
plated fittings, 60s.

;
roller pedals, 30s.;

balls to crank ends, 30s.

Remarks. A very strong and reliable machine, which has no chains to stretch
and can be driven equally well both backwards and forwards.

(
See Advertisement.)

INDISPENSABLE— D.D.
H. M. Pashley, Highfield Cycling Depot, London Road, Sheffield.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 22in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level, -gin. rubbers. Bell’s rims. 50 and 24, No. 10 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley (long
centre) rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving,
and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band (5in. x lin.) brake.
Adjustable f seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests
on frame. Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Valise. Width 38in. Weight 931bs.
Loop frame of lin. tube, the sides running right up to hold the handles.

Specialties. Bell’s rims
(
page £0).

Price . . . , . . . . £18 0s. Od.

Sent out
j
spanned in two colours.

Extras. Plated spokes, 15s. Plated handle rods, 10s. Plated hubs, 10s.

Remarks. I have not yet inspected this machine, so cannot say with confi-

dence what it is like, but I believe it to be a sound and genuine article.

IROQUOIS.
John F Walters, 47, Queen’s Road, Bayswater, London, W.

THE IROQUOIS.
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Leading Features. Open front. Hear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 50in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 50in., running
level, lin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 18, No. 12 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley ludder head.
Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal
shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber pedals, on ball bearings. Chain driving. Pull-up
lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat.

Eootrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Two lamps. Valise. Width 35in.,

reducible to 29in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weignt 881bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. All plated except rims, £4 4s.

Remarks. A well sent out tricycle, of the open fronted rear steering class.

No especial features in detail.

JUMBO FAVOURITE.
W. H. Upton, Jumbo Works, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. No. 11 direct spokes. G-.M.
hubs, 5^in. x 5in. Ball bearings to all wheels, plain to crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-
shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable f
seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable
wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 39in., reducible to 32in. by taking off the
loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £16 16s. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Lamps, 20s.

Remarks. A sound, easy running strong machine of the usual type.
(
See

Advertisement.)

JUMBO ROADSTER.
W. H. Upton, Jumbo Works, Ventnor, Isle of Wight.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. No. 11 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs, 5fin. x 5in. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and crank
shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering
handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in.

throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever back wheel
tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on
frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 39in., reducible to 32in.
by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 841bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £12 12s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. Sound and neat, at a low figure. (See Advertisement .)

KING OF THE ROAD CLOSING.

A. H. Alldridge, King Edward’s Works, Edward Street, Parade, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving. Direct action.

Folding for stowage.
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Description. Two 42in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 42in., running

level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 12 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 3Jin. Ball bearings to all wheel*. Stanley rudder

head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering handle, and pear-

shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked axle shaft, 5gin. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Direct driving on the cranked axle. Pull-up lever band
(5in. x fin.) brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Foot-

rests on frame. Width 38in., reducible to 20in. by Alldridge’s patent method.

Weight 721bs. Hayfork frame.
Specialties. Alldridge’s method of folding

(
page 46).

Price . . . . . . . . . . £19 19s. Od.

Sent out japanned in two colours.

Remarks. A machine of very simple construction, which runs easily, and can

be stowed away in a very small space.

KING OF THE ROAD.
Denne & Co., Station Street, Sittingbourne.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level, -gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 44, No. 10 direct spokes.

Iron hubs, 6in. by 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, cones to driver, and
plain to crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, bin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving. Twist handle double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Pedals form footrests. Two flat wrenches.
Oilcan. Bell. Valise. Two lamps. Width 41in., reducible to 33in. by taking
off the loose wheel. Weight 851bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. A sliding clutch frees the pedals for descending hills.

Price . . . . . . . . £16 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest japanned in two colours.

Remarks. This is a genuinely built machine, and is supplied on easy terms
of £2 10s. down and 5s. weekly.

LADY’S ADVANCE.
James Beech, Gladstone Works, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 36in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 36in., running
as 42in. fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and
pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5in. throw.
Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Dress guard. Pull-up lever double
tyre brake. ‘Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on
frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 36in., reducible to 29in. by taking off

the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £7 10s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is about the lowest priced machine in the market.

LADY’S SPECIAL TIMBERLA KE.

Thos. Timberlake & Co., 39, King Street, Maidenhead, Berks.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Built for
ladies’ use.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 18, No. 12 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and crank
shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering.
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handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Douhle-cranked pedal shaft, 5in.
throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Timber!ake push lever double
tyre brake, and holder. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat.
Footrests on frame. Flat wret ch. Oilcan. Width 34in., reducible to 28in.
by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 741bs. Hayfork frame. Dress guard.

Specialties. Wired tyres. Timberlake brake (page 100).

Price . . £14 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Bright parts plated, 40s.
;

all plated, £5 ;
adjustable handles, 15s.;

ball bearings to large wheels, 35s.

Remarks. A soundly built machine, with an exceedingly good feature in the
perfect security of the tyres and the efficiency of the brake. Specially con-

structed for use by the fair sex.

LADY’S CHEYLESMORE— D.D.

Coventry Machinists’ Co'., Cheylesmore, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering . Double driving with two
chains. Built for ladies’ use.

Description. Two 40m. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 40in., running

leve . gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20, No. 13 direct spokes.
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Steel hubs, 4gin. x 3§in. Coned bearings to steering wheel, balls to drivers, and
plain to cranK shafc. Socket rudder bead. Rack and pinion steering. Spade
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 4jin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving, and Cheylesmore clutch double driving gear. Pull-up swing
lever double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Suspension spring. Pan seat.

Pedals form footrests. Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 38in. Weight 801bs,

Hayfork frame of weldless steel tube. Dress guards.

Specialties. Cheylesmore driving clutch
(
page 75). Club ball bearings

(
page

37). Swing lever brake
(
page 97).

Price . . . . . . . . £22 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Non-slipping tyres, 15s.; adjustable handles, 15s. ;
ball bearings to

back wheel, 20s.
;
ball pedals, 20s.

;
Cradle spring, 10s.

;
extra seat for child, 40s.

Remarks. A light, beautifully-constructed machine, built specially for ladies’

use.
(
See Advertisement.)

LEADER.
G. W. Ash & Co., 13, Russell Street, Southsea, Portsmouth.

THE LEADER.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4|in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5.|in. throw. Rubber pedals,

plain. Chain driving on right-hand side. Leader double tyre and back wheel
brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.
Flat wrench. Oilcan. Lamp. Width 42in., reducible to 35in. by taking off

the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Leader adjustable seat and brake (addenda).

Price £17 17s. Od.
Sent out painted in three colours.

Remarks. A sound, well constructed machine in every detail, with a novel
and effective brake application and seat adjustment. It is fitted with two
brakes— the ordinary back wheel spoon for common use, and the Leader double
tyre, in which the rider’s weight is brought into play for steep hills.
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LEADER No. 2.

G. W. Ash & Co., 13, Russell Street, Southsea, Portsmouth.
Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
as 52in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20, No. 10 direct
spokes. G.M. bubs, 6in. x 4in. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle,
and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5£in. throw.
Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat
wrench. Oilcan. Width 36in., reducible to 30in. by taking off the loose wheel.
Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £12 12s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A sound machine of the ordinary type, with no especial features.

LEDA.
St. George’s Foundry Co., Pope Street, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Front steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, fin. and gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 18, No. 10 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 4fin. x 3m. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver, and
ball to crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Ad-
justable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving. Push lever double band (5in. x fin.) brake, with
holder. Adjustable f seat rod. Easy spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.
Flat wrench. Oilcan. Rapid lubricators. Width 36in., reducible to 31in. by
taking off the loose wheel. Weight 78lbs. Loop frame, with tilt rod at back.

Specialties. Easy spring {page 51). Rapid lubricators
(
page 106).

Price .. £15 15s. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

RemarJcs. A strongly built machine, differing in build from the generality of

single drivers, inasmuch as it is arranged as a front steerer.
(
See Advertisement.)

LEICESTER SAFETY— D.D.

Leicester Tricycle Co., Station Yard, Leicester.

Leading features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Bicycle

action. Central gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running

level, gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs. Ball bear-

ings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head

.
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Leicester thumb steering. Bicycle pattern handles. Bicycle cranks. Lubber
pedals, plain. Central chain driving, and Kirby’s patent double driving gear.

Leicester compensating double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Arab Cradle
spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan.
Yalise. Bell. Width 43in. Weight 931bs. The frame is of T pattern as far as
the lower portion goes, but a square frame is carried up in front of the rider on
which he rests his arms, the steering handle being just in front

;
a tilt rod is-

placed behind, and the saddle is in front of the axle.

Specialties. Peculiarity of frame. Leicester thumb steering
(
page 60).

Kirby’s patent balance gear, identical with that described as Hillman’s
(
page

84). Leicester compensating brake
(
page 96).

Price . . . . . . . . £20 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is one of the most peculiar tricycles in the market, and has
many good points. It is a balance-geared double driver and front steerer, and
the rider is placed almost in a standing position over his pedals. The brake is-

very powerful and perfect in equality of action, and the machine may be
stopped as suddenly as possible in safety, the safety bar preventing the rider

being pitched out in such a case. Mounting and dismounting are done from
behind, and the steering is accurate, steady, and sensitive.

LEICESTER SAFETY FOLDER— D.D.

Leicester Tricycle Co.. Station Yard, Leicester.

THE LEICESTER SAFETY FOLDER.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Central gear. Bicycle action. Folds for stowage.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G-.M. hubs. Ball bear-
ings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head.
Leicester thumb steering. Bicycle pattern handles. Bicycle cranks. Lubber
pedals, plain. Central chain driving, and Kirby’s patent double driving gear.

Leicester compensating double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Arab Cradle
spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrenches. Oilcan.

Yalise. Bell. Width 43in., reducible to loin, by use of Leicester folding

frame. Weight 951bs. The frame is identical with the last, save in the.
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arrangements for folding, a full description of which will be found on page 43.

Specialties. Peculiarity of frame. Leicester thumb steering {page 60).

Kirby’s balance gear. Leicester compensating brake (page 96). Leicester

folding frame (page 43).

Price .. .. .. .. £22 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. As rigid when in running order as the rigid machine just des-

cribed. It has all the same peculiarities, with the additional advantage of the

folding frame.

LEOPOLD.

, . Burnett & Co., Hunslet New Hoad, Leeds.

Leading Features. Single driving. Narrow frame.

Description. Two 24in. and one 48in. wheel. Driving wheel 48in. running

level. £in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 24. No. 10 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheels, plain to driver and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Pack and pmion steering, and castor wheel. Spade
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving. Twist band brake. C spring. ' Suspension saddle. Adjustable

wrench. Oilcan. Width 32in. Weight 851bs. The frame is identical with

that of the Coventry Rotary, No. 2, but the rear-most side wheel fork is bent

back so as to cause the wheel to act like a castor.

Specialties. Castor wheel steering.

Price . . £16 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated bright parts, 50s.
;

all plated, £5 ;
ball bearings to small

wheels and cranks, £3.

Remarks. This is built d la Coventry Rotary, but iu place of the double

steering the front wheel only is actuated by the steering rod, the rear whee
acting like a castor and following fairly well in its track.

LYNN EXPRESS.
James Plowright, Railway Road, Lynn.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two. 48in. and one l^in. wheel. Driving wheel 48in, running

level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 5£in. x 5in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles.

Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving.

Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. B spring. Woolley’s

spring saddle. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width
36in., reducible to 29in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork

frame.
Price . . . . . . . . . . £16 16s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings to large wheels, 40s.

Remarks. A strongly built, sound machine, with no especial features.

MARKHAM—D.D.

Arthur Markham, 345, Edgware Road, London.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Central gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running

level. £in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

G. M. hubs. 6in. x 4in. iEolus ball bearings to all wheels, plain to cranks.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles.

Adjustable detachable bicycle cranks. Rubber pedals, on ball bearings. Central
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chain driving, and Markham’s double driving gear. Push lever band
(Tin. x ljin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Tricycle

saddle. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 38in.

Weight 811bs. The frame is tabular and of the X variety, very neat, light, and
simple.

Specialties. Markham’s balance gear (page 84).

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and plated handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours.

Remarks. This is a very light front steering double driver. It is quick in
action, handy, neat, and easy running, and although not as highly finished as
some is soundly constructed and well put together.

MARKHAM SOCIABLE— D.D.

Arthur Markham, 345, Edgware Road, London.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Clear
frontage for each rider.

Description. Two 48in. and one 13in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level, lin. and £in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 54 and 24, No. 10 direct spokes.
G-.M. hubs, Gin. x 4in. iEolus ball bearings to all wheels, plain to cranks.
Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles.
Detachable bicycle cranks. Rubber pedals on iEolus ball bearings. Central
chain driving, and Markham’s double driving gear. Push lever band (7in. x
ljin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rods. Elliptical springs. Pan seat and Long-
distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width
fiOin. Weight 1291bs. The frame resembles a loop for a single machine, with
the top cross tube extended a foot on each side. Each rider has a chain cen-
trally, and the steering gear is between the two.

Specialties. Frame. Markham’s balance gear (page 84).

Price . . . . . . . . £26 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and plated handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours.
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Remarks. This is a very light sociable, the frame being exceedingly simple,

and ingenious. I have not tried it yet, but should fancy it to run easily and
well.

MERCURY.
Mercury Machinists’ Co., Aston Boad, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level. fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs. Plain
bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and
pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving.

Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan

,

seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Valise. 'Width 37in.,

reducible to 30in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 77lbs. Hayfork
frame.

Price £13 13s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings, 20s. per wheel.

Remarks. Made of good material throughout. A sound machine witli no
special features.

METEOR No. 1.

Starley & Sutton, Meteor Works, West Orchard, Coventry.

THE METEOR NO. 1.
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• Leading Features. Open front. Eear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level. £in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs. Hardened plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Eack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering handle,
and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw.
Eubber roller pedals. Chain driving. Push lever double band (Tin. x fin.)
brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on
frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in., reducible to 30in. by taking off

the loose wheel. Weight 751bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Starley’s driving chain
(
page 70). Starley’s roller pedals (page 27).

Harrington’s enamel
(
page 123).

Price . . . . . . . . £17 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest enamelled plain black in Harrington’s
enamel.

Extras. Lining in colours, 12s. 6d.
;
gold lining, 25s.

Remarks. The first machine to be built on these lines, its success caused
others to copy, with the result that this pattern is the most common in the
market. It is well and strongly built, and all wearing parts are thoroughly
hard. It will be found a first-class machine of the type. Some thousands are
now in use.

METEOR No. 2— D.D.

Stabley & Sutton, Meteor Works, West Orchard, Coventry.

THE METEOR NO.' 2.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 56 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.

N
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G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and crank shaft.
Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber roller pedals. Chain driving,
and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band (Tin. x fin.) brake.
Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat
wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in. Weight 901bs. Loop frame.

^Specialties. Starley’s driving chains (page 70). Starley’s balance gear (page
80). Meteor roller pedals (page 27). Harrington’s enamel (page 123).

Price . . . . . . . . £20 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest enamelled plain black in Harrington’s
enamel.

Extras . Lining in colour 12s. 6d., in gold 25s.
;
ball bearings all over, 60s.

;

half plated, 60s.
;

all plated, £10.

Revmrks. A lightly built front steerer of good material, with the weight
rather more forward than usual to give greater steadiness of steering. Fully
vertical action. A first-class machine in every way. The firm's leading brand
this season.

METEOR SOCIABLE— D.D.

Starley & Sutton, Meteor^Works, West Orchard, Coventry.

THE METEOR SOCIABLE.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description . Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level. l|in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 24, No. 10 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder
head. Rack and pinion steering. Meteor adjustable spade steering handle, and
pear-shaped purchase handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft. Rubber roller

pedals. Chain driving, and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push lever

band (8in. x l|in.) brake, with holder. Adjustable f seat rods. Elliptical

springs. Pan seats. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.
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Width 63in. Weight 1391bs. The frame is of steel tube, and consists of a main
cross tube with short side arms to carry the crank ends, and a long central
tube going straight out to the rudder wheel.

Specialties. Frame. Meteor roller pedals
(
page 27). Starley’s driving

chains (page 70). Starley’s balance gear (page 80). Meteor adjustable handles
(page 59). Meteor brake holder. Harrington's enamel (page 123).

Price . . . . . . . . £26 Os. Od.

Sent out enamelled plain black in Harrington’s enamel.

Extras. Lining in colours, 15s-
;
in gold, 30s.

;
ball bearings all over, 80s.

Remarks. This is one of the most successful sociables in the market. It is

extremely rigid and steady in running, especially at speed and down hill,

owing chiefly to the rudder being so far ahead. The brake power is enormous,
and the machine makes a first-class club “ ’bus ” by reason of its stability.

The addition of the balance gear to it this season is a vast improvement.

MAZEPPA No. 1— D.D.

Metropolitan Machinists’ Co., 75, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with single chain.

Description. Two 50in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes”
G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and crank shaft!
Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber roller pedals. Chain driving,
and Lewis’s double driving gear. Push lever band brake. Adjustable seat rod!
Scroll spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan!
Lamp. Bell. Yalise. Width 41in. Weight 951bs. Loop frame, with tilt rod
at side.

Price £17 15s. 0d.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras . Ball bearings, 25s.
;
half plated, 60s.

MAZEPPA No. 2.

Metropolitan Machinists’ Co., 75, Bishopsgate Street Without, London, E.C.
Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.
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Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in. running
as 55in. fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked
pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever
double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Foot-
rests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Two lamps. Bell. Width
39in., reducible to 32in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 841bs. Hayfork
frame.

Price , . . .. .. .. £15 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Bemarks. An open fronted rear steerer,

MERLIN—A. D.

Bricknell & Co., Merlin Engineering Works, Brixton Rise, London, S.W.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Lever action. Alternate

driving, length of stroke at will.
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Description. Two 36in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 36in., running
from 30in. to 67in. gin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20, No.
12 direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 3Jin. x 3|in. iEolus ball bearings to all wheels.
Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handle,
and pear-shaped purchase handle. Rubber pedals, without bearings. Merlin
levers. Merlin driving gear. Lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod.
Cradle spring. Pan seat. Wrench. Oilcan. Weight 721bs. Width 35in.
The frame is a hayfork of thick steel tube, the ends of which carry the lever
fulcra, and rods depend from the bearings bearing “ stops” t® limit the stroke
and convert the pedals into footrests.

Specialties. Merlin levers
(
page 66). Merlin driving gear

(
page 80).

Price .. £19 19s. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is a last season’s novelty, and is well and neatly made. It
drives each wheel alternately, or both together, but cannot be driven backwards.
The driving cords can be adjusted for heavy or light work, so as to gear up to
any desired point. It is a handy machine, and capable of good speed, doing
3.58 for the mile at its first appearance on the path. It has been much im-
proved since its first introduction in the construction of the gearing, clutches,
&c., <fec., which are made neater, lighter, and more effective. (See Advertisement.)

METO.

G. Hughes, Temple Street, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Left-hand steering.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
as 50in. gin. and fin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 24 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 5in. x 4£in. Parallel bearings to driver, and balls to steering wheel.
Stanley rudder head. Left-hand rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade
handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, running
in plain bearings. Rubber pedals, on plain bearings^. Chain driving. Lever
band brake. Adjustable seat rod. Scroll spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests
on frame. Wrench. Oilcan. Weight 801bs. Width 37in. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £12, Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A sound article at the price.

MINOTAUR— D.D.

Alpe Bros., Baker Street, Hull.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving. Central gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Socket
rudder head. Rack and pinion central steering. Adjustable spade steering
handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Bicycle cranks, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Central chain driving, and Minotaur double driving gear. Push
lever band (4Jin. x lgin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring.
Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Two flat wrenches. Oilcan. Yalise.
Width 40in. Weight 751bs. Tubular frame.

Specialties. Minotaur double driving gear.

Price . . . . . . . . . . £20 0s. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. An exceedingly simple, light and neat machine. Appears strong
and soundly built. It is a front steering double driver, and has all the gear
placed centrally between the legs so as to give equal clearance on either side.
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MONARCH D.D.

W. T. Eades, John Bright Street, Birmingham.

THE MONARCH.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. No chains or cog wheels.
Double driving by means of ratchets.

Description. Two 40in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 40in., running
level. gin. non-slipping rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No 11 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 5in. x 5in. Double ball bearings to crank shaft, and iEolus
balls to steering wheel. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering..

Spade handle. Pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked axle, driven
direct with rubber hanging pedals on ball bearings. Ratchet double driving
gear. Double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Woolley’s
patent saddle. Wrench. Oilcan. Valve lubricators. Weight 701bs. Width
38in., but can be passed through a 2ft. doorway. Tubular square-backed hay-
fork frame.

Specialties. Monarch eccentric stirrup pedals (page 68). Monarch clutches
(addenda).

Price . . . . . . . . £18 18s. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Extras. Plated spokes and fittings, 70s. With plain bearings, 42s. less.

Remarks. This machine is well made and light. The driving arrangement
does away with a second crank shaft and its friction, also that of the chain,
and whilst driving direct upon the wheels, the rider is placed no higher than
on an ordinary machine," the centre of gravity being consequently kept low.
The small wheels make it a good hill climber, and the running is easy.

NATIONAL.
National Bicycle & Tricycle Co., Spon Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head.
Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving. Lever band brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring.
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Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 41in. Weight
911bs. Loop frame, with tilt rod.

Price . . . . . . . . £12 12s. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A single driver, built as a front steerer, at a very low figure.
(
See

Advertisement.)

NATIONAL No. 5—SEMI-D.D.

National Bicycle and Tricycle Co., Spon Street, Coventry.

THE NATIONAL NO. 5.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Direct action. Frictional
double driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 24in. wheel. Driving wheels 40in., running
level, ffin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs. Plain
bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade
steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked axle shaft,

5 Jin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Direct driving, and Lawson’s coned clutch
double driving gear. Pull-up lever back wheel tyre brake. Adjustable Y
seat rod. C spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan.
Width 39in. Weight 801be. The frame is of the hayfork variety, constructed
of flat bar iron body with a tubular backbone.

Specialties. Lawson’s coned driving clutch (page 79). Direct action.

Price . . . . . . . . £10 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This machine drives direct on the cranked axle, and places the
rider high. The back wheel brake is applied by a chain and grip lever, and
whilst one wheel is fast to the crank shaft, the other is driven in all straight

running by a frictional cone. ( See Advertisement.)

NATIONAL ROYAL—SEMI-D.D.
National Bicycle & Tricycle Co., Spon Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Direct action. Frictional
double driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 40in., running
level. ffin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheel and driving shaft. Stanley rudder head.
Rack and'.; pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked axle shaft, 5 Jin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Direct driving, and Lawson’s coned clutch double driving gear. Push lever

double band (7in. x fin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod. C spring. Pan
seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 39in.

Weight 541bs. Hayfork frame of steel tube.
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Specialties. Direct driving. Lawson’s coned driving clutch (page 79).

Price . . . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is an exceedingly light machine, and as it has the samebearings
as a bicycle, and drives direct upon the wheels, it runs very easily and climbs hills

well. The method of driving places the rider in a much higher position than
on most tricycles. It is sent out highly finished and well got up. (See

Advertisement.)

NATIONAL SOCIABLE TANDEM— D.D.

National Bicycle & Tricycle Co., Spon Street, Coventry.

THE NATIONAL SOCIABLE TANDEM.
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Leading features. Open front. Rear steering. Independent double driving.

Description. Two 46in. and one' 22in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level. ?in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 12 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and crank shafts.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, pear-
shaped and bicycle pattern purchase handles. Double-cranked pedal shafts,

Gin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving. Push lever double
band (7in. x fin.) brake. Adjustable j~ seat rods. ^Elliptical springs. Pan
seat, and Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench.
Oilcan. Width 39in. Weight 1251bs. The frame is a tubular hayfork with
very long backbone on which a socket is brazed half way in which works a seat
rod for a second rider, who is provided with a pair of cranks and chain
attached to the fore part of the machine.

Specialties. General plan.

Price . . . . . . . . £20 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings and plated bright parts, £5 ;
canopy and shield, £3 10s.

Remarks. This is about the simplest Tandem Sociable in the market, and
may briefly be described as placing a male rider astride the backbone of a rear
steering tricycle, with the lady occupying the front seat.

(
See Advertisement.)

NATIONAL SPECIAL— D.D.

National Bicycle & Tricycle Co., Spon Street, Coventry.

THE NATIONAL SPECIAL.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with ratchet gear. Back
pedalling clutch.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, f gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and piuion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-

shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, Gin. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving, and ratchet double driving gear. Push lever

doub’e band (7in. x fin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring.

Long-distance saddle. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.
"Valise. Width 41in. Weight 951bs. Loop frame, with tilt rod at side.

Specialties. Coned clutch for back-pedalling.

Price £18 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

!Extras . Plated bright parts, 40s.
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Remarks. This machine is a front steerer, and drives the through axle with
one chain, the axle propelling both wheels with clutches, whilst for back-pedal-
ling purposes a separate handle brings a coned friction clutch into action with
one wheel, and the machine is driven backwards. (See Advertisement.)

NEMO No. 1.

Highbury Machine Co., 33, Holloway Road, London, N.

Leading Features. Open front. Lear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 30, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering
handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in.

throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Eootrests on frame. Elat
adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Pair lamps. Width 38in., reducible to
28in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 781bs. Hayfork frame.

Price £15 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle, fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings, 40s.
;
plated fittings, 40s.

Remarks. A machine of the common type, with no especial features.

NEMO No. 4— D.D.

THE NEMO NO. 4.

Highbury Machine Co., 33, Holloway Road, London, N.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, lin. and gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 12 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head.
Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft,

6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Intermediate ball wheel gear, and tarley’s

patent double driving gear. Push lever band (5fin. x lin.) brake. Adjustable

seat rod. Special Salvo style spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame..
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Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Lamp. Width 42in. Weight 901bs.

Loop frame.

Specialties. Intermediate ball wheel gear {page 70).

Price £19 19s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. iEolus ball bearings to front wheel, 15s.

Remarks. A remarkably easy running machine. Built with fair verticality

and of sound material.

NEW MERLIN— D.D.

Bbicknell & Co., Merlin Engineering Works, Brixton Rise, London, S.W.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Folding for stowage. Lever action. Two speeds at will.

Description. Two 42in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 42in., running
as 60in. and 45in. fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 13

direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 5in. x 3 Jin. iEolus ball bearings to all wheels.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Instantaneously
adjustable spade handles. Rubber pedals, without bearings. Merlin lever

driving gear, with new clutch, and Starley's double driving gear. Screw-up
band (6in. x Ifin.) brake. Adjustable seat rod. S spring. Long-distance
saddle. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 35in.,

reducible to 29in. by telescoping the hubs. Weight 791bs. T frame of weldless

steel tube.

Specialties. New two-speed arrangement {addenda). Instant handle adjust-

ment
(
page 59). Merlin driving levers {page 66). Merlin driving gear {page 80).

New clutch, very similar to Cheylesmore. New telescopic hubs.

Price . . . . . . . . £22 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This machine has quite a host of good features, and has only just

been perfected. The addition of balance gear makes it very much steadier than
with alternate driving. The variable stroke of the Merlin driving action
actuates the gear box which drives the wheels, whilst the instantaneous ad-

justment of the handles and driving power are especial advantages. It is well

and scientifically put together, and is a very different machine now«to the first

ones shown at the Stanley Exhibition {See Advertisement).

NEW MERLIN SOCIABLE— D.D.

Bricknell & Co., Merlin Engineering Works, Brixton Rise, London, S.W.

Leading Features. Front steering. Independent double driving. Lever
action. Variable stroke and speed.

Description. Two 42in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 42in., running
as 60in. and 45in. lin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4 Jin. iEolus ball bearings to steering wheel, rollers to drivers.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Instantaneously
adjustable spade handles. Merlin driving levers. Rubber pedals without
bearings. Lever driving, and Merlin clutch driving gear. Screw-up double
band (6in. x Ifin.) brake. Adjustable seat rods. S springs. Tricycle suspension
saddles. Pedals form footrests. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 60in. Weight
1491bs. The frame is of steel tube, very much after the loop variety, with
extended top sides and fulcra at back for the levers to work upon.

Specialties. Merlin instant adjustable handles {page 59). Merlin levers

{page 66). Merlin driving gear {page 80). Doubly balanced band brake.

Price . . . . . . £31 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. I have not tried this machine yet, but take it to be a thorough
success. The low wheels should give great steadiness and stability, whilst the
instantaneous adjustability of the handles is a great point {See Advertisement.

)
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NONPAREIL— D.D.

J. Stassen & Son, 251, Euston Road, London. N.W.

THE NONPAREIL.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.
'Central gear. Telescopes for stowage.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in
,
running

level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Creseent rims. 64 and 24, No. 12 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 5£in. x 34in. Ball bearings to all wheels and cranks. Stanley
rudder head. Stassen’s rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles.
Bicycle cranks. Rubber pedals on ball bearings. Central chain driving, and
Stassen’s double driving gear. Pull-up lever band brake. Adjustable f seat
rod. Arab Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Hinged footrests on frame.
Adjustable wrench. Oilcan Valise. Width 39in., reducible to 28in. by
Stassen’s method. Weight 8.51bs. "f frame of weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Stassen’s balance gear. Stassen steering gear (page 62) . Stassen’s
telescopic arrangement (page 46).

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.
Remarks. This machine is beautifully and substantially made. It is a front

steering double driver, with a balance gear of a peculiar nature, and is the
most rigid collapsible machine in the market, the telescoping being quicker
done than with any other machine, and not affecting stability in the slightest.

NORTHAMPTON No 1.

E. Gadsby, 24 and 26, Bearward Street, Northampton.

Leading Featyres. Front steering. Unequal wheels.

Description. Wheels 50in., 26m., and 16in. Driving wheel 50in., running
as 43in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50, 26, and 16, No. 11 lock-

nutted spokes. Iron hubs, 6in. x 4£in. Roller bearings to driver, and cones
to steering wheel. Open centre rudder head. Rack aud pinion steering.

Spade handle. Pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft,

running in roller bearings. Rubber pedals on plain bearings. Chain driving.

Powerful lever and band brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring.
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Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame front. Wrench. Oilcan. Lamp. Valve
lubricators. Weight 881bs. Width 33in., reducing to 27in. by removing the
loose wheel. The frame is a long tubular bow with handles curving forwards
at top, and long wheel base as shown in the illustration.

Specialties. Frame and general construction.
Price . . . . . . . . . . £14 Os. Od.

Sent out japanned in black, with gold lines.

Remarks. This is a strong well made machine, and the arrangement of the
steering rod makes it exceedingly open in front, for a front steerer. The rider

is well over his work, and can stand on his pedals for hill work. Equal side

wheels are fitted if preferred. (See Advertisement.)

NORTHAMPTON No. 2.

E. Gadsby, 24 and 26, Bearward Street, Northampton.
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Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in. running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 20, No. 11 lock-nutted spokes.

Iron hubs, 6in. x 4|in. Plain bearings to driver, and cones to steering wheel.
Open centre rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handle. Pear-
shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, running in roller bear-

ings. Rubber pedals on plain bearings. Chain driving. Spoon brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame.
Wrench. Oilcan. Lamp. Valve lubricators. Weight 831bs. Width 34in.,

reducing to 28in. by taking off the loose wheel. The frame is a hayfork, very
much arched, so as to make a graceful outline and gain strength.

Price . . . . . . . . £14 Os. Od.

Sent out japanned and gold lined.

Remarks. This machine, when made for ladies’ use, has 40in. wheels, geared
down to 36in., and is fitted with chain guards at the same price.

(
See Advertise-

ment.)

NOTTINGHAM TELESCOPIC-D.D.
Nottingham Tricycle Co., Hockley Mill Works, Nottingham.

THE NOTTINGHAM TELESCOPIC.

Leading Features. Double front steering. Double driving with balance

gear. Telescopes for stowage. Bicycle action.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 44in., running

as 50in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 24, No. 11 direct

spokes. G-.M. hubs, 6in. x 3Jin. Ball bearings to all wheels and cranks.

Stanley rudder head. Humber double steering. Bicycle pattern handles.

Bicycle cranks, 5in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Central chain driving, and
Humber double driving gear. Double lever band (5in. x lin.) brake. Humber
spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrenches. Oilcan.

Valise. Width 38in., reducible to 28in. by Nottingham telescoping method.
Weight 721bs. The frame is like that of the Humber, described on page 200.

Specialties. Method of telescoping the frame (page 47). Humber double

•steering (page 63). Humber double driving (page 82).

Price £24 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball pedals, 20s.

Remarks. This is a beautifully built machine in every way, and is con-

structed on the well-known lines of the Humber, with the additional advantage

of the increased facilities for stowage afforded by the telescopic arrangement.
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NOTTINGHAM ADJUSTABLE TELESCOPIC— D.D.

Nottingham Tricycle Co., Hockley Mill Works, Nottingham.

Leading Features. Double front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Bicycle action. Adjustable for size. Telescopes for stowage.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 44in., running
as 50in. gin. and fin rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6in. x 3Jin. Ball bearings to all wheels and cranks. Stanley
rudder head. Humber double steering. Adjustable bicycle pattern bandies.
Bicycle cranks. Rubber pedals, plain. Central chain driving, and Humber
double driving gear. Double lever band (oin. x lin.) brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Scroll spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrenches.
Olcan. Valise. Width 38in., reducible to 28in. by Nottingham telescopic
method. Weight 741bs. The frame is the same as the last, but the handles
are made adjustable, and the seat also is placed on an adjustable rod.

Specialties. Nottingham telescopic action {page 47). Humber double steering

(
page 63). Humber double driving

(
page 82).

Price . . . . . . . . £24 Os. Od.

Sent^out painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball pedals, 20s.

Remarks. As fine a machine in every way as the other, with the advantage
of adjustability, making the same machine do for different persons.

OMNICYCLE— D.D.

Bicycle & Tricycle Supply Association, 27, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C.

THE OMNICYCLE.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with ratchet gear. Lever
action. No dead points. Variable stroke.
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Description. Two 50in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
as 50in., 40in., and 30in. fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12

direct butt-ended spokes. Iron hubs, 5in. x 3in. Ball bearings to all wheels.
Stanley long centre rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade
handles. Non-slipping rubber pedals. Omnicycle lever and segmental driving
gear, and ratchet double driving gear. Pull-up lever double band (4£in. x gin.)

brake. Adjustable seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Suspension tricycle saddle.

Pedals form footrests. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 40in. Weight 951bs.

X frame of weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Omnicycle levers
(
page 65). Omnicycle segmental driving gear

(page 92).

Price . . . . . . . . £26 5s. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, gear and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is a very powerful machine at hill work, and when built with
large wheels is capable of very considerable speed. The action is pleasant and
easy. The machiue is thoroughly well made and finely finished, and has been
reduced in weight by no less than 401bs. for this season, as well as a simple arrange-
ment added to allow the machine to be run back. The alteration of the gear is

effected whilst running.

OMNIMOTOR— D.D.

Broadbent Cycle Co., Hurley Road, Lower Kennington Lane, London, S.E.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving, both back-
wards and forwards, with clutch action. Stationary pedals. Spring frame.

Description. Two 42in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 42in., running
as 52in. gin. and gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 11 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 5in. x 4^in. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to
crank shaft. Stanley spring rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Adjustable spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving,

and Broadbent patent double driving gear. Push lever double tyre brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame, and
pedals form footrests. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 34in.,

reducible to 28in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 891bs. Hayfork
frame.

Specialties. Spring steering head (addenda). Broadbent driving clutches.
Price . . . . . . . . £16 16s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This machine combines both forward and backward automatic
double driving with free pedals, whilst the steering head is fitted with a spring
on which the backbone end rests, to avoid the vibration arising from the small
wheel. It has only just been introduced.

ONWARD.
Samuel Cotterill, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs.
Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-

shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oil-

can. Width 39in., reducible to 33in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight
89lbs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £9 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Balls to large wheels, 20s.
;
to back wheel, 10s.

;
to crank shaft, 10s.

Remarks. A very low-priced machine.
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ORBICYCLE— D.D.

Thomas Moore, Kennington. Park Corner, London, S.E.

THE ORBICYCLE.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.
Central gear. No chains or exposed gear wheels.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels, 48in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 24, No. 13 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheel, rollers to driving shaft, and balls

to cranks. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade handles. Bicycle cranks. Rubber pedals, plain. Central Orbicycle
wheel driving, and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band (4fin. x
fin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Spring
footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 38in.,

reducible to 26in. by taking off: both large wheels. Weight 98lbs. ~[~ frame of
weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Orbicycle driving gear
(
page 72).

Price .. .. .. .. £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Cradle spring, 10s.
;

ball pedals, 21s.
; non-slipping tyres, 10s.

;

ratchet brake holder, 10s. 6d.
;
plated orbs, 40s.

Remarks. This machine is very taking in appearance, and is soundly and
thoroughly well made in every detail. To the uninitiated its action is quite
mysterious, all the gearing being enclosed in the orbs and shut out from view, as
well as kept clear of dust. By reversing the seat rod and using a saddle it can
be ridden a la Humber, and made a back steerer of. (See. Advertisement'.)

ORBICYCLE HILL-CLIIVIBER— D.D.

Thos. Moore, Kennington Park Corner, London, S.E.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Central
gear. No chains or exposed gear wheels. Automatic hill gear. Free pedals..

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 48in. and 32in. fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 24, No. 13
direct spokes. G M. hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheel, rollers to driving
shaft, and balls to cranks. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.
Adjustable spade handles. Bicycle cranks. Rubber pedals, plain. Central
Orbicycle driving gear, Orbicycle hill gear, and Starley’s patent double driving
gear. Pu^h lever band (4fin. x fin.) brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical
spring. Pan seat. Spring footrests on frame, and pedals form footrests. Ad-
justable wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 38in., reducible to 26in. by taking
off both large wheels. Weight 991bs. “f frame of weldless steel tube.

*

0
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Specialties. Orbicycle driving gear (page 72). Orbicycle bill gear (page 92).

Price . . . . . . . . £24 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Cradle spring, 10s. ;
ball pedals, 21s.

;
non-slipping tyres, 10s.

;

ratchet brake holder, 10s. 6d.
;
plated orbs, 40s.

Remarks. This is identical with the last, with the addition of the Orbicycle

hill-climbing gear, with which the rider only has to reverse the motion of his

feet to put the power gear into action. It is a perfect double driver, and the feet

may remain stationary on the pedals when descending „hills, but the machine
cannot be driven backwards. (See Advertisement

-.

)

OUTRUNNER— D.D.

Bicycle and Tricycle Supply Co., 21, Princes Alley, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving with two
chains.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level, Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G-.M. hubs*
Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft. Stanley rudder head-
Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving, and ratchet double driving gear. Push lever band brake. Ad-
justable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Pedals form footrests. Flat
wrench. Oilcan. Two lamps. Bell. Width 39in., reducible to 31in. by taking
off the loose wheel. Weight 901bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £15 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

PILOT No. 1— D.D.

Hickling & Co., Queen Street, Maidenhead.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving with two
chains.

Description. Two 46in. and one 22in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 5Jin. x 4|in. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped
purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals,

plain. Double chain driving, and ratchet double driving gear. Pull-up lever

double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Pedals
form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in. Weight 85lbs.

Hayfork frame.
Specialties. Tyres wired in so as to render them almost impossible to be

torn out.

Price .. .. .. .. £18 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A sound, well-constructed, reliable machine.

PILOT No. 2.

Hickling & Co., Queen Street, Maidenhead.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 46in. and one 22in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in., running
level. Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 5 Jin. x 4Jin. Plain bearings to all wheels and crankshaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-
shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable

J" seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable
wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in., reducible to 32in. by taking off the loose wheel.
Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame.
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Specialties. Wired tyres.

Price . . . . . . . . £15 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A strong, sound machine of the ordinary type, with a very good

point in the security of the tyres.

PIONEER— D.D.

H. J. Pausey, Bedford Road, Clapham, London.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. No. 11 direct spokes. G.M. hubs,
5in. x 4|in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head.
Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal
shaft, 6in. throw. Rat-trap pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Lewis’s double
driving gear. Push lever band brake. Adjustable seat rod. C spring. Long-
distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Yalise.
Width 41in. Weight 851bs. Loop frame.

Specialties. Lewis’s balance gear.

Pjj&cE., £18 18s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. This maker has always made sound and reliable bicycles, and this
machine, which is new this season, seems likely to add to his reputation rather
than otherwise.

(
See Advertisement.)
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PIONEER RACER— D.D.

H. J. Pausey, Bedford Road, Clapkam, London, S.W.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
as 57in. gin. and gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. No. 12 direct spokes. G-.M.
bubs. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder bead.
Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade bandies. Double-cranked pedal
shaft, 5gin. throw. Rat-trap pedals on ball bearings. Chain driving, and
Lewis’s double driving gear. Adjustable f seat rod. Racing saddle. Flat
wrench. Oilcan. Width 89in. Weight 581bs. Loop frame.

Specialties. Lewis’s balance gear.

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A light machine, built specially for racing purposes. (See Adver-
tisement.)

PREMIER— D.D.

Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Premier Works, Coventry.

THE PREMIER.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

High frame.

Description. Two 48in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level, gin, and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct spokes.

G.M. bubs. Hillman’s ball bearings to driving and crauk shafts. Stanley

rudder bead. Rack and pinion steering. Premier adjustable spade bandies.

Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5fin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain
driving, and Hillman’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band (6in. x
ljin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod, with fixed spanner. Premier elliptical

spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 41in.

Weight 851bs. The frame is a loop of lin. weldless steel tube, but has a

shorter backbone to the front wheel than usual, which brings the fore part of

the frame higher.
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Specialties. High frame. Hillman’s ball bearings (page 33). Hillman’s
balance gear

(
page 84). Premier spring (page 49). Harrington’s enamel

(page 123). Premier adjustable handles
(
page 59).

Price . . . . . . . . £23 Os. Od.

Sent out enamelled plain black in Harrington’s enamel.
Extras. Ball bearings to front wheel, 20s.

;
ball pedals, 20s.

;
nickel-plating

£6 ;
Cradle spring, 10s.

;
lining in colours, 10s.

Remarks. This is a very finely built machine, vertically positioned and
fitted with reliable brake and “ all the latest improvements.” It is one of the
lightest roadsters of this class machine in the market, and runs easily and well.

The tilt rod is at the side. It was on one of these machines that Mr. Nixon rode
from John o’ Groat’s to Land’s End last year in 14 days. (See Advertisement.)

PREMIER RACER—D.D.

Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Premier Works, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 58in. ^in. and Jin. rubbers. Orescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 13 direct spokes.
Hollow hubs. Hillman’s ball bearings to steering wheel, driving and crank
shafts. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Premier adjustable
spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5fin. throw. Rat-trap pedals on
Hillman’s ball bearings. Chain driving, and Hillman’s patent double driving
gear. Adjustable seat rod. Premier elliptical Duplex spring. Racing saddle. Flat
wrench. Oilcan. Width 41in. Weight 541bs. Loop frame, with high front.

Specialties. Hillman’s double ball bearings (page 33). Premier adjustable
handles (page 59). Premier Duplex spring (page 49). Hillman’s patent balance
gear (page 84). Harrington’s ehamel (page 123).

Price . . . . . . . . £26 0 s. Od.

Sent out enamelled all over plain black in Harrington’s enamel.
Remarks. This machine is specially built for racing, and I have found it run

with remarkable ease and freedom. (See Advertisement.)
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PREMIER SOCIABLE— D.D.

Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Premier Works, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Eight-

hand rider steers.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level, lin. and gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 74 and 24, No. 12 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shafts. Stanley rudder head.

Eack and pinion steering. Premier adjustable spade handles, and Premier
steering. Double-cranked hollow pedal shafts, 6in. throw. Eubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving, and Hillman’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band
(6in. x lgin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rods, with fixed spanners. Premier
Duplex spring. Pan seat, and Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat

wrench. Oilcan. Width 61in. Weight 1451bs. The frame is a double loop of

steel tube.

Specialties. Hillman’s double ball bearings
(
page 38). Premier steering

(addenda). Hillman’s balance gear
(
page 84). Premier Duplex spring (page 49).

Harrington’s enamel.

Price . . . . . . . . £30 Os. Od.

Sent out enamelled plain black in Harrington’s enamel.

Extras< Ball pedals, 60s. ;
ail plated, £10 ;

colours, 10s.

Remarks. This is a well designed sociable, having both the steering and the
brake under the control of the rider on the right-hand side of the machine,
thus placing the lady on the side of the machine farthest from danger in case

of collision with horse traffic. It is sound and reliable, and as fine a double as

one could wish. (See Advertisement.)

PRINCESS.
Henry Patrick & Co., 47 & 48, Darlington Street, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Eear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
as 50in. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 20, No. 11 direct

spokes. Iron hubs, 5Jin. x 4in. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Eack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and
pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 7in. throw.
Eubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Ad-
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justable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Elat

wrench. Oilcan. Lamps. Valise. Width 34in., reducible to 26in. by taking

off the loose wheel. Weight 851bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £14 10s. Od.

Sent out painted in three colours.

Remarks. A plain ordinary machine.

QUADRANT— D.D.

Lloyd Bros., Harborne, near Birmingham.

THE QUADRANT.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Double driving with two
chains. Large steering wheel to avoid vibration.

Description. Two 46in. and one 40in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 46 direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 3Jin.

Boiler bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Back and pinion Quadrant
steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw.
Bubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving, and clutch double driving gear.

Twist lever Quadrant double band (3|in. x fin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod.

Arab Cradle spring. Suspension tricycle saddle with back. Lloyd’s footrests

on frame, and pedals form footrests. Two flat wrenches. Oilcan. Valise.

Bell. Two lamps. Width 39in. Weight 941bs. The frame is of the hayfork
type, of weldless steel tube, but with double backbone as described in noticing

the Quadrant steering.

Specialties. Large back wheel. Quadrant steering
(
page 63). Lloyd’s

folding footrests for ladies {page 101). Lloyd’s double band brake (page 98).

Lloyd’s driving clutches.

Price ... . . . . . . £20 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs and fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This machine is built soundly and well, and brings a new principle

into play, viz., the use of three wheels of nearly equal size, by which vibration

is lessened in a considerable degree, the weight being borne equally by all three
wheels. It also makes the steering steadier, and prevents tilting up of the back
wheel, skidding, slipping, etc., whilst it allows of perfect verticality of position.

A Bo. 2 is made which differs from the above only in size of wheels, these being
40in. and 34in. respectively.

(
See Advertisement.)
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QUADRANT SOCIABLE.-D.D.
Lloyd Bros., Harborne, Near Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Independent double driving
with clutch gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 34in. wheel. Driving wheels 40in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 46 direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in.

x 3£in. Roller bearings to all wheels and crauk shaft. Rack and pinion
Quadrant steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shafts

,

6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving, and clutch
double driving gear. Push lever double band (3£in. x fin.) brake. Adjustable

seat rods. Arab Cradle springs. Pan seat. Suspension tricycle saddle.

Lloyd’s footrests on frame, and pedals form footrests. Two flat wrenches.
Oilcan. Yalise. Bell. Two lamps. Width 53in. Weight 1201bs. The frame
is like that of the single machine, with a wider “ body ” to admit of two riders.

Specialties. Large back wheel. Lloyd’s driving clutch. Quadrant steering

(page 63). Lloyd’s footrests for ladies
(
page 101). Quadrant double band brake

(page 98).

Price . . £30 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs and fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. Vertical action and open front, with steady steering, make this a
very pleasant and easy machine to ride. It is well built and reliable.

(
See

Advertisement.)

RAMBLER— D.D.

Safety Cycle Co., St. Paul’s Square, Bedford.

Leading Features . Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, ^in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 22, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 5|in. x 4£in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering handle, and
pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5in. throw. Double
rubber pedals, plain. Intermediate wheel driving, and Kirby’s patent double
driving gear. Push lever wire band (7in. x fin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod.

Arab Cradle spring. Suspension saddle. Pedals form footrests. Flat ad-

justable wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 39in. Weight 851bs. T frame, with
side arms to carry the crank ends.

Specialties. Kirby’s balance gear (page 84). Wire band brake. Frame.

Price •• .. .. .. £21 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. This machine is soundly built, and of neat light form. It is also

made as a foldpr, with telescopic axle, at an extra charge of 30s.
(
See

Advertisement.)

RAPID.

St. George’s Foundry Co., Pope Street, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Two speeds

for hill work. Divisible for stowage. Left-hand steering.
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Description. Two 40in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 40in., running
as 48in. and 34in. fin. and JJin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 18, No. 10
direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 5fio. x 3Jin. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain

to driver, and ball to crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion
steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw.
Rubber pedals on coned bearings. Rapid hill-climbing driving gear. Pull-up
Rapid self-adjusting double-tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Easy spring.

Pan seat. Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Rapid lubri-

cators. Width 37in., reducible to 20in. by dividing the frame. Weight 991bs.

Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Rapid hill-gear (page 88). Rapid divisible frame (page 43). Rapid
lubricators (page 106). Rapid bail bearings (page 33). Rapid swivelling brake

{page 96). Left-hand steering.

Price . . £17 17s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This machine has many peculiarities which will prove recommenda-
tions according to individual tastes and circumstances. It is easily passed
through an ordinary doorway, and the hill-climbing gear is simple and easily

put in action, whilst the left-hand steering is another peculiarity. It is well
and strongly built, and reliable. (See Advertisement.)

ROBERT BURNS.

Samuel Lloyd, Church Lane, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct, spokes. G.M. hubs.
Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-
shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable
seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench.
Oilcan. Width 39in., reducible to 33in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight
821bs. Hayfork frame.

Price £12 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings, 40s.

Remarks. A low-priced machine of the common rear steering type.

ROYAL—D.D.

Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Premier Works, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level. gin. and Jin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct spokes.

Plain bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Premier adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5fiu. throw.
Rubber pedals. Chain driving, and Starley’s patent double driving gear.

Push lever band (7in. x Jin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Premier elliptical

spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 41in.

Weight 951bs. The frame is a square cornered loop of weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Starley’s balance gear (page 80). Premier Duplex spring (page
49). Harrington’s enamel.

Price £20 0s. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest enamelled plain black in Harrington’s
enamel.
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Extras. Ball bearings to front wheel, 20s.
;
ball pedals, 20s.

;
Cradle spring,

10s.
;
lining in colours, 10s.

;
in gold, 20s.

Remarks. A first-class machine in every way, utilising Starley’s gear by
special licence.

(
See Advertisement .)

ROYAL MAIL No. 1— D.D.

Royal Machine Manufacturing Co., Small Heath, Birmingham.
Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level. -Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 J direct spokes.

Steel hubs. Ball bearings to steering wheel, rollers to drivers, and Universal
jointed plain to crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Adjustable spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber four-bar pedals, plain. Chain driving,

and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band (Tin. x lin.) brake.
Adjustable f seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.
Two flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 38in. Weight 951bs. Loop frame of
weldless steel tube, with central tilt rod.

Specialties. Starley’s balance gear {page 80).

Price . . . . . . . . £22 0s. Od.

Sent out japanned in two colours.

Remarks. This is a thoroughly well-constructed machine, made with the
best machinery throughout, and of the best material. Has vertical action and
Starley’s gear.

ROYAL MAIL No. 2.

Royal Machine Manufacturing Co., Herbert Road, Small Heath, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 42in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 42in., running
as 50in. Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11J direct

spokes. G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft..
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Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering

handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in.

throw. Rubber pedais, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake.

Adjustable f seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Suspension tricycle saddle. Foot-

rests on frame. Two flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 37in., reducible to 33in.

by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame, with rudder

wheel well back.

THE ROYAL MAIL NO. 2.

Price .. .. .. .. £17 17s. Od.

Sent out japanned in two colours.

Extras. Part plated, 40s.
;
half plated, £4 ;

all plated, £8.

Remarks. A sound, genuine, well built and nicely finished machine of the
rear steering type, with the steering wheel well behind for greater steadiness.

ROYAL MAIL No. 3— D.D.

Royal Machine Manufacturing Co., Herbert Road, Small Heath,
Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving with balance
gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. Ill direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels, and to crank shaft. Stanley rudder
head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering handle, and pear-
shaped purchase handle. Double cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Pull-

up lever band brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Suspen-
sion saddle. Footrests on frame. Two flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 38in.

Weight 901bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Arrangement of balance gear to a rear steerer
(
page 85).

Price . . £22 Os. Od.

Sent out japanned in two colours.

Remarks. This is the same in build and general quality as the last, but by
the addition of an extra gear shaft, and Starley's balance gear, is made a per-

fect double driver whilst keeping its open front.
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ROYAL MAIL No. 4— D.D.

Royal Machine Manufacturing Co., Small Heath, Birmingham.
Leading Features. Front steering. Open front. Two tracks. Double driving

with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. llg direct spokes.
Steel hubs, 5in. x 3£in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, roller to drivers, and
plain to crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjust-
able spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked
pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Starley’s
patent double driving gear. Push lever band (Tin. x lin.) brake. Adjustable f
seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame.
Two flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 38in. Weight 851bs. The frame is of f
shape, a tube running out on one side and carrying the steering wheel just in
front of one of the drivers.

Specialties. Starley’s balance gear [page 80). Frame. Two tracks.

Price . . . . . . . . £22 Os. Od.

Sent out japanned in two colours.

Bemarks. This machine is a two track double driver, and likely to take well.

It is well made throughout, by no means heavy, and runs steadily both up
and down hill.

ROYAL MAIL SOCIABLE No. 1— D.D.

Royal Machine Manufacturing Co., Herbert Road, Small Heath, Birmingham*

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Independent double driving.

Description. Two 42in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 42in., running
level. lin. and gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder head.
Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles, and pear-shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked pedal shafts, running in plain bearings. Rubber pedals,

plain. Double chain driving. Double tyre brake, with three lever handles.
Adjustable seat rods. Elliptical springs. Saddle and seat. Footrests on frame.
Wrench. Oilcan. Weight 1451bs. The frame is a tubular double hayfork.

Price . . . . . . . . £26 Os. Od.

Sent out japanned in two colours.

Extras. Third seat, £2.

Bemarks. This is well made, and a third seat is fitted sideways behind the

other two, for a third non-working person, if desired, at an extra charge of £2.

ROYAL ROB ROY.
Zephyr Bicycle & Tricycle Co., Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. No chains.

Description. Two 30in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 30in., running
as 46in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 30 No. 8, and 20 No. 10 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering and carrying wheels,

plain to driver and crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Aviss’s patent driving gear. Rob Roy ratchet double tyre brake.

Adjustable f seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.

Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 37in. Weight 831bs. Hayfork frame of

weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Rob Roy ratchet brake
(
page 99). Aviss’s patent driving gear

{page 71).

Price . . £18 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright hubs, spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in ,two

colours.

Bemarks. This is a well-built, substantial and reliable machine, illustrating

in the highest degree the principle of gearing-up with small wheels. The whole
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body is remarkably free, being placed clear above all wheels. One of these
machines was supplied last year to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. (See
Advertisement.)

THE ROYAL SALVO.
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ROYAL SALVO— D.D.

Starley Bros., St. John’s Works, Fleet Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in
,
running

as 46in. gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 54 and 16, No. 10 direct spokes.

Steel hubs, 7in. x 4in. Roller bearings to drivers, and balls to steering wheel.

Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handle. Pear-shaped
purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, running in plain bearings.

Rubber pedals, on plain bearings. Chain driving, and Starley’s patent double
driving gear. Lever band brake. Adjustable seat rod. Scroll spring.

Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame. Wrench. Oilcan. Spring top lubricators.

Weight llOlbs. Width 37gin. The front is a loop, with flat steel sides.

Specialties. Starley’s patent double driving gear
(
page 80).

Price . . . . . . . . £20 Os. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Remarks. This is the well-known production of the late Mr. James Starley,
A the father of the tricycle,” and the firm are now licensing several other
makers to use the Salvo gearing. It was the first balance-geared double driver,

and is strong and soundly made, and fit for all sorts of heavy rough work. This
was the first tricycle ever supplied to Royalty, and the only one ever supplied

to the Queen. (See Advertisement.)

ROYAL SALVO No. 2— D.D.

THE ROYAL SALVO NO. 2.

Starley Bros., St. John’s Works, Fleet Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Tubular frame.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, gin. and fin. Hancock’s combination rubbers. Crescent rims. 54 and

16, No. 12 direct butt-ended spokes. G.M. hubs, 7in. x 4in. Ball bearings to

•steering wheel, rollers to drivers, and plain to crank shaft. Stanley rudder

head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked

pedal shaft, 5 Jin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Starley’s

patent double driving gear. Push lever band (6in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable

P seat rod. Special Salvo spring. Pan seat. Rubber footrests on frame.

Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 40in. Weight 851bs. Loop frame of weldless

steel tube, with tilt rod at side.

Specialties. Starley’s balance gear (page 80).

Price £21 Os. 01.

Sent out with bright handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.
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Extras. Plated fittings, 20s.
;
Suspension saddle, 12s.

;
Cradle spring, 17s.

Remarks. This is a new introduction for this season, and is fully up to the
times. The position is vertical, the safety rod at the side, the brake lever long
and powerful; all parts adjustable, and the whole light and stiff.

(
See Adver-

tisement.)

ROYAL WINDSOR— D.D.

Thomas Timberlake & Co., 39, King Street, Maidenhead, Berks.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 12 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. 7in. x 4in. iEolus ball bearings to steering wheels, plain to drivers

and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked
pedal [shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Timber-
lake’s double driving gear. Push lever band (8in. x l^in.) brake and holder.

Adjustable seat rod. S spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable
wrench. 'fr Oilcan. Width 39in. Weight 981bs. Loop frame.

Specialties. Wired tyres. Timberlake brake holder (page 100). Timberlake’s
balance gear.

Price . . . . . . . . £20 0s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated bright parts, 40s.
;

all plated, £6.

Remarks. A good machine. Made to order only.

RUCKER— D.D.

M. D. Rucker, Junr., & Co., Letchford’s Buildings, Bethnal Green, London.

TEE RUCKER.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Double driving with two
chains. Steering with either hand.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 54 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Plain bearings to drivers, and balls to steering wheel*.
Stanley rudder head. Double rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade*
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, running in ball bearings. Rubber pedals.
Double chain driving, and Rucker double driving gear. Lever double band
brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Cradle spring. Suspension saddle. Wrench.
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Oilcan. Weight 901bs. Width 38in. The frame is a hayfork, with vertical
forks and long backbone.

Specialties. Double steering. Rucker double driving gear (page 75).

Price £18 18s. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Remarks. The rider is placed well over his work, and can climb hills with
facility. He can steer with either hand. The pedals form footrests for

descending hills. The machine is thoroughly well made, and can be relied on,

whilst it is better positioned than any other in the market of this class. (See
Advertisement.)

RUCKER FRONT STEERER— D.D.

M. D. Rucker, June., & Co., Letchford’s Buildings, Bethnal Green, London.

THE RUCKER FRONT STEERER.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running

level. 7 in. and |in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 12 direct spokes.

G.M.' hubs, 6in. x 3£in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Swindley’s

patent head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-

cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and

Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band (6in. x lin.) brake. Ad-

justable T seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Rubber

footrests, on frame. Flat adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 39in.

Weight 851bs. Loop frame of weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Swindley’s patent head. Starley’s balance gear
(
page 80).

Harrington’s enamel (
page 123). Britain’s hill gear—extra (page 91).

Price . . . . . . . . £22 Os. Od.

Sent out enamelled all over plain black in Harrington’s enamel.

Extras. Britain’s bilk gear,

Remarks. This is fully vertically built, constructed with care and attention

of the best materials, and can be relied on as a strong and trustworthy

roadster. (See Advertisement.)
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RUCKER SOCIABLE—D D.

M. D. Rucker, Junr. & Co., Letchford’s Buildings, Bethnal Green, London.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Open
fronts and large rudder.

Description. Two 46in. and one 24in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level, lin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 No. 9, and 24 No. 10 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 6in. x 5gin. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shafts. Swindley’s
patent rudder head. Special steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked
pedal shafts, Gin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Starley’s

patent double driving gear. Push lever band (6in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable

P seat rods. Arab Cradle springs. Pan seat and Long-distance saddle. Foot-
rests on frame. Flat adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 60in.

Weight 1451bs. T frame with long “ bowsprit.”

Specialties. Rucker special steering (addenda). Swindley’s patent head.
Starley’s balance gear (page 80). Harrington’s enamel

(
page 123).

Price . . £29 Os. Od.

Sent out enamelled all over in Harrington’s enamel.

Remarks. This is a first-class machine, though but recently introduced. It

is strong and well built, and designed with a view to steadiness and firmness in

running, the rudder wheel being large and carried out well in front.
(
See

Advertisement.)

RUDGE—D.D.

D. Rudge & Co., Crow Lane, Coventry.

THE*RUDGE’ DOUBLE DRIVES.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level. gin. and Jin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 70 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 5^in. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked
pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Starley’s

patent double driving gear. Push lever band (6in. x gin.) brake. Adjustable

f seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame.
Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in. Weight 851bs. Loop frame of weldless
steel tube.

Specialties. Rudge’s ball bearings
(
page 35). Starley’s balance gear (page 80).

Harrington’s enamel.

Price £20 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Harrington’s enamel, 10s.

Remarks. A finely finished, well built machine of the front steering class.

Properly positioned and easy going. (See Advertisement.)

P
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SALVO SOCIABLE—D.D.

Starley Bros., St. John’s Works, Fleet Street, Coventry.

THE SALVO SOCIABLE.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wdieels 46in., running
as 42in. lin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 54 No. 8, and 20 No. 10 direct spokes.
Iron hubs, 7in. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, rollers to drivers,

and plain to crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shafts, 5Jin. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Starley’s patent double driving gear. Push
lever band (7in. x lfin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rods. Special Salvo springs.

Pan seats. Rubber footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width
60in. Weight 1451bs. The frame, which is mainly of weldless steel tube, is a
combination of the "f and the loop patterns. The lower portion is a double
loop, whilst the upper portion is a f\ the long forearm of which is supported
by an upright on the fore part of the other part.

Specialties. Special Salvo springs {page 49). Starley’s balance gear
(
page 80).

Price £27 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated fittings, 25s.
;
plated wheels, 85s.

Remarks. This is one of the finest sociables in the market in its new form,
which is a vast improvement on the old. It is strong, reliable, safe and easy
running, and admirably adapted for use as a “ Club ’Bus.”

(
See Advertisement.)

SANDRINGHAM.
J. Cox & Son, Railway Road, King’s Lynn.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
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level. -Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 No. 11, and 24 No. 12 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 5^in. x Sin. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to
driver and crank shaft Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving. Twist lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical

spring. Woolley’s saddle. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.
Valise. Lamp. Width 36in., reducible to 29in. by taking off the loose wheel.
Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame of lfin. 14 w.g. steel tube.

Price . . . . . . . . £15 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and plated handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours.

Remarks. A strong neat machine, of the rear steering type.

SEED.

Samuel Seed & Son, High Street, Railway Road, Blackburn.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in., running
as 52in. Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 11 direct
spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 5in. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to
driver and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked
pedal shaft, 5Jin. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Double tyre
brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on
frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 39in., reducible to 30in. by
taking off the loose wheel. Weight 861bs. Hayfork frame.

Price £14 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A strong, sound machine of the usual type, at a reasonable
figure.

SOCIABLE TRIUMPH—D.D.

Warman, Laxon & Youett, West Orchard, Coventry.

THE SOCIABLE TRIUMPH.
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Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Independent double driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 40in., running
level, lin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. Coned bearings
to steering wheel, plain to drivers and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head.
Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5Jin. throw. Warman’s rubber pedals,

plain. Warman’s patent chain driving. Push lever double tyre brake. Ad-
justable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjust-
able wrench. Oilcan. Width 59in. Weight 1401bs. The frame is a double
hayfork.

Specialties. Warman's patent driving chains
(page 69).

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A strongly built open fronted sociable.

SPARKBROOK NATIONAL— D.D.

Sparkbrook Manufacturing Co. Ld., Much Park Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.
Machine built.

Description. Two 50in. and one I7in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. 60 No. 11, and 20 No. 12 direct steel spokes.
Crescent rims. G.M. hubs, 6^in. x 3Jin. JEolus ball bearings to all wheels,
plain universal jointed bearings to crank shaft. Rack and pinion steering.

Stanley head. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5 Jin.

throw. Four bar, non-slipping rubber pedals on ball bearings. Chain driving,

and National differential double driving gear. Lever (or grip at option) band
(4Jin. x lfin.) brake. Adjustable Y seat rod. Cradle spring. Long distance
saddle. Rubber hinged footrests. Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 38in.

Weight 901bs. Loop frame of weldless steel tube, the sides falling over rear-

wards to form tilt rods.
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Specialties. Universal joints to bearings. National differential gear
(
page

84). Harrington’s enamel (page 123). Machine construction.

Price . . £23 Os. Od.

Sent out with polished fittings, rest enamelled plain black in Harrington’s
enamel.

Remarks. The Sparkbrook Manufacturing Co. have purchased the plant,

tools, and machinery of the tricycle branch of the National Arms and Ammuni-
tion Co., of Sparkbrook, Birmingham, and have engaged the same men to
manufacture the machine, so that it can be depended on for equality with that
of last year. The chain is inside the frame, hence less strain, and the bearings
can be placed at will either above or below the frame so as to make the position

more or less vertical at will. The new firm are now fully in working order, and
the machines are A1 in every way.

(
See Advertisement.)

SPECIAL CENTAUR— D.D.

Centaur Cycle Co., West Orchard Mills, Coventry.

THE SPECIAL CENTAUR.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 42in. ffin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 56 and 24, No. 11 direct
butt-ended spokes. Iron hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels, and.
plain to crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Ad-
justable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Townsend’s patent double driving gear.
Push lever band (6in. x fin.) brake. Adjustable f" seat rod. Elliptical spring.
Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Two flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 40in.
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Weight 901bs. The frame is ,of weldless steel tube. It is of the loop variety,

the sides being of S shape, which allow of either vertical or thrusting action at
will, without affecting the balance or requiring a tilt rod.

Specialties. Frame. Townsend’s balance gear.

Price . . £21 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A sound, strongly-built handsome machine
;
has been much im-

proved this season in a more vertical and lighter build.
(
See Advertisement.)

SPECIAL NORTHAMPTON.
E. Gadsby, Bearward Street, Northampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 44 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. 'Spade steering handle, and pear-
shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals on ball bearings. Chain driving. Double friction brake. Adjustable

f seat rod. Improved C spring. Suspension saddle, with back. Footrests on
frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 40in., reducible to 32in. by taking off

the loose wheel. Weight 851bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Double friction brake (addenda).

Price £16 Os. Od.

Sent out japanned and lined in gold.

Remarks. This is a soundly built and reliable machine, with an excellent
and peculiar brake. It contains sound materials and gool work.

(
See Adver-

tisement.)

SPECIAL SEED.
Samuel Seed & Son, High Street, Railway Road, Blackburn.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in., running
as 52in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes.

Steel hubs, 6gin. x 4gin. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering

handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5gin.

throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake.
Adjustable f seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame.
Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Lamps. Bell. Width 39in., reducible to 30in.

by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 821bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . £16 16s. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A soundly constructed machine. Specially built for finish and
ease of running.

SPECIAL TIMBERLAKE.
Thos. Timberlake & Co., 39, King Street, Maidenhead, Berks.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 No. 11, and 24 No. 12 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6£in. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to

driver and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Ad-
justable spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Warman’s patent

chain driving. Push lever double tyre brake, and holder. Adjustable seat rod.

S spring. Suspension saddle. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench.
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Oilcan. * Widch 37in., reducible to 301 11 . by taking off tlie loose wheel. Weight

, <781bs. Hayfork frame of lgin. tube.

THE SPECIAL TIMBERLAKE.

Specialties. Timberlake brake holder (page 100). Wired tyres.

Brice . . . . . . . . £15 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes an I handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated bright parts, 40s.
;
all plated £5 ;

balls to large wheels, 35s.

Remarks. Built with fair verticality. A sound and genuine article, with an

excellent brake. May be trusted for work.

SPECIAL ZEPHYR.

Zephyr Bicycle and Tricycle Go., Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

L°ading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. No chains

or cog wheels.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in., running
level. £in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 6iu. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering and carrying wheels, plain

to driver and crank shaft. Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber
pedals, plain. Special Zephyr driving gear. Push lever double tyre brake,

with holder. Adjustable seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Pan seat. Footrests
on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 41in. Weight 831bs. Hayfork
frame.

Specialties. Special Zephyr driving gear
(
page 73). Rob Roy ratchet brake

(page 99).

Price . . . . . . . . . . £20 0s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A strong and reliable machine. The driving action is effective

and pretty, and the machine of the best quality in every respect. (See Adver-
tisement.)
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SPEEDWELL.
John Bullock & Co., Speedwell Works, 280, Broad Street, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 42in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 42in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 26, No. 11 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs, 8in. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and crank
shaft. Stanley, rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade
steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal
shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double
tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. S spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests
on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 42in., reducible to

36in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 841bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £14 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in three colours.

Extras. Lamps, 10s. 6d.
;

bell, 4s. 6d.

Remarks. A soundly built roadster, of the regulation “ Meteor ” pattern.
(See Advertisement.)

SPEEDWELL— D.D.

W. G. Lewis & Co., Speedwell Works, Bomford, London.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one ^Oin. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 64 and 20 direct spokes.
Iron hubs, 6in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and
pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber
pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Lewis’s double driving gear. Push lever

band brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on
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frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 4Qin. Weight 901bs. Loop
frame.

Specialties. Lewis’s double driving gear.

Price . . . . . . . . £22 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest japanned in two colours.

Remarks. I have not yet inspected this machine, hut believe it to be a fair

article.

SPECIAL DEVON— D.D.

Maynard Harris & Co., 126, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with two chains. Posi-

tion alterable for hill work.

Description. Two 50in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
as 45in. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 25, No. 11 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6^in. x 4in. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to

drivers, and ball to crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion
steering. Spade handles. Devon swing frame. Double-cranked pedal shaft,

6in. throw. Non-slipping rubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving, and
ratchet double driving gear. Push lever double band (8in. x fin.) and Devon
foot ground brakes. Adjustable seat rod. Devon sliding spring. Suspension
roller saddle. Footrests on frame, and pedals also form footrests. Adjustable
wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 39in. Weight 981bs. The frame is a weld-
less steel tube loop, with the swing frame attached to carry the cranks and
seat.

Specialties. Devon swing frame
(
page 52). Devon foot ground brake

(
page

100). Jones’s sliding spring and Jones’s roller saddle [page 52).

Price . . . . . . . . £22 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Luggage carrier, 8s. 6d.
;

portmanteau, 20s.
;
lamps, 17s.

;
bell,

3s. 6d.

Remarks. A solidly constructed roadster in every sense of the term. The
swing frame enables the vertical position to be kept on all gradients, or either

thrusting or vertical action to be taken at will, whilst the fitting of two brakes
make it exceedingly safe down steep inclines.

(
See Advertisement.)
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SPRING NON-VIBRATOR.
Broadbent Cycle Co., Harley Boad, Lower Kennington Lane, London, S.E.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving. Spring
frame.

Description. Two 48in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 42in., running
as 48in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 11 direct
spokes. G.M. hubs, 5in. x 4£in. Coned bearings, to steering wheel, plain to

driver and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head, with patent spring adjustment.
Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering handle, and pear-shaped
purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, Gin. throw. Bubber pedals,
plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.
"Valise. Width 34in., reducible to 28in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight
851bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Patent spring to prevent vibration in steering head {addenda).
Price . . . . . . . . £12 12s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated hubs, 10s.
;
handle fittings, 20s.

Remarks. A neatly built machine of the Meteor type, with arrangement for

reducing vibration in the frame to a minimum.

STAR.
J. Parr, Navigation Street, Leieester.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in., running
level, gin. and ^|in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 4fin. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder head.
Back and pinion steering. Spade handle. Pear-shaped purchase handle.
Double-cranked pedal shaft, running in ball bearings. Bubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving. Double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical

spring. Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame. Wrench. Oilcan. Valve
lubricators. Weight 801bs. Width 36in., reducing to 30in. by taking off loose

wheel. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £16 16s. Od.

Sent out with steering rod and handles plated, rest painted.

' Remarks. This machine is a good sound article of the ordinary type.

STAR DOUBLE DRIVER— D.D.

J. Parr, Navigation Street, Leicester.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Double driving with two
chains.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level. 4gin. and |in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 10 direct

spokes. G.M. bubs, 4|in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder
head. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped pur-

chase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, running in ball bearings. Bubber
pedals on ball bearings. Double chain driving, and Parr’s patent double
driving gear. Double tyre brake. Adjustable Y seat rod. Elliptical spring.

Cushioned seat. Footrests on frame. Wrench. Oilcan. Valve lubricators.

Weight 841bs. Width 39in. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Parr’s patent driving gear.

Price . . £19 0s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours, with brake and rudder fittings plated.

Remarks. I have not seen this, so cannot say more than that Parr turns out
sound work, and that the machine drives both wheels both forwards and
backwards, and allows the feet to remain stationary for descending hills.
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STERLING.

Adam Burdess, Sterling Works, Spon Street, Coventry.

THE STERLING.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving. Reverse
motion of the feet. Two speeds for hill work. Non-liability to tilt.

Description. Two 46in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in., running
as 52in. and 40in. fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs.

Burdess patent ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Sterling screw steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked pedal

shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Burdess patent two-speed driving

gear. Screw-up double tyre brake. Burdess’s suspended saddle and springs.

Pedals form footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 37in. Weight
801bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Burdess ball bearings (page 36). Burdess screw steering (page

62). Burdess brake application (page 99). Burdess two-speed driving gear

(page 87). Burdess’s suspended saddle and springs (page 51).

Price . . . . . . . . £24 3s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This machine, although a rear steering single driver, has many
good points, notably that ,vhen ascending hills

5
the feet are moved backwards,

and all tendency to tilt the back wheel is removed. The saddle is most com-
fortable, and the two-speed gear one of the simplest in the market. For
forward driving an intermediate wheel is used in place of the chain spoken of

in ray description of the gear. The steering is very firm, and the brake
powerful. It is well and strongly built. It is also made as a double driver
with one speed, as well as, if desired, without the extra hill gear.

SUTTON— D.D.

The Bicycle & Tricycle Sale Rooms Co., 57, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Reducible for stowage.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level £in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 70 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs, 5Jin. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked
pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Starley’s
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patent double driving gear. Push lever band (6in. x gin.) brake. Adjustable

f seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame.

Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in., reducible to 29in. by Lee and Stodart’s

patent. Weight 851bs. Loop frame of weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Budge’s ball bearings {page 35). Starley’s balance gear {page 80)-

Lee and Stodart’s patent method of reducing width {page 42). Harrington’s

enamel.
Price . . . . . . . . £25 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours'

Extras. Harrington’s enamel, 10s.

Remarks. A finely finished, well built machine of the front steering class.

Properly positioned and easy going. Quickly and easily reducible in width for

stowage. {See Advertisement.)

TANDEM—D.D.

Singer A Co., Challenge Works, Coventry.

Leading Features. Double driving by balance gear. Convertibility into single or
double forms. Front steering in single form, back steering in double. Double
driving in both.

Description. Two 48in., one 24in., and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels
48in., running as 42in. £in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No.
12 direct butt-ended spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 5in. Ball bearings to all wheels
and crank shafts. Stanley long centre rudder head. Back and pinion steering.

Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shafts, 6in. throw. Singer’s
patent rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Pritchard’s patent double
driving gear. Push lever band (8in. x ljin.) brake. Adjustable flat-topped •

r seat rod. Elliptical springs. Suspension seat and saddle. Footrests on frame.
Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 38in. Weight 1301bs. The frame is a weldless steel

loop, with single side back stay in the single form, the same in fact as used in the
Apollo. The rear portion consists of two long side tubes, an upright seat tube
at their junction, and a pair of cranks, handles, and extra wheel.

Specialties. Singer’s pedals {page 26). Pritchard’s balance gear {page 82)'

Frame and method of converting. Harrington’s enamel, {page 123).

Price . . . . . . . . . . . . £35 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest painted in two
colours or enamelled plain black in Harrington’s enamel.
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Extras . All plated, £18 ;
lin. tyres, 20s.

;
ball pedals, 60s.

;
brake bolder,

7s. 6d. For three riders, £10 ;
for four riders, £15. If made unconvertible,

40s. less.

Remarks. This machine is well made, and has several novel and useful

features. In its single form it is an “ Apollo ” front steering double driver.

To convert it into a double the 16in. front forks and wheel are removed, and
the rearmost portion attached by nuts and bolts at the side, the steering handle
is placed in connection with the 24in. rearmost wheel, and a second
chain placed over chain-wheels on the ends of each pair of cranks, making, a
perfect double driving, tandem style, sociable of it in a few minutes. The action

is vertical, and it runs well and will stand work. (See Advertisement).

TELESCOPIC—D.D.

Hickling & Co., Queen Street, Maidenhead.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with clutch gear. Central
gear. Telescoping for stowage.

Description. Two 48in. and one 22in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 5Jin. x 4 Jin. Ball bearings to all wheels and to cranks. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Bicycle
cranks, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Central chain driving, and ratchet
double driving gear. Push lever band (5in. x gin.) brake. Adjustable f seat
rod.. Elliptical spring. Long-distance saddle. Pedals form footrests. Flat
wrench. Oilcan. Width 38in., reducible to 29in. by means of Hickling’s
Telescopic arrangement. Weight 901bs. T frame.

Specialties. Wired tyres. Hickling’s Telescopic arrangement (page 46). Frame.
Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in three colours.

Remarks. This was the earliest telescopic tricycle made, as well as being the
first central geared front steerer, Messrs. Hickling & Co. having introduced it

nearly five years since. It is soundly and strongly made, and can be relied upon.

TIMBERLAKE SOCIABLE— D.D.
Thos. Timberlake & Co., 39, King Street, Maidenhead.

THE TIMBERLAKE SOCIABLE.
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Leading Features. Eear steering. Independent double driving.

Description. Two 40in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 40in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes!
G.M. hubs, Tin. x 4in. Ball bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and
crank shafts. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable
spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handles. Double-cranked
pedal shafts, 6in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, with War-
man’s patent chains. Timberlake lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat
rod. S spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.
Width 58in. Weight 1431bs. The frame is a double hayfork.

Specialties. Wired tyres. Timberlake brake [page 100). Warman’s driving
chains (page 69).

Price £20 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated bright parts, 40s.
;

all plated, £8 ;
balls to large wheels, 35s.

Bemarks. This is strongly built, and cheap for a sociable.

TRANSPORT.
S. B. Allport, 50, Whittall Street, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., running
as 50in. fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 11 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 5£in. x 4in. Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to

driver and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain
driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring.

Pan seat. Folding footrests. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Bell. Two
lamps. Width 35in., reducible to 29in. by taking off the loose wheel.
Weight 77lbs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £18 18s. Od.

Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A good machine, of the ordinary pattern. Machine-made through-
out, and very carefully and accurately fitted. It has no especial novel features,

but is to be relied on for quality and good work.
(
See Advertisement.)

VICTORIA— D.D.

Warman, Laxon & Youett, West Orchard, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering, Double driving with clutch gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level. |in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs.
Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to drivers and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade steering handle,
and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 5Jin. throw.
Detachable rubber pedals, plain. Warman’s patent chain driving, and clutch
double driving gear. Push lever band (Gin. x lin.) brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan.

Width 36in. Weight 901bs. The frame consists of a cross-tube carrying the
wheels, with a central tube carrying the bracket to which the chain wheel and
cranks are attached.

Specialties. Frame. Clutches. Warman’s patent driving chains (page 69).

Price . . . . . . . . £16 16s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A soundly constructed, neat front steerer, of a handy and useful

type.
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VICTORIA No. 1,—D.D.

Thresher and Sims, 8, Wells Terrace, Stroud Green Boad, Finsbury Park,.

London, N.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with clutch action. Two'
speeds if desired.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level. gin. and fin. fubbers. No. 12 and 13 butt-ended direct spokes Crescent,

rims. G.M. hubs, 5Jin. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels, plain to crank shaft.

Back and pinion steering. Stanley head. Adjustable spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Four-bar rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving,

and Thresher & Sims’ double driving gear. Push lever band (6in. x lin.) brake.

Adjustable f seat rod. Cradle spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame, and
pedals form footrests. Spanner. Oilcan. Width 39in. Weight 851bs. Loop
frame, with rudder well in front.

Specialties. Thresher & Sims’ driving clutch (page 76). Victoria two-speed
gear

(
page 90).

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os, Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is a lightly built, soundly constructed front steerer, with full

vertical action and other good points.

VICTORIA No. 2— D.D.

Thresher and Sims, 8, Wells Terrace, Stroud Green Boad, Finsbury Park,.

London, N.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Double driving with two
chains.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level. Crescent rims. gin. and fin. rubbers. Nos. 12 and 13 butt-ended direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 5^in. x 4in. Ball bearings to all wheels,' plain to crank
shaft. Back and pinion steering. Stanley head. Adjustable spade handles.
Double-throw pedal shaft, 6in. throw. Four-bar rubber pedals, plain. Double
chain driving, and Thresher and Sims’ double driving gear. Push lever band
(6in. x lin.) brake. Adjustable ]" seat rod. Cradle spring. Pan seat.

Pedals form footrests. Spanner. Oilcan. Width 37in. Weight 801bs. Hay-
fork frame, with forks sloping slightly back.

Specialties. Thresher and Sims’ driving clutches (page 76).

Price £18 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A most vertically built rear steerer, carrying out the principle in

the fullest degree.

VICTOR EXCELSIOR— D.D.

Bayliss, Thomas & Co., Excelsior Works, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Des6ription. Two 46in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level. ffin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 11 direct butt-
ended spokes. Bell-metal hubs. 6g-in. x 3fin. Ball bearings to all wheels,
and plain to crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion ste'ering.

Excelsior adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in. throw.
Bubber pedals, plain. Excelsior wheel driving, and Scarley’s patent double
driving gear. Push lever band (8|in. x gin.) brake. Adjustable f seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Brooks’ flexible saddle, with back rest. Bubber footrests on
frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 39in. Weight 891bs. Loop frame.

Specialties. Excelsior adjustable handles (page 59). Excelsior wheel gear
(page 79). Excelsior spring adjustment (page 53). Starley’s balance gear..

{page 80).
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Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Plated bright parts, 40s.

Remarks. This is a reliable and strongly built roadster, fit for all sorts of

general work. It is of the now most popular pattern, and the Salvo balance
gear ds used by special licence. (See Advertisement.)

VICTOR ROTARY— D.D.

Overman Wheel Co., Courant Buildings, Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.
Machine built.

Description. Two 50in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
as 46in. Jin. and fin. compressed rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No.
'087 and -098 direct doubly-butted spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 3in. iEolus ball

bearings to all wheels, and universal jointed plain to crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade celluloid

handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 7in. throw. Four-bar rubber pedals, plain.

Chain driving, and Victor double driving gear. Push lever band brake.
Adjustable f seat rod. Arab Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Hinged
rubber footrests on frame. Flat wrenches. Oilcan. Width 40in. Weight
881bs. The frame is a loop of weldless steel tube specially imported from
England.

Specialties. White celluloid handles {page 58). Compressed rubbers.
Victor balance gear (page 84). Harrington’s enamel {pane 123).

Price . . £29 3s. 4d. ($140.00)

Sent out with plated hubs, nuts and fittings, rest enamelled in Harrington’s
enamel.
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Remarks. This machine is built on the lines of the National and Premier
combined, and is constructed by the Ames Sword Co. for the Overman Wheel
Co., the tubing, bearings, and most of the other parts being imported from
England for the purpose. It is machine built on the best American inter-

changeable principles, and is finished and fitted in a highly skdled manner.
It has the merit of being the first American-built front steering, balance-geared

tricycle. (See Advertisement.)

THE VICTOR ROTARY.

VOLANTE— D.D.

Toledo Steel Co., Hyland Boad, Kentish Town, London, N.W.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in. running
as 46in. |in. and Jin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 14 direct butt-
ended spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 5in. Ballbearings to all wheels and crank
shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade
steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal
shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Yolante double
driving gear. Pull-up lever band (8in. x |in.) brake. Adjustable seat rod.
Arab Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Twojflat
wrenches. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 38in. Weight 931bs. Loop frame.

Specialties* Yolante balance gear.

Price £20 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. A soundly built, reliable, front steering double driver.

VOLANTE No. 1— D.D.

Toledo Steel Co., Byland Boad, Kentish Town, London, N.W.
Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Two

tracks. q
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Description. Two 50in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
as 46in. £in. and fin: rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, No. 14 direct butt-
ended spokes. G.M. hubs. Gin. x 5in. Ball bearings to all wheels and crank
shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Adjustable spade
steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal
shaft, 6in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Volante double
driving gear. Push lever band (Sin. x £in.) brake. Adjustable seat rod. Arab
Cradle spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat adjustable
wrench. Oilcan. Width 37in. Weight 341bs. The frame is somewhat of the

f shape, running out in front on one side, and carrying the steering wheel just

in front of one of the drivers.

Specialties.. Frame. Two tracks. Yolante balance gear.

Price . . . . . . . . £20 Os. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. Fully equal to the last in every respect, but made with two tracks
in place of three. Is a perfect double driver, both forwards and backwards.

VOLANTE No. 2.

Toledo Steel Co., Byland Boad, Keptish Town, London, N.W.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 46in., running
level. ?in. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 56 and 20, No. 14 direct spokes.
Steel hubs, Gin. x 5in. Ball beariugs to steering wheel, plain to driver and
crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion steering. Spade steering

handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 6in.

throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up double tyre brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on
frame sides. Two flat wrenches. Oilcan. Valise. Width 38in., reducible to

30in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork frame.

Price . . s
. . . . . . £14 10s. Od.

Sent out japanned in two colours.

Remarks. A strong and reliable machine of the ordinary type, with no
especial features.

WEATHERILL— D.D.

H. Weatherill, 33, Beech Street, Hightown, Manchester.

Leading Features. Open front. Direct action. Double driving with friction

clutches.

Description. Two 48in. and one 26in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
level, gin. and fin rubbers. Bell’s patent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs,
6in. x 5in. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley' rudder head. Back and
pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle.
Double-cranked axle shaft. Bubber pedals, plain. Direct driving, and
Weatherill double driving gear. Push lever double friction brake. Adjustable
seat rod. Elliptical spring. Suspension saddle. Pedals form footrests.

Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Width 42in., reducible to 24in. by taking off

both wheels. Weight 851bs. The frame is of the hayfork type, with high
straight front.

Specialties. Weatherill driving gear
(
page 79). Weatherill brake (page 80).

Price . . . . . . . . £17 17s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. This machine places the ridqr high, and whilst it drives both
wheels equally well both forwards and backwards, allows the pedals to be
used as footrests at will. Driving direct on the axle of the two wheels it is a

powerful hill-climber.
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WESTON— D.D.

D. G. Weston, 38, Myddleton Street, London.

Leading' features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear. Central
gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 16iu. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
as 43in. fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 48 and 20 direct spokes. G.M. hubs.
Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to cranks. Stanley rudder head. Rack
and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Bicycle cranks, 5Jin. to 6in.

throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Central chain driving, and Weston double
driving gear. Push lever band (Gin. x lin.) brake. Adjustable seat rod.

Elliptical spring. Long-distance saddle. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench.
Oilcan. Width 39in., reducible to 24in. by taking off both wheels. Weight 801bs.

T frame of weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Frame. Weston double driving gear' [page 85).

Price . . . . . . . . £21 Os. Od. *
Sent out with plated handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Cradle spring, 10s.
;
balls to cranks, 20s.

;
?in. rubbers, 10s.

Remarks. This machine attracted much notice at the Stanley Show. It is

well built, and of graceful outline
;
the gear is central, the action vertical, and

it is at the same time a front steering double driver, as well as a very light

machine. (See Advertisement.)

WOLSELEY No. 1.— D.D.

A. Phillips, Excelsior Works, Rea Street South, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Double driving with two chains. Drives
backwards and forwards equally well.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 44in., running
level, gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. No. 11 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs, 5£in. x 4£in. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft.
Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-
oranked pedal shaft, 5^in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Double chain driving,
and Wolseley double driving gear. Pull-up lever double tyre brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Pedals form footrests.

Adjustable wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width 39in. Weight 901bs. Hayfork
frame.

Specialties. Wolseley double driving gear
(
page 80).

Price £21 0s. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.
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Remarks. This machine is well built throughout. As may be seen by
reference to my description of the driving gear, it drives both wheels rigidly

forwards and backwards in a straight line, frees the outer wheel automatically
in turning, and allows the pedals to be used as footrests by pulling a small
handle. (See Advertisement.)

WOLSELEY No. 2.

Albert Phillips, Excelsior Works, Rea Street South, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 44in., ^running
level. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 24, No. 11 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs, 5Jin. x 4fin. Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft.

Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 5^in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-

up lever double tyre biake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat.

Folding footrests, on frame. Two flat wrenches. Oilcan. Valise. Width
38in., reducible to 30in. by taking off the loose wheel. Weight 801bs. Hayfork
frame. 1

Price . . . . . . . . £18 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Extras. Balls to crank ends, 15s.

Remarks. An easy running, soundly constructed machine, with no very special

features.
(
See Advertisement.)

THE CENTRAL ATHLETIC DEPOT

W, T PILE,
TAILOR AND ATHLETIC OUTFITTER,

171, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.

(3 doors from Gracechurch Street),

Is officially appointed Tailor to the Cyclists’ Touring Club,
for style and careful finish.

SOLE MAKER OF THE “PERFECTA” TRICYCLE SHOE,
(Recommended by Mr. Lacy Hillier.)

$<vefytl\ip£* Xew ip Tfidydle $updic

ied apd
u
Celluloid ”

dollafd apd Cliffy.

STEPHEN WITHERS (late of Cheapside) manages the department

All best makes of Tricycles at the North London Show
Rooms, 71 & 73, Park Street, Camden Town. (Rail from
Broad Street to Camden Road.)

OPEN UNTIL NINE EVERY EVENING.



FIVE-WHEELED MACHINES.
Of five-wheeled “ velocipedes ” we have as yet but one, and this

is the

PENTACYCLE.
W. Lewis, Tempest Works, Cleveland Road, Wolverhampton.

Leading* Features. A five-wheeled machine for five persons, each driving a
wheel.

Description. Four 50in. and one 46in. wheel, all running level. Jin. rubbers.

Crescent rims. 60 No. 10 direct spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4in. Roller bearings
to all wheels. Hollow front forks. Stanley rudder head. Bicycle stsering.

Horn handles. Pear-shaped purchase handles. Double-cranked pedal shafts,

and bicycle cranks, running in plain bearings. Rubber pedals on plain bearings.

Chain driving. D.L.S. brake. Adjustable seat rods. Double C and bicycle

springs. Saddle and cushioned seats Footrests on frame. Wrench. Oilcan.

Spring top lubricators. The frame is tubular, like that of the “ Duo,” for the
front three wheels, whilst the rear pair are attached by a straight central tubs.

Specialties. To carry five. Frame.

Remarks. This is the only machine in the market of its kind. It carries
five persons, each driving a wheel, and I should imagine considerable speed
•could be got out of it. (See Advertisement.)

><-

M-ANUMOTiVE MACHINES.
For supplying the wants of persons who have by any means lost

the use of their lower limbs, either partially or wholly, there has been
much consideration, resulting in the production and placing on the

market of the following hand-propelled tricycles :

—

BEDFORD.

G. Wootton. 4, Gwyn Street, Bedford.

Leading Features. Front' steering. Partially open front. Unequal wheels*
Lever action.

Description. 42in., 24in., and 18in. wheels. Driving wheel 42in., running
level. Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs, 5^in. x 4in. Plain bearings to driver, and cones to steering wheel.
Socket rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handle. Pear-shaped
lever handle. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Cushioned seat. Foot-
rest on frame. Wrench. Oilcan. Valve lubricators. Weight 681bs. Width
34in. The frame consists of one main tube, running across from driver to

carrying wheel, at the top of the support of which it turns and runs forwards,
making a sweep round in front to the rudder. The gearing and seat are attached
to the first part.

Price . . .- £15 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours all over.

Remarks. This machine is intended for those who have lost the use of one
leg, or who have one stiff. A rest is provided in front for the weak limb, and
whilst one hand does the steering the other works a lever, which acts on a
double-cranked axle in conjunction with a lever worked by the other foot.
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DREADNOUGHT— D.D.

THE DREADNOUGHT.

See page 172. This is worked mainly by the fe t, but 1 as hand power as ivell.

(See Advertisement.)

FAVOURITE ROTARY— D.D.

Manchester Tricycle Co., 14, Exchange Arcade, Deansgate, Manchester.

THE FAVOURITE ROTARY.

Leading Features. Open front: Steering with the knees. Double driving
with two chains. Rotary hand levers.

Description. Two 42in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 42in., running
as 36in. gin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20 direct spokes.

G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder head. Steering
with the knees. Favourite driving levers. Chain driving, and ratchet double
driving gear. Double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring.

Cushioned seat. Footboaid in front of frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan.
Eell. Width 36in. Weight 901bs. Hayfork frame.
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Specialties. Favourite Eotary hand levers (page 67). Steering with the

VnPPQ
'

Peice £18 18s. Od.

Sent out with plated hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest painted in two

colours.

Remarks. This machine is powerful anl strong, and is easily manipulated.

It is intended for those who have quite lost the use of their legs but still have

good strength in their arms. The rider sits in the seat and pulls the handles

towards him on the under backstroke. He can use both hands ^simultaneously,

or one alone, and tbe gear being fitted with ratchets he can keep them still if

he wishes on going down gradients. (See Advertisement

)

HAND LEVER EXCELSIOR.

Bayliss, Thomas & Co., Excelsior Works, Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

THE HAND LEVER EXCELSIOR.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Unequal wheels.

Description. 40in., 30in., and 20in. wheels. Driving wheel 40in., running
level, gin. and ffin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 24, butt-ended direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 5fin. x 3Jin. Ball bearings to all wheels. Stanley rudder
head. Wheel and cord steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked axle shaft,

running in plain bearings. Excelsior levers. Chain driving. Lever band
brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Suspension seat with back.

Footboard. Wrench. Oilcan. Weight 90lbs. Width 36in., reducible to 32in.

by taking off the 30in. wheel. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Excelsior levers (page 66).'

Price . . . . . . . . £18 18s. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Extras. Bright fittings, 40s.

Remarks. This has a footboard in front of the frame ends, and powerful hand
levers actuate \the crank shaft, which is placed in the usual position of the
pedal shaft, and this turns a spur wheel, which acts on the driver with an end-
less chain. It is well made, strong and cpmfortable. (See^Advertisement.)

HAND LEVER VOLANTE— D.D.

Toledo Steel Co., Byland Boad, Kentish Town, London, N.W.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Double driving with two
chains.

Description. Two 44in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 44in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 56 and 20, No. 14 direct spokes. Steel
hubs, 6in. x 5in. Ball bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head. Back and
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pinion steering. Spade and pear-shaped lever handles. Double-throw crank shaft.
Double chain driving, and ratchet double driving gear. Band (Sin. x Jin.) brake.
Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Suspension seat. Footboard. Wrench.
O-ilcan. Yalise. Width 39in. Weight 871bs. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Hand lever rack and pinion steering gear. Yolante levers (page
66 ).

Price £18 18s. Od.
Sent out with bright hubs, spokes, and handle fittings, rest japanned in

two colours.

Remarks. The action of this is very similar to that of the last. It can be
made with auxiliary foot motion as well at an extra charge.

VELOCIMAN— D.D.

Singer & Co., Challenge Works, Alma Street, Coventry.

THE VELOCIMAN.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Double driving with balance
gear. Hand and foot power.

Description. Two 48in. and one 20in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running
as 42in. Jin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 and 20, No. 12 direct spokes.
G.M. hubs. Ball bearings to all wheels and axle shaft. Stanley rudder head.
Yelociman back steering. Yelociman levers and footboard. Chain driving,

and Pritchard’s patent double driving gear. Push lever band (5in. x lin.)

brake. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footboard in front of frame. Ad-
justable wrench. Oilcan. Width 42in. Weight 981bs. The frame is a long-
bodied hayfork of weldless steel tube.

Specialties. Yelociman steering
(
page 61). Yelociman levers (page 67).

Pritchard’s balance gear
(
page 82). Harrington’s enamel.

Price .. .. .. .. £25 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest enamelled in Harrington’s enamel.

Remarks. One of the best and most powerful hand-propelled machines in

the market. It has been ridden one hundred miles in the day by a ri ier over

60 years of age. It is mainly driven by the hands, but one or both feet may be
used at will to assist or relieve the arms, and either or both arms may be used,
as occasion or inclination requires. The action is very much akin to that of

rowing. (See Advertisement.)



CHILDREN’S MACHINES.
The number of tricycles built specially for the use of youths and

children has increased very considerably- in the past year, and there

is now an excellent selection from which to find a useful present.

The chief feature of this year’s productions has been the introduction

of several machines suitable for boys of 12 and 14 years of age, and
forming a medium between the ordinary tricycle and the child’s

machine: For children the exercise of tricycling is healthy, in-

vigorating, and enjoyable, and parents and friends cannot select a
better or more useful present.

CAMBRIAN No. 2.

Morris Bros., 16, Angel Street, Cardiff.

THE CAMBRIAN NO. 2.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving. Botary
•action.

Description. Two 34in. and one 14in. wheel. Driving wheel 84in., running
level, fin. and |in. rubbers. Crescent rims. No. 12 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs. Plain bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head. Back and pinion
steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-
'Cranked pedal shaft, 4£in. throw. Bubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-
up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable f seat rod. Cambrian spring. Pan
seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench. Oilcan . Valise. Width 34in.,

reducible to 26in. by taking off the loose wheel. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Cambrian spring [addenda).

Price . . . . . . . . £9 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. " A very complete and soundly constructed article, for use by child-
ren of 12 or 14 years of age.

CHILD’S ADVANCE.
James Beech, Gladstone Works, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Open front. Bear steering. Single driving. Botary
;action.
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Description. Two 3'Oin. and one 14in. wheel. Driving wheel 30in., running
level, fin. and g-in. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. Iron hubs. Plain
bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade
steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-era tiked pedal
shaft, 4in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever back-wheel
tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Q spring. Cushioned seat. Flat wrench.
Oilcan. Width 30in. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £3 10s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Larger wheels, 5s. per 2in.

Remarks. A very low-priced tricycle.

CHILD’S MERCURY.
Mercury Machinists’ Co., Aston Road, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Rotary
action.

Description. Two 24in. and one 12in. wheel. Driving wheel 24in., running
level. ^in. and ^io. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs.
Plain bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering.

Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double -cranked
pedal shaft, 4in. throw. Iron pedals, plain. Chain driving. Adjustable seat
rod. Elliptical spring. Cushioned seat. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width
26in. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £3 10s. Od.

Sent out with bright spokes and handle fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. Sound and strong for children of six years old or thereabouts.

CHILD’S METEOR.
Starley & Sutton, Meteor Works, West Orchard, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Rotary
action.

Description. Two 30in. and one 12in. wheel. Driving wheel 30in., running
level, fin. and |in. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs.
Coned bearings to steering wheel, plain to driver and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 4in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Central chain driving.

Pull-up lever back-wheel tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring.

Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. OLcan. Width 30in. Hayfork
frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £6 6s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Half plated, 60s.

Remarks. One of the soundest and best machines for children under eight
years of age in the market.

CHILD’S PREMIER.
Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Premier Works, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Rotary
action.

Description. Two 24in. and one llin. wheel. Driving wheel 24in.
r

running level. |in. and Jin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 24 and 16, No. 12 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs. "Plain bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head.
Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 4in.

throw. Rat-trap pedals, plain. Chain driving. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical

spring. Pan seat. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 26in. Hayfork frame.
Specialties. Harrington’s enamel (page 123).

Price . . . . . . . . £4 4s. Od.

Sent out enamelled all over plain black in Harrington’s enamel.
Remarks. A remarkably good and sound little machine for the price, suitable

for use by youngsters from 4 to 8 years of age. (See Advertisement.)
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HOWE JUVENILE.

Howe Machine Co., Bridgeton, Glasgow.

Leading Features. Front steering. Single driving. Lever action.

Description. Two 30in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheel 30in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 34 and 20, No. 10 direct spokes. Iron
hubs, 3in. x 2in. Ball bearings to steeriug wheel, plain to driver and carrying
wheel. Open Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade
handles. Asbury’s driving levers. Rubber pedals, plain. Adjustable seat

rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Yalise. Width
30in. The frame, which is of weldless steel tube, is after the T pattern.

Specialties. Frame. Asbury’s levers [page 65).

Price . . . . . . . . £6 10s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is one of the best children’s machines made. It is a front
steerer, and has hall bearings to the front wheel, whilst the frame is of weldless
steel tube. The action is powerful and easy. (See Advertisement.)

JUVENILE SPECIAL
Caroche Tricycle Co., Much Park Street and Jordan Well, Coventry.

THE JUVENILE SPECIAL.

Leading Features. Front steering. Single driving. Lever action.

Description. Two 30in. aud one 14in. wheel. Driving wheel 30in., running
level, gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 30 and 14, No. 10 direct spokes. Iron
hubs, 4fin. x 2§in. Plain hearings throughout. Socket rudder head. Rack
and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase haudle.
Double-cranked axle shaft, 2m. throw. Rat-trap pedals, plain. Simple lever

driving gear. C springs. Cushioned seat. Width 27in. The frame is square
with a “ front bone,” and depending rods to form fulcra for the levers.

Specialties. Frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £4 4s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. An easy, taking, and useful tricycle for children of ten or eleven
years of age and under.

JUVENILE SPECIAL SOCIABLE.
Caroche Tricycle Co., Much Park Street and Jordan Well, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Single driving. Lever action. Riders
placed back to back.

Description. Two 32in. and one 14in. wheel. Driving wheel 32in., running
level, gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 30 and 14, No. 10 direct spokes. Iron
hubs, 4fin. x 2gin. Plain bearings throughout. Socket rudder head. Rack
and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear shaped purchase handle.
Double-cranked axle shaft, 2in. throw. Rat-trap pedals, plain. Double lever
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THE JUVENILE SPECIAL SOCIABLE.

driving gear. Scroll springs. Cushioned seats. Width 29in. 'The frame is the
same as for the single machine just described, but is carried back to support
another seat and handles, and the fulcra below carry another pair of levers.

Specialties. Frame. Arrangement of levers.

Price . . . . . . . . £5 5s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A very cheap and useful article. Is light, handy, and easily

stowed away. Is strong, and suitable for children under twelve years of age.

JUVENILE TRIUMPH.
Warman, Laxon & Youett, Albion Mills, West Orchard, Coventry.

THE JUVENILE TRIUMPH.
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Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Rotary action.
,

Description. Two 22in. and one 14in. wheel. Driving wheel 22in., running
level, gin. red rubbers. Crescent rims. 24 and 16, No. 8 direct spokes. Iron
hubs. Plain bearings throughout. Socket rudder head. Eccentric steering.

Spade handle. Pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft.
Rubber pedals. Chain driving. Adjustable seat rod. Coil spring. Cushioned,
seat. Weight 301bs. Width 24in. Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Warman’s eccentric steering
(
page 62).

Price . . . . . . . . £8 Os. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Extras. 7s. 6d. per additional 2in. in size of front wheels.

Remarks. As complete a machine as any at the price, and the makers do a
considerable trade with them.

LITTLE WONDER.
W. Asbury & Co., 32£, Kenyon Street, Birmingham.

THE LITTLE WONDER.

Leading Features. Front steering. Single driving. Lever action.

Description. Two 30in. and one f6in. wheel. Driving wheel, 30in., running
level, gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 40 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes. G.M.
hubs. Plain bearings throughout. Stanley rudder head. Rack and! pinion
steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked axle shaft. Rubber
pedals, plain. Asbury’s lever driving gear. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical

spring. Cushioned seat. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 30in., reducible to
26in. by taking off the loose wheel. The frame resembles a hayfork turned,
upside down, more than anything else.

Specialties. Frame. Asbury’s driving levers (page 65).

Price . . . . . . . . £6 6s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Ball bearings, 63s.

Remarks. This is strong, easy action, and light, and at the same time ex-

tremely simple. It is also made with 24in. wheels at £4 4s., and in a very
complete style with 40in. wheels for adult riders at £14 14s. oaiu'j

LITTLE WONDER.
Laxton & Summons, Britannia Works, Jordan Well, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Rotary action.

Description. Two 24in. and one 12in. wheel. Driving wheel 24in., running
level, gin. and tVn - rubbers. Crescent rims. 36 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes..
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Iron hubs. Plain bearings throughout. Socket rudder head. Eod and arm
steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 4in. throw. Iron pedals, plain. Chain driving. Adjust-
able seat rod. Elliptical spring. Cushioned seat. Flat wrench. Oilcan.
Width 26in. Hayfork frame.

THE LITTLE WONDER.

Price . . . . . . £3 3s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. With 28in. or 30in. wheels, brake and generally stouter build. 63s.

Bemarks. A soundly built machine for children of six or eight years of age.

The firm make a very large number of them.

LITTLE WONDER SOCIABLE— D.D.

Laxton & Simmons, Britannia Works, Jordan Well, Coventry.

THE LITTLE WONDER SOCIABLE.

Leading Features. Front steering. Eotary action. For two riders. In-

dependent double driving.

Description. Two 30in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheels 30in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 36 and 20, No. 11 direct spokes. Iron

hubs. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shafts. Socket rudder head.

Eack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase
handle. Double-cranked pedal shafts, 4in. throw. Eat-trap pedals, plain.

Two-chain double driving. Central lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat

.rods. Elliptical springs. Pan seats. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 48in.
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The frame, which is of flat iron, is of a T shape, having the rudder wheel well

out in front.

Specialties. Frame.
Price . . . . . . . . £10 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is one of the best sociables made for children’s use, and is

strong and useful. It is fit for children up to fourteen years of age, and is safe

and steady going.

NATIONAL No. 6.

National Bicycle & Tricycle Co., Spon Street, Coventry.

THE NATIONAL NO. 6.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Rotary
motion. Direct action.

Description. Two 30in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheel 30in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. Iron hubs. Plain bear-
ings throughout. Socket rudder head. Eccentric steering. Spade handles.
Double-cranked axle shaft, 4in. throw. Rat-trap pedals, plain. Adjustable f
seat rod. Suspension spring. Pan seat. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Width 30in.
The frame is a flat iron hayfork.

Specialties. Direct action.

Price £3 3s. Od.

Sent out japanned in two colours.

Extras. Part plating, 21s.

Remarks. An easy driving, light, and simple machine for children under
eleven years of age.

(
See Advertisement.)

WELLINGTON.
George Townend, Wellington Street, Hill Fields, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Lever action.

Description. Two 22in. and one 14in. wheel. Driving wheel 22in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. Iron hubs.



2j6 the tricyclists’ indispensable annual.

Plain bearings throughout. Socket rudder head. Bath chair steering. T
handle. Iron pedals. Lever driving. Adjustable cushioned seat. Coil springs.
The frame is shown in the above sketch.

Specialties. Frame and general construction.

Price . . . . . . . . £3 Os. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Extras. With 24in. wheels, 4s.
;
26in. wheels, 7s.

Remarks. There are a large number of these in use about Coventry. It was
the first machine to take largely with children. A larger size, with stouter

frame and 30in. wheels, is known as the “ Coventry Wellington,” and sold at

£4 15s.

WELLINGTON ROTARY.
George Townend, Wellington Street, Hill Fields, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Intermediate wheel driving

Description. Two 32in. and one 14in. wheel. Driving wheel 32in., running
level, fin. and fin. rubbers. U rims. Direct spokes. Iron hubs. Plain
bearings throughout. Socket rudder head. Rod and arm steering. Spade
handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft. Block pedals. Intermediate wheel
driving. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Mahogany seat. Hayfork
frame.

Specialties. Intermediate wheel gear on a juvenile machine.

Price . . £5 Os. Od.

Sent out painted all over in two colours.

Extras. 10s. per 2in. in size of wheels either way.

Remarks. This is a neat little machine, and is made in sizes from 26in. to

34in., ranging in price from £3 7s. to £5 10s. The maker confines himself
solely to children’s machines, so gives them every attention. I believe, how-
ever, he is shortly about to commence the manufacture of adults’ machines, of

the front steering double driving kind, and has just erected new works for the
purpose.

YOUTH’S EXCELSIOR.

Bayliss, Thomas & Co., Excelsior Works, Lower Ford Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Rotary
motion.

Description. Two 36in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheel 36in., running
as 40in. fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20, No. 9 direct spokes. Brass
hubs, 5Jin. x 3£in. Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped
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purchase handle. Double-cranked pedal shaft, Sin. throw. Rubber pedals,

plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever back wheel tyre brake. Adjustable seat

rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Fiat wrench. Oilcan. Width 35in.,

reducible to 29in. by taking off the loose wheel. Hayfork frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £10 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A soundly built useful machine, with no especial features.

Suitable for use by ladies of light build, or by youths of fifteen and under.
<3 an be relied on to stand knocking about.

(
See Advertisement.)

YOUTH’S MERCURY.
Mercury Machinists’ Co., Aston Road, Birmingham.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Rotary
motion.

Description. Two 36in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheel 36in., running
level, fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G-.M. hubs. Plain bear-
ings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack and pinion
steering. Spade steering handle, and pear-shaped purchase handle. Double-
cranked pedal shaft, 5in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-

up lever double tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan
seat. Footrests on frame. Flat wrench. Oilcan. Valise. Width 35in.,

reducible to 29in. by taking off the loose wheel. Hayfork frame

Price . . . . . . . . £8 8s. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Remarks. A strong, sound machine for youths’ and ladies’ use. No special
features.

YOUTH’S METEOR.
Starley & Sutton, Meteor Works, West Orchard, Coventry.

Leading Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Rotary
motion.

Description. Two 36in. and one 16in. wheel. Driving wheel 36in., running
level, fin. and gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs^
Plain hardened bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head.

R
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Hack and pinion steering. Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal
shaft, 5in. throw. Rubber oval pedals, pJain. Chain driving. Puii-up lever
back wheel tyre brake. Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Ran seat.
Plat Wreuch. Oilcan. Width 35in., reducible to 29m. by taking off the loose
wheel. Hayfork frame. *

Price . . . . . . . . £10 Os. Od.

Sent out painted in two colours.

Extras. Half plated, 60s.
;
gold lines, 15s.

Remarks. This is one of the soundest 36in. machines made, the makers making
a special feature of it. It will carry a man, and stand any amount of

knocking about. All working parts are well hardened. Suitable for youths
and ladies.

YOUTH’S PREMIER.

Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, Premier Works, Coventry.

L°adin'j Features. Open front. Rear steering. Single driving. Rotary
motion.

Description. Two 34in. and one 17in. wheel. Driving wheel 34in., running

level. £in. and gin. rubbers. Crescent rims. Direct spokes. G.M. hubs.

Plain bearings to all wheels and crank shaft. Stanley rudder head. Rack
and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shaft, 4fin.

throw. Rat-trap pedals, plain. Chain driving. Pull-up lever double tyre brake.

Adjustable seat rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Flat

wrench. Oilcan. Width 35in., reducible to 29in. by taking off the loose wheel.

Hayfork frame.

Specialties. Harrington’s enamel
(page 123).

Price £8 8s. Od.

Sent out enamelled all over plain black in Harrington’s enamel.

Remarks. Soundly constructed of good material. Is strong and reliable, and
fit for use by youths and young ladies from ten to fifteen years of age. (See

Advertisement.)
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

NATIONAL BICYCLE COMPANY,
Sole Makers of the celebrated Royal National Direct Action.

Why lose Power for Friction P Only 2 Bearings !

No Chains! No Cogs! Nothing to get out of Order!’

Will pass any Bicycle uphill. The Simplest and
Lightest of all.

Now generally acknowledged easiest form of Tricycle.

Best finish, with light tube frame, ball bearings to all

wheels, and double brake
;
japanned black and gold,

with plated parts; sent out in best style, complete
with satchel, &c. .. ..

'
.. .. .. 1.8 IwfllNEAS..

No. 5, similar machine, strong and useful, guaranteed . . lO CwtJflrVJGAS.

From “ English Mechanic and World of Science ,” January 12th, 1883.

DIRECT-ACTION TRICYCLES.
“When I, a midclle-aged man, with some knowledge of mechanism, resolved a year or-

two ago to go in for tricycling, I carefully considered the points of most of the tricycles
then in the market ;

and my attention was drawn (by a letter of ‘ Sunlight’s’ in the English
Mechanic) to a tricycle that was devoid of either chains or cogs, and in which perfect
simplicity of action appeared to have been attained. The result was that I invested in a
Coventry • Royal National’ of this description, and the object of this letter is to give
some account of its performance. The machine is very light, not weighing more than 651bs -

it is a rear steerer, with 40in. wheels, Double Band Brake, applied to a drum fitted to each
wheel, and provided with ‘ Bown’s Ball Bearings ’ to all wheels. The main new feature in its
construction is that the machine is driven direct by means of a cranked axle, no cogs ov
chain of any description being employed. To allow of this, it is true that the seat is
placed, necessarily, some three or four inches higher than most tricycles, but I have not
found this y disadvantage

;

with me the machine has proved perfectly safe. To test
the friction, I tried this ‘ Direct Action ’ Tricycle with a dynamometer on a level smooth
road. A weight of one pound made it move readily ; with a rider in the seat, a tractive
force of four pounds was sufficient. The speed that could be got up was great

; Indeed, I
never personally attempted to find its limits, as I am a somewhat careful rider, but I could
always, with little exertion, ride a mile in six minute*. The merits of the machine
are, however, most conspicuous in hill-climbing. When my boys, much stronger riders than
myself, rode this direct action ‘National,” they reported that they were able to pass
every other machine, botn tricycles and bicycles, on steep ascents.”

A FELLOW OF THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
Sole makers of the only Front Steerer (Salvo Pattern), 13 Guineas •

Cheapest full-size Tricycles, 7 Guineas.

All Patterns much improved with latest additions after March 31st.

nationmTworksTcoventry.



ADVERTISEMENTS

NO TRICYCLE IS COMPLETE
WITHOUT THE

“Although there is no best machine, there IS a best Spring,

and that is the “Arab” Cradle.”

—

The Tricyclist.

ORDER IT TO BE FITTED TO YOUR NEW MACHINE

!

</////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////.

NO TRICYCLE IS PERFECT
UNLESS COATED WITH

Which is now applied under special licence by the following firms.

Messrs. HILLMAN, HERBERT & COOPER, Coventry.

,, SINGER & Co., Coventry.

,, M. D. RUCKER, Junr., & Co., London.

,,
RUDGE & Co., Coventry.

„ STARLEY SUTTON, Coventry.

„ THE SPARKBROOK MANUFACTURING Co., Coventry.
W. ANDREWS, Birmingham.

Send for paiticwlars of Hie

‘KRAO.’ THE MISSING LINK

AT LAST DISCOVERED I

SOLE 1VI AKERS:

J, HARRINGTON & Co.,
CRADLE SPRING AND ENAMEL WORKS,

Much Park St. and Jordan Well, Coventry.



EVERYONE INTERESTED
Or connected in any way with BICYCLING or TRICYCLING,

SHOULD SUBSCRIBE TO

“The Cyclist”
AND BICYCLING & TRICYCLING TRADES’ REVIEW,

Edited by HENRY STURMEY and C. W. NAIRN.

The LARGEST, CHEAPEST, EARLIEST, and REST
INFORMED Cycling Paper in the World.

Fullest and best accounts of all Meets, Races, Law Cases, and other important
events. Clearest and most accurate descriptions of Novelties, New Machines,
&c. Interesting alike to Cyclists of all classes, ages, and sexes. Questions on
all points connected with Cycling answered accurately and impartially, free of

charge to Subscribers.

THE BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM.
Guaranteed Circulation over 35,000 Copies per Month. Subscribers and

Correspondents in all parts of the World.

THIRTY-SIX PAGES, EVERY WEDNESDAY. ONE PENNY.
Of all Booksellers, Newsvendors, Railway Bookstalls, and Cycle Depots, or sent Rost Free

at the following rates 12 Months, 6/6 ; 6 Months, 3/3 ;
3 Months, 1/8.

PUBLISHERS:

ILIFFE & SON, 12, SMITHFORD STREET, COVENTRY.
Wholesale Depots London, H. ETHERINGTON, 152, Fleet Street; Edinburgh,

E. BREMNER, 4, West Register Street; Birmingham, C. J. NUTT & CO., 80, Smallbrook
Street

;
America, THE OVERMAN WHEEL CO., Courant Buildings, Hartford, Conn., U.S.A.

J i t J -5 J j » 3 1>

m
Subscriber's Order Form.

The largest. Cheapest, Earliest,
and Best Informed Cycling Paper

in the World.
Post-free at the following rates Twelve

Ann mmini r o tdiovai p TDtntc Drill citf Months, 6s. 6d.
;

Six, 3s. 3d., Three, Is. 8d.

,

AND BICYCLE & TRICYCLE TRADES REVIEW, single copy, ijd.

I herewith ' enclose P.O. Order value ..
and request you will

enter my name as a Subscriber to. “ THE CYCLIST ” for the next

Months.

Name_f_

Address

To the Publishers of “ The Cyclist,”

Smithford Street, Coventry.

P.O. ORDERS TO RE MADE PAYABLE TO ILIFFE & STURMEY.



CATALOGUE IN BRIEF OF

PRINTED AND PUBLISHED BY

1L1FFE 8c SON, “THE CYCLIST” OFFICE, COVENTRY.

“THE CYCLIST,” and Bicycling and Tricycling Trades’ Review. The
Leading Journal devoted to the kindred Sport and Trade of the Wheel. Published
every Wednesday morning, in Town and Country. Fullest and earliest information
on all points. Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. Price Id. Annual
Subscription, 6s. 6d.

“THE TRICYCLIST.” Weekly on Friday Mornings—Edited by Lacy Hillier—
deals fully, soundly, and pleasantly with the Sport, the Pastime, and the Trade.
Price 2d. Annual Subscription, per post, 10s. 6d.

;
6 months, 5s. 4d.

;
3 months, 2s. 8d.

;

Single copy, 2M.

“THE WHEEL WOELD,” Companion Monthly to Tlw Cyclist. The only English
Cycling Magazine. Good articles and illustrations, with portraits of celebrities. Well
sent out. New series commenced May, 1883. 15th of each month. 6d. monthly. Sub-
scription per volume, 4s.

THE “INDISPENSABLE ” BICYCLISTS’ MANHEOOK. A complete
cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey. Fully illustrated descriptions and
dissertations on the Machines and Novelties now before the public. A few copies of the
last edition still in stock. 300 Pages. 100 Illustrations. Is., by Post ls.4d.

THE TRICYCLISTS’ “ INDISPENSABLE ” ANNUAL and HANDBOOK.
A guide to the Pastime, and complete cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey.
The most complete and only reliable book published dealing solely with the Tricycle
and Tricycling. Published annually in April. 300 Pages. 250 Illustrations. New
edition for 1883 now ready

;
over 250 machines described. 2s. post free.

“ SHE UYCLIST A NTH WHEEL WORLD ANNUAL.” The Book of the
Year. Fullest statistical information concerning all branches of the Sport. Amusing
and instructive Articles, &c., &c. Illustrated. Edited by C. W. Nairn and Henry
Sturmey. Published annually in January. 250 Pages. 500 Illustrations. Is., by post Is. 3d.

“PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING-” for Amateur AtEileles, With Special
Regard to Bicyclists. By H. L. Cortis (Amateur Champion at all distances, 1880),

and the only rider who has ever accomplished 20 miles within the hour. Illustrated.
Price Is., by post Is. 2d.

THE COMPLETE “ GUIDE TO BICYCLING,” Or How to Become a
Bicyclist. By Henry Sturmey, No possessor of a bicycle or intending rider should be
without this work. Price Is., by post Is. 2d.

“THE CYCLIST APIA'S’ NUMBER’’ ' tor IS82. Printed in gold and colours.
Tales, humorous sketches, and verses of all descriptions. Nearly 70 humorous and other
illustrations, and Double Illustrated Supplement. Price Is., by post Is. 2d.

“ NAUTICttJS IN SU'OTL'AND.” An illustrated descriptive account of a Tour on a
Tricycle of nearly 2,500 miles in Scotland, forming an accurate Guide to the Country,
and an interesting, instructive, and amusing narrative. Cloth, demy 8vo. Thirty
illustrations. Price 4s. 6d.

;
cheap edition in paper covers, 3s.

Reprints from The Tricyclist.

No. 1, THE “HUMBER” TRICYCLE, ami How to Ride it.

No. 2. THE “COVENTRY ROTARY” TRICYCLE, No. 1, and Howto
Ride it. By G. L. Hillier and H. Sturmey. Id., by post l£d.

No. 3. T TIE “CHALLENGE No. 1,” and How to Ride it. By G. L. Hillier
and Ilunry Sturmey. Id., by post ljd.

No. 4. THE “ ©MNICYCLE ” and Slow to Ride it, will shortly follow.

ILIFFE & SON, Printers and Engravers, Coventry, Printers of all the above
works, are prepared to estimate for, and execute in the best style, Printing of all

descriptions
;
Bookwork, Magazines, Ramphlets, Trade Catalogues, Price Lists, &c., &c.

Estimates on application.

“THE WHEELMAN.” The First and Only American Monthly Cycling Magazine.
80 Pages, large size. Finely illustrated. Excellently printed. Full of wit and humour,
1st of each month, Is. post free. Annual subscription, 10s. 6d. Sole British Publishers,
Iiiffe & Sturmey, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.



SFXTION IV.

THE MACHINE—How to Keep it in Order, How to

Manage* and How to Select it.

HE tricycle procured wants some little amount of attention,

and even a certain amount of learning. This latter,

especially, most non-tricyclists seem to think is a require-

ment quite foreign to the sport. Such, however, is not the

case, for although a person can sit on the tricycle and propel it with-

out tumbling off, it requires some little skill to drive it through the

streets and over hills, as well as some practice to get the hitherto

unused muscles into working order. In the possession of a machine,
too, one has not all, for notwithstanding the fullest instructions to

the makers each machine requires to be adjusted to the rider—either
the seat is too high, too low, or too far back, the handles are not

right, or something else occurs to interfere with the ease and comfort
of working. These to a novice usually appear as some fault with the

steed itself, but an expert upon getting on a new tricycle would
quickly discover if anything were wrong and where it existed, and
would at once set about remedying the fault by adjustment, and so
getting the best results. Almost the first thing with a new tricycle

to be attended to is the height and position of the saddle, fora tall or

“leggy” man will very probably find himself cramped upon trying a
machine for the first time

;
if so, he will at once loosen the nut

holding the seat or saddle rod, and adjust the same so that his leg

when at its lowest position will be straight, with the toe somewhat
pointing downwards, taking care at the same time that, whilst

attaining this position, the leg is not uncomfortably stretched for the

purpose. Should this be the case, or he finds he is unable to reach

the pedals when at their lowest position, he will of course reverse

the order of action and lower the saddle accordingly, and when the

proper adjustment is obtained he must not forget to see that the lock-

nut is well screwed down, and the saddle not only firm upon its rod,

but “ set ” right, i.e., if a saddle, pointing in a direct line with the run
of the machine, and if a seat, the front parallel with the axle. This
done, he will require to practice constantly until he becomes accus-

tomed to his machine, when he will no doubt find out many little

points requiring alteration, and will attend to them. The handles,

if unadjustable, he will in all probability have to put up with, unless

he lives near an engineer’s workshop, or can make the alteration

himself, but he will, perhaps, after a little use, find his rack and
pinion steering handle setting at an awkward angle to his hand. This
will be most likely the case if at any time he has “ overshot the

rack” in steering, and his toothed wheel has got out of gear with the
rod, as very few novices manage to put it back at the right angle,

and I have known many wonder muchly how it could be set right

again. The remedy in such case is simple enough. One has but to

s
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get it out, of gear again and turn the handle loosely to the amount it

was out, and re-engage the teeth, repeating the operation if the first

attempt has been unsuccessful. In the case of an adjustable handle
the remedy is simpler still, for as most adjustable handles consist of

a round rod and socket the rider need only loosen the set-pin and
turn the handle to suit his taste, screwing up again when in position.

To be right, the steering handle should set in a straight line with the

machine, or at right angles to the axles, or if anything out of the

exact straight line the front end should be a fraction of an inch

inwards.
After a little use a sudden jerk will sometimes be felt with the

chain, accompanied by a rattle and click. This at first is very

alarming, as the novice usually thinks the chain or something else

has given way
;
he need not be alarmed, however, for it is caused by

the chain “ slipping a tooth,” or failing to engage with one of the

cogs upon the wheels, and is a sign that the chain is too loose and
wants tightening. To effect this, a little attention to the lower or

pedal wheel will show the arrangement for so doing, and will be

found to be usually a slot, either horizontal or perpendicular—the

latter in preference—in each fork end or bearing place in which the

pedal cranks and wheel are fitted. By slackening the nuts and re-

adjusting, the chain can be taken up to almost any extent, but care

should be taken not to tighten too much, as no chain should be as

tight as it is possible to make it, but only just so much as to avoid

slipping any teeth, because when very tight there is a great additional

strain upon the bearings, both of the driving wheels and pedal

cranks, by reason of their being braced so tightly together; this pro-

duces much excess of fiiction, which consequently means an increase

of power requisite in propulsion. When performing this operation it

must not be forgotten that both ends of the pedal rod should be

adjusted equally
;
some manufacturers are cognizant of this fact, and

mark the sides of the slots in fractions of an inch, so that an exact

adjustment may be secured, the consequence of inaccuracy in this

respect being that the crank and pedal wheel bearings are set askew,

and this generates friction, which quickly destroys the even surfaces

of the bearings. The Sparkbrook Manufacturing Compy., however,

make a bad setting absolutely harmless by the adoption of the

universal joint to all bearing parts, and the Royal Machine Manu-
facturing Co. and one or two other firms, also adopt a principle very

much akin to it and answering the same end.

With a well made machine it is very probable that the bearings of

the larger wheels will wear long and well, and that no adjustment

will be requisite for some years
;
the case with the smaller wheels

will, however, naturally be different, on account of the greater number
of their revolutions as well as their greater acquaintance with mud
and dust. These wheels for the most part are provided with either

coned bearing pins, or with conically adjustable balls, and when side-

shake and rattle with them make themselves known, the locking nut

of the bearings must be loosened, the cone screwed up so as to allow

of a very little side play, and the lock nut once more screwed down,
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which will generally have the effect of taking all the side shake out

of the wheel, and sometimes this extra tightening propensity of the

lock nut will necessitate its being again unscrewed, and the bearing

slackened a little to allow for it before the exact adjustment is

obtained. When properly adjusted, a wheel should have just so

much play as will allow it to run freely, and no more.

The adjustment of the steering gear is another important point

requiring attention at times. The majority of tricycles are steered

by a short arm projecting from the side of the rudder-wheel fork, this

arm being in connection with the steering rod. The joint uniting

these should be well looked after, and very often this being loose will

be found the secret of some mysterious rattle which a turn of the

wrench at the securing nuts here will quickly remedy. This part

should always be kept free from rattle, as one then knows it is not

"

loose, for the breaking or losing of the connecting pin would be a

very serious matter if going fast—or even at a moderate pace ior the

matter of that. The rudder head itself is also bound to wear loose

in time, and will then need some adjustment. If it be a socket head
this will be impossible, but with either the Stanley or open-centre

type, adjustment is easily made. A large hexagonal nut will usually

be found on the top of the head
;
this must be loosened, and if it

forms a dust cup as well as a lock nut, taken off altogether
;
there

will then be found a flat head to a screw going into the head, this

must be tightened down until the wheel will but just turn freely, and
the larger lock nut then screwed down again and made quite tight.

Pedals must be kept well oiled, and on no account must this item be
neglected : in some kinds provision is made for lubrication, but
where none exists, the oil must be applied at both ends, revolving
the pedal rapidly and tilting the machine at the same time.

Should any spokes be found to be loose, they will require tighten-

ing, the instrument most suitable for this purpose being the spoke
tightener described on page 104. In using it, it should be put upon
the sp )ke lengthwise, and as near the worm as possible, firmly
tightened, and the spoke carefully screwed up to its proper tension.
In adjusting the spokes, care must be taken not to forget to see how
the rim is bearing the adjustment. I well remember my first

attempt at spoke adjusting, some years since. The back wheel of
my bicycle was rejoicing in three or four loose spokes, so I took it

out and screwed away with the spanner, until every spoke was as
tight as it could be. During the operation I never once looked at

the rim, and when I did so, found it presented the appearance of an
excited eel, and certainly was more square than round. That wheel
cost me 4/6 to put right, but I profited by the experience, and did
not go to work so recklessly again.

In adjusting them, the machine should be tilted, the axle or
irame supported on a stand, and the wheel revolved slowly, when
any deviation from the truth will be at once seen, and the deflected
part marked with chalk, after which the corresponding spoke must
be either tightened or slackened as required, and all the spokes
brought as near as possible to the same tension.
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I should not, however, advise a novice to attempt “ trueing” his

wheel until that operation is absolutely needed, as the result

arrived at by his first attempts may prove, as it did with me, to be
far from “ truth.”

The rubber tyre will perhaps be found to be loose in parts, in

which case it must be immediately attended to and secured again,

as follows :—If a quantity of cement remains in the rim, no fresh will

be needed
;
but should such not be the case, some fresh cement

must be procured. This must then be melted in an iron spoon or
ladle on the fire, and both rim and rubber being quite clean, it should
then be poured evenly into the rim, and the rubber placed upon it

;

next, the cement must be again melted by holding the rim in a gas
flame, or that of a spirit lamp, or better still by using one of
Singer’s portable tyre fasteners, and the tyre pressed down firmly

upon it and secured with string. In a few hours it will be quite firm,

when the string may be taken off, and any cement which has exuded
at the edges cut off. • No fear need be entertained as to spoiling the

paint, for although rendered very black at first, it may be easily

cleaned with a wet rag. Before doing this, all old cement should be
carefully removed, and both rim and rubber well cleaned with tur-

pentine, to remove any oil which may be there.

Unless the rider be careful, the bright parts (if any) of hrs,

machine, if unprotected from the » action of the atmosphere, will

speedily rust. Should this by some neglect occur, the rust may be.

reipoved by first giving them a hard rub with a rough cloth, and

then going over them with fine emery cloth, finishing off with a
chamois and a coat of oil. If very rusty, two or three sizes of emery
cloth will be requisite, used in succession, the coarsest first, with

plenty of elbow grease. To re-burnish parts, a steel burnisher will

have to be used, which requires some little labour and patience to

secure the desired effect
;

the best substitute for this is Birks’

Metallic Lustre, which, when applied as directed on the packets,,

produces almost as good a burnish as a burnisher.

Many riders now have the bright parts of their machines plated

with nickel, which gives them a fine appearance and somewhat
hinders rust

;
but as plating is an expensive process, and requires a.

considerable amount of attention to keep in first-class order, most
makers send out their machines with no bright or plated parts about

them, either enamelling, painting, or japanning every part, which is

a great saving of time; and this way of finish I find seems to be.

generally appreciated by tricyclists, who, as a rule, use their machines

more in all weathers and as regular business carriages than do bicy-

clists, and so do not want to be always cleaning them. The best

coating for tricycles, by a long way, is Harrington’s Enamel, which,,

somewhat like japan in appearance, has, nevertheless, the advantage

over both that substance and paint in durability, not being so subject

to chip and crack off at every blow received.

All nuts, bolts, and screws in connection with the brake and smaller

parts of the machine, as well as those of more importance, must

receive careful and continual attention, as, although but small things.
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in themselves, their failure may prove a serious bar to enjoyment
and safety. Should, at any time during a ride, an ominous rattle,

unobstrved before, be noticed, the pace should be slackened and
every part looked at whilst in motion, to discover, if possible, its

whereabouts, and this found, an immediate dismount should be made,
and the refractory nut or bolt at once attended to.

Regarding the proper oil to use, much diversity of opinion exists

among tricyclists, and various combinations are sold by many makers.

The requisite qualities in oil are, that it should be of such consistency

as to lubricate well, and at the same time not be liable to thicken and
so clog the bearings. The best ordinary lubricating oil is sperm—or

neat’s-foot if drawn off clear; if neither of these can be obtained, in

an emergency, olive oil will answer the purpose fairly until better can

be procured, and of special oils I can highly recommend Tringham’s
ruby oil for lubricating purposes. Paraffin has the property of

cleaning from thickened and inferior oils, and is very useful for

cleaning the bearings
;
hence a good combination is made by mixing

nine parts of sperm, or neat’s-foot, with one of paraffin. For lighting

purposes, the best to use is that recommended by the manufacturers
with each form of lamp, or if none is mentioned by them, I can highly

recommend Avila Tringham’s electric lamp oil, or, if that cannot be

procured, best French colza with a lump of camphor dissolved in it

will be found most effective.

Occasionally it is found when adjusting the nuts (all nuts should

be tightened immediately they show signs of slackness) on various

parts of the machine that they will not hold firmly on to the bolt,

but shake loose with the slightest usage. In this case an expedient
is to insert a steel washer behind the nut, or if this will not do, or

cannot be procured, to strike a few sharp blows on the bolt head
with the spanner or a stone, which will flatten portions of the worm
and cause the nut to screw on with much difficulty, consequently it

will be far more unlikely to work loose by itself. About the best

remedy is, however, good fitting in the manufacture, and it is in

these little things the difference between high-class and cheap
machines is made manifest. Having seen a little of the require-

ments of the machine itself, I trust

A FEW HINTS ON RIDING

the tricycle may be of use to some, although there are many far

more experienced tricyclists in our “ right little, tight little island
”

who could, no doubt, put us all up to a wrinkle or two. Still I give
them for what they are worth.

1. Let the pressure of the feet upon the pedals be as even as
possible, endeavouring to put the pressure upon one treadle as you
take it from the other, or, in other words, .always keep the chain
tight, and not allow it to be brought to a tension with a jerk at each
stroke.

2. Drop the heel at the commencement of each stroke when the
pedal is at the top, and at the finish of the stroke draw the heel up
and drop the toe, at the same time drawing backwards. By this
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means the whole of the stroke available is utilised and driving
rendered easier.

3. Practise and learn to steer in a straight line by keeping a
steady yet easy hold upon the helm.

4. In steering, do not give sudden and spasmodic twists to the
steering handle, but turn it as gently, firmly, and steadily as possible,

essaying by practice to calculate mentally the exact amount of turn
required for any purpose, or to turn at any angle.

5. When travelling fast be very careful to hold the steering handle
firm, and to turn less sharply than on other occasions.

6. Should a sudden turn be requisite by any unforeseen circum-
stance, take care to throw the body right over the inner wheel as

you turn, and as much behind it as possible, if a rear-steerer.

7. Don’t drive too fast or cultivate a high rate of speed, if you
desire comfort, and

8. Take care to slacken speed considerably when desiring to turn

sharply or to go round a corner. If this is not done a capsize is the

sure result.

9. Always lean and sit well over towards the centre of the circle

made in turning
;
the sharper the angle and the greater the speed at

which it is taken the more this is necessary.

10. Never attempt to turn sharply round when going down hill.

11. In turning a corner at which the slope of the road is in any
way outwards

,
i.e., higher towards the centre, be careful to go very

slowly and lean over more than usual.

12. Take care and back-pedal as well as use the brake until the

bottom of the hill is fairly in view, and even then it is not well to

take off the feet unless the machine is provided with one of the

more powerful kinds of brake.

13. With a one-sided driver, or a machine having a brake on one
side wheel, never put the brake on hard on a sudden, or the machine
will twist round and very likely deposit its rider in the ditch.

14. In ascending hills hold the handles firmly, get as much pur-

chase or pressure from the loins as you can.

15. You may vary this, and ease yourself in those tricycles which
admit of so doing, by rising out of the seat, steadying the body with

the hands, and standing upon the pedals, thus driving by the weight

of the body.

16. In doing this allow all the weight to be on the descending

pedal, lifting the other leg so as to keep the chain always in full

tension.

17. After a little practice it will be found possible to combine both

methods with advantage, pulling somewhat at the handles and
standing on the pedals at the same time.

18. Don’t go too fast at the commencement of a hill, but reserve

your power for the top.

19. At the same time bear in mind that it often pays better to

get out and walk than to struggle painfully to drive the machine up

very steep gradients, as the action of walking is a change and more
natural for hard work.
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20. Don’t sit on your machine like a log of wood, but accustom

yourself to accommodate yourself to its sway on going over

obstacles.

21. A very deep gully or large stone is best “ taken ” by leaving

the seat and putting all the weight for the nonce on the handles and

pedals.

22. Stones, gullies, rough patches and crossings may be avoided

with the small wheel of a front-steering balance geared machine by

pulling at the handles and leaning back, which will have the effect

of lifting the front wheel off the ground for a second.

23. By keeping a firm hold on the handles and making all the

driving from the thighs, with a firm and erect body, a machine may
be driven thus on a level road for 100 yards or more.

24. With a rear steerer, sit well back, so as to place plenty of

weight on the steering wheel in descending hills.

25. With a single driver of this class never check the machine

suddenly with the feet, or it will cause it to swerve badly, and

probably, if going fast, capsize.

26. Keep your lamps well trimmed, and see that the reservoirs

are full before starting for a run, as many things may occur to keep

you out till after dark.

27. Always be courteous to wayfarers, both pedestrians and
drivers of horses.

28. Obey the rules of the road religiously, unless you see that

the driver of any vehicle will not allow you to do so, when, to avoid

a charge of “ contributory negligence,” it is well to act as prudence

and circumstances dictate.

29. In encountering freshly laid stones, get out and walk, as it

saves the tyres, the weight of the rider not being upon them.

30. Don’t lend your machine to a friend who is not a rider, if

you wish to preserve his friendship.

IN THE SELECTION OF A TRICYCLE

There are many points to be considered. In the first place, the

intending purchaser must consult the depth of his pocket, and that

ascertained, should next proceed to find out what machines are

within his reach, always remembering that the best is the cheapest

in the end. These should be carefully studied, and if a good variety

present themselves before him, those should be first struck off the

list which are made by firms of “ shaky” reputation, if this can be
ascertained. Next will have to be considered the amount of room
possessed for stabling purposes, and the width of the machines
under examination. The kind of roads, and purposes for which
required, are very knotty points, and will require very careful calcu-

lation, for many machines that will do very nicely for smooth and
level roads are comparatively useless when brought into action over
a rough and hilly district. For general light work and smooth roads
almost any tricycle of good construction will answer equally well,

but for much touring purposes, use in all weathers, and over hills

and bad roads, very especial types of machine will be required. In
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the first place, for all heavy work a double driver is advisable, and
the points of the different methods by which this is obtained should
be carefully gone into. Front and rear steering will be another item
of consideration, and I think it will be found that the former plan is

in general preferable in a hilly country. The strength and age of

the rider must not be omitted in deciding the build, for very slightly

built machines are totally unfit for heavy men, whereas great weight
is a serious drawback to a lady or semi-invalid of the opposite sex.

Brake power and capability for luggage carrying are considerations

of very great importance to a touring tricyclist, and to very many
the appearance will be very much against some machines, although
this latter should never be allowed to weigh against points of actual

merit, good looks being so much a matter of opinion that few agree

upon this score about anyone machine in particular
;
and last but by

no means least, lack of complication should not be forgotten, as

well as general handiness. I trust the majority of the readers of

The Tricyclists’ Indispensable Annual ” will be able to glean from
its pages sufficient information to make a good selection, and a

glance through the advertisement pages will give the makers a

chance of saying a word for themselves, whilst should anyone be
still undecided, I shall be pleased to assist them to the best of my
ability, either through the columns of The Cyclist— the rider’s

newspaper—or by post if a stamped directed envelope is enclosed
for reply, and it is just possible I may be able in this way to give

intending purchasers a hint worth having.

A CHAPTER ON ACCIDENTS.
LTHOUGH I do not for a moment wish to frighten my

readers with the idea of accidents, still we know that, as

the saying has it, we are liable to accidents even in the

best regulated families, and so tricycling has its accidents

In common with driving and all other means of locomotion, not even
omitting walking. Consequently it behoves the prudent tricyclist to

be in some way prepared to meet any emergencies which may arise,

and with the object of helping him in this matter I make the follow-

ing remarks. As, however, scarcely two misfortunes occur exactly

alike, I will simply treat upon the damages most frequently sus-

tained by tricyclists—or rather their machines— in their mishaps. I

will say nothing about personal injuries, as I do not pretend to a

knowledge of surgery, but will take a few of the commoner breakages
and show the unfortunate one how to treat them and make his

machine rideable or manageable until he reaches home and can send
it to be properly repaired.

A broken spoke is perhaps the commonest mishap a cyclist

meets with. Its treatment differs according to its nature and the

quality of the wheel. If the machine is properly built, and the

wheel good, the fracture of one or even half-a-dozen spokes will
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make but little difference in its stability, and the rider, after treating

them as I am about to tell him, may proceed on his journey again
“ as if nothing had happened,” but with a badly built wheel the case

is different, and the breakage of a few spokes will contort it con-

siderably, though it must be a very bad wheel indeed to render

riding on a tricycle impossible from this cause. Should the spoke

be broken off close to the hub the best way is to twist it in amongst
the next three or four so as to prevent its catching in anythingy

leaving it until home is reached to remove it altogether, which will

have to be done by loosening the rubber. In case the breakage
occurs in close proximity to the rim there is nothing to be gained by
leaving it in, the broken end should therefore be bent at right angles,

and by this means the spoke unscrewed and removed from the hub.

This in case of a breakage with a well built wheel. With a poor
one, should the snapping of the spoke cause it to “ wobble”
dangerously and the breakage occur at the end nearest the hub, it

will be found a good plan to bend the end sharply round upon itself,

so as to form a hook. Then pass a piece of stout cord round the

two spokes immediately on the opposite side of the hub, as well as

round the hook, and by this means brace the spoke as nearly as

possible up to its former tension, lashing the ends of the cord round
the spokes on the opposite side.

Loose tyres are a very common source of annoyance, and in

this case “ prevention is better than cure,” and the rider should
immediately attend to any loose places he may discoveh. Should
the tyre come out whilst on a journey, however, and he is not pro-

vided with a supply of either of the tyre clips described in Section
i, the best way is to procure some copper or iron wire, and passing
short lengths of this with the aid of a sharp wet knife through the

centre of the tyre at every other spoke head, unite the two ends and
twist them together beneath the rim.

A buckled wheel is generally caused by a collision, an upset, or

the twist of a rut or a tram line. To the novice its appearance is

certainly alarming, the rim in place of being round taking the form
of a figure 8, and the spokes being all awry, twisted into all shapes,
and for the most part loose, so that it seems as if the whole wheel is

hopelessly wrecked. The veteran, however, knows better if it is a
good wheel, and will treat it as follows :—Stand by the side of it

and press the left knee firmly against the centre of the hub : then
place the right foot on the ground so that the part of the rim nearest
the person bears against it, and with the hands take a firm hold of
the two parts of the rim which are farthest away from their right

position on the other side of the wheel to which the operator is

standing. This done, a firm pull with both hands and an equally
firm pressure with the knee in the centre will cause the wheel to re-

take its original shape with a sudden spring, which is most sur-

prising to one who has never seen it done. A little adjustment of
any spokes which may have been loosened by the mishap will then
put all right again.
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A bent steering rod can generally be pulled fairly straight
without much trouble, but a broken one is a different thing, and will

require some little ingenuity to make a machine rideable, even with
care. Should the rider be an old water dog and able to splice a
broken spar, he will doubtless with some trouble be able to manage
in that way, but as in ninety-nine cases out of one hundred such
would not be the case, he will have to devise some other dodge, as
good a plan as any being to get a I2in. stick, and lashing it across
the head to the steering arm, so as to allow the other end to pro-

ject on the other side to the arm, tie a strong cord to each end, and,
discarding the broken steering rod, hold a cord in each hand and so
guide the machine. Of course in such a fix the riding should be
slow and careful. Another way is to get a long stick and lash it to

the spanner, if of the flat variety. Then put the spanner on the nut
of the steering head and lash it down firmly to the head, using the
stick in the same way as a steering handle of the “ bath-chair”

type, or it may be possible to secure the end of the stick itself

beneath the lock nut of the head, and do without the spanner.
Beyond these mishaps there are but few which can be temporarily

repaired by the tyro on the road
;
bent frames, forks and cranks,

broken axles and such like being damages of such a nature as to

require the services of the expert with proper tools for the purpose.
In case of the irreparable damage of the small wheel of a rear steering

tricycle, the best way to manipulate the machine will be found to

be to grasp the backbone close to the head, and lifting by this the
rear wheel clear of the ground so propel the machine. Should the
small wheel of a front steerer be damaged, it will be found that the

presence of the backstay makes it exceedingly awkward to lift the

fore part of the machine and draw or push it along. In most cases,

however, by letting the seat and handles down as low as they will

go the machine may be turned upside down, and by holding the
lower part of the rim of the rudder wheel at arm’s length, or by
holding the tilt rod ends, if there- are two of them, a fairly easy
mode of progression is secured. Damage to either or both the

large wheels will render matters very awkward, but by tilting the

machine and running on the small wheel and undamaged large one,

it will often be found practicable to get the machine along. With a
“ Coventry Rotary” damage to the driving wheel may easily be got
over by lifting that side off the ground by pressure on the steering

handle and running it on the two small wheels alone, which it is

very capable of doing.



SECTION V.

RACING DURING 1882 .

April ioth, Godalming.—One mile handicap : P. G. Hebblethwaite

(!)•

April ioth, Coventry.—One mile handicap : M. J. Lowndes, Con-
gleton, 130 yds (i)

;
T. Smith, Coventry, 140 (2) ; W. J. Mills,

Coventry, 60 (3). Time, 3m. 21s.

April ioth, Tunbridge Wells.—One mile handicap : E. Brown

April ioth, Chesterfield.—One mile handicap : R. W. Cripps,

scratch (1) ;
T. R. Marriott, 10 yds (2). Half mile handicap :

R. B. Webster, Chilwell, scratch (1) ; W. Bradley, Chesterfield,

40 yds (2).

April ioth, Brighton.—One mile handicap : H. Colling, Brighton
C.C., 40 yds (1) ;

A Girling, 50 (2); L. Grose, 50 (3). Time,
4m. 12s.

April iith, Leicester.—Two miles handicap: T. R. Marriott,

Nottingham, 290 yds (1) ;
T. Smith, Coventry, 290 (2) ;

M. J.
Lowndes, Coventry, 230 (3). Time, 6m. 50§s.

April iith, Exeter.—Three miles handicap: W. H. Casley,

Exeter B.C., scratch (1). Time, 12m. 57s. One mile handi-

cap: W. H. Casley, scratch (1). Time, 3m. 58s.

April 15TH, Manor House School Sports, Balham.—One mile
scratch: A. Jenner (1).

April 29TH, Nottingham.—One mile handicap : R. W. Cripps,

Nottingham, 70 yds (1) ;
T. R. Marriott, Nottingham, 70 (2) ;

R. B. Webster, Chilwell, no (3). Time, 4m. 44s.

April 29TH, Richmond.

—

One mile handicap : G. Kelham, Lombard,
40 yds (1) ;

H. Smith, Finchley T.C., 40 (2) ;
L. Grose, Cam-

berwell, 60 (3). Time, 7m. 49§s.

May 5TH, Edinburgh.—Two miles handicap : J. Hay, C.T.C., 160
yds (i)

;
M. Sinclair, C.T.C., 200 (2) ; T. R. Marriott, Notting-

ham, scratch (3). Time, 7m. 38s.

May 6th, Southampton. — One mile handicap: A.' Andrews,
S.A.B.C., no yds (1) ; W. E. N. Coston, S.A.B.C., 90(2).
Time, 5m. 16s.

May 22ND, Aston Lower Grounds.—One mile handicap : M. J.
Lowndes, Coventry, 30 yds (1) ; J. Hembrough, Coventry, 90
(t) ; W. J. Mills, Moseley Harriers, 50 (f). Time, 3m. 3i£s.

May 29TH, Norwich.—One mile handicap
;
W. Rye, London (1).

May 29TH, Hull. — One mile handicap : J. J. Fowler, H.A.C.,
scratch (1) ;

F. Fisher, 155 yds (2).

May 29TH, Leicester.—One mile handicap : M. J. Lowndes, 20yds
(1) ;

T. Sidwell, Coventry, 100 (2) ;
W. J. Mills, Coventry, 60

(3). Time, 3m. 19s.

May 29TH, King’s Lynn.—One mile: M. H. Walker (1).
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May 29TH, Bournemouth.—One mile handicap : W. Snook,
W.B.C., 85 yds (1) ;

P. T. Letchford, F.T.C., 50 (2). Time,
3^. 57is -

May 29TH, Grenoble.—3,750 metres, scratch : F. de Civry (1) ;
H.

O. Duncan (2); M. Berthoin (3).

May 29TH, Plymouth.—One mile handicap : W. H. Casley, Exeter,

scratch (1) ;
E. S. Knapman, Exeter, 75 yds (2) ;

C. Franks,
Cambridge, 100 (3). Time, 4m. 23s.

May 29TH, Romford.—One mile handicap : S. S. Smith, Essex B.C.

(!)•

June 3RD, Edinburgh.—One mile handicap: M. Sinclair, Mid-
lothian, 75 yds (1) ; J. P. Robertson, Loretto, 100(2). Time,

3m - 56s *

June 17TH, Edinburgh.—One mile handicap : M. J. Lowndes,
Macclesfield, scratch (1) ; J. Hay, C.T.C., no yds (2) ;

M. Sin-

clair, C.T.C., no (3). Time, 3m. 27s.

June 17TH, Widnes.—One mile scratch : W. Doming, junr.,

W.F.C. (1) ;
G. H. Illston, Royal Mail (2); J. M. Fawke,

Southport (3). Time, 5m. i7^s.

June i8th, Clifton.—Two miles handicap: E. Platneur, Redcliff,

250 yds (1) ;
H. Robbins, Thornberry, 230 (2); E. S. Everett,

Bath, 280 (3). Time, 8m. 20s.

June 2ist, York.—Half-mile handicap : T. R. Marriott, Notting-

ham, scratch (1) ; J. Fowler, Hull, 20 yds (2) ;
H. T. Tomlin-

son, York, 45 (3). Time, 2m. 12JS.

June 2ist, St. Ives.—One mile handicap: S. S. Smith, Essex B.

and T.C., 40 yds (1) ;
H. Exworthy, 100 (2). Time, 3m. 48s.

June 24TH, Edinburgh.—Two miles handicap: J. Hay, junr.,

C.T.C., 30 yds (1) ;
T. Lamb, scratch (2).

June 24TH, Totteridge Common.— Road handicap of the Finchley

T.C. Five miles: P. T. Letchford, 15s. (1) ;
A. Young, junr.,

im. 45s. (2) ;
E. Fox, junr., 5m. 30s. (3). Time, 22m. 30s.

June 25TH, Agen.—Two miles scratch: F. De Civry, Paris (1) ;

M. Rousset, Bordeaux, (2)-; M. Raymond, Bordeaux (3).
*

July ist, Coventry (Starley Memorial Sports). — One mile

handicap
: J. Hembrough, Nechells B.C., 105 yds (1) ;

T. A.

Smith, Rudge Cyclists, 120 (2) ;
M. J. Lowndes, scratch (3).

Time, 3m. 12s. Three miles handicap : J. Hembrough, 270
yds (1) ; J. H. Ball, 500 (2) ;

M. J. Lowndes, scratch (3). Time,
10m. 8-|s.

July 6th, Wisbech.—One mile handicap : T. R. Marriott, Notts.,

scratch (1) ;
G. A. Beales, Spalding, 100 yds (2) ;

H. Ex-
worthy, Biggleswade, 50 (3).

July 8th, Romford.—One mile handicap : G. Smith, Merry Rovers,

120 yds (1); E. Burr, Queen’s C.C., 115 (2); F. Wilt-

shire, no (3). Time, 4m. i7£s.

July 12TH, Edinburgh.—Two miles handicap : J. Hay, junr.,

C.T.C., scratch (1) ;
G. C. Cathcart, 300 yds (2). Time, '9m.

24s.
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July 13TH, Rennes.

—

1,800 metres, scratch: C. R. Garrard, London

(1) ;
P. Medinger, Paris (2) ;

C. Terront, Paris (3).

July 13TH, Chichester.—

O

ne mile club haxidicap : G. H. Fogden,
scratch (1) ;

W. R. Billing, 40 yds (2). Time, 4m. 34§s.

July 14TH, Toulouse.

—

3,100 metres, scratch: F. De Civry, Paris

(1) ;
M. Berthoin, Grenoble (2) ;

H. O. Duncan, England (3).

Time, 8m. 15s.

July 15TH, Cardiff.—

T

wo and a half miles club race: G. L.

Trefiletti (1) ;
W. H. Hutchins (2). Time 13m.

July 17TH, Sheffield.— One mile handicap: T. R. Marriott,

Notts., scratch (1) ;
H. M. Pashle}

,
Sheffield, 190 yds (2).

Time, 3m. 55s.

July 27TH, Eastbourne.—

O

ne mile handicap : G. Smith, Merry
Rovers, 50 yds (1) ;

H. G. Clarke, E.B.C., 70 (2) ;
L. L. M.

Marsden, B.B.C., 60 (3). Won easily. One mile district

handicap : H. G. Clarke, 10 yds (1) ;
T. Knight, scratch (2).

Time, 4m. 26s.

July 28th, Alexandra Palace.—One mile handicap : M. H. Hay,
scratch (1) ; W. H. Griffin, 55 yds (2). Time, 4m. 37s.—One
mile club championship: M. H. Hay (f) ;

E. Burr (f).

Time, 4m. 34s.

August 3RD, Cambridge.—

T

wo miles handicap : G. Smith, Merry
Rovers (1). Time, 7m. 33IS.

August 7TH, Coventry.—

T

wo miles handicap : M. J. Lowndes,
Congleton, scratch (1) ; J. Hembrough, Nechells, 105 yds (2) ;

T.
Sidwell, Coventry, 200 (3). Time, 6m. 41s.

August 7TH, Harrogate.—

O

ne mile scratch : T. R. Marriott,

Nottingham (1) ; J. Hay, Edinburgh (2), Time, 4m. 35s.

August 7th, Spalding.—

O

ne mile handicap: G. A. Beales, Spald-

ing, 150 yds (1) ; J. Byron, Fleet, 100 (2). Won by 50 yards.

August 7TH, Southampton.—

O

ne mile handicap : W. E. N. Coston,
S.A.B.C., scratch (1) ;

F. Haisman, Bedford Place C.C.,4byds

(2)

. Time, 4m. 51s.

August 7TH, Taunton. — One mile handicap: W. H. Casley,

Exeter, scratch (1) ;
F. Parratt, Exeter, 100 yds (2). Time,

3m. 32JS.
August 71'H, Romford.—

O

ne mile handicap : G. Smith, Merry
Rovers, 30 yds (1) ;

P. T. Letchford, F.T.C., 50 (2) ;
L.

Schlentheim, Merry Rovers (3). Won by 40 yds. Time,

3m - 59s -

August 9TH, Chesterfield.—

T

hree-quarter mile, scratch : R. H.
Phillips, Chesterfield (1).

August ioth, Gloucester.—

O

ne mile handicap : J. Hembrough,
Nechells, 30 yds (1) ; W. H. Casley, Exeter, 100 (2) ;

F.
Smith, Worcester, 140 (3). Time, 3m. 4i|s.

August 13TH, Grenoble.—

A

mateur Championship of France : A.
Viennet (1).

August 13TH.—Professional French Championship : Paul Medinger
(1). 2,000 metres in 4m. 34s.
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August 17TH, Norwich. — Two miles handicap: H. Griffin, 50
yds (1); J. Griffin, no (2); W. C. Hands, no (3). Time,
gm. 24fs.

August 23RD, Winchester.—One mile handicap : W. R. Billing,

Chichester, 50 yds (1) ;
W. Snook, Winchester, scratch (2) ;

D. F. O. Poulter, 150 (3). Time, 5m. 2js.

August 23D, Mid-Surrey C.C.—Ten miles scratch : Love (1) ;

Turner (2) ;
Frost (3). Time, ih. 2m.

August 26th, Southport.—One mile handicap: T. R. Marriott*

N.B.C., scratch (1) ; J. M. Fawke, Southport, 150 yds (2);

J. H. Jackson, Southport, 200 (3). Time, 4m. 7s.

August 26th, Sydney, Australia.—Single Tricycle Race: W. R.
George (1). Double Tricycle Race : Messrs. W. H. Lewis and
Perdrian (1).

August 28th, Taunton.—One mile handicap : H. Sturmey, Coventry,

200 yds (1) ; W. Reilly, Taunton, 150 (2) ; W. H. Casley,

Exeter, scratch (3). Time, 3m. 34s. One mile handicap (local):

W. Reilly, scratch (1) ;
F. Ingram, 140 yds (2) ;

F. Evered,

15° (3 )- Time, 3m. 59s.

September 2nd, Lincoln.—Half mile handicap : E. Bowles, Not-
tingham, 80. yds (1) ;

P. T. Letchford, F.T.C., 85(2); G. Smith,
Merry Rovers, 35 (3).

-September 2nd, Southampton.—One mile handicap : A. Richards,
S.A.B.C., 160 yds (1) ;

W. E. N. Coston, S.A.B.C., scratch (2).

Time, 4m. 34s.

September 2nd, Exeter.—Three miles handicap : W. H. Casley,

Exeter, scratch (1) ;
F. Parratt, Exeter, 350 yds (2). Time,

72m. 28|S.

-September 4TH, Leicester.—Five miles road handicap: M. J.
Lowndes, Coventry, scratch (1) ;

T. R. Marriott, Nottingham,
30 secs (2) ;

G. Hawkes, Leicester, 3 min 30 secs (3). Time,
18m. 50s.

September 4TH, Exeter.—One mile handicap: W. H. Casley,

Exeter, scratch (1); F. Parratt, Exeter, 130 yds (2); L. Burch,
Exeter, 130 (3). Time, 3m. 3ifs. Five miles championship of

Devon: W. H. Casley, Exeter (1) ;
F. Parratt, Exeter (2); L.

Burch, Exeter (3). Time, 19m. 25s.

September 9TH, Nottingham.—One mile handicap: R. Cripps,

N.B.C., 65 yds (1) ;
E. Bowles, N.B.C., no (2) ;

C. W. Bennett,

Speedwell, 80 (3). Time, 3m. 44fs.
September gTH, Glasgow.—One mile, scratch : J. Hay, Caledonian

T. C. (1).

-September gth.—Fifty Miles Road Championship: M. J. Lowndes,
Congleton (1) ;

T. R. Marriott, Nottingham (2) ;
W. B. Parker

F.T.C. (3). Time, 3I1. 47m. 40s.

September i6th, Cardiff.—Two miles handicap : Miss Jenny
Lascelles Carr, Cardiff, 1 mile 600 yds start (1) ; J. C. Morris,

Cardiff, 130 yds (2) ;
G, J. Treftletti, Cardiff, 50 (3). Time,

9m. 2fs.
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September i8th, Southport.—One mile handicap : T. R.
Marriott, N.B.C., scratch (1) ; J. M. Fawke, Southport, 150yds.

(2) ; J. H. Jackson, Southport, 200 (3). Time, 4m. 7§s.

September 19TH, Leominster.— One mile handicaps F. Smith,
Pershore, scratch (1) ;

F. G. Blacklock, L.B.C., 60 yds (2) ;

T. J. Anthony, L.B.C., 40 (3). Time, 5m. 25s.

September 2ist, Huntingdon.—One mile handicap: C. Bryant,
Huntingdon (1) ;

T. Weldon, Buckden (2).

September 25TH, Stockport.—Two miles handicap: R. Cripps,

Notts., 260 yds (1); T. R. Marriott, 200 (2); W. S. Wil-
loughby, Stockport, 360 (3).

October 4TH, Jersey.—One mile club: Gandin (1) ;
Bree (2);

Suinatt (3). Time, 4m. 20s.—Half mile, backwards : Bree (1);
Scriven (2).

October 7TH, North London T.C.—Five miles scratch road
race: A. J. Wilson (1) ;

A. B. Baddeley (2) ;
H. T. Whorlow

(3

)

-

October 14TH, Crystal Palace.—Five Miles Path Championship:
C. E. Liles (1) ;

H. W. Gaskell (2). Time, 19m. 39§s.

November 4TH, Walsall.—Ten miles road handicap : F. Moore,
Warstone, scratch (1) ;

P. Taylor, 6m. (2) ; J. Naddermies,

5im. (3)* Time, 49m.
November 19TH, Bordeaux.—International Championship : C. R.

Garrard, Coventry (1).

FASTEST TIMES ON RECORD.
Miles. Lrs. min. sec.

1 M. J. Lowndes ... 0 3 II '

2 ,, ,
0 6 28

3 0 9 49
4 0 1 3 12

5 55 0 16 24i
6 0 20 !7

7 0 23 43
6 0 27 25i
9 0 30 47
10 „ 0 34 3 )

25 1 45 0 •

50 3 47 50
I 9°i J- Hawkins, jun. ... ... 24 0 0 .

V Path.

Road.



THE FIFTY MILES ROAD CHAMPIONSHIP OF 1882.

(From “ The Tricyclist ,” September i$th, 1882.)

OR the fourth consecutive year, a 50 miles race has been
held on the road, for the title of Amateur Tricycling
Champion, the winner on Saturday last being M. J.
Lowndes, of Coventry, a member of the Congleton

Bicycle Club. The previous races had resulted in the victories of

A. E. Derkinderen (1879), C. D. Vesey (1880), and G. L. Hillier

(1881), the last-named holding the “ record ” for the distance on a

genuine tricycle, his time in the 1880 race having been 4b. 14m.
On the present occasion, the improvements which the last two
years’ progress have made in machine construction enabled the

winner to cover the distance in nearly 27 minutes’ faster time than
the previous record, the total time taken by Lowndes on Saturday
being 3!}. 47m. 40s. Five other competitors succeeded in covering

the distance under five hours, for which they won bronze medals
;

the second man, T. R. Marriott, of Nottingham, also beating

Hillier’s record by 23m. 40s. Both Lowndes and Marriott, being

engaged in the tricycle trade, would have been debarred from the

competition under last year’s rules, but were eligible upon the

present occasion, being amateurs according to the definition of the

Bicycle Union, under which the competition was held.

A fine, bright morning broke over London on Saturday, and as

noon drew near the intense heat was only tempered by the strong

breeze which blew from the North, the strength of which made itself

felt as we drove our wheels up the Finchley road to Barnet, two
miles beyond which the start was to take place. Ganwick Corner is

merely the corner at which a narrow bye-road turns off the main
road, between Barnet and Potter’s Bar, leading, according to the

direction-board on the wall of the Duke of York Inn, “to South
Mims, Ridge, Elstree, and Shenley.” Some 50 yards up this bye-

road is a gate, through which is reached a cow-field ledolent of hay
and animal refuse. This field was the “private ground” from which
the start was to take place, the idea being that this co'urse would
prevent any obstruction of the highway, and so save the event from

collapse through police interference. As it turned out, even this pre-

caution was unnecessary, not a single constable being visible in the

neighbourhood throughout the day
;
and at no point along the route

were any of the competitors troubled by over-zealous guardians of

the peace.

Twelve o’clock, midday, was the time fixed for the start, and at

that hour some 30 tricyclists, a dozen bicyclists, and two or three

carriages containing ladies had assembled at Ganwick Corner, while

in the field were the competitors and officials preparing for the com-
mencement of the ride. Fifteen entries were on the card, to which

was added the late entry of an unattached competitor
;
out of the 16

only two—C. Crute, of the Sutton B.C., and H. J. Venables, of the

Civil Service B.C.—were absent. The committee consisted of
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works, are prepared to estimate for, and execute in the best style, Printing of all

descriptions
;
Bookwork, Magazines, Pamphlets, Trade Catalogues, Price Lists, &c., &c.

Estimates on application.

“THE WHEELMAN.” The First and Only American Monthly Cycling Magazine.
80 Pages, large size. Finely illustrated. Excellently printed. Full of wit and humour,
1st of each month, Is. post free. Annual subscription, 10s. 6d. Sole British Publishers,
Iliffe & Sturmey, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.
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Messrs. Jno. Browning, London T.C., chairman
;

S. H. R. Salmon,
L.T.C.

;
R. Thornton, Finchley T.C.

; C. Wimbush, F.T.C.
;
H. J.

Bell, West Kensington T.C.
; J. W. Elton, W.K.T.C.

;
F. S. Cobb,

Acton T.C.
;
and W. T. Davey, A.T.C., hon, sec.

;
and for the pur-

poses of the competition the officials were : Messrs, W. Lindsay
Walters, judge

;
C. H. Larrette, starter and timekeeper

;
and C.

Wimbush, timekeeper at the half-distance.

Ten minutes after, the appointed hour Mr. Larrette despatched on
his journey the man who had drawn the first start, and at intervals of
one minute the other competitors were sent off, the order of pre-

cedence being decided by ballot. The names of the starters, and
the times at which they started were, therefore :

—

P.M.

W. Bourdon, Brixton Ramblers B.C. ... ... 12,10 .

M. J. Lowndes, Congleton B.C. ... ... 12. 11

W. B. Parker, Finchley B.C. ... ... ... 12.12

B. W. Attwood, West Kensington T.C. ... 12.13
P. G. Hebblethwaite, London T.C. ... ... 12.14
E. B. Stroud ... ... ... ... ... 12.15
T. R. Marriott, Nottingham B.C. ... ... 12.16

T. Whittaker, Thanet T.C. ... ... ... 12.17
A. T. Nixon, London T.C. ... ... ... 12.18

Geo. Smith, Merry Rovers T.C. ... ... 12.19
L. Grose, Camberwell Rovers C.C. ... ... 12.20

E. Thorp, London T.C. ... ... ... ... 12.21

P. Letchford, Finchley T.C. ... ... ... 12.22

W. Taylor, unattached ... ... ... ... 12,23

The last man having got away, nothing was left for the spectators

but to adjourn for refreshment and await the return, a gradual re-

assembling taking place at Ganwick Corner soon after three o’clock.

On the road we are informed that Lowndes set off at a great pace,
coached by Garrard, the 20 miles professional champion bicyclist,

and had passed Bourdon before covering a mile, after which he was
never approached by any other competitor, Marriott (coached by
Fred Cooper on a bicycle) being his most formidable antagonist.
On the return journey Garrard tumbled off his bicycle at 36 miles,

leaving Lowndes to make his own pace, only aided by spurting
against such stray bicyclists as he happened to pick up. At Gan-
wick Corner, as 4 o’clock approached, anxious glances down the road
were at length rewarded by the sight of the winner, leaning over in

approved “ grasshopper” bicycling style, toiling up the hill and into

the field, where he lay on the grass for some minutes, considerably
distressed. “ How would the minute intervals affect the result ?”

was now the question, and many watches were held in the hands of
the spectators who counted the passage of time elapsing after

Lowndes's return
;

soon five minutes had elapsed, and it was
known that Marriott at least was out of it, upon which the first man
rode off the ground in search of rest and refreshment. His machine

T
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was a “ Coventry Rotary” racer, weighing 48|lbs., the 40m. driving
wheel being geared up to 56m. Lowndes is under 23 years of age,
over six feet in height, broadly and well built, and weighs 11 stones
81bs. when riding. He had not slept all the previous night, owing
to the pain given him by a gathering in the palm of his left hand,
which necessitated his wearing a felt shield during the race. Besides
the record for 50 miles, he has made the best times for one mile
(3m. 16s.), two miles (6m. 46s.), and five miles (18m. 50s.).

At twenty seconds past four o’clock T. R. Marriott arrived, his

full riding time being thus 3h. 50m. 20s. Riding the famous 42m.
geared-up “ Humber” upon which he accomplished the 180 miles
ride, he approached the hill easily, appearing to have given up
racing, but being beckoned up he spurted in, and finished the fifty

miles in 2m. 40s. longer time than Lowndes.

A long wait took place before the third man arrived, this period of

33 minutes making it beyond all doubt that Lowndes and Marriott
had won the first and second prizes respectively. At 4. 35. 25,

Parker rode up the hill, fast, but appearing jaded, his mount being
the new 50m. “ Imperial Cheylesmore,” the racing machine built on
the lines of the “ Imperial Club ” roadster.

Nearly five minutes later, Hebblethwaite (who finished second to

Hillier on an “ Omnicycle” last year), rode in fast and steadily, on a

52m. “ Humber” roadster; and a few seconds before five o’clock

Letchford laboured up the hill on a 50m. “ Premier,” level geared,

but seemed quite fresh when dismounted.

A minute past five, a cheer announced the appearance of Nixon,
“ covered with dust, glory, and perspiration ;” finishing fast and
cheerful, looking brown as a gipsy, and fit as a fiddle. Owing to his

rest of several days’ duration after his long journey, and to the cir-

cumstance that he rode an old high-geared “ Premier,” instead o

his geared-down touring machine, he had been much troubled by
cramp, so that he only won his time-medal by a short period.

Bourdon, of Bromley, was the next to arrive, appearing very faint

on his heavy “ Che}desmore” roadster, 50m. level-geared. Having
started first, he was just a few seconds over the five hours

;
but G.

Smith, the next to finish, having been the tenth starter, got within

the limit, finishing as cool and unconcerned as can be imagined, his

machine being a well-worn 52m. “ Humber” racer.

None of the others came within the time-limit, and their arrivals

were consequently not noted. Attwood rode a 52m. “ Humber,”
Stroud a “ Cheylesmore,” Whittaker a 50m. “ Premier,” Grose a
“ Humber,” and Thorp a 50m. “ Premier,” while nothing more is

known of the late-entering unattached rider, Taylor. No accidents

were reported to have taken place throughout the journey, the route

taken being from Ganwick Corner through Potter’s Bar, Hatfield,

Welwyn, Stevenage, Hitchin, and Ickleford, 25 miles out and back; a

hilly but good road, rather sandy in some places. At the turning-

point, a short distance beyond Ickleford, the times of the com-
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petitors were taken as under, to which the full times occupied in the

ride are added :
—

Rider. 25 Miles. 50 Miles.

Lowndes ih. 45m. os. 3h. 47m. 40s.

Marriott ih. 47m. 40s. 3h. 50m. 20s.

Parker ih. 56m. os. 4h. 23m. 25s.

Hebblethwaite ... 2h. om. 30s. 4b. 27m. 5s.

Letchford 2h. 10m. os. 4h- 37m - 55S-

Nixon 2h. 5m. os. 4h. 43m. os.

Smith 2h. 12m. os. 4h. 50m. 10s.

Bourdon 2h. 13m. os. 5h. om. 3s.

Taylor 2h. 22m. os.

Whittaker 2h. 25m. 30s.

Grose 2h. 47m. 14s.

Bourdon mistook the termination of the course, by reason of some
spectators crowding forward, and slowed down in coming in, so that

the officials decided that he was entitled to a time medal.

REMARKS ON THE RIDE.

The performance of the winner is a remarkable one from many
points

;
first, it is to be noted that he rode a path racing machine

weighing 4&|lbs., a machine on which he would never have ventured

to ride
,
much less race

,
on the road, had he not known from his path

experiences that it was quite strong enough for his purpose. We had
some conversation with him, and, as he put it, many said it would
break down, but he knew how to ride it, and as a result brought it

through without any trouble. The winner is a racing bicyclist, and
seeing the good times he has made on the path, it is not to be
wondered at that on a machine only two or three pounds over half
the weight of the winning machine of the previous year, he should
easily have beaten the previous “ best.” But what we want so

emphatically to draw our readers’ attention to, is the fact noted
above, that far from the Road Ride having improved the roadster

machine, it is to the path that we owe the successful use on the road
of a “ Coventry Rotary” of 48-l-lbs., a “ Humber” of 6olbs., or an
•“ Imperial Club” of 6olbs. More path races will doubtless give

us still lighter roadsters, and as Messrs. Lowndes and Marriott are

practical racing men, and at the same time the former is a practical

mechanic, and the latter a member of one of the foremost firms in

the trade, we may look for still more rapid advances in this direction.

Already in the “ Coventry” and the “ Humber ” we find a marked
decrease in weight in the standard pattern, and there is no reason
why a rider should carry around with him a dead weight of useless

metal, which he can equally well do without. Perhaps the in-

trinsically best show was made by the second man, T. R. Marriott,

on the 52lbs. “ Humber.” It must not be forgotten that he is a
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tricyclist, and not a bicyclist, that is to say, he has done little or
nothing on the “narrow gauge” machine, whilst he has raced a good
deal on the tricycle. The machine he rode was built for the path,

and after several successes he tried it on the road, and found it quite

strong enough for that work. His performance on the gth becomes
little short of wonderful when we consider that his age is 33, and
that the actual winner has thus ten years the advantage of him : for

a man of that age to finish within 2m. 40s. of Lowndes, especially

when all the surrounding circumstances are considered, is indeed a
creditable feat, and the further fact that Lowndes on the path can
give the older man a considerable start and a beating (a result due,

of course, to his youth and his bicycle work) speaks volumes in

favour of the “ Humber ” as a roadster machine. The lessons of
the ride are valuable as showing the fallacy of the excuses usually

advanced in its favour, but of course the event per se is of interest to

all riders from certain points of view, yet we believe the interest

would be equally great in a path race, with the additional advantage
that the weight of the machine would be reduced without the rider

having to trust solely to his own judgment as to the strength of his

machine* and thus risk a severe accident far away from home on the

high road. At any rate the path race is to come off, and we hope to

see all tricyclists working together to secure a success. It is more
than probable that a record will be made, should the weather turn

out fine.

NOTES ON THE RIDE.

(From various Correspondents.)

Perfect weather, roads which, though dusty, were on the whole
good, and beautiful country, served to make the Fifty Miles Road
Race as enjoyable to the competitors as such a hard piece of work
could be. The proceedings passed off without a hitch, and the

prognosticated police interference did not take place.

Some of the machines ridden were extraordinary, Parker’s mount,
an “ Imperial Club,” particularly. It is about as light a front-

steering double-driver as we are likely to see for some time to come

:

it weighed 52lbs.
;
Hebblethwaite’s “ Humber,” about 6olbs.

;
Mar-

riott’s “ Humber,” 52lbs.
;

Letchford’s “ Premier,” 95lbs.
;

and,

although the Finchley trikist thus carried about 43lbs. extra weight
of metal, he was only 15 minutes behind the Finchley bicyclist.

Would not the extra weight of metal make more than 18 seconds

per mile difference ?

It is worthy of remark, that the first two men to arrive at the

winning post on any but specially built machines for racing, were
also the first bond fide tricyclists, and both rode ordinary roadster
“ Premiers.”
Bourdon’s machine was the heaviest in the race, it having been

built extra strong to carry a child’s seat at the back. It has been

carefully weighed since the race, and, as it stood, it scaled 1041-lbs.

This rider met with rather hard luck, as it was owing to an un-

fortunate error that he was not in three seconds before instead of
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three seconds after the five hours’ limit. An over-energetic official

(Teste Bourdon) rushed up to the fatigued rider about 100 yards

short of the winning post, with the welcome news that he had
•earned his medal, upon which, with a thankful expression on his

face, Bourdon pulled up, and was then told he had to go a little

farther, and he thus arrived at the post three seconds outside the

five hours’ limit. He naturally objected, and the too energetic gentle-

man afore mentioned being interrogated, accordingly told the tale,

and the conference committee very properly decided to give the

coveted medal to the rider.

Whittaker, of the Thanet T.C., is 58 years of age, and he covered

the 50 miles in 5I1. 30m., a splendid performance for a man of his

years.

The thanks of all the competitors are due to the gentlemen at

Welwyn and Stevenage, who offered light but welcome refreshment

to the riders as they passed.

Nixon’s performance was quite good enough for a man who had
just finished such a ride as his “ 1,007 miler.” It is a well-known
experience with racing men that a long ride on the road makes them
slower, and we hardly thought Nixon would ride up to his last year’s

form as to pace. At any rate, the L.T.C. flyer does not need to

win any championship to place his name amongst the record makers
of the year 1882.

Another correspondent furnishes us with the following notes :

—

The arrangements were very good, and worked out well. In one
or two cases, however, the marshals, from not knowing the men
personally, were at a loss to get at their numbers.
The knowing ones were not far wrong in their idea as to the

probable winner, as Lowndes was spoken of on all sides as almost
certain to win. He looked thoroughly fit at the start.

Garrard, the 20 miles professional bicyclist, who coached him,
appeared to have had enough of it ten miles from the finish. The
way Lowndes romped up the hill out of Welwyn was worth seeing.

It is worthy of note that both the first and second men were
looked after by professional bicyclists, as Mr. Marriott had Fred
Cooper to attend him over part of the course.

Marriott rode very steadily and well, and made up a lot of time on
the return journey; the little 42m. “Humber” appeared to run
splendidly, and the gearing up (to 57m.) did not appear to affect its

hill-climbing powers.
Parker surprised those who did not know him, but men who

recollect him as an old bicyclist know his speed and gameness. He
was most admirably coached by his old friend, Mr. Egbert
Tegetmeier.
Our old antagonist, P. G. Hebblethwaite, rode as pluckily as ever,

and, as he had no coach, is to be congratulated on the position he
attained.

Letchford, who for half the distance was attended by a well-known
bi-tricyclist, rode with great judgment throughout, and keeping up a
steady pace of eleven miles an hour, had passed four of his opponents
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before reaching the top of Digswell Hill. His well-sustained and
plucky spurt to overtake Nixon, whom he caught at Gobion’s Well,
was worth seeing.

Nixon appeared to ride stiffly, as if he had not quite got over the

effects of his late tremendous journey. He evidently enjoyed his

ablutions in the horse-trough at the top of Digswell.

Bourdon is to be greatly congratulated on the way he stuck to his

work when, evidently, Nature was overdone, and we are very glad

he is to have a medal. The crowd at the finish certainly lost him
more than the three seconds he was behind the standard.

THE PATH CHAMPION SHIP. --October 14th.

(From “ The Tricyclist.”

)

HE above contest, successfully run off at the Crystal Palace
on Saturday, October 14th, excited the very greatest in-

terest amongst wheelmen generally, and we were pleased

to see a strong contingent of the Conference men present,

and also to note that several bodies of wheelmen turned up to see

the race. The general opinion seemed to be that Lowndes mu§t
inevitably win, and that the interest of the contest would rather lie

in the heats leading up to the final. We must confess that the

reports that reached us of the doings of Lowndes rather favoured
that view, and we were at one with the general public in anti-

cipating his victory. We the more confidently asserted that 16

minutes would be approached, because we knew what Liles was
doing, and we felt sure that, if the Congleton man meant to beat
him, he would have to put in a very fine performance. We were
very doubtful of Liles’s ultimate success, as we did not consider

that he had had sufficient practice with the machine he not riding
it because he feared it might interfere with his bicycle, riding in the

L.A.C. sports.

The wonderfully good entry of 18 was secured for the race under
notice, and every important club was represented in the ranks of the

competitors, whilst a thoroughly representative body of officials

undertook the various duties in connection with its successful

management. These were as follows :—Judge, G. Lacy Hillier
;

Vice, W. B. Tanner (who undertook the very difficult duties of

dressing-room official and general superintendent of the com-
petitors)

;
Starter, W. Pye-English

;
Umpires of Riding and

Referees, Messrs. S. P. Smith (London B.C.), H. J. Bell (West
Kensington T.C.), A. R. Sheppee (Hornsey B.C.), E. H. Poole
(Finchley T.C.), R. P. Hampton Roberts (Belsize B.C.), A. Young
(Finchley T.C.), G. C. Locket (B.U. and T.A., and B.T.C.), Geo.
Beeson (Wanderers (B.C.), W. j. Nicholson (Temple B.C.), Jan
Bos (Canonbury B.C.), Geo. Redwood (Finchley T.C.)

;
Lap-

takers, A. Prout (Hornsey B.O.), Henry S. Staples
;
Timekeepers,

G. Pembroke Coleman (official handicapper and timekeeper to the
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Union), Geo. Atkinson (Snorting Life)
;
Managing Committee, W.

Pye-English, A. R. Sheppee, G. Lacy Hillier
;
Manager for the day,

G. Lacy Hillier (Stanley B.C. and Finchley T.C.).

In consequence of the large entry, a very early start was neces-

sary, so that at 12.30 p.m. a commencement was made with the

FIRST ROUND.

First Heat.—S. S. Smith was unfit, and did not start, so M. J.
Lowndes and F. G. Dray met. Little description is needed, as

Lowndes shot straight away, and, after lapping Dray—who had
done little or no work on the path on his machine—came away in

the last lap, and won anyhow in 18m. 49§s.

Second Heat.—H. Campion was non est
,
and Lewis Grose,

although present, was short of work and unfit, so did not start. H.
Gaskell was, therefore, indulged with a walk over, and, strange to

Say, accomplished the fastest time in the first round for the distance.

Third Heat.—J. Hembrough did not answer to his name, so

P. T. Letchford and Gustav Schulz met. The latter rode a roadster
“ Fleet,'” whilst the Finchley man rode a light racing “ Imperial

Cheylesmore,” and ultimately won easily in 19m. 504s.

Fourth Heat.—E. B. Stroud did not show up, so C. E. Liles

and C. W. Coe met, the latter riding a rear-steering “Cheylesmore,”
and Liles a “ Humber.” Coe made a very good show, but Liles,

though saving himself as much as possible, won easily in the end by
twenty-five yards, in 18m. 55s.

Fifth Heat needs little description, as G. Smith did not show
up, through illness, and Woodhouse, on an “ Imperial Club,” made
all the running from Marriott for the first two miles or so, when the
“ Humber” man went by, and the L.T.C. man, tiring to nothing,

gave up, and Marriott finished at his ease in 19m. 45s.

Sixth Heat.—W. H. Casley telegraphed from Exeter that he
was in bed by doctor’s orders, and J. G. Smith not showing up,

“ John-o’-Groat’s to Land’s End Nixon” was indulged with a walk
over, which he did in 19m. 34fs., amid the applause of his friends.

SECOND ROUND.

The fastest loser in this round was entitled to run in the third

round, to avoid a bye. Each second man’s time was carefully

taken.

First Heat (Lowndes v. Gaskell).—Gaskell cut out the running
at a very fast pace, and Lowndes was contented with the back seat

until entering the 4th mile, when he dashed by with a well-timed

spurt. Gaskell was not done with, however, and, riding strongly,

drew up and challenged in the last lap. At this point Lowndes’s
steering became very doubtful, and Gaskell had to back-pedal to

avoid an accident. This occurred three times in the last lap, and
Gaskell—who, if he had had a fair run, was undoubtedly going faster

than Lowndes—was defeated by two yards, very decided disapproba-
tion of Lowndes’s riding being expressed by the spectators. Time,
17m. 56fs.
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Second Heat (Liles v. Letchford).— Letchford made all the
running at a steady pace until nearing home, when Liles burst
away and won easily by 120 yards, in 18m. 33s.

Third Heat (Marriott v. Nixon).—Marriott cut out the running
for a short time, when Nixon went to the head of affairs on suffer-

ance, the Nottingham man coming by in proper time, and winning
a good race by ten yards, in 19m. nfs.

Note.— Gaskell protested against Lowndes for foul riding, and on
the report of the umpires stationed at those points of the track

where it was alleged the foul took place, the judge would have had
no option but to disqualify the Congleton man. On this being ex-

plained to Gaskell, he, in a most sportsmanlike manner, withdrew
his protest, preferring to take his chance of beating his opponent in

a fair race to disposing of him by exercising what was undoubtedly
his just right. Gaskell was entitled to run as fastest loser in the
third round.

THIRD ROUND.

First Heat (Liles v. Lowndes).—Lowndes, on his “ Coventry
Rotary,” started at a tremendous pace, covering the first mile in

3m. 22s.
;

but the friends of the L.A.C. man were glad to see him
wake up and hold the provincial giant with apparent ease., At the

commencement of the second lap from home Liles took a feeler, and
Lowndes put his best foot foremost, dashing off at a grand pace,

but just going on to the second causeway Liles came with a tre-

mendous spurt, and keeping it up in a most determined manner,
fairly beat the Congleton flyer for pace, and there was scarcely day-

light between them when, to every one’s surprise, the latter man sat

up and did not even finish the last lap. As the bell rang, Liles,

quite oblivious of the defeat of his opponent, dashed away, showing
a fine turn of speed, and the public, who had expressed their opinion

of Lowndes’s riding in the first heat of the second round, gave Liles

a tremendous reception as he dashed over the tape in 17m. 3ifs.

Best on record.

Second Heat (Gaskell v. Marriott).—Marriott, whose chance lay

in cutting down his opponent, made all the running, but when the

pinch came the older man had to yield the pas to his younger
opponent, who won cleverly in 18m. igfs., both men coming in for

a demonstration of popular favour for riding so good a race.

The heats were run off exactly to time, and an interval of thirty

minutes took place to allow the men to get thoroughly rested.

Opinion generally favoured Liles’s chance, as he had done the best

time of the day, and had, moreover, a reputation as a better stayer

than Gaskell, and as both had had pretty severe runs, the value of

staying power was, of course, not to be under-estimated. At 5-30

the men turned out for the

Final Heat (Liles, London A.C., v. Gaskell, Ranelagh Harriers).

—To a good start Liles got away from the inside with the lead,

which he held for a mile, when Gaskell went by and cut it out at a

grand pace, considering the work he had gone through. Three laps

from home Liles caught Gaskell napping, and took the lead and
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was soon some yards to the good, but the Ranelagh Harrier, riding

with rare pluck and determination, was not to be denied, and soon
caught Liles, and even challenged for the lead, and for a moment it

looked as if “Charley” had made his effort too soon. When the

bell rang, however, Liles still had the best of the position, and
dashed off with a fine spurt. Gaskell, with equal determination,

held his place, but was unable to improve it, and Liles won all out

by seven yards. Time, 19m. 3s.

REMARKS ON THE RACE.

We are confident that the best man won, and the tremendous
nature of the test will be gathered from the times of the latter heats.

Liles stayed better than Gaskell, who said the four five-mile heats

were too much for him.

The thanks of every cyclist—nay, every sportsman—are due to

Gaskell for his generous and gentlemanly conduct in the matter of

his protest against Lowndes. In the opinion of five out of the six

umpires who saw the foul riding against which Gaskell so properly

protested, it was avoidable
,
and had that evidence been formally

submitted to the judge he would have had no option but to disqualify

the Congleton rider. Gaskell was then interviewed, and the position

explained to him : he was informed that he was entitled to run in

the third round as fastest loser, and that if he maintained his protest

—which by every rule of sport he was most fully entitled to do—his

presumably most dangerous opponent, Lowndes, must inevitably be
disqualified. At the same time it was added that, although he had
every possible right on his side to take that course, yet, having all

things in consideration, it would be a most chivalrous action on his

(Gaskell’s) part to withdraw his protest, and to his honour be it

recorded he immediately did so—a most sportsmanlike action, and
one which deserves the fullest recognition from all riders of the

wheel.

We recognised a number of well-known faces amongst the spec-

tators—Messrs. Baker and Thornton, of the Finchley; the two
Salmons, of the London T.C.

;
C. W. Nairn, with his arm in a

sling; C. D. Vesey, on a “ Facile; ” Mrs. and Mr. Choice, and the

Misses Choice, and many more well-known cyclers
;

in short, a very
representative gathering. Amongst the press men we noticed H.
C. Larette, the “ Coventry Rotary” rider; Henry Sturmey, up from
Coventry to see some of the Coventry men drop that 4 to 1 on
Lowndes, which report says was laid in the City of Spires

;
C. Cor-

dingley, junr., and many more well-known wielders of the reporting
stylus. In short, the press was well represented in the box set apart
for their use, which, however, is well contrived for giving anyone a
bad cold, as it is so very open to the weather. Mr. Venables was
most energetic with the telegraph board, which is of such assistance
to the public, whilst we must not omit another word of praise to

Charley Wilson, for the splendid condition in which he had got the
path for the contest—it left absolutely nothing to be desired. We
need only add that there was little wind and no rain, although the
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heavens threatened considerably. The wisdom of Gaskell’s course
became apparent in the first heat of the third round, in which
Lowndes suffered defeat at the hands—or rather, we should say, the
head—of Liles

;
for good judgment, combined with pluck and determi-

nation, won the race. Lowndes started at a tremendous pace, with the
evident intention of, if possible, running Liles out. For a moment
it seemed as if his tactics would prove successful, as Liles did not
seem inclined to hurry

;
but as soon as he saw what the Congleton

man was at, he started in right good earnest, and when Lowndes
looked round, after a tremendous set-off, he saw the impassive
visage of the ex-Temple B.C. man dead on his back wheel. This
seemed to disconcert the Midlander but little, for he laid himself
down to his work in fine style, riding at a fast and steady pace, and
going with great apparent ease. Liles spun along in good form*
but he did not steer nearly so well as Lowndes, doubtless because
he had only had such a very short training on the machine. So
matters progressed until two laps from home, when Liles took a

feeler on the first causeway, which set Lowndes going hard. Liles^

however, was working out a set plan, for just before getting to the

second causeway, he came with a tremendous rush, and beating
Lowndes fairly for pace, got clear, though not more than a couple
of yards’ daylight was visible. Then, amidst a cry of surprise from
the crowd, the big man “chucked it” most unmistakably, and did

not even finish the final lap. In the meanwhile, “ Charley Liles,”

without turning his head, was spurting in magnificent style round
the track, showing how little distressed he was by the rapidity of the

pace, and he dashed over the tape a most popular winner, having
covered the five miles in 17m. 3i|s.

;
best on record. Liles’s mount

was a “ Humber” racer, the same machine, we believe, on which
Marriott did so well in the road ride, which was originally built for

the path, and was, after a good testing on the path, ridden in the

road contest. So, also, Lowndes’s machine was an exact copy of

his “ road ride” machine, which was originally built for the path,

and on which he has done part of his training for the Palace con-

test. Liles’s machine weighed about 5olbs., Lowndes’s about 481bs.,

and Gaskell’s about 461bs.

It should be noted that Gaskell in his walk over made the best,

time of the first round, which showed how much the men were
saving themselves for the final rounds. This rider was most amus-
ing in his remarks, thus when starting in the second round with

Lowndes he requested him to “ hurry up,” because he (Gaskell)

wanted his silver medal
;
so also in the heat in the third round, in

which he met Marriott, the latter started off at score, and Gaskell,

whilst going after him, remarked aloud, “ Oh, what a demon at

starting !” whilst in the final his request to the press box that some
one would “ put a bit on Liles” for him, elicited some laughter.

In fact, but for the “ protest episode,” all went as merry as a

marriage bell, and the friendly way in which the men conversed

about their chances in the dressing room was not the least pleasing

feature of the day. Gaskell thought he would not win the final, as
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the terrific work of the three preliminary heats had told their tale;,

they, however, did not prevent the Ranelagh Harrier running down
to Ripley the next day on his bicycle, with an extension after dinner

to Guildford.

Of the road riding division Nixon and Letchford made the best

show, but these riders cannot expect in a race, whether on a path

or on a road, to stick to men who, at a pinch, can move their legs

half as fast again
;
in fact, the whole gist of the matter lies in the

fact that the long distance road riders absolutely slow themselves-

when they undertake the long jaunts they so much favour. The only

wonder to the experienced racing man is how they can retain elas-

ticity enough to do the times they succeed in doing.

Marriott, considering his age, made a grand show, and it was no-

wonder that he suffered defeat at the hands of the sprinter, Gaskell,.

just as he, from his path experiences, was able to hold and play with

Nixon when the final of their heat came.
The final was a sight to be remembered, although the gathering

darkness made the obtaining of that sight rather a difficult job. But
there was no waiting in the contest, both men had had some stiff

struggles, and both were trusting to the chance of the other “ crack-

ing. ” Gaskell did his level best to run Liles out, and when, after

getting forty yards to the front, three laps from home, Liles ca me.

steadily back to Gaskell, until the latter actually challenged him for

the lead, it looked to those who could see as if Liles had got to

the end of his tether
;
but if Liles was pretty well done with, Gaskell

was in no position to take advantage of the fact, and when the bell

rang Liles was in front, and keeping the machine moving at a grand
pace, he just about maintained his distance from the “ Cheylesmore”
jockey, and won, all out, by seven yards.

We are quite satisfied that the best man won, and we think that

the plan of clocking each individual second man, and permitting the

fastest of them to run in the third round, was wisely adopted, as by
that means Gaskell became the runner-up for the 1882 champion-
ship. Were we asked to place the men on their form of Saturday,

we should say that, all things being equal, and a fair course obtain-

able, the result would be—Liles (1), Gaskell (2), Lowndes (3)^
Marriott (4). Lowndes is, undoubtedly, a very fine slogger, but he
fails in finish, and if either Liles or Gaskell were with him 300 yards,

from home, he would be beaten. Whilst we see that he could not
shake off Liles on Saturday, it is therefore clear that the “funk”
which has been established by the “ Congleton flyer” this season is

not a well-founded one, and that if some of our tricycle racing men
will lay themselves out to acquire a little finish, they may yet turn

the tables on the hitherto invincible “ Coventry Rotarist.” Certainly,,

his exhibition on Saturday suggests anything but that dash and
courage that is so requisite in a successful flyer. In contradistinc-

tion to Liles’s somewhat imperfect mastery of the steering of his

mount, the riding of that experienced “ Humberite,” Marriott, was
noticeable for its accuracy—in fact, the machine, although a new-
one' to him, seemed as much a part of its jockey as the bicycle of an.'
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-accomplished rider, and he certainly showed up well in the contest.

We fancy that Nixon is Marriott’s senior, but we are certain that

these two were the oldest men in the race. Every important club

was represented in the race, and we hope to see this contest take

foremost rank as the tricycle championship in future. The number
of daily papers which published full reports of the contest was a

remarkable feature in the affair. To our own knowledge, the Times

,

.Daily Telegraph
,
Daily Chronicle

,
Morning Advertiser, Sportsman,

Sporting Life, and Standard contained reports of the race, all but

the Times falling into the error of ascribing to Lowndes the fastest

time of the day, instead of the fastest losing time. But the Times
fell into the more serious error of asserting that Gaskell withdrew
his objection, or protest, because he “felt sure the foul riding was
-accidental.” This was not so. Gaskell, as pointed out above,
withdrew his protest solely because he knew that, if he maintained
it, his opponent, Lowndes, would inevitably be disqualified

;
and

having that option at his disposal, he preferred to take his chance of

beating his man than to take advantage of his undoubted right to

remove him without trouble from the competition.

Altogether we may pronounce the championship of 1882 to be an
unqualified success.

“ FLYING SCDD”AND“ ECLECTIC

"

TRICYCLED.
Front or Rear Steering. FRONT STEERERS.

‘ SPLENDID MACHINES.’
Vide DailyNews, Jan. 30, ’83.

Also the world-renowned

‘NANCY LEE’
Hollow weldless steel Bicycle
Supplied, with all Fittings,
including ‘ King of the Road’
Lamp, Free, 50in. £12 10s.

Discount, 10 per cent.

‘ Non-such ’ Bicycles-
From £6 5s., Disct. 15 per cent

LISTS FREE.

MACHINES LET ON HIRE

WITH OPTION OF PURCHASE
Repairs Promptly, Neatly,
and Cheaply Executed.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

(Sttfl'l'p lifipifH MPJJINW ce.
Steam Works Suffolk Works, Suffolk Grove, Gt. Suffolk St., Southwark, S.E.

Show Rooms (with over 400 New and Secondhand) :—28 and 29, Suffolk Grove.
Riding Academy (Size, 60 by 40; Tuition free) 18, Suffolk Grove, S.E.

City Depot and Show Rooms Tower Chambers, Moorgate Street, London, E.C.
(Corner of London Wall, and nearly opposite Metropolitan Railway Station.)

ESTABLISHED 1872.
When writing, please quote where you saw this Advertisement.

Prices.
£ s.

|
£ s.

40in. ... 16 10 I 46in. ... 17 5

42in. ... 16 15
|

48in. ... 17 10

44in. ... 17 0
|

50in. ... 17 15

Discount, 10 per cent.

REAR STEERERS.
.EUREKA’ £11 10s-

FLYING SCUD’ .. .£15 0s-

Descriptive Lists, Press
Opinions, and Testimonials
sentpost free to all parts.

EASY TERMS FOR EVERY

MAKE.
New or Second-hand.

Sundries of all kinds kept
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A
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number
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“

Bicycle

and

Tricycle

Clubs,”

“

Cycling

Clubs,”

or

“

Bicycle

Clubs

;”

some

having

separate

tricycling

divisions

and

others

having

bicyclists

and

tricyclists

indiscriminately,

undivided.
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NAME. ADDRESS. MACHINE.

Alldridge, A. H. .

.

King Edward’s Works, Edward Street,

Parade, Birmingham
King ofthe Road

Allport, S. B. 50, Whittall Street, Birmingham Transport.

Alpe Bros. Baker Street, Hull Minotaur.
Arrow Tricycle Co. Watson Street,Stoke Newington Green,

London
Arroiv.

Ash, G. W. & Co. .. 13, Russell Street, Portsmouth Leader.
Bayliss, Thomas &
Company

Beech, James

80, Lower Ford Street, Coventry Excelsior.

Gladstone Works, Wolverhampton .

.

Advance.
Bicycle and Tricycle 57, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. Sutton.

Sale Rooms Co. .

.

Bicycle and Tricycle 27, Holborn Viaduct, London, E.C. .

.

Omnicycle.
SupplyAssociation

Bicycle and Tricycle 21, Princes Alley, Wolverhampton .

.

Allegro.

Supply Co.
Birmingham Small Small Heath, Birmingham Delta.

Arms Co.
Blenheim & Son .

.

New Egham, Surrey Englejield.

Bricknell & Co. Merlin Engineering Works, Brixton
Rise, London

Merlin.

Broadbent Cycle Co. Hurley Road, Lower Kennington Lane,
London, S.E.

Omnimotor.

Burnett & Co. Hunslet New Roads, Leeds Leopold.
Burdess, Adam Holyhead Road, Coventry Sterling.

Bullock, J. & Co. .

.

280, Broad Street, Birmingham Speedwell.
Carey Bros. 1, St. Andrew Street, Dublin Dublin.
Caroche Tricycle Co. Jordan Well, Coventry Caroclie.

Centaur Cycle Co. .

.

West Orchard Works, Coventry Dual Conv'tible.

Charnwood Tricycle
Co.

Clarke, Henry

Loughborough Charnwood.

Cogent Works, Darlington Street, Wol-
verhampton

Cogent.

Ootterill, Samuel .

.

Wolverhampton .. Onward.
Coventry Machinists’
Company

Coventry Phoenix

Cheylesmore, Coventry Imperial Club.

134, Much Park Street, Coventry Phoenix.
Tricycle Co.

Cox. J. & Sons Railway Road, King’s Lynn .

.

Sandringham.
Dalby, J. P. 3, Whitehall Road, Leeds Dalby.

.

Devey, J. & Son Tower Works, Wolverhampton Express.
Denne & Co. Station Street, Sittingbourne, Kent .

.

King of the Road
Desideratum Bicycle Stewart Street, Wolverhampton Desideratum.
Company

English Cycle Co. .

.

Cradley Heath, Birmingham Alaska.
Gadsby, E. .. 24, Bearward Street, Northampton .

.

Northampton.
Gwinnett, A. & Co. 6, Alma Street, Wolverhampton Essential.
Harrington, J. & Co. Enamel Works, Much Park Street,

Coventry
Queen Street, Maidenhead

Arab.

Hickling & Co. Pilot.

Highbury Machine
Co.

33, Holloway Road, London, N. Nemo.

Hill & Morton Trafalgar Works, Upper Well Street,

Coventry
Arion.
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NAME. ADDRESS. MACHINE.

Hillman, Herbert Premier Works, Coventry Premier.
and Cooper

Hough, Thomas .

.

Mander Street, Penn Boad, Wolver-
hampton

Florentine.

Howe Machine Co. Bridgeton, Glasgow Howe.
Hughes, George Temple Street. Wolverhampton Meto.
Humber, Marriott, Beeston, near Nottingham Humber.

and Cooper
Laxton & Simmons Britannia Works, Jordan Well, Coventry Britannia.
Leicester Tricycle Station Yard, Leicester .

.

Leicester

Company Safety.
Lewis, W. Tempest Works, Cleveland Boad,

Wolverhampton
Condor.

Lewis, W. G. & Co. Speedwell Works, Bomford, London .

.

Speedwell.

Lloyd Bros. Harbo'rne, Birmingham Quadrant.
Lloyd, Samuel Church Lane, Wolverhampton Highland Mary
Manchester Tricycle 14, Exchange Arcade, Deansgate, Man- Dreadnought.

Co. Chester
Markham, Arthur .

.

345, Edgware Boad, London .

.

Markham.
Maynard Harris and

Co.
Mercury Machinists’

Co.
Metropolitan Ma-

126, Leadenhall Street, London Special Devon.

5, 6, and 7, Aston Boad, Birmingham Greyhound.

Bishopsgate Street Without, London, Gnat.
chinists’ Co. E.C.

Midland Machinists’ 88, Great Charles Street, Snow Hill, Flying Eagle

.

Co. Birmingham
Monarch Tricycle Co. John Bright Street, Birmingham Monarch.
Moore, Thomas The Horns, Kennington Park Corner,

London
Orbicycle.

Morris Bros. 16, Angel Street, Cardiff Cambrian.
National Bicycle Co. Spon Street, Coventry .

.

National.

NottinghamTricycle Hockley Mill Works, Nottingham 1 NottinghamTel-
Co. escopic.

Overman Wheel Co. Courant Buildings, Hartford, Conn.,
US.A.

Victor Rotary .

Parr, J. Navigation Street, Leicester .

.

Star.

Pashley, H. M. London' Boad, Sheffield Indispensable.

Patrick, Henry A Co. 47 & 48, Darlington Street, Wolver-
hampton

Emperor.

Pausey, H. J. Bedford Boad, Clapham, London Pioneer.

Phillips, A. Excelsior Works, Bea Street South, Wolseley.
Birmingham

Plowright, J. 27, Bailway Boad, King’s Lynn Lynn Express.

Pope Manufactur- Boston, Mass., U.S.A. Columbia.
ing Co. .

.

Boyal MachineManu - Herbert Boad, Small Heath, Birming- Royal Mail.

facturing Co. .

.

ham
Bucker, M. D., Junr., Letchford’s Buildings, Bethnal Green Rucker.

and Co. Junction. London
Budge & Co. Crow Lane Works, Coventry Coventry Ro-

tary.

Safety Cycle Co. .

.

St. Paul’s Square, Bedford Rambler.
Seed, S. & Son High Street, Bailway Boad, Blackburn Seed.

Settle & Co. Fleet Works, Fleet Street, Coventry Fleet.

Singer & Co. Challenge Works,Alma Street, Coventry Apollo.

Smallwood & Co. .

.

Union Mills, Foleshill, Coventry Hero.
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NAME.’ ADDRESS. MACHINE.

Smedley & G-reen .

.

Arkwright Street, Nottingham Flying Dutch-
man.

Smith, Thos. & Sons Saltley Mills, Birmingham Empress.
Snow, C. Birkbeck Road, Kingsland Rd., London Birkbeck.

Soper, W. .

.

22, Friar Street, Reading Berkshire.

South London Ma-
chinists’ Co.

Suffolk Grove, Great Suffolk Street,

Southwark, London
Eclectic.

Sparkbrook Manu-
facturing Co.

Much Park Street, Coventry .

.

Sparkbrook
National.

Starley Bros. St. John’s Works,Fleet Street,Coventry Royal Salvo.

Starky and Sutton Meteor Works, West Orchard,Coventry Meteor.

Stassen, J. & Son .

.

251, Euston Road, London Nonpareil.

St. George’s Foundry Pope Street, Birmingham Diana.

Thresher & Sims .

.

8, Wells Terrace, Stroud Green Road,
Finsbury Park, London, N.

Victoria.

Timberlake, Thos. &
Co.

Toledo Steel Co. .

.

39, King Street, Maidenhead, Berks. Timberlake.

Ryland Road, Kentish Town, London. Vnlante.

Townend, G. Wellington Works, Hill Fields,Coventry Wellington.

Upton, J. H. Jumbo Works, Yentnor, Isle of Wight Jumbo.
Walters, J. F. 47, Queen’s Road, Bayswater, London,

W.
Cross Street, Smethwick

Iroquois.

Ward, A. H. JEolus.

Warman, Laxon and
Youett

Weatherill, H.

Albion Mills, West Orchard, Coventry Victoria.

33, Beech Street, Hightown, Manches-
ter

j

Weatherill.

Weston, D.G. 38, Myddelton Street, London Weston.
Wolverhampton
ManufacturingCo.

Waterloo Road North, Wolverhampton Garret.

Wootton, G. 4, Gwyn Street, Bedford Bedford.
Zephyr Tricycle Co. Lower Ford Street, Coventry . . .

.

Coventry
Zephyr.

U



ADDENDA.
HIS contains several illustrations which were not ready in

time for insertion with the description of the articles or

machines they represent, as well as details of novelties

and new machines which came to my notice, or were
introduced after the commencement but before the completion of

this volume.

The Cambrian Adjustable Spring is somewhat on the same
principle as the Cradle. Constructed of a square steel bar, its shape

is best seen by reference to the appended cut. Its chief feature,

is that by shifting the position of the holders B, it is rendered

more or less pliant according as the holders are moved forward

THE CAMBRIAN ADJUSTABLE SPRING.

or backward, and by this means it may be adjusted to suit the

weights of different riders.

Broadbent’s Non-vibrating Spring Head is fitted to a rear

steering tricycle, and consists in mounting the backbone centres on
a stout coiled spring placed within the barrel of a Stanley head, so

that the whole weight of the rear part of the machine rests on this,

spring, and thus reduces vibration to a minimum.
Lamplugh’s Eclipse Saddle is “positively the latest out” in

the saddle line, and promises to be as great a success as the “ Long-
distance” of the same firm. If is built on the suspension principle,

and is the same in size as the tricycle suspension saddle. It is softly

padded, and has a central groove along the top. The sides are

flexible and “ give” on all points, but the chief feature is its ad-

justability, for it is so made that should it give in the centre it can
be “taken up” by the rider in a few minutes.

The Dalby Folding Frame has a peculiarity over all others

in that by its use not only is the width but the length of a tricycle

reduced. The general plan of the machine is rear steering with

open front, the frame being of the “ square -backed ” hayfork variety,

the square sides extending back to within a foot of the small wheel,

the seat being supported on a cross-bar provided for the purpose.

At the corners of the frame are strong adjustable hinge joints
;
the

saddle bridge, as well as the pedal shaft, stays the machine when in

running order. When the machine is required to be folded the

pedal shaft readily detaches, and the saddle bridge, hinged by light
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tie rods to the cross-piece of the frame, lifts up and allows the large

wheels to be folded round the small one, and itself is thrown back
and rests upon the wheels. By this arrangement the machine can
be reduced from 39m. in breadth to 22m., and is moreover at the

same time reduced 22m. in length. The machine runs straight, and
stands independently when folded.

The Dalby Adjustable Handles.—In these the handle-rod is

square, and inserted in it lengthways is a wedge-shaped tongue of

iron, which can be raised by a knob or handle inside the steering

handle. The handle-rod is notched or drilled at intervals. Into the

notches or holes are fitted spring catches, which securely hold the

handle in position. When it is required to alter the adjustment the

knob is drawn up by the finger
;
the wedge-shaped tongue presses

back the spring catches, and the handle-rod is free to be raised or

lowered to the desired position. When this is done the knob is

released, and all is secure again. All this can be effected with great

rapidity and whilst the machine is running.

The Premier Sociable Steering Gear is arranged so that the

male rider, who usually has command of the machine, may be able

to sit on the right-hand side without inconvenience. The steering

rod is carried from the arm of the steering wheel straight back to

the centre of the machine as usual. Here it is hinged to the end of

an arm, which is jointed centrally beneath the right-hand rider’s

seat, the other end being hinged to the end of a short rack-rod

actuated in the usual way by the pinion on the steering handle.

The Dalby Lever Gear makes use of both the hands and feet.

The machine has a double-cranked cross axle, beneath and behind
which two fulcrum rods or rocking shafts are held by centres at their

ends. To these are attached long pedal levers, which are connected
by connecting rods with the cranked axle. Each pedal lever is

attached to a separate rocking shaft, and near to the end of each
shaft, on the opposite side of the machine to the lever, is pinned or

keyed a short arm or claw, which carries at its extremity a sort of

segment or link. Close to this is a hand lever, which plays loosely

on the rocking shaft. At its other end is attached by means of a

universal joint, a rod, which at its top end carries the handle, which
serves the double purpose of pulling and steering handle. The
steering rack moves up and down with the hand lever, and by giving
it the same common centre answers as well as if it were mounted on
a fixed bracket. It will be evident, from the foregoing description,

that the pedal lever and the claw being both pinned to the same
shaft must move together up or down, as the case may be. Thus,
whilst the right foot is pressing down its pedal the left hand is lowering
its lever. The size of the segment or link at the end of the claw is

carefully adjusted to enable the hand levers to remain at rest when
not required to augment the power of the feet, the claw playing
up and down with the motion of the pedal lever, but without touch-
ing the hand lever. When the rider needs the hand gearing he pulls

at the handle and the lever transmits the power to the top end of the
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segment and thence along the rocking shaft to the pedal lever,

which pushes upwards at the crank. This arrangement enables the

right hand to pull against the right foot, and the left hand against

the left foot.

The Monarch Stirrup Pedals are described on page 68. The
accompanying illustration shows the action of the foot when using

them.

THE MONARCH STIRRUP PEDAL.

The Monarch Clutch or Ratchet Gear consists of an ordinary

ratchet and pawl in principle, but three pawls are used, so arranged
as to bite at every J of a tooth, or allow only ^th of a revolution

without a bite. The accompanying illustration shows the arrange-

ment.

THE MONARCH CLUTCH.

The New Merlin Clutch consists of a metal drum or disc, the

sides of which are cut with grooves tapering one way. Into these

recesses or grooves balls are fitted, and on moving the discs by
means of gut straps, in a forward direction, the balls run into the

thin portions of the recesses, and jamm'ng against the sides of the

enclosing box attached to the wheel axle, draw it round and effect

propulsion, running back into the circular hollows of the grooves on
pressure being removed.
The Englefield Driving Clutches are on the principle of an

eccentric, a ball being placed in the space between a round axle and
an eccentrically hollowed driving disc, the action of propelling which
either way forcing the ball into the narrower regions of the recess,

and causing it to jam the two together and drive both round.
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The Alaska Balance Gear is enclosed in a box. The outer

box forms the chain-wheel and pulley for brake. Inside the box are

two conical toothed wheels, and on the axle-shaft is a spur wheel
which gears into one of the small conical wheels. On the inside

flange of hub is a corresponding set of teeth which communicate
with the other conical toothed wheel. The smaller of these conical

wheels gears into the spur wheel keyed on the axle. The larger one
gears into the teeth on the hub. When driving along level roads

all wheels lock together, and therefore both wheels drive. When
steering round corners the two small conical wheels give way to each

other, and the outside wheel goes more quickly by the compensa-
tion allowed in the two conical wheels, one giving way to the other.

The New Merlin Change-speed Gear consists in jointing the

end carrying the pedal a couple of inches from its extremity in such
a way that by kicking it back with the foot the pedal is brought four

inches nearer the driving cord attachment for speed, and as much
farther from it for power, an increase or decrease of 25 per cent, in

the leverage, either way, being the result.

The Leader Adjustable Seat and Brake combined.—In

this the seat-rod has a worm cut upon it. and is worked as described

on page 52. The rods carrying the spoons of a double tyre brake are

attached to the seat, and by lowering this on a steep hill the brake
spoons are brought down on to the rear portion of the tyres, the

weight of the rider keeping them very firmly applied.

ALASKA FRONT STEERER— D.D.
English Cycle Co., Cradley Heath, Wolverhampton.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with balance gear.

Description. Two 46in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 46in., running
level. £in. rubbers. Crescent rims. 50 and 20 direct spokes. G.M. hubs,
5 in. x 3£in, Ball bearings to all wheels, and plain to crank shaft. Stanley
rudder head. Rack and pinion steering. Spade handles. Double-cranked
pedal shaft. 5£in. throw. Rubber pedals, plain. Chain driving, and Alaska
double driving gear. Push lever band (4Jin. x lfin.) brake. Adjustable f seat
rod. Elliptical spring. Pan seat. Footrests on frame. Adjustable wrench.
Valise. Oilcan. Lamps. Bell. Width 36in. Weight 851bs. Loop frame.

Specialties. Driving gear (addenda).

Price . . . . . . . . £18 Os. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. I have not yet seen this machine, so do not know what special
features it possesses. It has only just been introduced. The gearing used is

described in another column.

AU RORA.—

(

For description see page 136.)
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EUROPA.— [For description see page 181.)

HOWE FRONT STEERER.—(For description see page 199.)

THE HOWE FRONT STEERER.

KRAQ.

J. Harrington & Co., Enamel Works, Much Park Street, Coventry.

Although a machine this is not a machine—if I may be allowed to say so

—

as it is not complete in itself. It is an attachment to any ordinary front-

steering tricycle, and consists of a 30in. wheel with §in. rubber, crescent rims,

Arab spokes, &c., &c., mounted in a sort of fork which ends in a pair of very long

centres working in a head, which fastens by clips and cross bolts to the cross tube
of a single tricycle. A. pair of cranks with chain wheel are attached to bearings,

and the wheel is geared to run as a 52in., a support for an Arab cradle spring

and saddle being placed above the wheel. It costs £7 10s., and is enamelled all

over. By this means any front steering tricycle can be quickly converted into

a tandem-style sociable, a male rider, of course, occupying the Krao portion.

(See Advertisement.)

L E D A .—(For description see page 208.)
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MINOTAUR.—(For description see page 217.)

PA8SET0UT.

This machine is about the “latest out,” in fact it isn’t out yet, not being
commercially on the market, and barely over the experimental stage. In
consequence I do not go into its details of construction, but will confine myself
to generalities and description of its peculiarities. In general contour it

resembles an open-fronted rear-steerer, but its leading feature is, that in place
of steering with the back wheel it does so with both the front ones. To effect

this their axles are attached to the frame by strong rocking joints, and to each
an arm is attached, connected by short joints or rods, with a swivelling lever,

i.e., an equal armed lever, with its fulcrum in the centre. An arm is set at

right angles to this swivelling lever, and is worked to and fro by a screw in

connection with the steering handle. The moving of this draws one of the
ends of the swivelling lever forwards and the other backwards, thus causing
the two front wheels to both turn in the same direction, and describe arcs of

concentric circles. The next feature of the machine is the driving gear. This
is on the lever principle, and a double lever is used, working on a common
fulcrum, one carrying the pedal, the other and shorter arm having a curved
bar at its end, to the lower extremity of which a band or cord is attached and
drawn down bj the pressure of the foot. The other end of this band passes
round a drum which runs loosely on the boss of the wheel, and has on its outer
face a set of ratchet teeth, whilst the inner face of the hub flange has ratchet
teeth all round. The driving disc works in connection with a jig or guide
which causes it to move downwards in one plane and return in another, thus
engaging its ratchet teeth with those on the driving wheel in the forward stroke,
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and freeing itself in going back. The machine is thus an alternate driver, or

both wheels can be driven together if need be. The third novel feature consists

in suspending the fore ends of the frame upon strong springs, so as to avoid
vibration as much as possible.

SPARKBROOK NATIONAL SOCIABLE— D.D.

Sparkbrook Manufacturing Co., Ld., Much Park Street, Coventry.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with two chains and
balance gear.

Description. Two 50in. and one 22in. wheel. Driving wheels 50in., running
level, lin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 60 No. 11, and 20 No. 12 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 4fin. AEolus ball bearings to steering wheel,

universal jointed plain to driving axle and crank shafts. Rack and pinion steering.

Adjustable spade handles. Double-cranked pedal shafts, 5fin. throw. Four-
bar, non-slipping rubber ball pedals. Two chains, and National differential

axle. Grip brake, with fly nut on steering side
;
lever on other, with 6in. x fin.

band. Arab Cradle springs. Adjustable f seat rods. Pan seat and Long-
distance saddle. Long hinged rubber-clothed footrests on frame. Set of

spanners. Oilcan. Weight 1451bs. Width 63in. The frame is a double loop

of weldless steel tube.

Specialties. General construction. Universal jointed bearings. National
differential axle (page 84). Harrington’s enamel.

Price . . . . . . £30 Os. Od.

Sent out enamelled in Harrington’s Enamel.

Remarks. This is one of the finest sociables on the market. Fitted with
central balance gear it has two chains, so that the power of both riders is

transmitted to the central gear, and any theoretical twist of axle avoided. The
crank-shafts may be set either in front or behind the frame by the riders at

will, and thus the position rendered vertical or thrusting as desired. (See

Advertisement.)

SPECIAL SHIRLEY— D.D.

A. Rumsey & Co., 22, Shirley Street, Southampton.

Leading Features. Front steering. Double driving with ratchet gear. Cen-

tral gear.

Description. Two 48in. and one 18in. wheel. Driving wheels 48in., running

as 44in. fin. and fin. rubbers. Crescent rims. 52 and 20, No. 11 direct

spokes. G.M. hubs, 6in. x 3in. Ball bearings throughout. Rack and pinion

steering. Adjustable spade handles. Bicycle cranks, Cin. throw. Rubber
pedals. Central chain gear, and ratchet double driving gear. Lever double

band (Gin. x gin.) brake. Elliptical spring. Adjustable seat rod. Suspension

saddle. Footrests on frame. Oilcan. Spanner. Weight 851bs. Width 39in.

T frame.

Price . . . . . . . . £21 10s. Od.

Sent out with plated fittings, rest painted in two colours.

Remarks. This is only just introduced, and I have not seen it yet.

READ * TEE^GYMT,
EVERY WEDNESDAY—ONE PENNY.
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OF THE

Royal ‘Salvo.’

First Prize Gold Medal, Edinburgh, 1880; First Prize Gold Medal,

Lyon, 1881
;

First Prize Silver Medal, Plymouth, 1881
;

First Prize

Silver Medal, Falmouth, 1881
;

First Prize Silver Medal, Milan, 1881.

LISTS FREE.

St. John's Works, Fleet St, COVENTRY.
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1 King of Stop Bells.'

^ (By Royal Letters Patent.)

No springs, cord, or chain, or
- rubber rj[ngS to be constantly out

of repair.

The new Act compels their use.

HARRISON’S
WmSi

Of all Agents and the Patentee,

HARRISON, :<&<-

KENSIN6T0N WORKS, KENSINGTON STREET, 1:Lat^efleia

BIRMINGHAM.
Wrenches, Spoke Tighteners, and warranted Cast Steel Balls. Manufacturer
and Patentee of Continuous Chime and Lever Ring of Stop Bells, to fit every

kind of Machine. Ordinary Stop Bells, Jinglers, and Bells of every description.

^“Nauticus in Scotland.”^
By the Author of “Nauticus on his Hobby Hoe.se.”

An Illustrated Descriptive Account of a Tour on a Tricycle of 2,462 miles in Scotland,
including Skye and the West Coast.

A VALUABLE OPINION.
“

‘ Nauticus in Scotland.’—A year and a half ago, anyone visiting the north of Scotland
might have the opportunity of coming across a traveller of a rather unusual kind. He rode
on a tricycle. He went long distances, turned up at unusual hours in most extraordinary
places, and everywhere made himself as comfortable as circumstances would permit. If, as
often happened, he found himself in a comfortable hostelry, it was not long before the other
visitors to the place discovered in him one of the brightest and most genial of men. If you
looked at his signature in the visitors’ book, yon found it was ‘ Nauticus,’ and then you re-

membered that ‘ Nauticus ’ had previously written a delightful little book entitled ‘ A Cruise
upon Wheels;’ that he was a Commander in the Royal Navy; and that he had made
tricycling his amusement when he was ashore. His journey the summer before last was a
pretty extensive one. It was a tour of no less than 2,462 miles. It began at Newcastle, and
it went all round the north of Scotland, and into Skye. ‘Nauticus’ has now written an
account of it in the shape of a diary, which appears to have been partly published in the
‘ Boy’s Own Paper.’ It might be the log of a sailor, for it describes each day’s doings in a
terse fashion

;
but if any sailor wrote his log in this way, it would certainly be infinitely

more amusing reading than logs are generally believed to be. There is a delicious sparkle
of humour all through it. Adventures of all kinds occur. Here and there a smash;
difficulties of all kinds -of roads, of weather, of accommodation—and all are told with un-
failing good humour and point. Bicyclists and tricyclists ought certainly to have the book

;

but a good many people who are not given to exercise of this kind would do well to read it if

only that they may know how much there is of adventure to he found in the north of

Scotland. It is altogether a delightful book, and the illustrations in it do justice to the
text.”—The Scotsman, January 4th, 1883.

Thirty Illustrations. Demy Svo. Pages. Cloth C3-iIt. 1®. ice 4s. 6d.
Postage 6d. extra. all JSookscllers, or of tth • Publishers,

ILIFFE & SON 5
“THE CYCLIST” OFFICE, COVENTRY.
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NOTICE!! '

W//W//////////////////////////////i

«THE MAY NUMBER^
OF THE

Wheel World
COMMENCED

A New Volume and a New Series !

!

WHICH IS EULL OF

TOGETHER WITH HANDSOME

PORTRAITS OF CYCLING CELEBRITIES
EACH MONTH.

PRICE SIXPENCE. Published on the 1 5th of every Month.

Prepaid Post-free Subscription to the New Volume, MAY to OCTOBER, 4/-.

N.B.—Contributions of all kinds in connection with the wheel are invited

Publishers : ILIFF6 & §0H,
12, SMITHFORD STREET, COVENTRY.

London: H. ETHERINGTON, 152, Fleet Street.

Edinburgh : E. BREMNER, 4, West Register Street. Birmingham :

C. J. NUTT & CO., 80, Smallbrook Street.
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THE

‘DUAL D.D. CONVERTIBLE.’

As a Sociable.

Patent No. 3,742.
This is the only Convertible Tricycle invented
which is a Perfect Double Driver in both
forms. All others are imperfect double
drivers as “ Sociables,” and Single Drivers
as “ Singles.”

The “Dual” is complete in itself, requiring
no extra parts for its conversionfrom“aouble"

to “single," or vice versa.

OPINIONS OF THE PKESS.

As a Single.

“ The defect heretofore visible in this class of tricycle, that is, the difficulty of getting two
riders to work in perfect unison, has been overcome."—British Trade Journal, Feb. 1st.

“ The chief merit of this machine is that it is a perfect double driver in both forms, that
is, whether' single ’ or ‘ sociable.’ In each case the patent automatic balance gear transmits
equal power to both driving wheels.”

—

Home and Colonial Mail, Feb. 9th, 1883.

'* The Centaur Co., in their new ‘ Dual ’ have removed all the disadvantages which have
been regarded as inseparable from convertible tricycles.

—

Colonies and India, Feb. 16th, 1883.

The “ Dual ” is a splendid machine, both in appearance and running powers. As a “ single ”

I consider it equal to the “ Salvo,” and preferable as a “ sociable.”
T. Archer Lowe, Capt. Wirral Tricycle Club.

THE TANDEM “SOCIABLE”
Is the only front-steerer of this class of sociables

at present invented. Its advantages over rear-

steerers are obvious. In Tandems steered from the

rear, the back rider has to mount into a sort of

framework, from which in the case of an accident, to,

alight in a hurry is not an easy feat. This machine
is fitted with double driving gear, ball bearings to

plated fittings, etc., and steered either from the

front or rear. PRICE £27 10s.

THE

“SPECIAL CENTAUR” D.D.
This is considered one of the most graceful and lightest run-

ning machines of the “ front-steerers.” It is fitted with patent
automatic differential gearing, ball bearings to all wheels, the

fittings are plated, and other parts enamelled.

PRICE £21 ! lO ! O
SOLE INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS—

The CENTAUR CYCLE Co., Coventry.
Full Descriptive Catalogues free on application.
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BICYCLE&TRICYCLE SALE ROOMS CO.

57 & 58, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON,
THE BEST PLACE TO

BDY, SELL, OR EXCHANGE A MACHINE.

Finest StocltofSeco'ind-Hand Machines in the world.
WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS.

The Howe Machine So., Ld.,
BRIDGTON, GLASGOW,

Manufacturers of

THE “HOWE’’ FRONT STEERER
,

*

Gear.

THE
11

HOWE” DIFFERENTIAL, Giving two rates °f Bpeea at wm -

THE “HOWE” TRICYCLES, Gear.

THE “HOWE” JUVENILE,
Front Steering

;
Powerful Action

;
Easy and

PHSCES front <£6 10s. to £23 . §EM© FOR FIST.

THE HOWE MACHINE CO., LIMITED.

Works & Chief Offices : Bridgton, Glasgow.

LONDON i 48, QUEEN VICTORIA ST.

The Singlet! The Easiest, Smallest, Strongest, Best, and Cheapest. Iff. Meat &; Sons,
Inventors and Sole Makers. The New Instrument for Bicyclists, 3,000 sold.

rr" ised Club Bugle. See •press notices, testimonials, &c.
The Longest and Largest Bore Instrument in the smallest com-

pass ever made. 6 inches high, by 4 by 2. Four turns, Oval Bells,
Brass, 17s. 6d.; Copper, 18s. 6d. Special Club, 20s., 21s. Nickel-
plated, 23s., 26s.; Electro-plated, 30s., 2, 2J,3,to 5 Guineas, for Prizes.
Tutors, 7d., Is. Id., Is. 7d., 2s. 7d. Other Bugles, 3s., 4s. 6d., 6s. 6d.,

7s. 6d., 9s. 6d., 12s. 6d., 14s. 6d. • Mail Coach and Drag Horns, from
10s. 6d. to 30s. Superior from 15s. Telescope from 20s. Special
Guards, &c.,20s. to 40s. Hunting Horns, every description in Brass,
Copper, Gilding, German Silver, Silver, &c. Whip, Tandem, Saddle,

Post Horns, Bugles, &c., and to special orders. Horns for Presentation.

MEAT’S CELEBRATED €<DfiilVETS. Prices, 2, 2J, 3, 3J, 4, 5, & 6 to &) Gns.
The Bicyclists’ Cornet, 7 inches by 4 inches, from 3 Guineas. Iveat’s Celebrated London
Made Military Band Instruments, Military Brass and Drum-and-Fife Bands furbished with
complete sets of Instruments, and every requirement, promptly. Easy terms. Send’.for
New Lists, 150 Illustrations.

HY. KEAT & SONS, 105, Matthias Road, Newington Green, N., LONDON.
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For Full Particulars of this

Machine, see pages 207 & 208.

Spring is a perfect luxury over the

roads about here .—Connor Walker,
Stourbridge.

Brake is adjustable with the seat,

and is kept on by the weight of the

rider.

Illustrated Catalogues of Bicycles

and Tricycles on application.

Has Ball Bearings, and costs only

£17 17s. It is as fine in every

way as ever left the* workshops.

The Leader
F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F F

TRICYCLE
>*IS THE BEST.

G. WALLACE ASH & Co.,

LEADER BICYCLE & TRICYCLE WORKS,

OFFICE-13, RUSSELL STREET, SOUTHSEA,

PORTSMOUTH.
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CATALOGUE IN BRIEF OF

PRINTED AND PUBLISHED BY

IL1FFE & SON, “THE CYCLIST” OFFICE, COVENTRY.

“THE CYCLIST,” and Bicycling and Tricycling Trades’ Review. The
Leading Journal devoted to the kindred Sport and Trade of the Wheel. Published
every Wednesday morning, in Town and Country. Fullest and earliest information
on all points. Edited by Henry Sturmey and C. W. Nairn. Price Id. Annual
Subscription, 6s. 6d.

“ TIIE TRIEYCLI ST.” Weekly on Friday Mornings—Edited by Lacy Hillier—
deals fully, soundly, and pleasantly with the Sport, the Pastime, and th^ Trade.
Price 2d. Annual Subscription, per post, 10s. 6d .

;

6 months, 5s. 4d. ; 3 months, 2s. 8d.

;

Single copy, 2^d.

“THE WHEEL WORLD,” Companion Monthly to The Cyclist. The only English
Cycling Magazine. Good articles and illustrations, with portraits of celebrities. Well
sent out. New series commenced May, 1883. 15th of each month. 6d. monthly. Sub-
scription per volume, 4s.

THE “ INRISPENSABIiE ” BICYCLISTS’ HANDBOOK. A complete
cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey. Fully illustrated descriptions and
dissertations on the Machines and Novelties now before the public. A few copies of the
last edition still in stock. 300 Pages. 100 Illustrations. Is., by Post ls.4d.

THE TRI4IYC li] STS’“INDISPENSABLE ” ANNUAL mid HANDBOOK.
A guide to the Pastime, and complete cyclopaedia on the subject. By Henry Sturmey.
The most complete and only reliable book published dealing solely with the Tricycle
and Tricycling. Published annually in April. 300 Pages. 250 Illustrations. New
edition for 1883 now ready

;
over 250 machines described. 2s. post free.

‘‘THE CYCLIST AN® WHEEL WOKE® ANNUAL.” The Book of the
Year. Fullest statistical information concerning all branches of the Sport. Amusing
and instructive Articles, &c., &c. Illustrated. Edited by C. W. Nairn and Henry
Sturmey. Published annually in January. 250 Pages. 500 Illustrations. Is., by post Is. 3d.

« PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING ” for Amateur Athletes, With Special
Regard to Bicyclists. By H. L. Cortis (Amateur Champion at all distances, 1880),

and the only rider who has ever accomplished 20 miles within the hour. Illustrated.

Price Is., by post Is. 2d.

THE COMPLETE “ C5TJIDE TO BICYCLING},” Or How to Become a
Bicyclist. By Henry Sturmey, No possessor of a bicycle or intending rider should be
without this work. Price Is., by post Is. 2d.

“THE CYCLIST XMAS NUMBER" for 1SS2. Printed in gold and colours.

Tales, humorous sketches, and verses of all descriptions. Nearly 70 humorous and other
illustrations, and Double Illustrated Supplement. Price Is., by post Is. 2d.

« NAUTICUS IN SCOTLANB.” An illustrated descriptive account of a Tour on a
Tricycle of nearly 2,500 miles in Scotland, forming an accurate Guide to the Country,
and an interesting, instructive, and amusing narrative. Cloth, demy 8vo. Thirty
illustrations. Price 4s. 6d. ; cheap edition in paper covers, 3s.

Reprints from The Tricyclist.

No. 1. THE “IIU.MBRR” TRICYCLE, and How to Ride it.

No. 2. THE “COVENTRY ROTARY” TRICYCLE, No. 1, and How to

Ride it. By G. L. Hillier and H. Sturmey. Id., by post l$d.

No. .‘1. THE “CHALLENGE No. 1,” and How to Ride it. By G. L. Hillier

and Henry Sturmey. Id., by post l$d.

No. 4. THE “ OMNICYCLE ” and How to Ride it, will shortly follow.

1LIFFE & SON, Printers and Engravers, Coventry, Printers of all the above
works, are prepared to estimate for, and execute in the best style, Printing of all

descriptions ;
Bookwork, Magazines, Pamphlets, Trade Catalogues, Price Lists, &c., &c.

Estimates on application.

“THE WHEELMAN.” The First and Only American Monthly Cycling Magazine.
80 Pages, large size. Finely illustrated. Excellently printed. Full of wit and humour.
1st of each month, is. post free. Annual subscription, 10s. 6d. Sole British Publishers,

Iliffe & Sturmey, 12, Smithford Street, Coventry.
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LAMPLUGM + 4 + BROWN,
GREAT COLMORE STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

For Perfection in Saddles see the new “ECLIPSE.”

BICYCLE SUSPENSION SADDLE. LONG-DISTANCE SADDLE.
No. 1, Hogskin, plain 7s. 6d. No. 2, for Tricycles 8s. 6d.

No. 2, do. ventilated 8s. Od. No. 2a, do. lte- Od.

No. 3, Hide, lace insertion 8s. 6d. No. 1, for Bicvclea ... ... ... 8s. 6d.

If with improved Back Rest, 3s. 6d. extra.

TRICYCLE SUSPENSION SADDLE.
No. 1, Hogskin... 7s. 6d.

|
No. *2, Hogskin, 11s.

*Note.—This size most used.
Improved Back Rest, 3s. 6d. extra.

TRICYCLIST TOWN
POUCH.

Waterproof ... 6s. 9d. each.

SHALL H.I.P. BICYCLE LUGGAGE 1H.I.P.
Serviceable ... ... 6s. each. Serviceable, with Registered Holdfast, 11s. 6d.
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The Midland Athletic Supply Stores.

C. E. RODWAY,
SMI mi MilMmy

Tailor by appointment to the ist Volunteer Battalion Royal Warwickshire
Regiment

,
and most of the Cycling Clubs in the Midlands.

COMPLETE OUTFITS FOR BICYCLING, TRICYCLING
LA CROSSE, CRICKET, FOOTBALL, TENNIS, &c.

BICYCLE SUITS from 30/-.

Send for Samples and Self-measurement Forms post free. Satisfaction

guaranteed with all Goods supplied.

Liberal Discount allowed off any make of Bicycles, Tricycles
,
Lamps, <&c.

THE MIDLAND ATHLEtTc'sUPPLY STORES,
18

,
BRISTOL ST., BIRMINGHAM.

J. P. DALBY,
Whitehall Tricycle forks,

(Four minutes' walk from Railway Stations), LEEDS,
JJtaher of faicnt ®rtrntlrs toitlj fjattb an& Jooi ©caring

to ioorfe ritljcr separately or romhincii.

PATENT d FOLDING * TRICYCLES.
PATENT ADJUSTABLE HANDLES.

Materials and Workmanship of the best quality.

»

For particulars address

—

J. P. Dalby, Whitehall Tricycle Works, Leeds.
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HER MAJESTY’S LETTERS PATENT

£< !« >J< ^ !< ^ * !< Kp ^

THE LEICESTER

SAFETY TRICYCLES
(KIRBY’S PATENT).

Both are

Perfectly Safe

AND

Easy to Ride

AND

To Manage.

Both Wheels

Drive Backwards,

Forwards,

AND

When Turning.

True Bicycle ActioD, the rider being directly over his work.

SEND STAMP FOR CATALOGUE TO

STATION YARD, LEICESTER.
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TRICYCLES. BICYCLES.

The IMPERIAL TRICYCLE
Is the best, cheapest & most durable

machine in the market.

Price, £8.

Photograph one stamp.

The PRINCE BICYCLE,
With ball bearings to both wheels,
hollow forks, and every latest im-

provement and requisite.

Price, £6.

Do not purchase any machine be-

fore having our List.

Photograph & Testimonials
,
one stamp .

The Midland Cycle Go.,

WOLVERHAMPTON.

GET THE NEW PATTERNS FOR 1883
OF

These are smaller, neater, lighter, and much superior to last year’s

patterns, and are eminently adapted for use by ladies to keep the folds of the

dress clear of the chain wheels and cranks
;
useful also for uniting the coat

collar across the throat on a windy day or at night, as well as for fastening the

trouser legs closely and neatly round the leg, and for many other similarly

useful purposes.

PRICE ONE PENNY EACH.
Sample Pair Post-free Three Stamps.

THREE PAIRS SENT FREE FOR SIX STAMPS.
NO CYCLIST SHOULD BE WITHOUT THEM.

The Trade supplied in Quantities. Liberal Cash Terms*

“THE CYCLIST” OFFICE, COVENTRY.

SAFETY BICYCLE
Is the fastest and best in the market.
It is superior to an ordinary machine
as a hill-climber, exactly similar to
it in steering and foot action, and

equal to it in speed.

A 40in. “ Sun and Planet” won' several
matches against large Bicycles.

For Particulars & Testimonials apply to

THE SAFETY CYCLE Co,

St. Paul’s Square, BEDFORD.
(One hourfrom St. Pancras.)

AND

PLANET
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-*THE CELEBRATED CYCLE ENAMELS*-
The above well-known Enamels are to supply a want long felt amongst

Cyclists. When applied to a machine they present a fine, hard, glossy surface.

The application is easy, and takes little time. Immense time is saved after-

wards in cleaning, only water and rag being required.

See that you get the genuine article with our name on every Jar.

BLACK, 2/6; LI6IIT BLUE, 3/-; DARK BLUE, 3/- ; CHOCOLATE, 3/-

Carrlage Free with Full Particulars. Excellent Testimonials from all parts.

SOLE WHOLESALE AGENTS,

W. H. WELCH & Co., 21, Selborne Road, Denmark Hill, LONDON, 8.

DOUBLE-DRIVING

^TRICYCLE®-
. —I >-»-<

H. J. PAUSEY,
MAKER,

EEPAIES OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

JNO. BULLOCK & CO.,
“SPEEDWELL” BICYCLE AND TRICYCLE WORKS,

280, RROAR STREET, (BIRMINGHAM,
Manufacturers ol the Noted

“SPEEDWELL” BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,
Equal to any in the Market. Machines made to any Design.

THE PRINCIPAL REPAIRERS OF MACHINES ,IN BIRMINGHAM.
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TP “C0P0P TRKM'IiIi

MANUFACTURED BY

WILLIAM LEWIS,
/

TEMPEST WORKS,

WOLVERHAMPTON.

ft

//A////////////////////////J

PRICE LISTS FREE ON APPLICATION

AND

“DUO”

TRICYCLE.
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W NOW READY.
THE

Gyclist^Wbeel World Annual
FOR 1883.

Containing
DIARY AND RUN COLUMN FOR 1883.

THE BYE-ROADS OF ENGLAND.
ANALYSIS OF SOME CONTINENTAL ROADS.—By Chas. R. Maddox.

Books of Reference, Diaries, &c.—By Observer, L.B.C.

Description of some of the principal Racing Courses used by Cyclists.

RACING RECORD FOR 1882.

1882 Racing Record for Newcastle-on-Tyne and District.

Irish Amateur Racing Record for 1882.—By J. H. Mellor.

The Metropolitan Racing of 1882.

North Eastern District Racing, 1882.—By Woll.

Racing in the Midlands in 1882.—By Scorchalong.

Racing in the West and South West.—By West Countryman.

THE COMPLETE PERFORMANCES OF H. L. CORTIS.—Compiled by
W. E. Milner.

Table of Bests on Record, both Amateur and Professional.

Fastest Times on Record in America.—Compiled by Abbott Bassett, of Boston.

TRICYCLING CHRONOLOGY OF 1882.—By Faed.

MEMS. ON TRICYCLES.—By H. A. Venables.

Descriptions of Tours.—A Plea : by D. M. M. Dawson.

Sport in Germany and Austria.—By T. H. S. W., Berlin B.C.

Metropolitan Club Directory. n

Provincial Club Directory. Illustrated

Irish, Scotch, and Welsh Club Directories. I with nearly

Directory of American Clubs. 500 Engravings.

Directory of Continental and Colonial Clubs.

DIRECTORY OF TRICYCLE CLUBS.
THE CYCLISTS’ TOURING CLUB.
Railway Charges for Bicycles.

The Bicycle Union.

B.U. Local Centres and their^Hon. Secs.

The Amateur Definition.

Review of the Past Year.

By Post 1/3,

Of all Booksellers, Newsvendors -and Bicycle Agents, or of the Publishers,

ILIFFE & SON, 12, SMITHFORD STREET, COVENTRY,
And of their Wholesale Agents,

11 . Etherington, 15‘i, Fleet Street, London, E.C).
;
C. J. Nutt, SO, Smallbrook

Street, Birmingham; E. Bremner 4, Weft Register Street, Edinburgh,
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JOHN SHAW & SONS,
Edlsw %• Fork •> mi Two Mmufmisim,

PRIORY STREET, COVENTRY.

ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO. ONLY BEST WORK SEKT OUT.

Nothing but Wei/di/ess Steel Tube used.

THE NORTHAMPTON
TRICYCLE WORKS
24 & 26, BEARWARD ST.,

HAVE NOW FINISHED

The ‘Northampton’

SPECIAL TRICYCLE
Fitted with the most reliable ad-

justable double brake yet invented,

acting instantly on both wheels; fitted

with ball bearings to all working
parts.

PRICE, £17
;

Or Plain Bearings, £14.

For Lists of Tricycles
,
hack and front

steering
,
also for Bicycles

,
apply to

El. C3- ES>^» "ST

as above.

THE “ARSON ” TRICYCLE,
Front-Steerer, Double-Driver.

the

Double Changeable Tricycle.

THE “FALCON” TRICYCLE, Two Tracks.

THE “ABIOF BICYCLES
Three Patterns.

Unsolicited Testimonial.
Ormonde House, Epsom, May 2nd, 1883.
Gentlemen,— Regarding my

machine, I may say that for speed and
hill-climbing (the latter particularly), I
have never ridden one as free-going

;
hav-

ing ridden bicycles of various makes for
some time past, I must acknowledge with
your Tricycle I can surmount hills far
easier, and it satisfies me in every way.
I shall always be pleased to recommend,
or procure anything I desire from you.
Thanking you for your kind attention, I
remain, yours truly,

Geo. R. Keeling, jun.

Sole Manufacturers

:

HILL & MORTON,
Trafalgar Works, Coventry.

“JUMBO” BICYCLE
At £7 10s.

Has balls both wheels, is as

good a machine as one could

wish to’ have, and is the

cheapest in the trade.
The “JUMBO.”

THE

“JUMBO” TRICYCLES
Front and Back-Steerers

,

Are sound, well-built, and
handsome. By keeping ex-
penses low, the maker is

enabled to sell at prices which
defy competition.

*W. * H. * UPTON, * “ JUMBO ” * WORKS, * VENTNOR.*
PRICE LISTS FREE.
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IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENT.

THE DREADNOUGHT
TRICYCLE No. 2

IS NOW MADE WITH THE

SPEED AND POWER APPARATUS
TO BE USED OR NOT AT PLEASURE,

WITHOUT CHANGE OF GEAR.

TJIE * ^ICYCIlE.

THE ACME TRICYCLE. THE SUCCESS BICYCLES.

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers

:

THE MANCHESTER TRICYCLE CO.,

14, Exchange Arcade, Deansgate, Manchester.

EVERY TRICYCLIST SHOULD SEE

THE WESTON TRIGY6LE,
AN ENTIRELY NEW PATTERN,

4

Front Steering, Central Action Double Driver. Trans-

mitting by Differential Gear equal power to both Wheels.

Actuated by Bicycle Cranks.

Pronounced by all the most Eminent Tricyclists at the Stanley Show,

PHOTO’S AND LISTS ON APPLICATION.

D. G. WESTON,
38, MYDDELT0N ST., LONDON,
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LETTS’S ROAD BOOK OF ENGLAND & WALES.
The sale of this work has been quite unprecedented amongst our cycling publications,

and the rapid exhaustion of the second edition has led to a careful and thorough revision
by the author and the preparation of a Third Edition, which contains in addition to much
new matter, a map showing the main and cross roads described in the book. 423 pages in
limp cloth for pocket or knapsack, price 5s., or with special large scale map of England
and Wales, price 6s.

Opinions of the Pbess—“A thoroughly sound Road Book."—Bicycling News. “The
most complete Road Book of modern date.”—Cyclist. “ A Road Book of really standard
excellence.”

—

Bicycling Times. “ Should prove an invaluable companion for Touring.”

—

Midland Athlete. “ A most valuable book.”

—

Journal of Forestry. “The best we have
seen.”—Athletic News. “ The whole is compiled with great care.”—Monthly Gazette.
“ Written in a style at once concise, clear and comprehensive.”

—

Publishers' Circular.
Published by LETTS, SOIV & to. (Lim.), 33, King William St., l.ondon Bridge.

The copyright of this work is secured.

LETTS’S CYCLING MAP of Fifty Miles Round London.
(The “Multum in Pabvo” Map.)

At the suggestion of our Cycling Friends we prepared this map to meet a long-felt want
—an inclusive map, on a scale large enough to show smaller cross roads. The special
feature of the New Map is the marking in bright red of Dangerous Hills and indicating the
Direction in which the danger lies. Folded in neat Cloth Case for Pocket, 2s. 6d.

; on
Linen, in ditto, 5s.

Published byLETTS, SON & Co. (Limited), LONDON BRIDGE.

LETTS’S CYCLING MAP OF ENGLAND,
Very carefully ,reduced from the ordnance 'survey! for the purpose of showing the road
communication throughout the country, with the towns, villages, &c. The hills are shown
by shading, whilst absolutely dangerous ones are all marked in bright red, in the manner
described in the foregoing map. In order to make the roads prominent they are neatly
coloured by hand. Size, 33 inches by 39. Scale, 12 miles to the inch. Pbices—Coloured as
above, and mounted on linen in case, 10s. 6d.

;
Coloured as above in sheet, 5s.; Cheap

edition, uncoloured, folded, 2s. 6d.

Published by LETTS, SON & Co. (Limited), LONDON BRIDGE.

JUST RECEIVED FROM AMERICA,
A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF THE

^American Handy Mooksis-

For Trouser and Dress Fastening; Spring Centres; far

surpassing anything yet introduced in efficacy.

NICKEL - PLATED.

Send for a pair. Post free for 6 stamps.

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE.

VTHE CYCLIST” OFFICE, COVENTRY^
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Japanned.

;

Ifplated bar <& slide
,

Tricyclists’

Missi n g Link

last supplied.

10/6 per set.

7/6 per set,

THE

AT

BY RCE LETTERS PATENT.

^ regulate the
f§

|® length to suit

Easily attached

to the Treadles

as shown in illus-

tration, the bar

plate under-

neath having a

slot so as to

the rider.

By connecting the clip, shown strapped on the bottom of the

boot, with the bar at the rear of the treadle, the rider obtains a back

action power, which enables him to operate with both legs at the

same time, whereby speed can be increased and hills ascended with

greater ease and less fatigue, having a distributed and continued

power on the treadle. The foot, by a slight forward motion, is

liberated as shown above. Two extra clips are supplied, which can

be screwed on the boot by first pressing the point under the heel,

and if fixed in this way the straps can be dispensed with.

In ordering please say iffor single or double rubber Treadles .

TERMS, CASH.

PATENTEE

:

J. BUCKLAND,
^TAUNTON.^

Orders executed in rotation.
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((

i‘E I1L DEYON” Tricycle,

Old Style of hill

climbing.

The “Special Devon” is made
of the lightest and strongest

steel tubing, is fitted with the

patent “Swing Frame” for hill

climbing, a double band brake

as well as the well-known
“Devon” ground brake, and,

in accordance with the prevail-

ing demand, the weight of the

1883 pattern has been consider-

ably reduced.

Hill climbing by the
use of the Devon
Swing Frame.

For complete and Illustrated Price List and Testimonials (recently

published) apply to the Patentees and Manufacturers
,

MAYNARD HARRIS & CO,,
126 & m

,
LEADENHALL STREET, L0RD98, E.C.

BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.

The Wolseley Double Driving Tricycle.

Pedals back-

wards’without

extra

appliances.

Mud & Dress

Guards to all

wheels.

Pedals remain

stationary at

will, forming

foot-rests.

All bright parts

nickel-plated.

A warranty as

to material
and workman-
shipgiven with

each machine.

ALBERT PHILLIPS, EXCELSIOR WORKS, BIRMINGHAM.
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THE PATENT

“QUADRANT” TRKYKLE,

LLOYD BROS., HARBORNE, BIRMINGHAM.
PRINCIPAL FEATURE.—Large yet 'perfectly Steady guide wheel, steering from

its centre in quadrant shaped hearings. - 0 '< ?

ABVANTAREfS.—Weight is distributed over all wheels:alike, giving the 'maximum of
steadiness and safety. Perfectly vertical action, thus utilizing the rider’s weight instead Of
straining his muscles. Perfect steering, 'as the guide wheel bears its proper share of weight.
All rearing, tilting, skating and slipping'rendered impossible. Perfectly parallel running

;

no side strain to pull tyres and spokes to pieces. No danger on rough roads. Splendid hill-

climbing, as no force is lost. Light level running, as all wheels are large. Powerful double
band brake, with no strain

;
controlled by thumb and finger on the steepest hill, oil or grit

making no difference. All parts adjustable. Double-driver. A high-class machine' through-
out, light and strong. Sociable on same principles and with all the above advantages. Price
list on application,
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THE MONARCH TRICYCLE.

W. T. Eade’s Patent.

No Chains! No Gear Wheels ! ! No More Bearings than

a Bicycle I I I

Tlifs Tricycle can easily be ridden up a Hill that cannot be mounted on a
Bicycle.

Sole District Agents where the Tricycle may be seen and tried :
—

BRISTOL : John Humpage, Brunswick Street. BOURNEMOUTH : Field and Weaver, 2
Lansdowne Road. CHELTENHAM: F. W. Wilkins, 110, High Street. GLASGOW:
Jennings & Co., 101, Mitchell Street. LEICESTER: W.T. Bramley & Son, Granby Street.

LLVERPOOL : W. F. Archer, 60, South Castle Street. MACCLESFIELD: T. Smale,
Sunderland Street Mills. NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE : W. Smith, 39, Close. NOTTINGHAM

:

R. E. Lamb, South Parade. NORTHAMPTON : Joseph Taylor, St. Giles Street. PLY-
MOUTH: S. Tremain, 5, King Street. Reading: John Warrick, St. Mary Butts. SHEF-
FIELD : C. Parkin, 32, Charlotte Street. SOUTHAMPTON : Birmingham and Coventry
Cycle Co. SOUTHSEA : A. G. Angell, 41, Palmerston Road. WARMINSTER: J. W.
Titt, Woodcock Ironworks.

Ball Bearings to Driving Shafts, Steering Wheel and Pedals, £18 18s.

SEND FOB 1883 LIST, WITH TESTIMONIALS.

THE MONARCH TRICYCLE COMPY.,

Eagle Works, Job Bright St,, Birmingham.

Wholesale London Depot

:

BROOKE-HITCHINGS, * 19, * LUDGATE > HILL, * E.C.
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FOR«
Illustrated Descriptions of this

) Qaa I^Q'TOOT’
season’s Machines J

Ult5 DcUcicil

.

PRICE «d.

Disp
Mlchine°s

last season
’

s

}
See the Bazaar.

PRICE ad.

Procuring second-hand Machines
| q D^p.p

of all makes. )
LIlC IJdLddl •

PRICE ad.

Obtaining Lamps, Saddles, Bells,
| q Rqtqqt*

and all Appliances. I
lliU AJdLddl •

PR CE ad.

Ad
'To»“4,Sc'.

bes,M“hi”“’} See the Bazaar.
PRICE ad.

Exchanging, Selling, or Buying \

every description of property
[ ggg ^}|g BaZaEF.

with ease, economy and
j

price
expedition.

'

Like all grand conceptions
,

the process is remarkable for its

simplicity .”—The Globe.

To be had of all Newsagents & at the Railway Bookstalls.

Specimen Copy for Two Penny Stamps.

Office: 170, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.

TRICYCLES OF THE YEAR:

Particulars of 104 Machines for

this season, besides Lamps,
Saddles, Bags, &c. Invaluable
to all intending purchasers.

PRICE 1/-; post free , 1/2.

London :

L. Upcott Gill, 170, Strand, W.C.

BICYCLES OF THE YEAR:

Particulars of 80 Machines for

this season, besides Bells, Bags,
Lamps, Saddles, &c. Invaluable

to all intending purchasers.

PRICE 1/-; post free, 1/2.

London :

L. Upcott Gill, 170, Strand, W.C.
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BAYL1SS, THOMAS A 6o„
EXCELSIOR WORKS,

COVENTRY,
Manufacturers of the

World-Renowned

BICYCLES.
—m—

The Victor

D.E.H.F. BICYCLE (1883),
With Rubber Isolated Spring, Hollow Back Forks, Adjustable Step, and all

our latest improvements. The D.E.H.F. Roadster, Semi-Racer, and Racer.
The Excelsior No 1. The Excelsior No. 3, a cheap, reliable Bicycle, up to

50 inches, £8 10s.
;
up to 54 inches, £9.

,t, HT'P TP’V'PT F5 -4-

The Excelsior No. 1. The Excelsior Pet. The Duplex (Tandem) Excelsior,
to carry two persons, width three feet. The Patent Folding Tricycle (Fletcher’s

patent). The Sociable. The Hand Lever Excelsior. Tne Double Driver
Excelsior (Starley’s patent).

•*£ TflE GOTTEN * I£0PG DljSTfflSCE HEC0HD,#-
191 Miles in One Day,

Was made by Mr. J. Hawkins, junr., of Walsall, on a 46in. Excelsior No. 1 Tricycle ; starting
at 1 o’clock a.m. on September 7th, 1882, from Walsall, via Birmingham, to St. Albans,

returning by same route, reaching Birmingham at 1 a.m., September 8th.

Mr. J. Elton, Captain West Kensington T.C., on June 28th, rode from Hammersmith to
Doncaster, 168 miles; starting from Hammersmith at 12 o’clock a.m., and reaching destina-

tion at 11 o’clock p.m. same day.

THE LONGEST SOCIABLE TRICYCLE RECORDS.
October 2nd and 3rd, Mr. J. M. Hart, hon. sec. of the Kilburn B.C., and Mr. H. Allen, rode an
Excelsior Sociable from West Bradley to Kilburn, distance 140 miles

;
time, 21Jhrs. During

a tour of nine days, the same gentleman covered 450 miles.

August 22nd, 113 miles, and August 14th, 120 miles, by Mr. and Mrs. Hawkins, Walsall, on a
50in. Excelsior Sociable.

May 31st, 101-| miles, from Coventry to Hammersmith, by Mr. and Mrs. Williams, London,
on a 50in, Excelsior Sociable.
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S. B, ALLPORT,
MANUFACTURER OF

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES

Principles of Construction carefully considered, <fcc.

BEST MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP THROUGHOUT.

Highest essential value for price given.

50, WHITTALL STREET,
BIRMINGHAM.

Moore’s London & Coventry Tricycle & Bicycle Show-rooms,

KENNINGTON PARK CORNER, LONDON, 8.E.
(BOTH SIDES OF THE WAY.)

Any Machine named in this book sent to any part of the kingdom on hire,

with option of purchase.

E ORBI-OYC
New Central Double

Driving Hill-

Price 20 Guineas
;
with

MOORE’S

Driver
;

with Double

Climbing Gear.

Hill Gear, £3 extra.

PATENT.

All the gear is enclosed in an orb in the centre of the axle. No chains. Weight,
951bs. Compares favourably with all the leading roadsters in the market.
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THE

“APOLLO ”

uror}TPVPT 17
X XiXw X wXiXaASi^

SINGLE AND DOUBLE, READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

1883.

British Challenge.

Special British Challenge.

Royal Challenge.

National Challenge.

’Xtraordinary Challenge.

Youth’s Challenge.

Racing Challenge.

1883.

Challenge No. 1, Folding.

Challenge No. 2, „

Challenge No. 2.

Challenge No. 7
,
Youth’s.

Apollo.

Velociman.

Traveller.

A tricycle of the best possible style, quality and finish.

SINGER 4 Co., COVENTRY.
LONDON Show-rooms, 17, Holborn Viaduct.

LIVERPOOL Show-rooms, 65, Bold Street. LEEDS Show-rooms, 15, Park Row
NEWCASTLE Show-rooms, 13, Grainger Street, West.

GLASGOW Show-rooms, 39, Gordon Street.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES sent on receipt of THREE STAMPS.
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THE NEW

FRONT STEERER.
(BricknelTs Patents )

This Tricycle has now the following improvements combined with

the well-known and highly popular u MERLIN” ACTION :

—

1.

—It is a Front Steerer.

2.

—The Wheels are larger than last year’s make.

3.

— It is a perfect Balanced Double Driver.

4.

—It has a Two Speed Gear, applied while riding at speed
and involving no additional friction or wear.

5.

—It is Automatically Reversible.

6.

—It is Collapsible from 35 inches extreme width to

29 inches, without weakness or extra weight, and with-

out requiring the use of any tool.

7.

—The Handles are Adjustable up or down instantane-
ously while riding at speed.

8.

—The Band Brake is of extraordinary power, and is self-

sustaining to any degree on the steepest hill.

9.

—The weight of the Roadster for a 13 stone rider is

79lbs. actual scale weight (not “maker’s weight”).

10.—A new Clutch is applied which needs no attention.

The material and workmanship of this Machine are now un-

surpassed. The design is very elegant, and its strength and
durability may be fully depended upon. The superiority of the

“MERLlN ” as a fast, easy, light, and powerful hill-climber is now
acknowledged and attested by a large number of most favourable

Testimonials from riders of experience.

So many orders are on hand that new ones should be placed as

early as possible to prevent disappointment.

New Catalogue, with large full-page illustrations of the NEW
“MERLIN” FRONT STEERER, NEW “MERLIN” SOCIABLE, and
“MERLIN” SAFETY BICYCLE, with numerous Testimonials, free

from the Manufacturers,

Messrs. BRICKNELL &G0.,Ld.
Mmlm Esgim§mg Wmb,

BRIXTON RISE, LONDON, S.W.
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EVERY TRICYCLIST SHOULD HAVE

ADJUSTABLE.eolusi
FITTED TO HIS TRICYCLE,

As they can be adjusted without removing any part, greater speed with

less exertion is attained, completely dirt proof, and but slight Lubrication

is required, ADVANTAGES POSSESSED BY NO OTHER BEARINGS IN USE.

DRIVING WHEEL HUBS.

Elevation. Section.

LOOSE WHEEL HUBS.

Elevation. Section.

STEERING WHEEL HUBS.

Elevation. Section.

William Bown, 308, Sommer Lane, Birmingham,
SOLE PROPRIETOR AND MAKER.

MANUFACTURER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION OF BICYCLE AND TRICYCLE FITTINGS. AND

STAMPINGS IN IRON AND STEEL FOR SAME.










